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Abstract
Modelling strongly correlated systems is an incredibly hard problem, but a very fruitful
one when achieved. The main reason for its difficulty is that perturbation theory ap-
proaches do not work for certain interesting coupling regimes. However it is believed that
a holographic duality would map models with strong coupling strengths into weakly cou-
pled bulk regimes where our current tools do work. Interest in applications to condensed
matter systems has been growing throughout the past decade Though questions remain
about how to do it and if the duality is valid in a relevant regime.
Recently, it has been proposed that the multi-scale entanglement renormalisation ansatz
(MERA) an efficient representation for ground states of local Hamiltonians on a lat-
tice realises at least some features of the AdS/CFT correspondence. For example, an
one dimensional (1D) quantum lattice model described by the MERA has its description
stored in the renormalisation group (RG) flow of the ground state, detailing the state
at different length scales. When implemented, this flow is encoded in a two dimensional
(2D) hyperbolic tensor network where the extra dimension is the aforementioned length
scale of the lattice system. Specifically the ansatz is based on a real space RG transfor-
mation, known as entanglement renormalisation, that removes local entanglement before
coarse-graining the state.
To look at this I studied the MERA tensor network by adding additional degrees of free-
dom on each bond - a connection between separate tensors in the network - to obtain a
physical geometry in 2D. The focus was to keep the bulk theory description in the tensor
network regime to allow straightforward applications of numerical techniques so that this
procedure can be applied to any quantum field theory regardless of coupling strength.
To achieve this, myself and collaborators introduced the new degrees of freedom by in-
serting tensors into the original MERA network, ”lifting” it to the bulk MERA. We also
extended the formalism to gauge fields by analysing the symmetric MERA - a MERA
constructed out of tensors symmetric under the action of some group G.
By making use of symmetric tensors and symmetric MERA the formalism naturally
extends to give rise to emergent gauge fields in the bulk two dimensional state. This
occurred due to symmetric tensor networks decomposing into magnetic and degeneracy
components via Schur’s lemma and restrictions on the magnetic components to give rise
to what we call the gauge degrees of freedom. Using this it was possible to analyse
gauge properties of the bulk, including: Wilson loops, entanglement between gauge and
degeneracy degrees of freedom, and local gauge symmetries in the bulk. Finally we also
demonstrate that it is possible to construct a Hamiltonian for the 2D bulk MERA which
is local, constructed from vertex and loop operators, and symmetric under this gauge
symmetry.
As this project was motivated from a numerical perspective a major component of the
work done was to generate a code for manipulating tensor networks. For tensor networks
without symmetries this is simple, however for symmetric tensor networks this becomes
quite complicated. Therefore this work also included the development of a library to
numerically manipulate symmetric tensor networks, including anyonic symmetries such
as the quantum SU(2) symmetry. Doing this we gained access to a complete family of
unitary minimal model conformal field theories with which we could numerically test the
correspondence.
With the critical models tested I found that this procedure could replicate a number of
properties predicted by the holographic dictionary. These included: global on-site sym-
metries corresponding to local on-site symmetries, the Ryu-Takayanagi formula relating
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Drawing ideas from one field of physics into another field has lead to significant advances
in multiple fields, quickly producing new knowledge as one concept’s developed ideas are
applied to anothe field. Examples of this extend from applying entropy to black holes
resulting in black hole thermodynamics [1], to applying statistical mechanics (amongst
other tools) to biology, giving rise to the field of biophysics[2]. There is a particularly
strong correspondence of this type between research in high energy physics and condensed
matter physics. For example, Greens functions, phase transitions and topological ideas
appeared first in one field before migrating across to great success. In quantum gravity
an approach that has risen to prominence is the holographic principle [3, 4], realised by
the AdS/CFT correspondence, also referred to as gauge/gravity duality, that proposes
a theory of quantum gravity is exactly analogous by a theory of quantum mechanics in
one lower dimension. This allows us to study quantum gravity with the well understood
tools of quantum mechanics. There have also been a few attempts to try to reverse the
process, trying to understand strongly coupled quantum systems in terms of some sort
of limit of quantum gravity (i.e. general relativity) [5, 6]. These approaches are often
considered questionable because it is not clear that interesting, strongly coupled systems
correspond to simplifying limits of the graviational theory [7, 8].
In the last several years a different connection has emerged. In 2009 Brian Swingle
proposed that a condensed matter tool called the Multiscale Entanglement Renormal-
isation Ansatz (MERA) - a quantum information/condensed matter tool designed to
model discrete strongly coupled quantum systems in 1D - is a discrete representation of
the AdS/CFT correspondence [9] (published 2012). This proposal produced a flurry of
work on tensor networks in AdS/CFT, and their general connection to holographic ideas
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[10, 11, 12, 13, 14], of which the MERA representation is an example. Most approaches
have focused on special cases, such as a network of random or perfect tensors [10, 14] and
so is lacking is a general approach which could be applied to arbitrary MERA and still
demonstrate a correspondence.
The work I have done in my PhD over the past four years is aimed at answering this ques-
tion. Is it possible to take a tensor network description of a quantum state and construct
a holographic network from it without losing the properties of the original quantum state?
The approach I took was to focus on taking a tensor network approximation (to arbitrary
precision) of any given quantum state and developing a numerical approximation to a
bulk state. If such a statement can be confirmed in the affirmative then this opens holog-
raphy research to using the simpler numerical tools of tensor networks. Further, such
tools would also allow us to explore arbitrary quantum states with respect to holography
by removing fears that the correspondence is invalid within this regime.
Tensor networks are a numerical tool that have developed a very strong association with
quantum information in the last couple of decades, having found much use in numerical
many-body and condensed matter calculations. This is because the most straightforward
way to model quantum states is to either describe them in terms of functions and solve
analytically or for a more numerical flavour spatially discretise the quantum state. Both
these methods have problems, the first assumes an analytic solution exists and can be
found by people, the second requires that the computer stores a number of values that
grows exponentially with the number of sites of a many-body state. Hybrid approaches
where an ansatz, an educated guesses, is made about the structure of the correct state
has had much success at solving many-body questions [15, 16, 17, 18]. These use analytic
intuition about the structure of the state to reduce the degrees of freedom to be tractable
for numerical methods. Tensor networks are a general method of using this kind of idea.
When describing them, tensor networks can be viewed as graphs, a collection of vertices
connected by edges. Each vertex corresponds to a tensor in the network, and edges to the
indices of said tensors, edges connecting two vertices corresponding a contraction of a pair
of indices between the tensors [19, 20]. Each open edge on the tensor network (an edge
which is only connected to only one vertex) corresponds to degrees of freedom labelled by
an uncontracted index. Assigning these open edges to physical sites, the tensor network
then becomes an exact or approximate representation of a quantum many body state
depending on the tensor network graph and the quantum state in question. When look-
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ing for numerical approximations the most commonly used tools tend to grow linearly,
rather then exponentially, with the number of sites. This drastically reduces the memory
costs associated with storing the tensor network state, in turn this reduces the time costs
associated with updating the approximation if variational techniques were used. These
approximations are achieved by placing restrictions on the kinds of correlations that the
ansatz can represent. This is built into the structure of the graph and enforces a sense
of locality not naturally built into the naive approaches to representing quantum states.
Early tensor network approximations often restricted themselves to the same geometry
as the approximated state, so a D dimensional quantum state was approximated by a D
dimensional tensor network [20]. However more complicated networks such as the MERA
takes this further by making the tensor network exist in one dimension higher then the
geometry of the many-body system they are describing [21, 22, 23]. In the case of the
MERA this extra dimension is explained as the renormalisation length scale of the state
that is being described. This is reminiscent of the ideas of holography which I discussed
earlier, suggesting that certain tensor network ansatz may be implicitly using ideas of
holography. If this is true then tensor networks may turn out to be the Rosetta stone to
see how to translate holographic principles into arbitrary strongly correlated many-body
systems.
One problem with this idea is that these higher dimensional spaces have no physical
degrees of freedom in them. If we want to stay firmly within the framework of tensor
networks then we must find a way to associate physical sites with this higher dimensional
space, i.e. to introduce more open edges. So the first question that must be answered
before any holography ideas can be approached is how to introduce these extra degrees
of freedom into the bulk. Beyond that the question is how to introduce them without
destroying the initial tensor network and corresponding quantum state we started from.
To approach this I looked at a novel ”lifting” of tensor networks, specifically MERA,
to introduce new physical degrees of freedom in this higher dimensional space. With
this proposal in mind I studied a number of features that would be expected from any
holographic theory for two choices of lifting tensors. The first being the first solution
uncovered for some physically motivated axioms early in this work, the second arising
much later but matching the behaviour of the first solution. This was done for a variety
of explicit quantum states computed numerically, demonstrating that this approach with
tensor networks is naturally extendible to explicit examples of quantum states.
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While doing this, one major thing that I focused on was guaranteeing that this approach
extended to tensor networks describing global symmetries. Because of this approach, the
numerical part of my project ended up producing a very general computational tool for
manipulating tensor networks with local on-site symmetries. Due to its generality, this
numerical tool has applications beyond holographic tensor networks to arbitrary tensor
networks. And because of its user friendly nature, hiding most of the complicated cal-
culations behind the scenes, it is easy to believe it could be practically applied in other
approaches as well.
The work I have done on this topic is contained within this thesis and is split into 6
parts throughout 8 chapters. This first chapter (this chapter) introduces the problem
and outlines the rest of the thesis. The next three introduce core background topics of
the thesis, discussing important topics from condensed matter in chapter 2, and back-
ground on the holographic principle and related topics in chapter 3. Chapter 4 takes
these topics and discusses the explicit tensor network I will focus on, the MERA. This
chapter also contains an introduction to tensor networks and previous work connecting
them to the holographic principle.
The new work in this thesis first appears in chapter 5, which introduces a method to
”lift” the MERA to the bulk MERA. A method to take the MERA tensor network and
promote it to a quantum state in a higher number of space-time dimensions. This is done
using something we call the lifting tensors - defined as a tensor satisfying a pair of axioms
- giving rise to a powerful structure in the bulk MERA and reproducing aspects of the
holographic principle. One choice of lifting tensor, called the basis independent lifting
tensor, reproduce additional properties of the holographic principle beyond those that
arise just from the two axioms satisfied by the copy lifting tensor. The results of both of
these lifting tensors are included in this chapter and later chapters due to the copy lifting
tensor being well understood regardless of is weaknesses relative to the basis independent
lifting tensor. In chapter 6 this procedure is extended to symmetric MERA, where the
Hamiltonian for the state described by the MERA has a global on-site symmetry giving
rise to a local symmetry in the bulk MERA. This chapter also has a quick introduction to
ideas from group theory and representation theory and how they can be used to describe
tensors and tensor networks with local on-site symmetries. This was then extended to
the anyonic MERA which is discussed in chapter 7 including some calculations for an
anyonic bulk MERA. Lastly chapter 8 concludes this thesis.
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In addition to the main chapters there are four appendices which are related to the main
aspect of the thesis but would be out of place in relevant parts of the thesis. Appendix
A gives a list of other, relevant, tensor networks that do not appear in the main text.
Appendix B proves certain assumptions used in chapter 5 when deriving the basis inde-
pendent lifting tensor, this is not included in the main text because it requires ideas from
chapter 6 and 7 (and given a deeper analysis in appendix C) to prove.
The theory behind general symmetries using representation theory is extended upon in
appendix C, giving a self contained discussion of these well understood mathematical
structures parallel to my new work. In appendix D these ideas are used to create a
general tensor network contraction and manipulation code library, used for all numerical
calculations in the main chapters (5,6,7) of the thesis. This code is designed to allow
numerical manipulations of arbitrary tensor networks with on-site symmetries, including
anyonic symmetries. An explicit demonstration of how the MERA is implemented using
this code is also given in appendix D to demonstrate the relative ease this library gives




This chapter aims to give an introduction to the condensed matter background for field
theories and their discrete analogues, spin lattices/chains. Along with introducing these
ideas I will comment on some properties which will be important with respect to the
work in this thesis. The basic ideas of field theories are introduced in section 2.1 and
discrete analogues of these theories are described in section 2.2. For both of these kinds
of theories we can define Hamiltonian functions, and each model can be separated into
gapped and gapless systems based on the thermodynamic limit of the Hamiltonian. The
important distinctions between gapped and gapless systems is discussed in section 2.3,
gapless models can often be described by conformal field theories(CFT), or a discrete
analogue called critical spin systems. These special cases are discussed in section 2.4.
When describing CFTs or critical spin systems we can completely characterise the model
by its large scale behaviour which consists of a few parameters, in particular the central
charge and the scaling dimensions.
This thesis will primarily focus on the ground states of critical spin systems. This is
because these critical/gapless systems have scale invariant physics, a natural limit in
which to explore bulk/boundary correspondences through tensor networks. This tensor
network bulk-boundary correspondence is described in both chapters 5 and 6, and to a
lesser degree in chapter 7.
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2.1 Field Theories
Field theories are ubiquitous in much of many-body physics where they describe fields
or probability amplitudes of particles over some spacetime. A field in the field theory
over space(-time) M associates a quantity v(x) to each point x ∈ M. depending on the
type of theory, v(x) can take different types of values depending on the field theory. In
scalar field theories these fields are scalar fields so v(x) comes from R, while for complex
fields v(x) is drawn from C, and for real (complex) vector fields v(x) is a vector from Rn
(Cn) and so on. In some field theories the value v(x) is a complex number corresponding
to a probability amplitude associated to each point, however this is not always the case.
The lowest energy state of these field theories often is a vacuum where no particles exist.
However perturbations in these field theories can correspond to particle excitations which
are significantly non-zero values which are highly localised at a fixed time. If these exci-
tations stay localised enough as we vary the time coordinate and only shift continuously
, then the particles can be viewed as moving along a world line. [24]
The spaceM the field is defined over is a manifold, and depending the type of manifold
this can either be just space or space-time. For us all that is relevant with respect to a
manifold is that it is just some geometry which locally (at a point) looks like Euclidean
space (flat space), or Minkowski space (flat space-time). In most real world applications
this space-time is treated as globally flat and the geometry is Minkowski, however in order
to make certain calculations easier it is better perform them on a finite space without
boundaries e.g. a ring in 1D. In this case the space-time is essentially flat having zero
intrinsic curvature, the curvature which generates gravitation. But the global structure
means the space-time can have extrinsic curvature, e.g. a ring looks curved from outside
even if there is no source of internal gravitation. In this thesis only manifolds with zero
intrinsic curvature or those with a hyperbolic geometry are relevant and only field theo-
ries (or some discrete analogue) over these spaces are considered. The first of these types
of manifolds are straightforward to comprehend, the second will be discussed when they
appear but will be ignored for the remainder of this chapter.
From the fields of this field theory it is possible to build a Lagrangian by taking point-
wise products/contractions of these fields to produce a scalar field, called the Lagrangian
density. Contractions of fields can be taken over field indices, such as taking the dot
product between two vector fields, we may also contract over space-time indices. These
indices may arise if we construct further fields by taking the derivative of a field, this
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kind of construction is important to introduce momentum terms into the lagrangian, the
fields acting as position terms and their derivatives takiing giving rise to their conjugate
momentums. These Lagrangian densities, just like the Lagrangian in the single particle
case, carry all the information required to work out the equations of motion via calculus
of variations. Furthermore, in physically interesting Lagrangian densities, the Lagrangian
density is a sum of terms, each of which corresponds to a particular interaction that could
occur between particles. The simplest example of this is in the free scalar field theory,




















The first model is free in the sense that there are no interactions between excitations, all
they can do is to propagate forward. Applying Euler’s equations we arrive at the equa-















= −∂µ∂µφ(x) +m2φ(x) = 0 (2.3)
This gives us the wave equation in the massless case (m = 0). In the massive case we
see similar behaviours except that the wave now propagates slower then the maximum
velocity (i.e. slower then the speed of light).
The corresponding phi-4 theory’s equations of motion look different due to the non-linear
term which now appears (see equation (2.4) ). This new term corresponds to scattering,
seen by interpreting the [φ(x)2] part as some field density of the scalar particles. Then
this equation can be viewed as having a potential term which depends on the amplitude





= −∂µ∂µφ(x) +m2φ(x) + λ
3!
[φ(x)2]φ(x) = 0 (2.4)
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In addition to taking the Lagrangian approach we can formulate a Hamiltonian approach





This separates space and time so that for all fields φj(x), we end up with a correspond-
ing momentum operator for this field defined by pij(x) =
∂L(x)
∂(∂tφj(x))
. In this approach we
have explicitly chosen some foliation of space-time when we define the time axis. There
is no unique choice for this because all reference frames are equally valid for the fields.
Further, due to covariance these fields must behave in a consistent manner regardless of
which reference frame we chose. In fact these two examples are manifestly covariant and
therefore the equations of motion are exactly the same in all reference frames.
That the Hamiltonian formulation fundamentally breaks the invariance may make it seem
like a bad choice for expressing the behaviour of Lorentz invariant field theories. How-
ever transforming into a Hamiltonian picture allows us to use a wide berth of statistical
mechanic tools which makes up for breaking the invariance.
A particular advantage of the Hamiltonian formulation is that it readily allows for study-
ing ground state properties of condensed matter systems. Also certain low energy approx-
imations for physically interesting systems, such as crystals or metals, often don’t have
an exact Lorentz symmetry. In the crystal structure the atoms forming the crystal are
approximately fixed and thus produce a background field which breaks the translation
and rotation symmetries along with fixing a natural time axis. These crystal structures
are best described with spin lattices, described in section 2.2, where the degrees of free-
dom can be associated with points in a lattice, which physically may be electron states
localised around an ion in a crystal. These lattices are clearly not Lorentz invariant, in-
troducing a canonical time direction. Therefore the main argument against transforming
into a Hamiltonian picture is irrelevant for these cases.
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2.2 Spin lattices and spin chains
Spin lattices are a model of physics where each degree of freedom in our system is as-
sociated to a particular point in a lattice [25, 26, 27, 28]. In most models the same
number of degrees of freedom are associated to each lattice point, in the case that this
is a Hilbert space V this means the total Hilbert space of the model is V ⊗N where N
is the number of sites in the lattice. Further these lattice points may be embedded in
a time slice of a space-time manifold (i.e. a spatial manifold), both giving a sense of
distance and making them naturally described by Hamiltonians. Though because of the
Legendre transformation they may still be expressed in terms of a Lagrangian. The
Hilbert space on each of these sites are often visualised as a qubit (for 2 levels) or a qu-
dit (for d levels) spin in many spin lattice models, giving rise to the name of these models.
So far I have been talking about degrees of freedom in terms of Hilbert spaces, however
this is only true when working with quantum degrees of freedom. In classical systems
there is a probability distribution associated with each state outcome rather then a vec-
tor. But just as we may entangle different Hilbert spaces in the quantum case we can
have correlations between different sites in the classical one, probability distributions over
a subset of lattice sites depending on any or all of the other site states in the lattice.
Models on a spin lattice are defined by a Hamiltonian on the lattice H : V ⊗N → V ⊗N ,
this is a Hermitian matrix defining a series of energy levels as the eigenvalues with states
corresponding to the eigenvectors of this matrix. The smallest eigenvalue of the Hamil-
tonian is called the ground energy and the corresponding eigenvector is the ground state,
if there is more then one copy of the smallest eigenvalue in the spectrum then the ground
state is called degenerate and described by the eigenspace of the minimum eigenvalue.
Computing the ground state of a Hamiltonian is generally a hard problem and the few
techniques for computing ground states of generic Hamiltonians are all effectively brute
force diagonalisation computations. In addition to these there are many techniques de-
signed to approximate ground states for a subset of all Hamiltonians which are physically
relevant and are called local Hamiltonians.
Local Hamiltonians can be written as a sum of terms, each of which have support on
a bounded number of sites which is finite. The term with support on region A can be
written as HA : V
⊗|A| → V ⊗|A|, where |A| is the number of lattice sites in region A. This
term does not have to be hermitian like the full Hamiltonian because the non-hermitian
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parts may cancel out. However a number of techniques that are used to compute the
ground state require the local Hamiltonian to be Hermitian, non-Hermitian terms caus-
ing issues in the algorithm. The simplest case of a local Hamiltonian is in 1D where the
spin lattice is called a spin chain, essentially the only choice of geometry available, where
the sites are lined up as in a chain. For a local Hamiltonian on a periodic ring with
terms of size no more then m, the decomposition into local components takes the form
H =
∑
i hi,i+1,...,i+m where the sum over i runs over all the sites in the spin chain and
hi,...,i+m is a term with support only on sites i, ..., i+m (modulo periodicity). This is simi-
lar in the case of boundaries with only some minor modifications to the set of local terms.
The prototypical example of spin chains are the Ising model, a model of the magnetisation
of matter in a magnetic field, and the Heisenberg model, a model offerromagentism.
These models each have a classical and a quantum version which can be described by a
Hamiltonian, for which the quantum versions are given in equation (2.6) [26]. In both
these models we have a coupling strength parameter Ji,j between sites i and j, which
is defined to be J when i and j are neighbouring and zero otherwise (including when
i = j), there is also a magnetisation parameter h in the Ising model which represents the





























These Hamiltonians can also be used to approximate continuous field theories in either the
full theory or as a low energy limit, potentially simplifing the system under consideration,
and allowing numerical calculations to be performed. The scalar field theory in equation
(2.1) can be approximated by a spin lattice with the degrees of freedom of a harmonic
oscillator located at every site on the lattice and a coupling between adjacent oscillators.










Ki,j(xi − xj)2 (2.7)
While this is one application of spin chains with respect to field theories we can see that in
a low energy limit this discrete structure emerges naturally in models of solids. In the case
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of a crystal (including metals) the atoms form a regular lattice structure at low energies,
where the nucleus and electrons in the lower orbitals of the atom are approximately fixed,
forming the lattice structure and a fixed background potential through which the sea of
valence electrons move. In this low energy limit each site can be reduced to having two
electron orbitals and therefore a four dimensional Hilbert space with different possible
states: no electrons, a spin up electron, a spin down electron, both a spin up and a spin
down electron. This model can capture a number of qualitative and quantitative features
of solids and appear under names such as the Hopping model and the Hubbard model.
Simple modifications such as changing the number of electron orbital pairs at each lattice
site allowing for fine tuning to particular applications. The parameters for these models
to correspond to physical systems can be computed based on the overlap of the modes
that these electrons occupy. In the low energy limit we can approximate the modes of
electrons located to each site and can work out the energy contributions for the electron
in this mode by integrating the potential over the mode. We can also work out kinematic
hopping terms by looking at overlaps between adjacent lattice orbitals. This leads to the
















In this equation ci,σ is the annihilation operator for a spin σ electron at site i, where σ
can take the values spin up, ↑, and spin down, ↓. In the simplest case the hopping term
ti,j is t if the sites are adjacent, otherwise it is zero. However we can also generalise this
by allowing more location dependent hopping or long range hopping, but in the simple
crystals that this Hamiltonian was originally designed to model these possibilities can be
ignored.
All these models are approachable by many analytic tools such as the Bethe ansatz
and transfer matrix approaches as well as a variety of numerical tools such as Monte
Carlo simulations and molecular dynamics techniques. The choice of which tool to use is
dependent on the question asked. The techniques that are of most interest in this thesis
are those based on tensor networks (described in chapter 4) such as the density matrix
renormalisaiton group (DMRG) or the imaginary time-evolved block domain (iTEBD)
algorithms. Both based on the matrix product state (MPS) tensor network [20, 30, 31],
and both designed to compute the ground state of a given local Hamiltonian. These
methods both make the ansatz that the wave-function of the spin chain can be described
by a finitely correlated state, however this guess is only valid in the case of gapped
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systems (see section 2.3) and does not retain any details of the scale structure of the state.
Because all the spin chain Hamiltonians that I will use in this thesis can be thought to
be approximations to conformal field theories (see section 2.4) where scale invariance is
an important property of the ground state, the technique used in this thesis will be the
multiscale entanglement renormalisation ansatz (MERA) as described in chapter 4.
2.3 Gapped and Gapless theories
An important distinction for the rest of the thesis is the one between gapped and gap-
less Hamiltonian. An arbitrary local Hamiltonian is generally gapped, this means that
there is a minimal energy required to create excitations in the ground state. The gap
corresponding to the energy required to create a particle with no kinetic energy, i.e. its
rest mass energy, and prevents the ground state being a superposition of particles. This
also leads to a robustness against perturbations because if the perturbations introduce
energy less then a certain minimum value they are unable to create an excitation and
change the state of the system. On the other hand a gapless system has no energy barrier
to particle creation and so constant particle creation and annihilation tend to dominate
the behaviour at low temperatures. These two types of Hamiltonians have qualitatively
different behaviours in terms of scaling of correlations and entropy, with gapped systems
having an inbuilt length scale.[32, 28]
The concept of gapped and gapless systems is defined only in the thermodynamic limit
and it is clear to see why. For any finite, non-bosonic, spin chain there is a finite dimen-
sional Hilbert space and so the Hamiltonian is finite matrix, meaning that any excitation
will have a minimum excitation energy. In the thermodynamic limit we expect the energy
separation to eventually go to zero between the ground energy and first excited state.
This means that excitations can be created with no minimum energetic cost and so in-
finitesimal changes are possible. In physical models the energy gap we are discussing
often looks like the energy associated to the rest mass of the particle and so gapped and
gapless systems are also known as massive or massless systems.
To define this rigorously we consider a series of Hamiltonians on larger and larger lattices
and if there exists is some fixed minimum gap ∆gap between the ground energy and the
next highest energy state which holds for all system sizes then the system is considered
gapped. If this difference goes to zero as the lattice becomes larger then the Hamiltonian
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is gapless. Global geometry is important when computing the gap as gapped systems
can appear gapless in the presence of boundaries. These boundaries can allow for gapless
edge excitation modes which may not be relevant to bulk physics, and if aren’t accounted
for properly then would falsely indicate that the bulk is gapless.
For a gapped system this existence of an energy gap ∆gap gives rise to a length scale in the
system. This can be viewed as a length scale since if we rescale of the system size (in the
thermodynamic limit), then the gap is proportionally rescaled as well and so transforms
covariantly with length rescaling. This covariance allows the gap to meaningfully act as
a length scale. An example to understand this is if a given gapped system has length a
which is rescaled to a
2
then the energy density must be doubled, therefore doubling the
energy gap. For gapless systems this measurement of length scale doesn’t exist and so
means that we have a scale invariance in the thermodynamic limit, at least for near zero
temperatures.
This is an important feature of gapless systems and means that if we have correlations at
one length scale in the ground state, then there must be correlations at all length scales
(this or no correlations at all). Therefore when modelling a phase transition, in particular
a quantum phase transition, only gapless Hamiltonians can be considered when we are
exactly on the transition boundary. Mathematically this shows up as an algebraic (poly-
nomial) decay of correlation function in gapless systems. This also appears as a logarith-
mic correction to the area law for the entanglement entropy (depending on the dimension
of the Fermi surface). In which case this is generally of the form S(A) ∝ Ld−1 ln(L)
where L is the maximal length of region A in any direction and d is the number of spatial
dimensions of the model [33] .
On the other hand gapped systems have a finite correlation length and exponential decay
of correlations. With regards to the entropy this grows with the surface area of region
A, roughly like S(A) ∝ Ld−1 for a d-dimensional system. In the absence of a phase
transition or topological properties it may appear that the corresponding Hamiltonians
must be gapped due to finite correlation lengths. Though it is possible to retain the scale
invariance without long range correlations if the correlation length is zero, which is the
case corresponds to a product state and is often related to a phase.
Entanglement entropy, as I was describing with respect to gapped and gapless models, is
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a type of entropy defined between a region A and its compliment AC . This is computed
in the same manner as the entropy of the reduced state on A is computed. The mea-
surement of this entropy is the Re´nyi entropy, which returns a number through equation
(2.10) for every reduced density matrix ρA over region A. [34]
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This is an alternative to more common Von-Neumann entropy, equation (2.9), and the
α = 2 Re´yni entropy is used in this thesis because the computation of Re´yni entropy is




. For large regions A with a tensor network description of
the state, computing this is much easier then computing the eigenvalues of ρA for working
out the Von-Neumann entropy. It is interesting to note that the Von-Neumann entropy
arises from the Re´yni entropy in the limit from above of α→ 1.
The siginficance of the von-Neumann entropy in this thesis has to do with the Ryu-
Takayanagi formula as defined in chapter 3 where the boundary entropy in that formula
was originally with respect to the von-Neumann entropy instead of the Re´nyi entropy,
though it was later extended to Re´nyi entropies in [35]. In these definitions ρA is the
reduced density matrix of the state on region A.
Physically the entanglement entropy may be viewed as measuring the amount of entan-
glement that passes through the boundary of A, denoted ∂A. If the ground state of a
system has finite correlation length (such as a gapped systems) then for any large enough
region A, this must scale as the boundary of the surface area of the boundary ∂A of
region A.
This is because the finite correlation length means that for any point on the boundary
there is a length l where points further then this distance cannot be correlated (either
classically or via entanglement) to any meaningful degree. Therefore any points at least
this far away from the boundary ∂A cannot effect anything in region A, and so cannot
contribute to the entanglement entropy. Therefore for regions A which are much larger
then l in any direction the region of space that can contribute to the entanglement en-
tropy saturates to a volume of size 2l|∂A| where |∂A| is the surface area of the boundary.
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This bounds the entanglement entropy growth to be no faster then the surface area |∂A|,
this behaviour is known as an area law for the entanglement entropy.
The idea of gapped and gapless states are related to the concept of universality classes.
In all materials we can perform a procedure called renormalisation. In this procedure
we forget about the short ranged behaviour of a material by rescaling our system and
tracing out short ranged interactions. Repeated applications of this procedure leads to
a scale invariant fixed point which is called the universality class of the system. These
universality classes classify the long range behaviour of the system, and can be used to
reduce the complexity of microscopic models to a few well studied macroscopic models
with particular macroscopic behaviours and properties. We can also think of the renor-
malisation procedure as a flow where different microscopic models flow towards these
critical macroscopic models. For any gapped system the finite length scale, ∆gap, be-
comes shorter under renormalisation, this means that any model that is not at a phase
transition (with infinite correlation length) must renormalise to a product state with zero
correlation length. This state turns out to be a critical point which tends to reside deep
within the phase space of the gapped models that all correspond to the resulting univer-
sality class.
For any real system a universality classes are always an approximation, the finite size of
atoms means that it is impossible for any physics to be truly scale invariant (at least in
the regimes at which we are familiar with). However the finite size effects of atoms tend
to be negligible in bulk materials which are therefore treated as continuous.
The last key feature of gapped and gapless systems emerges when we consider topolog-
ical materials. Topological materials have a symmetry in the system and so are always
gapped, granting protection from perturbations which break this symmetry. For this
reason topological materials are of interest for quantum memory and quantum comput-
ing. However to smoothly alter the Hamiltonian from the ground state of one phase to
another it must pass through a gapless phase. This is not possible for bulk materials
with symmetries, but when edges are included then it is possible for gapless edge modes
to exist and allow said transitions. This makes the importance of global features (specif-
ically boundaries) quite clear.
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2.4 Conformal Field theories
Beyond scale invariance there is another type of symmetry which is important in the-
oretical descriptions of many-body systems, this symmetry is the conformal symmetry
[24]. Conformal symmetry is a symmetry which contains translation symmetry, Lorentz
symmetry and scale symmetry (scale transformations are also known as dilations). In
addition to these symmetries which we would expect in a scale invariant theory, we also
have a set of transformations called special conformal transformations. These special con-
formal transformations correspond to translations in the inverted coordinates x˜µ = x
µ
x2
and means that conformal symmetries include the largest set of transformations which
preserve angles between two vectors at a fixed point. Theories which have this symmetry
are called conformal field theories (CFT).
In the case of 2D field theories (meaning one spatial and one temporal dimension) it turns
out that scale invariance, along with Lorentz and translational symmetries, is sufficient
for a theory to be conformally invariant. This means that all gapless quantum Hamilto-
nians in 1D (here meaning one spatial dimension, and implicitly one temporal dimension)
are Hamiltonians for conformal field theories. And therefore all quantum phase transi-
tion points are conformal field theories. This identity is only true in 1D and in higher
dimensions it is possible to provide examples where a system is scale invariant, but is
not conformally invariant. This means that the long range behaviour of 1D quantum
systems can be completely characterise the relatively small number of possible conformal
field theories, each of which is a different universality class.
In 2D field theories the set of local conformal symmetry transformations are described by
two copies of the Virasoro algebra. Each of which is generated by the operators Ln, n ∈ Z
and the central charge c, a generator which commutes with all other generators [c, Ln] = 0.
The central charge appears in quantum theories, in the classical theories there are two
copies of the Witt algebra - essentially a Virasoro algebra without the central charge -
instead of the Virasoro algebras. The generating relations of the Virasoro algebra are
given in equation 2.11, and for the conformal field theories the second pair of generators
is written the same as the first but with a bar over it, e.g. Ln vs L¯n.
[Lm, Ln] = (m− n)Lm+n + c
12
(m3 −m)δm+n,0 (2.11)
Conformal field theories are symmetric under the Virasoro algebra, the solutions of which
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have been well studied, where each solution is described by the value of the central charge
and a value called the conformal dimension. These solutions are representations of the
symmetry, the general structure of which are described in further details in appendix
C. Here they are treated as (infinite dimensional) vector spaces closed under the gen-
erators of the Virasoro algebra Ln. Generally each solution has a single primary state
(primary field), also known as the lowest weight state, which has the property Ln>0v = 0
and is an eigenstate of L0. This eigenvalue of L0 satisfies L0v = hv where h is a real
number and is the conformal dimension of v. All other states can be written in the
form L−n1L−n2 · · ·L−nmv which itself is also an eigenstate of L0, with eigenvalue (confor-
mal dimension) h + N, N =
∑m
j=1 nj. The conformal dimension of v is the conformal
dimension I referred to earlier as specifying a representation, since all other conformal
dimensions are specified by h (plus an integer N). When the level N is non-zero then this
is called a descendent state or descendent field. The primary and descendent fields ϕ each
have a conformal dimension associated to them (referred to as hϕ), and the conformal
dimensions of the field for both Virasora algebras gives rise to the corresponding scaling
dimension ∆ϕ.
When we consider a single model, a direct sum of representations, the central charge, an
algebraic element up until this point, acts the same as a real number on all states of the
given representation. Physically the existence of a central charge indicates a quantum or
conformal anomaly when a length scale is introduced for example such as mapping a CFT
on a plain to one on a cylinder, introducing length scale L as the circumference of the
cylinder. The charge also expresses itself as a correction to the energy density operator,











In this relation w and z are complex numbers describing both space and time in a 1+1D
space-time. On the plane the coordinate is z where the real part corresponds to the
spatial direction and the imaginary part corresponds to the time direction. Under a
conformal transformation the plain can be mapped to a cylinder and the time direction
corresponds to the radial direction and spatial direction corresponds to the argument θ
of the complex number w = reiθ.
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The central charge also appears in the entanglement entropy of a finite region A of the
ground state of the CFT on a time slice. This is computed by taking the reduced state
over region A on this slice and computing its Von-Neumann entropy, resulting in the





Where the entropy of region A is proportional to the central charge c and ` is the length
of the region A.
This relation obeys the statement we made about gapless systems growing faster then
the area law (growing logarithmically in the case of 1D spatial systems) in section 2.3.
When studying these theories we are interested in how these states transform under the
scaling generator D = L0 + L¯0, from our definition of conformal dimensions we find that
the field should have a scaling dimension of
∆ϕ = hϕ + h¯ϕ. (2.14)
This value describes how the fields change under the operation Fλ, the rescaling the
length scale of a model by a factor of λ. This gives us
Fλ[ϕ(x)] = λ
−∆ϕϕ(x) (2.15)
By recalling the fact that L−n and L¯−n generate all the states from the highest weight
states when n > 0 then the number of copies of each descendent field related to each pri-
mary field can be computed. This is constructed from the number of ways the generators
can add N to the scaling dimension. For a single Virasora algebra L−n1L−n2 · · ·L−nm we
add N =
∑m
j=1 nj, however since there are two Virasora algebras the level is NCFT =
N + N¯ . This increases the number of copies of descendent fields for integer NCFT, for ex-
ample when NCFT = 1 there are 2 possible ways to generate this: L−1v⊗ v¯, and L¯−1v⊗ v¯,
one way for each Virasora algebra. The number of ways to add N is not always split
between the two algebras, for NCFT = 2 we get 5 combinations: L−2v ⊗ v¯, L−1L−1v ⊗ v¯,
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L−1L¯−1v ⊗ v¯, L¯−1L¯−1v ⊗ v¯, and L¯−2v ⊗ v¯. This method can be continued for higher N .
When considering these generators it is important to consider a linearly independent ba-
sis set, generated by requiring nj > nj+1 for L−n1L−n2 · · ·L−nm . This choice of ordering
is useful because vacuum states of CFTs are invariant under L−1 and L¯−1, corresponding
to invariance under translations of the system reducing the number of descendent fields
that arise from primary vacuum fields.
Each field also has a spin associated to it which is:
sϕ = hϕ − h¯ϕ (2.16)
This, combined with the scaling dimension of the field, is sometimes sufficient to uniquely
distinguish which descendent field we are talking about. However it is not guaranteed,
as for example both L−2v ⊗ v¯, L−1L−1v ⊗ v¯ would have the same scaling dimension and
spin. The spin of fields was not an important factor for the computations in this thesis
and therefore I will not discuss it any further.
There are discrete analogues for conformal field theories called critical spin systems. This
is a lattice model where the model become more and more representative of conformal
field theories as the number of sites in the lattice approaches infinity. This includes the
ability to construct local operators which are analogous to primary fields. These primary
operators and associated descendent operators have associated scaling dimensions and
spins which can be numerically computed [36]
Critical spin systems, specifically one dimensional spin chains, will be important for the
rest of the thesis. The tensor network algorithm MERA (multiscale entanglement renor-
malisation ansatz), described in chapter 4, is built specifically to construct the ground
state of critical spin systems and is central to the rest of the thesis. The algorithm works
by building up a description of the spin chain at different length scales, each represented
by layers in the tensor network. This layer construction allows short range properties to
be easily removed when describing longer length scales. Further, at layers corresponding
to longer length scales this removes short range artefacts of the spin system approxima-
tion and the model acts exactly like a conformal field theory. From this model the user
can obtain conformal information such as the central charge and the conformal dimen-
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sions of the representations that appear in the model.
Conformal field theories have applications in physics as descriptions of universality classes
for classical phase transitions and for quantum phase transitions at the critical point,
allowing us to predict the critical exponents of the transitions. In the rest of the thesis
the central charge and conformal dimensions of the representations building critical spin
models are important topics and are numerically computed for a number of models. These
properties are discussed in relation to the holographic principle (see chapter 3) which is
also a core component of the results of this thesis.
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Chapter 3
Holography and Quantum Gravity
This chapter will introduce the ideas from the field of quantum gravity which are im-
portant for this thesis topic. The holographic principle is discussed in section 3.1 and
draws its name from the idea of optical holograms where a 3D image is encoded in a 2D
slab. Here the holographic principle instead suggests a ’bulk’ D+1 dimensional gravita-
tional system is encoded in a ’boundary’ D dimensional quantum state, the relationships
between properties of the bulk and the boundary encodings are captured in something
called the holographic dictionary. The three aspects of the holographic dictionary that I
will focus are discussed in subsections 3.1.1 to 3.1.3.
These aspects are a key idea in this thesis and I will be proposing tensor network analogues
for each of these properties later in the thesis. Prior work connecting tensor networks
with holography are discussed in section 4.7. These are particularly concerned with the
multiscale entanglement renormalisation ansatz (MERA), a condensed matter tool de-
signed to model conformal field theories. In particular I will analyse the Ryu-Takayanagi
formula (subsection 3.1.1) numerically with the lifting prescription given in chapter 5
while the other two aspects are analytic calculations.
In addition to studying general holographic ideas in the MERA, I also studied proper-
ties which emerge when we consider symmetries in the MERA (corresponding to global
symmetries in the boundary and local ones in the bulk). One thing that is considered is
the Wilson Loops as discussed in section 3.2 which play a role in detecting the presence
of confinement, tested for in chapter 6. In the same chapter it becomes apparent that
spin networks, which form a basis for both Loop Quantum Gravity and Lattice Gauge
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theories, emerge naturally from this approach and are discussed in section 3.3.
3.1 The Holographic Principle
The Holographic principle is a proposed principle stating that a theory of quantum grav-
ity is equivalent to a theory of quantum mechanics on its boundary. This was proposed
by Gerard t’Hooft in 1993 [37], and motivated by results from the study of black hole
thermodynamics. Later this was formulated in a more exact manner in the anti-de-Sitter
space/conformal field theory correspondence (also known as the AdS/CFT correspon-
dence) by Juan Maldacena in 1997 [4]. This formulation relates string theory with a
maximally symmetric negatively curved background, known as anti de-Sitter (AdS) space,
to a conformal field theory (CFT) on the asymptotic boundary of the AdS space. This
bulk-boundary relationship has been of great interest to the high energy physics com-
munity and many of the uncovered features of the duality have been collected in some-
thing known as the holographic dictionary. Recently in 2006 Shinsei Ryu and Tadashi
Takayanagi constructed a relation between geometry in the bulk and the entropy of a
region of a CFT on the boundary, This was originally only for von-Nuemann entropy
but was later extended to Re´nyi entropy by Calabrese and Cardy in 2009 [38, 35]. The
formula has been demonstrated in numerous holographic systems, particularly tensor net-
work models. This particular feature of the holographic dictionary will be discussed in
section 3.1.1 and will be referenced multiple times throughout this thesis.
The holographic principle was a suggested as a guiding principle for work in quantum
gravity. It proposes that approaching the degrees of freedom in a quantum gravity sys-
tem as living in space is a misleading approach and may have lead to the difficulties in
constructing a consistent theory. Instead, ’t Hooft argued, the degrees of freedom should
be treated as living on the boundary of spacetime. The meaning of this boundary is still
not agreed upon though a few main approaches have emerged[3].
Since this idea is a guiding principle rather then a specific prescription, so demonstrations
of the principle are needed for explicit calculations. The AdS/CFT correspondence is the
most successful demonstration of the holographic principle, having emerged from string
theory and also known as the gravity-gauge duality. This topic has become a significant
field of research in string theory, with Maldecena’s paper being one of the most cited
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papers in high energy physics. This correspondence suggests that string theories with
certain (hyperbolic) geometries admit a conformal field theory on their boundary that
completely captures the properties of the relevant string theory model. This means that
the degrees of freedom describing the string theory can be mapped to the degrees of free-
dom in a conformal field theory (and vice versa). Part of the reason that this duality was
of major interest is that it is a type of duality known as strong-weak duality. Strongly
interacting theories on one side of the duality are mapped to weakly interacting theories
on the other side, granting a method to perform non-perturbative computations.[39, 40]
Modern approaches to the holographic principle tend to view the additional dimension in
the bulk quantum gravity theory as corresponding to renormalisation length scale in the
boundary theory[41]. For conformal field theories this means the scale invariance of the
theory would force the bulk theory to be the same regardless of how far into the bulk you
moved. This helps to explain why conformal field theories would be dual to a maximally
symmetric theory of space-time.
Beyond its applications in quantum gravity, certain regimes of this duality have sparked
interest in the condensed matter and nuclear physics communities as a method of rewrit-
ing coupled quantum field theories as theories of quantum gravity. These theories are
strongly coupled, and so it is believed the duality will map them to weakly interact-
ing theories of quantum gravity. If these condensed matter and nuclear physics regimes
include those where where the dual theory of quantum gravity reaches the limit of semi-
classical gravity then this connection may act as a non-perturbative method to compute
properties of strongly coupled systems. Possible examples of these include superconduct-
ing or superfluid systems in condensed matter, and quantum chromodynamics (QCD) in
nuclear physics. However the applicability of the traditional AdS/CFT correspondence to
these regimes has been questioned by researchers because the regimes of interest are not
believed to coincide with the regimes where the tools of the AdS/CFT correspondence
are valid[7, 8].
The ideas motivating the work in the rest of the thesis is to try to expand this duality
to a tool of quantum information and condensed matter physics known as the multiscale
entanglement renormalisation ansatz (MERA), a tensor network algorithm described in
chapter 4. By making a convenient choice of coordinates the times slices of AdS space
in the AdS/CFT correspondence can be mapped to a disc as in figure 3.1, where the
MERA is overlaid. The tensor network of the MERA has been proposed to be a discrete
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realisation of AdS space, connecting it to the Conformal field theory which it models.
This connection was recently proposed by Swingle [9, 42], this and other approaches are
discussed in further detail in section 4.7.
x
z
Figure 3.1: An example of Anti-de Sitter (AdS) space time slice in the form of a Poincare´
disc, along with the MERA overlaid on the top. The boundary of the disc corresponds to
the sites (the x-direction) of the 1D spin chain represented by the MERA, as described
in chapter 4. The radial direction, corresponding to renormalisation length scale in the
MERA, is indicated by the direction z and is the radial direction of the AdS space. The
geometry of the MERA matches the geometry of AdS space. This is not shown properly
here due to the fact that there should be an infinite number of sites at the boundary,
but this figure gives the general idea. The proper mapping is observed by mapping the
Poincare´ half plane (the normal representation of the MERA, see chapter 4) onto the
Poincare´ disc.
To make this connection my approach will be focus on trying to construct an analogue of
the AdS/CFT dictionary in terms of this tensor network formalism. The AdS/CFT dic-
tionary is a collection of relationships between properties of the bulk gravitational theory
and properties of the boundary field theory. For this work there are three relationships
I will focus on, the first is the Ryu-Takayanagi formula which I will discuss in subsec-
tion 3.1.1 and relates boundary entropy to bulk geometry. The second feature of the
dictionary I will focus on is the relationship between global symmetries on the boundary
and bulk symmetries, discussed in subsection 3.1.2, which will be done when I consider a
formalism for lifting symmetric tensor networks. Finally I will consider the relationships
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between operators in the bulk and those on the boundary in subsection 3.1.3. Analogies
of these three elements of the dictionary will be demonstrated in chapters 5 and 6.
3.1.1 The Ryu-Takayanagi Formula
The Ryu-Takayanagi formula was the result of a recent paper [38], where the authors
propose a holographic relationship relating entanglement entropy on the boundary and
the geometry in the bulk. Motivated by similar ideas from black hole thermodynamics
as the holographic principle, this formula connects entropy on the boundary to geometric
properties of the bulk and has been quickly accepted by the holographic community being
added to the holographic dictionary.
The Ryu-Takayanagi formula focuses on the entropy of a boundary region A and proposes
it is proportional to the minimal surface in the bulk extends to the boundary and seperates
region A from all other boundary regions (see figure 3.2). The entropy used was originally
the Von-Nuemann entropy but was later extended to general Re´nyi entropies [43]. For a
region A on the boundary, the minimal surface in the bulk is the smallest surface that
we can obtain where we fix the boundary of this minimal surface to the boundary of
the region A, denoted as ∂A. In the case of a simple connected region A this surface
can be thought of as a (hyper-)disc or a geodesic for a 2D bulk. However in the case of
disjoint regions this can result in a disjoint bulk surface or bulk surfaces more similar to a
(hyper-)cylinder then a (hyper-)disc (again see figure 3.2). The minimal surface is often
denoted as γA with its area (length in the case where the bulk is 2D) denoted |γA|. The
formula in equation (3.1) is the explicit representation of the Ryu-Takayanagi formula
where SRT is the entanglement entropy of region A on the boundary and G
(d+2) is the





This formula was demonstrated to hold in a number of AdS/CFT correspondence ge-
ometries in the initial paper. But beyond that analogies to this have been demonstrated
in a number of other similar holographic based systems. In particular there has been a
derivation of the Ryu-Takayanagi formula from quantum error correction tools by Daniel
Harlow in 2016 [44], and in holographic quantum error correcting codes the previous year
by the same author and collaborators [10]. Further work on random tensor networks as
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Figure 3.2: Examples of minimal surfaces for two different hyperbolic spaces correspond-
ing to time slices of negatively curved space-time (Anti de-Sitter space).
a) Top, a geometric demonstration of the Ryu-Takayanagi minimal surface γA for a given
boundary region A. Bottom, two examples for similar disjoint regions A = A1∪A2 on the
boundary, in which case the minimal surface depends on the relative sizes of the disjoint
regions of A and the separation between them. If the size of A1 and A2 are small relative
to the separation between them then there is a minimal surface γAj for each Aj similar
to treating each region separately (bottom left). Otherwise the minimal surface connects
the regions A1 and A2 through the bulk (bottom right) to minimise the surface area
separating region A from its compliment on the boundary. In all these cases I am using
the Poincare´ disc representation of a time slice of AdS space so a 1D periodic boundary
is connected to a 2D bulk, with no time direction.
b) The minimal surface can be extended to higher dimensions as shown for a boundary
region A of a 3D hyperbolic space (a time-slice of 3+1D AdS space). Similarly to the
lower dimensional case we define a minimal surface γA for a boundary region A, this can
be done in any higher dimensional space.
I will show later in chapters 5 and 6 that the bulk-boundary model discussed in the rest of
this thesis also reproduces the Ryu-Takayanagi formula. This is a key result of the thesis,
particularly since this is shown via numerical evidence for a variety of critical spin models
in these chapters. In section 4.7 I will further discuss analytic similarities between the
Ryu-Takayanagi formula and the natural formulation of upper bounds on entanglement
that is a key feature of tensor network methods.
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3.1.2 Symmetries Between Boundary and Bulk Theories
One of the predictions of the AdS/CFT correspondence is that a global symmetry on
the boundary theory corresponds to a local symmetry in the bulk. To partially explain
this consider that applying local symmetries at all points in the bulk clearly generate a
global symmetry transformation at the asymptotic boundary of the bulk space. These
symmetries are known as the asymptotic symmetries of the bulk and in the AdS/CFT
correspondence these bulk symmetries correspond to the global symmetries that are on
the boundary.[45]
The prediction of the correspondence is a bit more general then just local symmetries in
the bulk but rather corresponds to all symmetry transformations which leave the state of
the boundary invariant (even if they modify the bulk). This is a more accurate definition
of asymptotic symmetries that are relevant to the correspondence and the definition of
such objects are key to defining any kind of global symmetries in the bulk [46].
One example of how this prediction can be used is by making use of the Anti-de Sit-
ter group symmetries in the bulk which correspond to a global conformal symmetry
generators on the asymptotic boundary. Because the Anti-de Sitter group symmetry is
dependent on the radius of curvature R of the AdS space (which dictates the strength of
the spacetime’s curvature) it is carried onto the asymptotic symmetries at the boundary.
In 1986, before the AdS/CFT correspondence was proposed, Brown and Henneaux [47]
used this to relate the radius of curvature of an AdS space to the central charge c of a





Where in this equation G is the gravitational constant. Focusing on a subset of asymp-
totic symmetries corresponding to applying a local transformation at all points in the
bulk, this aspect of the holographic dictionary is discussed in chapter 6.
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3.1.3 Relationship between Bulk and Boundary Operators
As part of the holographic dictionary operators in the bulk also have a correspondence
to operators on the boundary. While there is a correspondence, it is not unique and a
bulk operator at a point is equivalent to multiple non-local boundary operators, possibly
over different regions. The opposite direction also holds and a boundary operator may
also be expressed as a limit of boundary operators.
On the boundary we define operators through primary fields O(x), where x is the bound-
ary coordinates. If we consider the boundary field with scaling dimension ∆ then the
boundary operator may be expressed in terms of limits of bulk operator φ(x, z). The bulk
operator is a field on the bulk manifold (generally some time slice of asymptotically AdS
space) and for example could be a scalar field, a gauge field, or any other type of field.
This realisation of the correspondence is called the extrapolation dictionary and states
that O(x) ≡ limz→∞ z∆φ(x, z) where z is the coordinate of the additional dimension in
the bulk [48]. Again, this additional coordinate can also be interpreted as the renormal-
isation direction of the boundary field.
The reverse procedure is also possible and called the HKLL procedure[49]. In this pro-
cedure the bulk operator φ(x, z) can be expressed as a CFT operator on the boundary
with non-trivial support only on some spatial subregion A of a boundary time slice.
However this is only possible if (x, z) corresponds to a point in the entanglement wedge
of the region A, denoted WE [A] (defined later in this subsection). In which case it is




′ |x, z)O(x′)dx′ where K(x′|x, z) is called the smearing
function which connect bulk operators to boundary operators based on the bulk geometry.
The smearing functions are not guaranteed to be unique, nor to exist, though they have
been computed for a number of AdS geometries [49, 50]. The existence and uniqueness
of a smearing function is not of importance in this thesis and so these questions will not
be explored here. However in section 5.5 something similar to the smearing function is
constructed, based on the tensors which construct the MERA.
The original paper which gave rise to the HKLL procedure [49] was actually restricted to
the bulk operator φ(x, z) being in the causal wedge rather then the entanglement wedge.
Later work by Dong, Harlow and Wall extended this to the entanglement wedge [48].
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This was partially motivated by a reinterpretation of the HKLL procedure in terms of
quantum error correction [50], connecting this bulk boundary correspondence to quantum
information ideas.
Both causal wedges [49] and entanglement wedges [51, 52, 53] are defined only for bulk
space-time manifolds M with an asymptotic boundary space-time manifold B. Each
wedge is defined for some sub-region A of a time slice on the boundary Σ ⊂ B. This
region has a causal diamond D which is the region of support of A on the boundary (see
figure 3.3a). For point p in the causal diamond D this means that the collection of points
on Σ the which are time-like connected to p are all in region A. The causal wedge is then
defined to be the set of points in the bulk which can both send and receive signals from the
causal diamond (but may send/receive signals from other points on the boundary as well).
On the other hand the entanglement wedge given some time slice can be defined in a
much simpler fashion. Given the boundary A the extremal surface γA is a codimension
one surface in the bulk with a boundary matching that of region A (see figure 3.3b). In
the case there is not a single unique surface the minimal surface is chosen. The time
slice of the entanglement wedge, R ⊂ WE [A], is then all the points that can be reached
from any point in region A without crossing the minimal surface γA. This definition is
satisfactory for bulk time slices Σ˜, however to match up with the causal wedge picture
from figure 3.3a and define it over the full spacetime the entanglement wedge WE [A] is
defined as the domain of dependence of R. This is the set of points that are only time-like
connected to a subregion R′ ⊂ R on the Σ˜ time-slice. Therefore this is the collection of
point that can be completely defined by region R in Σ˜. Further the entanglement wedge
includes the causal wedge in cases of regular interest[54], satisfying certain reasonable
assumptions which I will not go into in this thesis
The boundary of the entanglement wedge on time slice Σ˜ in the bulk corresponds to the
minimal surface of the Ryu-Takayanagi formula discussed in subsection 3.1.1. This pro-
cedure can be extended to the case of disjoint boundaries where the entanglement wedge
on the time slice Σ˜ is the shaded region in figure 3.2a. The region for the full space-time
can be computed by working out the domain of dependence of the shaded region.
Something analogous to the HKLL formula is discussed in section 5.5 with respect to the

















Figure 3.3: a) An example of an entanglement wedge for region A on a boundary of the
time slice Σ˜. This time slice is a hyperbolic space based represented by the Poincare´
disc, upon which is the minimal surface, γA, bounds the time slice of the entanglement
wedge R ⊂ WE [A], marked in blue, as discussed in section 3.1.1. The causal diamond
defined on the boundary and used to define the causal wedge is also indicated in this
diagram by the red highlighting. The inclusion of both the causal diamond and the
entanglement wedge on the time slice on the same diagram is simply for visualisation
purposes as they are not related to each other. The causal diamond is important for the
causal wedge and dictates which sites are within the wedge (the sites which can both send
and receive a signal from the causal diamond). The entanglement wedge on the other
hand is based off the time slice region R, the wedge being the domain of dependence of
R. The entanglement wedge exists within the bulk and isn’t pictured on the figure but
can be roughly visualised as having a light like boundary going from the minimal surface
γAto the boundary of causal diamond D (or more accurately an analogous surface larger
then D). b) Examples of two different regions A and B on the boundary of time slice Σ˜.
These regions could encode a local bulk operator φ existing in the entanglement wedges
(restricted to the time slice Σ˜) of A and B respectively. The bulk operator in this figure
indicates the holographic mapping between does not map each local bulk operator to
a unique non-local boundary operator. Rather it can map them to multiple equivalent
boundary operators over different regions on the boundary.
nection between the MERA and AdS/CFT correspondence, giving rise to a connection
between operators defined on the MERA, i.e. on the boundary, and those defined in the
bulk, an analogue to AdS space.
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3.2 Wilson Loops
When exploring non-Euclidean geometry comparing two vectors at different spacetime
locations is not as straightforward as it is for Euclidean space. To make meaningful
comparisons the process of parallel transport must be used to move a vector from one
point on the manifold to another point[55] before the comparison is made. To perform
parallel transportation, choose a line γ along which we wish to transport the vector and
parametrise it by variable λ. Along this line we associate a vector to each point labelled
as V µ(λ) where at one end is the vector we wish to transport and at the other end the
result of that transportion. In normal Euclidean space with cartisian coordinates we find
the vector is pointing in the same direction at all time if dV
µ(λ)
dλ
= 0, i.e. the vector is the
same along the line. In general we can define transportation for a vector field along a







In non-Euclidean geometry this transport is equivalently expressed in equation below:
dγν(λ)
dλ
∇νV µ = 0 (3.3)
The partial derivative is replaced by the covariant derivative ∇ν . As suggested before,
the solution to this equation then dictates how a vector should change if it is transported
along a path γ. This definition allows for one vector to be transported to another so that
the angle between two different vectors may be compared locally where the comparison
will be well defined. With some simple but careful attention it can be seen that the angle
will be the same if we take the first vector to the second, the second to the first or have
them meet somewhere in between as long as they are only travelling along the given path
γ.
It is important to realise that parallel transportation is a path dependent behaviour,
a closed loop is demonstrated in figure 3.4 where a vector parallel transported over an
eighth of a sphere and upon return to its starting point has picked up a 90 degree angle
rotation. This is not a problem with the definition but rather acts as a measure of cur-




Figure 3.4: Demonstration of a vector being parallel transported over the surface of a
sphere, the vectors labelled 1 and 4 are at 90 degree angles to each other regardless of the
fact that the vector was parallel transported along a closed path. The vector is denoted
at each stage, for stages 2 and 3 the orientation of the picture means that the vectors are
going into the page and therefore denoted by a circle with a cross.
This approach is not restricted to just moving vectors around a manifold in a parallel
manner, but can also be applied to moving gauge fields potentials around a manifold[56,
57, 58]. In this case we do exactly the same as previously described, however the defi-
nition of the covariant derivative is different to account for the geometry the gauge field
introduces. For ordinary spatial vectors, the covariant derivative that must be used is
given in equation(3.4) where we use Einstein notation and sum over pairs of indices. In
the case of quantum electrodynamics the derivative is given in equation (3.5) where e
is the electromagnetic coupling and Aµ is the electromagnetic vector potential, and for
quantum chromodynamics in equation (3.6) where g is the gluon coupling strength and
Aαµ are the different gluon fields.
∇νV µ = ∂νV µ + ΓµναV α (3.4)
∇QEDν = ∂ν − ieAµ (3.5)
∇QCDν = ∂ν − igAαµλα (3.6)
Beyond being used to meaningfully compare distant vectors, parallel transport around
a closed loop can be generalised to refer to the charge located in a region, which looks
like a kind of curvature when interpreted geometrically. This quantity is known as the
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Wilson loop and given in equation (3.7) where P indicates that the exponential is path
ordered along curve C, and Aµ is the gauge field at some point in the manifold. Only in
the case of non-abelian gauge theories is the trace required because of the gauge fields
taking matrix values but I have left it in there for generality. This quantity can be read
as the trace of the group transformation that are parallel transported in a loop around a
region. Furthermore it can be shown that a lattice gauge theory has a complete basis in












This object can be used to measure for the existence of confinement in gauge theories.
Confinement occurs when there is a suppression of free charged particles and anti-particles
in the theory arising from an energy cost for separating the particles from their anti-
particle. For confinement to occur there must be a non-zero lower bound on the energy
cost due to separate move the particle from its anti-particle regardless of the distance.
This results in every particle being clearly paired with a corresponding anti-particle at low
energies, or collected into local, clearly separate, neutral bundles. So unless the system
is probed on short length scales (high enough energies) it will appear to have a neutral
charge everywhere with no particles in existence. In contrast a deconfined system is one
where particles can freely exist and do not have a tendency to pair up with an anti-
particle so independent charges can be seen even at low energies and even at reasonably
large probe length scales.
If the expectation value of the Wilson loops grow with the (minimal) area of the region
enclosed then this indicates confinement, whereas if the result grows with the perimeter
then this indicates deconfinement. We see this by considering the loop corresponding to a
particle and anti-particle pair appearing, separating to a distance L, and then recombin-
ing after a time period T . The total energy cost over time should have a minimum bound
of bLT if continued separation has a minimum energy cost of b > 0 per a unit length
of separation in the case of confinement, indicating area law behaviour. In a deconfined
phase this should only scale with the perimeter as the cost of separation decays to zero
when the distance L gets large enough. Further because an anti-particle can be thought
of as a particle travelling backwards in time then the creation and recombination of a
particle anti-particle pair can be thought of as a particle travelling forward in time from
the creation point to the recombination point, then travelling back along the anti-particle
path. Thereby corresponding to a parallel transportation around a loop.
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To understand how this corresponds to energy we will want to consider the path integral










[−i ∫ S(A, x)ddx] (3.8)









can be thought of as the integral over the Gibbs factor e−β
∫
Hdt. By a similar argument


















to be an integral over another Gibbs factor e−β
∫
H˜dt where the differences arise from the
energy that is introduced by the particle anti-particle pair. In the classical limit (where
the path integral can be accurately approximated by the extremal action path) then we
may view the expectation value as e−β
∫
(H˜−H)dt so that it is roughly e−βTV (∆x). V (∆x)
could be thought of as the potential energy of separating the particle anti-particle pair
by distance ∆x and T is the separation time.
Because of this Wilson loops can be thought of as an order operator for detecting phase
transitions between confined and deconfined phases[59]. In addition to Wilson loops
indicating the confined and deconfined phases, if the expectation value of the Wilson
loop is independent of the loop chosen then the system is a pure gauge field. The pure
gauge field case is a phase where only gauge fields exist with no particles (the fermions
when considering the standard model) appearing.
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3.3 Spin Networks
The Wilson loops defined in section 3.2 form a complete basis for gauge theories known
as the loop representation of gauge theories. However this basis can be difficult to use
and so an equivalent, dual, basis known as spin networks can be used to represent these
complicated functions [60, 61]. A spin network is a graph, a set of vertices with edges
connecting them, embedded into the manifold on which the loop representation existed.
These objects, like their loop representation duals, have an associated group in which
the gauge field takes values. The basis states of the spin network are described by these
graphs plus all possible unique (upto an equivalence) labelling of the graph, where each
edge takes a value labelled by the irreducible representations of the group and vertices
take values in the space of intertwiners consistent with the irreducible representations on
connected edges. These spin networks arise naturally in the symmetric lifting prescription
which I will discuss in chapter 6, the fact that these objects arise naturally is tantalising
because of their use in loop quantum gravity and in gauge theories.[60, 62]
I will discuss what an irreducible representation and intertwiner of a group is in chapter 6
and in further detail in appendix C but a meaningful description currently would be too
great a deviation (alternatively see [63]). As a crude physical picture of these objects, an
irreducible representation is a particle excitation and an intertwiner is a procedure to mix
a number of particle excitations into another set of excitations. For concreteness I will
give some intuition of what these are for the U(1) and the SU(2) symmetry groups and if
the reader wishes this can be extended after reading chapters 6 and 7 (or for more detail,
appendix C). The U(1) group is the rotation symmetries of a circle, but this also turns
out to be the symmetry for particle conservation so the irreducible representations are
integers corresponding to the number of particles in a region. Note that this is all inte-
gers, including negatives which must be interpreted as quasi-particle holes/anti-particles
for a physical interpretation. The SU(2) group is then the double cover of the rotation
symmetries of a sphere, with the irreducible representations corresponding to all possible
spins that a particle could have. By this I am referring to spin half, spin zero (singlet),
spin one (triplet), ect., as opposed to spin up and spin down.
There is only ever a single intertwiner for abelian groups such as U(1), physically of U(1)
this is interpreted as there being only one way to combine and split indistinguishable
particles. Similarly SU(2) vertices with three edges only ever have a single intertwiner,
this occurs because SU(2) representation theory is multiplicity free (see appendix C).
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For SU(2) vertices with more then three edges these intertwiners can be thought of as
a carrier of the degrees of freedom that would have occurred if we restricted the graph
to have no more then three edges at any vertex. For example if a vertex had four edges
then we could also view this as two pairs of edges which enter two separate vertices and
are combined by a single new edge. This example is shown in figure 3.5. The intertwiner
label on the 4 edge vertex then carries the degrees of freedom lost by leaving out that
edge, and this picture of representing the internal pathway is a good crude picture of


















Figure 3.5: Comparison of a section of the graph with 4 edges going in, on the left
side they are all connected at one vertex with a degree of freedom in the choice of this
intertwiner. On the right the intertwiner of the original vertex has been expanded and
the incoming edges are paired up and connected via another edge in the dotted ellipse,
labelled c. The charge label for this additional edge then corresponds to the hidden
degrees of freedom in our choice of intertwiner, in a way labelling a choice of path from
the bottom two edges to the top two.
The labelling of edges on spin networks is not completely free and is restricted by some-
thing resembling Gauss’s law around each vertex. This restriction comes down to satisfy-
ing the decomposition of irreducible representations, discussed in chapter 6 (and further
in appendix C), secretly this is enforced by the intertwiner labels in the network. Fur-
thermore each edge in the graph has a given direction and this conservation law can be
thought of as the representations going into a vertex must agree with representations
going out. Since U(1) can be thought of as the number of particles then this must be
conserved at vertices, so if we sum the number of particles going in this must be equal
to the number of particles going out. For SU(2) the direction doesn’t matter because of
certain group theoretic properties but the requirement is similar, restrictions based on
the way that spins may be fused together. Though because the edges are directionless it
can be reformulated to state that the tensor product of all spins around a vertex must
include a subspace corresponding to a singlet.
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The equivalence between the loop representation and spin networks was shown by John
Baez in 1994 [60] and has become a common method for modelling time slices of lattice
gauge theories and loop quantum gravity. In the case of loop quantum gravity, although
the spin networks take SU(2) values when performing computations, the fundamental
group to use for loop quantum gravity is SL(2,C) due to its connection to the Lorentz
symmetry. However SL(2,C) is not a compact group and therefore it is easier to use
SU(2), the compact real form of SL(2,C), for mathematical reasons. For lattice gauge




The multiscale entanglement renormalisation ansatz (MERA) is a tensor network ansatz
which is specifically designed to describe the ground state of a 1 dimensional critical spin
system (with extensions to higher dimensions, see appendix A.3). This comes about from
the ansatz’ structure being based on entanglement renormalisation, a type of real space
renormalisation which takes into account short range entanglement when performing the
rescaling. This chapter will focus on describing the MERA and tensor networks which
are key components to the rest of this thesis.
The first two sections discuss the concepts of block renormalisation (section 4.1) and en-
tanglement renormalisation (section 4.2). Having introduced these tensor networks, their
graphical notation is given in section 4.3. Section 4.4 discusses the tensor network ana-
logues for block and entanglement renormalisation, where the second analogue being the
aforementioned MERA. This section is split into three parts, first describing the tensor
network analogues in subsection 4.4.1 before discussing entanglement bounds of tensor
networks in subsection 4.4.2, and the causal cone of the MERA in subsection 4.4.3. The
MERA algorithm is then introduced in section 4.5, first discussing the updating steps
in subsection 4.5.1. Then discussing environments and their significance in updating the
MERA in subsection 4.5.2, and a collection of details regarding resource costs of the
algorithm are covered in subsection 4.5.3. I then discuss the logarithmic entropy growth
and algebraic correlation decays built into the MERA in section 4.6 and finally introduce
previous work connecting the MERA with the holographic principle in section 4.7.
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4.1 Block Renormalisation
Renormalisation is an important approach that is used in quantum field theory for both
high energy physics and condensed matter. The key point of this method is to realise
that the physics can be described at different length scales and that properties at larger
length scales can be predicted without having to detail behaviour at short length scales.
This procedure of going from short length scales to large length scales is described by
the action of the renormalisation group where short ranged properties are removed from
a state, leaving only large scale properties. While it is referred to as a group, it is not a
group in the mathematical sense but rather a semi-group since there is no unique inverse
mapping from large length scales to short length scales. Rather then being a problem this
property is a feature allowing us to characterise a large number of microscopic models
with a small number of large scale universality classes. These classes predicting the most
important macroscopic features of the model. [64]
To understand renormalisation the first thing that must be understood is the concept of
a model. To do this there are two key things to outline, the first is the dynamical theory,
which explains how our system evolves and how expectation values/measurement out-
comes change in this system with evolution. Examples that are most common to think of
are the Hamiltonian dynamics of quantum mechanical theory and Lagrangian dynamics
of quantum field theories, both of which describe how the system will evolve and what
measurement outcomes we should expect. But in order for these to be able to describe
how the systems will evolve the Lagrangian or the Hamiltonian must be known. This
brings us to the second concept which is the actual physical model. To each physical
model we have a set of the free parameters corresponding to coupling strengths, exter-
nal fields and other similar parameters of the model are associated. For example in the
transverse field Ising model we have a free parameter associated to the coupling strength,
J , and one associated to the transverse field strength h. For a 1D periodic chain this
is given by equation (4.1) and application of the renormalisation group is then simply a




) combination, which is referred
to as the renormalisation flow [65].













The simplest example of this procedure is block renormalisation applied to a spin lattice,
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where at each step we coarse grain a selection of spins into one effective spin. For example
if we can consider the majority rules renormalisation we considered a classical spin half
particle then at each coarse graining we construct the effective site by majority rules to
determine whether the new effective spin is spin up or down [66].
A quantum example is in the Kandahoff block renormalisation group [67] where the
Hamiltonian can be broken up into single site contributions, HBj , and nearest neighbour
interactions, HBBj,j+1. For the spin 1 example, three sites are chosen to transform into
a single effective site. This is done by selecting all Hamiltonian components which are











computing the three lowest eigenstates of these Hamiltonian components, labelling them
as |φ+〉, |φ0〉,and |φ−〉. The new effective spin 1 site can be computed by defining a
mapping into a spin 1 subspace T = |φ+〉〈1| + |φ0〉〈0| + |φ−〉〈−1|. Then the new single




T . The new nearest neighbour in-
teractions between effective sites j˜ and j˜ + 1 is computed from the interaction between
effective site regions HBBj,j+1, giving an effective nearest neighbour interaction between sites
of H˜BB
j˜,j˜+1
= (T † ⊗ T †)HBBj,j+1(T ⊗ T ).
The repeated grouping of sites into new effective sites is shown in figure 4.1 for both the










Figure 4.1: A graphical example of a 3-to-1 block renormalisation, the bottom layer is the
initial nine sites, which after one iteration is reduced to three effective sites (the middle
layer). When applied again reduces to one effective site. Which sites are renormalised
into which effective sites is indicated by the lines between the layers.
Focusing on the interpretation of the renormalisation flow we can analyse the properties of
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the system in the thermodynamic limit by studying the critical points of the renormalisa-
tion flow. Fixed points are physical models that are scale invariant in the thermodynamic
limit. Therefore they can be interpreted as either a phase transition with an infinite co-
herence length, or as the large scale limit of a phase with zero coherence length. Whether
a critical point is a phase transition or a representative of a phase depends on the stability
of the critical point is stable or unstable. If it is stable then it is representing a phase
which is because all models with finite, non-zero, correlation lengths will approximate a
model with a zero range correlation length at long length scales. On the other hand un-
stable critical points correspond to the phase transitions as any finite correlation length
reduces under renormalisation and so flows away from infinite correlation lengths at the
phase transition point. An example of renormalisation flow is given in figure 4.1.
This procedure is an example of real space renormalisation as the renormalisation oc-
curs in physical space, however for quantum systems this turns out to have very weak
predictive power. This is because for all choices of maximum dimension of the effective
spins there is some length scale at which the error in long ranged correlations will become
significant. As we will see later this occurs because the renormalisation procedure builds
up short ranged entanglement between the renormalisation blocks at each length scale.
For scale invariant states this is impractical as the wavefunction contains correlations
at all length scales and thus would not be well described with this approach. Another
option is to perform renormalisation in momentum space, this means we integrate out
high momentum (and thus short length scale) degrees of freedom. While this approach
is particularly important, it will not be used in this thesis and so will be ignored.
4.2 Entanglement Renormalisation
Within the past decade a new approach to real space renormalisation called entanglement
renormalisation[21, 68] emerged. This differs from block renormalisation by realising
the problem with real space renormalisation for quantum systems comes from the short
ranged entanglement, some of which remain after each coarse graining by the renor-
malisation group. This entanglement describes correlations between different sites, an
example of which is the bell state in equation (4.2). Entanglement is a type of non-local
correlation which can occur due to quantum superposition, and for pure quantum states
entanglement is the only source of correlation. If we can write the pure state as a tensor
product of two local wavefunctions the the state is said to be unentangled, in which case
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non-local correlation functions are zero by definition. This is due to the expectation value
of the product n operators (at different sites) simplifying to the product of expectation
values of n operators e.g. 〈A(x)B(x′)〉 = 〈A(x)〉〈B(x′)〉. The bell state in equation (4.2)




|ψA,B〉 = |ψA〉 ⊗ |ψB〉 (4.3)
This build up of entanglement between nearest neighbours also illustrates why critical
systems can’t reach a fixed point under block renormalisation, after n iterations of the
renormalisation group we expect n contributions to nearest neighbour, each at differ-
ent length scales, meaning we can never reach a fixed point. However by performing
some non-local unitary transformation on neighbouring sites before coarse-graining it is
possible to remove the left-over short range entanglement so that after any number of
renormalisation steps there is only ever one contribution to the short ranged entangle-
ment. This allow fixed points to form under this new renormalisation scheme.
This procedure is easily applied to tensor networks and is the underlying reasoning behind
the structure of the Multiscale Entanglement Renormalisation Ansatz (MERA)[22, 23].
This network is based off two different types of tensors. The first, called isometries, are a
non-reversible transformation which takes a number of sites into a single site, equivalent
to the coarse graining step in the block renormalisation and entanglement renormalisa-
tion procedures. The second, called disentanglers, are a unitary acting on sites which
are neighbours but will be blocked into separate effective sites, are designed to remove
short range entanglement. In general there is an unique isometry and disentangler for
each effective site in MERA schemes; however for translationally invariant systems, such
as in the thermodynamic limit, we can (separately) treat all isometries and disentanglers
as exactly the same in a given layer. An example of this procedure is shown in figure 4.2
for a 1D spin chain where at each layer 3 sites are blocked together into one effective site,
this is the equivalent diagram to the block renormalisation procedure shown in figure 4.1.
The block renormalisation and entanglement renormalisation procedures are the under-
lying reason used to construct the tree tensor network (TTN)[69] and MERA schemes.
In both these cases the tensor network is a variational ansatz to approximate the ground
























Figure 4.2: The modification to figure 4.1 when the disentangling step is introduced to
remove short ranged entanglement. In this figure there are two layers at each renormali-
sation scale, the first is the initial state. The second indicates which pairs sites have their
short ranged entanglement removed by unitary operations, indicated by the red boxes
behind the sites. Again the lines in the coarse graining steps indicate which sites are
combined into each effective site by coarse graining.
the degrees of freedom of the quantum state are encoded in the tensor values used in the
network. The method used to optimise the ground state approximation is to iteratively
minimising the expectation energy with respect to each tensor in the network. This is
discussed in section 4.5 and is a built from a sequence of local optimisation steps. Because
of that these algorithms only work for computing ground states of local Hamiltonians,
without the locality the algorithm would be intractable.
4.3 Tensor Networks
4.3.1 Motivating Tensor Networks
Tensor networks are a method of exploiting structural properties in states or operators
to reduce the complexity in storing said state/operator. For example if we had a (qubit)
spin lattice/chain on N sites the number of degrees of freedom in the wavefunction can
be reduced from 2N to C · N for some constant C by exploiting the structure in the
wavefunction. By taking this view of tensor networks, tensor network algorithms are
a natural approach to search for highly structured ground states of local Hamiltonians.
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These methods then variationally optimise over this reduced state space and find the best
approximation to the ground state for a given Hamiltonian.[19, 20, 70, 71, 72]
The study of local Hamiltonians is the study of a restricted class of wavefunctions,
this locality is the entanglement structure that the tensor network algorithms exploit.
These Hamiltonians often only have nearest neighbour or next nearest neighbour interac-
tions, but in some cases further interactions may exist, depending on the tensor network
representation[73, 74], e.g. 2D matrix product state (MPS) approaches, see appendix
A.1. However when going to longer interaction ranges these models often incur higher
costs for implementation.
Furthermore, additional structure may be required for a choice of tensor network to be a
good approximation to the ground state, for example 1D MPS is only good for gapped
Hamiltonians. While the MPS can approximate gapless/critical spin systems over short
length scales, correlations must decay exponentially when using the MPS [20, 19]. There-
fore when modelling critical systems using a MERA representation may be more successful
since it is explicitly designed to work for gapless spin systems. In both these models (MPS
and MERA) there is a freedom in the form of a parameter χ called the bond dimension.
This value is a measure of how many degrees of freedom are used in the approximate
state space and is descriptive of the both the computational complexity and expected
accuracy of the algorithm.
To specify a tensor network is equivalent to specifying a collection of tensors {T a,b,···},
each of which are labelled by a fixed number of indices (a, b, .cdots). Each index has a
Hilbert space, H, associated with it and takes values between 1 and the dimension of the
Hilbert space, which we referred to earlier as the bond dimension χ = dim(H). Each
label either occurs once, in which case this index corresponds to the degrees of freedom
of a physical site, or twice in which case we sum over the two identified indices. When
indices are summed over that way then it is said that these tensors have been contracted
together over that index (and possibly over further indices).
An example is given in equation (4.4) for a network of three tensors, where a, b, d are






In the literature and in this thesis there is often an abuse of notation when referring to
tensor networks which may be a barrier to those unfamiliar with the field. When referring
to a tensor network there are two fundamentally different objects that tend to be called a
tensor network, and are often distinguished only through context. The first is the tensor
network state, this corresponds to an explicit tensor network with explicit tensors in the
network. The second type is the tensor network graph which just tells you how many
tensors there are in the network and how they are to be contracted. The tensor net-
work graph is fully described by the graphical description(see section 4.3.2), but can be
taken to a tensor network state by allocating an explicit tensor to each vertex in the graph.
A final statement: when employing these tools through tensor network algorithms there
is often an important tensor network which is the approximation to the ground state
wavefunction. This is then varied to optimise the approximation |ψ〉 (the tensor network
state) towards the true ground state |g〉 of a given local Hamiltonian H = ∑i hI,i+1.
Using these structures makes the storage and calculations on the ground state approxi-
mation tractable on a computer.
4.3.2 Graphical Notation
In order to best understand more complicated tensor networks a graphical notation has
been developed to enable a visual description of the corresponding networks [19, 20, 71].
In these diagrams each tensor in the network is allocated a vertex in a graph describ-
ing the network and each index on the tensor has a corresponding line (called a bond)
coming out of the corresponding tensor’s vertex. A simple example of a tensor network
is given in figure 4.3 for the equation (4.5). Indices which are contracted between ten-
sors are indicated by a single bond which ends at each of the two tensors and is the
corresponding index for each tensor that is being contracted over. In this construction
there is no natural way to represent the sum over an index that appears at 3 or more
locations, there is an obvious solution in terms of introducing a n-index copy tensor e.g.
Cα,β,γ = δα,β,γ = δαβδαγ. However this definition makes clear that when doing this we
have to choose a basis over which this sum is taken, this is not seen when taking a con-
traction over two indices. This can be interpreted as stating that the state we represent
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Figure 4.3: An example of a tensor network in its graphical form, this tensor network
contracts to a single two index tensor and is equivalent to the tensor network in equation
(4.5). To transform from the traditional form (expressed in equation (4.5)) to the graph-
ical form we first need to follow three rules. First each tensor in the network corresponds
to a vertex in the graph. Secondly each edge connecting two vertices corresponds to
an index that is summed over and I will refer to as a bond. And finally open indices
correspond to unconnected indices, for a wavefunction or operator these correspond to
physical sites. While normally left out the explicit connection between the graphical
representation and more traditional one is pointed out by labelling vertices and bonds by
the same labels as in the non-graphical representation.






In the standard literature bonds are also be referred to as edges or legs, however we will
stick to the terminology bond in this thesis. Unconnected bonds are called physical bonds
and correspond to a physical site being represented, and generally have bond dimensions
of 2 or 3 depending on the model. Connected bonds are called virtual bonds and generally
denoted as having a bond dimension of χ. For the rest of this thesis we will assume that
all virtual bonds have a bond dimension no more then χ and when we have to consider
the bond dimension we will assume it saturates the bound at χ. If the bond dimension
was actually less this is not an issue as we can embed the tensors in the network into
larger tensors with saturated virtual bond dimensions.
To each bond we can associate a Hilbert space, this corresponds to the Hilbert space
of the tensor index that is associated to this bond. With this association we define the
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dimension of the Hilbert space is χ which is a measure of the complexity of the tensor net-
work and called the bond dimension. In tensor network algorithms a maximum allowed
bond dimension is chosen for the network and defines the complexity of the algorithm and
sets the value of constant C when we were talking about the tensor network complexity
growing linearly with the number of sites C ·N .
4.4 Renormalisation As A Tensor Network
4.4.1 Tensor Network Analogues
Both block renormalisation, as discussed in section 4.1, and entanglement renormali-
sation, as discussed in section 4.2, can be written in the language of tensor networks
[19, 69, 73]. The block renormalisation procedure discussed is mapped onto a tensor net-
work called the tree tensor network (TTN) and constructed from isometries W , which,
in general, takes b sites into a single effective site. In this case, as in the example above,
I will demonstrate it with three sites combined into one effective site in each layer. This
tensor network is given in figure 4.4a where the renormalisation direction of the network
is pointed out, and figure 4.4b describes the isometric property of W , the asterisk indi-
cating the complex conjugate transpose. Comparing with figure 4.1 it is clear that this
tensor network represents block renormalisation and W corresponds to a change of basis
combining three sites into one effective site.
As discussed in section 4.1 there is an issue with block renormalisation for critical models
which is demonstrated by figure 4.4c. This can be seen by considering the entropy of a
region A. A number of examples of A are given in figure 4.4c by solid lines under the
tensor network. Because all the tensors are isometries and thus a change of basis, remov-
ing a coarse graining tensor which acts only within region A can’t change the resulting
entropy. Therefore in 4.4c green dotted lines and blue dashed lines indicate the minimal
number of effective sites that are in the region.
The fact that block renormalisation (and by extension the TTN) will not work for a
critical spin system can be seen from a simple analysis of this diagram. The green lines
indicate that for any size L there is always a region of that size or larger which cannot
















Figure 4.4: a) The tensor network which corresponds to block renormalisation, the circles
indicate the sites where the blocks were in figure 4.1 and it can be seen that the tensors
therefore correspond to the block renormalisation procedure. b) The isometric property
of the component tensors in the network, the asterisks indicates that we applied the
complex conjugate transpose to the tensor, partially seen by it being flipped in the vertical
direction. c) Examples of the minimal number of sites for a selection of regions A, the
corresponding region is indicated by solid lines below the network and the minimal number
of sites is indicated by the number of bonds cut by either a dotted line or a dashed line.
A special family of regions are indicated by the green lines where the entropy is bounded
by the entropy of one effective site, indicating a size independent entropy bound. This
constant entropy bound is the reason that block renormalisation fundamentally cannot
work for critical spin systems. The blue regions are another family of regions where this
approach suggests the entropy bounds grow logarithmically. Therefore we must take care
that the entropy does not appear to grow at a higher rate then it truly does when using
this procedure.
site (which corresponds to the bond dimension of the bond we cut) is bounded then this
means there is a saturation bound to the amount of entropy in a region regardless of the
size of A and so the TTN can only described gapped systems. In addition to the family
of green regions in figure 4.4c there is also a family of blue regions where this approach
suggests that the entropy grows logarithmically with size (assuming all bonds are equal
in bond dimension). Therefore we must be careful when trying to work out how the
entropy grows using this procedure and consider only the lower bounds on the maximum
amount of entanglement the tensor network graph allows.
This approach to upper bounding the entropy is discussed in subsection 4.4.2 but the
simple rules are as follows. For a 1D connected region A the maximum entropy can be
worked out by finding the line connecting one boundary of A and the other one which
cuts the fewest bonds (while going into the tensor network and not passing through ten-
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sors). To associate a maximum entropy to each line we define a function Smax which
takes a Hilbert space (e.g. Hχ for a space of dimension χ) and returns the maximum
entropy possible for that space (e.g. log(χ)). Then the maximum entropy is the sum of
the maximum entropy associated to each bond that is cut, so if it cuts n bonds, each of
which have a bond dimension of χ, then the maximum entropy is nSmax(Hχ). This will
be used again when analysing the entanglement renormalisation tensor network analogue.
If we make the modifications proposed by entanglement renormalisation, i.e. removing
short ranged entanglement before coarse graining with the isometries via a distentangler,
then we get the MERA as shown in figure 4.5a. The distinguishing feature in the network
is the fact that the existance of disentanglers introduces loops into the network rather
then it just being a tree diagram. Just like in the tree tensor network we have to addi-
tionally impose that all the tensors are isometric so that W †W = I and U †U = I ⊗ I
which is shown in figure 4.5b. In figure 4.5c the analogous region to that in figure 4.4a
is considered. When doing the minimum effective sites analysis the number of bonds cut
continues to grow (logarithmically) with the length of the region considered. As I will
discuss in section 4.6 this actually predicts that the maximum entropy will grow loga-
rithmically with the region size, just as would be predicted for a conformal field theory
or critical spin system from chapter 2, however before that it is worthwhile to introduce
some important features of the MERA.[22, 23, 75, 26, 76]
Because the MERA is constructed only from isometric tensors then it turns out to be
possible to efficiently compute the expectation values of local operators, as well as for the
correlations between local operators. This property is known as the causal cone structure
of the MERA, and discussed in subsection 4.4.3. Efficient computation of local operators
(and correlations between them) also holds true for the tree tensor network as it can be
viewed as a subset of possible MERA networks where all disentanglers are the identity
tensor.
The MERA algorithm also incorporates two other types of tensors which don’t play a
part in the tensor network, the local Hamiltonians at each length scale, and the reduced
density matrices at each length scale. The local Hamiltonians are local nearest or next-
nearest interactions that make up the full Hamiltonian when summed together. As the
MERA is a representation of renormalisation we can obtain local Hamiltonians at each
length scale, which are a key component for the update steps (see section 4.5.1 for de-

















Figure 4.5: a) The tensor network which corresponds to entanglement renormalisation,
the circles indicate the sites where the blocks were in figure 4.2 the additional modifica-
tion of removing short ranged entanglement makes its appearance in disentanglers (blue
squares) introduced in this figure. b) The isometric properties arising in the MERA net-
work, just as for the tree tensor network in figure 4.4b, the complex conjugate transpose
is indicated by an asterisks. To be precise, the blue squares, called disentanglers, are uni-
tary as opposed to isometric and therefore we could reverse the order of tensors and still
get the identity, but that fact is irrelevant for MERA calculations. c) The corresponding
minimal bonds for the regions which only cut a single bond in the tree tensor network
(see figure 4.4), as can be seen the number of minimal bonds scale with the logarithm of
the area (as it is proportional to the number of layers we moved through which goes with
the logarithm of the region size).
length scales are given, with all others constructed from these. The second type of tensor
is the reduced density matrix, as part of the updating algorithm there must be a reduced
density matrix for each local Hamiltonian (at the same length scale and with the same
support).
The idea behind the causal cone is that we exploit the local renormalisation structure
of the MERA to renormalise the operators from the shortest length scale upto some rel-
evant length scale. For single site operators this renormalisation is not required as we
have computed a series of local reduced density matrices at all scales. However for op-
erators over multiple sites (including correlation functions between single site operators)
this renormalisation procedure is applied until the number of sites is reduced to no more
then 2 neighbouring sites.
These procedures can also be used to study infinite systems so we can work with states
in the thermodynamic limit. This is done by having a number of transitional renormali-
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sation layers, beyond which all renormalisation layers are the same and referred to as the
scale invariant layer. The idea of the scale invariant layers is that the renormalisation
flow generated by the transitional layers takes us close enough to a critical spin system
fixed point that the scale invariance of critical spin system can be assumed.
The MERA network shown in figure 4.5 is a particular version of the 1D MERA and
called the ternary MERA. There are three different standard 1D MERA which are called
the binary, ternary and modified binary and they are given in figure 4.6.[26]
a) b) c)
Figure 4.6: The three standard 1D MERA schemes: a) the binary MERA, b) the ternary
MERA, and c) the modified Binary MERA. There are similarities and differences between
all of these schemes. For example in both binary models (a and c) two sites are taken
to one effective site in each layer while in the ternary case (b) three sites are taken to
one effective site. There is also a difference in how local the corresponding Hamiltonians
and reduced density matrices are in the two models, in (a) these tensors have support
on three adjacent sites, while in (b and c) they have support on only two sites. (c) Is
also slightly different from the other two for the translationally invariant case, normally
this translational invariance would extend to the Hamiltonians and density matrices,
however for (c) this becomes translationally invariant at two step intervals. This is
because there are two types of coarse graining operations which must be considered
separately (one coloured dark green and one coloured light green). When we are not
assuming translational invariance this point is not important as we will treat all isometric
tensors independently in the first place.
4.4.2 Entanglement Bounds
Lastly a technique that can be applied to any tensor network wavefunction is the com-
putation of entanglement bounds. A tensor network is considered to be a wavefunction
|ψ〉 if we can take the tensor network and its dual (the complex conjugate transpose) and
contract these two networks together, matching physical bonds together, and the con-
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traction returns 1. This has the same meaning as saying the norm of the wavefunction is
〈ψ|ψ〉 = 1. While this procedure can be applied to any tensor network the interpretation
of the result as an entanglement bound only holds for when the tensor network is a pure
state. That is to say the contracted tensor network can be viewed as a vector with a
norm of 1. In all other cases it is some measure how strong a correlation can be between
parts of the network but not entropy. In this thesis I will be restricting myself to tensor
networks representing pure states in this subsection.
To look at the general case of tensor network wavefunctions I will begin with the sim-
plest system where I consider the entanglement between two sites with state |ψ〉 =∑
i ci|φ1i 〉 ⊗ |φ2i 〉. Graphically this pure state is given in figure 4.7a using tensor net-
work notation. Here we have done a Schmidt decomposition between the two sites, each
of the two large tensors corresponding to the orthogonal basis {|φ(j)i 〉}j for said site. If
Site 1 is region A and Site 2 is the compliment Ac then we can study the entanglement
entropy by considering the trace over site 2 giving us figure 4.7b. This contraction gives
us density matrix ρA =
∑
i |ci|2|φ1i 〉〈φ1i | which is the matrix we obtain in 4.7c after con-
tracting 4.7b. In the final figure we can see that the maximum entropy we could have
is when matrix (M)i,i = |ci|2 is proportional to the identity and therefore a maximum
entropy value of log(χ). In this case the bond dimension χ = mini(di) were di is the
dimension of site i.
a) b) c)
M
Figure 4.7: An example of how computing the upper bound on entanglement entropy is
done for the trivial case of a quantum state over two sites. a) The initial tensor network
for the state, we will be computing the entanglement entropy between the left site and
the right site which have dimensions di, the bond connecting the two tensors has bond
dimension χ, which is the smallest of the two dimensions di. the two red tensors indicate
the Schmidt basis while the dark blue tensor in the middle indicates the weights, ci,
for this basis. b) Tracing over the right site, this is equal to c) the matrix M . This is
physically a density matrix so we can say the largest entropy that may occur is when M
is the identity, this allows us to read off a bound for the entropy from the diagram as
log(χ) which is based on the smallest dimension of the two sites.
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This example is quite trivial however it becomes much much more useful when we consider
larger numbers of sites in A and A
′
, for example we could consider the pure state for 12
qubits with 6 in each of A and A
′
. Then considering the network in figure 4.8 we repeat
the separation procedure and find that ρA = G
†CG where C is a square hermitian matrix
of dimension χInternal and G is a matrix with a right inverse G
−1. G is also a rectangular
matrix from dimension χInternal to dimension dA, which in this case is 2
6 = 64. Because
G has a right inverse this means that for each vector 〈ej| the right action of G on these
vectors will return 〈vj| = 〈ej|G such that all vj vectors are orthogonal (though not
specifically of norm 1) if we consider the diagonal matrix of the norms of vj as D then










= U †ρCU (4.6)
And we can see that this state can be viewed as the mixed state ρC with dimension χInternal
encoded into 6 qubits (or, in general, a larger Hilbert space of dimension dA). Now we
can place an upper bound on the bipartite entanglement by considering the maximum
entropy that ρC could have. This is when its maximally mixed and therefore, like before,
S = log(χInternal) which places our bound. If each virtual bond had bond dimension 6
then in case a we get an entropy bound log(6) ≈ 1.79 and in case b we get 2 log(6) ≈ 3.58
compared to the naive bound of 6 log(2) ≈ 4.16. it should be quite obvious that at even
larger numbers of physical sites we can get even larger differences between the naive
bound and the entanglement bound the tensor network structure provides.
Figure 4.8 indicates that we can perform the same argument even if the tensor network
is not a Schmidt decomposition. In which case we still take the smallest number of
bonds that have to be cut to disconnect all physical sites of A with all physical sites in
its complement. This also works if we have to cut multiple bonds or if the sites in A
aren’t clumped together as they were in the examples. In this case we cut multiple bonds
and add together the entropy contributions from each of them. To understand why we
add entropies for separate bonds instead of something else we need to realise that we can
combine two bonds with associated Hilbert spaces H1 and H2 with associated dimensions
χ1 and χ2, to give a single bond. This new bond has the new associated Hilbert space
H1,2 = H1 ⊗H2 with bond dimension χ1χ2. Working through the maximum entropy it
is obvious that this is the same as the sum for the maximum entropy for the original two






Figure 4.8: Sample tensor networks for a 12 qubit system going through the same proce-
dure as in figure 4.7 we can reshape the network to the form GCG†, the first image is the
pure state with the minimal surface indicated by the blue dotted line. The second image
shows the tracing of the complement of A and the results of contraction. The tensor G
is the contraction of tensors on the side of A of the minimal surface and G† is the dual
contraction, C is the contraction of everything else in the network. As discussed in the
main text we can insert the identity to modify G to convert it into isometry U = D−1G
and therefore we can view the final network to be density matrix C˜ = D†CD (in place of
C) with isometry U (in place of G) transformation. As isometric transformations don’t
change the entropy this means the maximum entropy of matrix C˜, which is dictated by











= ln (χ1χ2) = ln (χ1) + ln (χ2)
= Smax(H1) + Smax(H2)
(4.7)
This definition here is unusual in that entropy has been defined for a Hilbert space instead
of a spatial region, this definition is used because the relationship dependent on the bonds
cut rather then state. If the network is sufficiently disconnected, such as for a tree tensor
network, then it may be possible to add the maximum entropy associated to regions Aj
instead of just those associated to Hilbert spaces Hj, resulting in the maximum entropy
for region A1 ∪ A2 being defined by its components Aj. If these regions are too close
however the minimal surface between the two regions may be connected, such as would
be the case in figure 4.8 if we had a line of bonds connecting the bottom row of tensors.
If A1 was the first triplets of sites and A2 the third triplet, then the minimal surface
potentially may join A1 and A2.
Further, if we consider each internal bond equally so that they each represent the same
Hilbert space, then this minimisation procedure becomes equivalent to a minimum sur-
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face problem. This demonstrates a geometric interpretation of maximum entanglement
that occurs in all tensor networks. The geometric interpretation is important for under-
standing the connection between the MERA and the AdS/CFT correspondence and is
discussed in section 4.7.
Finally it will be useful when discussing the bulk MERA, defined in section 5, to consider
how this applies to 2D tensor networks which don’t make use of renormalisation, an ex-
ample of which is given in figure 4.9. This specific network is a projected entangled pair
state (PEPS), see appendix A.2, or a 2D matrix product state, see appendix A.1, both of
which have an area law behaviour as predicted by this approach. This is because for this
network (and similar kinds of networks, the minimal surface can pass through the single
layer of the network which has a cost dependent on the boundary size before being able
to be closed at no further cost.
Figure 4.9: An example of the minimal surface to separate one region (indicated by green
tensors) from everywhere else for a 2D tensor network state. Physical sites are indicated
by blue bonds and black bonds indicate virtual bonds (which all live in a plane). When
treating all virtual bonds equally, the minimal suface associated to this region can be
seen to correspond to the boundary of the region indicating that the maximum entropy
must be proportional to the boundary size rather then the bulk size. The fact that the
entropy is proportional to the boundary size rather then the bulk size means this system
is restricted to having area law physics. Specifically, its entropy is bounded to scale with
the surface area, this remains to be true when we generalise to arbitrary D dimensions.
4.4.3 Causal Cone
The causal cone of the MERA is a powerful feature that emerges and is intimately linked
to the fact that it is efficient to contract the tensor network to compute operators and
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correlation functions. The causal cone of a site (or set of sites) is all the tensors that can
be reached from the site(s) of support for the operator(s) if we only move along the edges
and up the graph in the renormalisation direction. [26, 19]
The importance of the causal cone comes from the fact that the tensors in the causal cone
of some operator(s) are the only ones that effect the outcome of the expectation value
for those operators. When computing the expectation value of an operator, said operator
is sandwiched between the MERA and its dual. The dual of the MERA is the complex
conjugate transpose, in the MERA the transpose component of the MERA corresponds
to the special direction imposed by the renormalisation direction of the network. The
transpose of this tensor networks then looks as if the tensor network has been flipped
around the x-axis, the complex conjugate can be applied separately to each tensor in the
network. The two tensor networks are then contracted by joining corresponding bonds
at all sites where the operator(s) doesn’t have support, with the operators sandwiched
between at all other points. A large portion of the tensor network is then annihilated by
the isometric properties of the tensors giving rise to the causal cone.
Three examples of computing operators and the resulting casual cones are given in figure
4.10. The first two examples are examples of single site operators with the causal cones
indicated by the orange background, the third example shows the causal cone for two
separate operators. The causal cone in this final examples starts off as two separate re-
gions at the shortest length scales before joining into a single region at the longer length
scales. With a little bit of analysis of the networks in figure 4.10 it can be seen that
all tensors outside the causal cones are contracted with their dual tensors which is the
identity as in figure 4.5b, in these diagrams the duals are indicated by an asterisk.
This layered construction means that while the MERA is designed to describe the ground
state of a given microscopic model we can naturally transition to any length scale. If we
take the first n layers to renormalise the operators to some longer length scale, the re-
maining layers are interpreted as describing the quantum state at that new length scale.
So by taking all the renormalisation layers in the MERA besides the bottom one we now
have a tensor network description of the quantum state at a length scale larger then the
microscopic one by a factor of three. This interpretation is simply a mathematical slight
of hand so that the expectation value of operators at any length scale are exactly the
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Figure 4.10: Examples of the causal cone for several different operator locations in the
ternary MERA. In all diagrams the dual tensors are indicated by an asterisk and the
causal cone is indicated by an orange background. All tensors outside the causal cone
cancel out with their dual as per the definitions in figure 4.5b. a) The simplest causal
cone, a single tensor placed at the bottom of a spine, a special site where there are only
isometries directly above it. b) Another example of the causal cone for a different choice
of initial operator site, in this case the renormalised operator saturates to a two site
operator. c) An example of a two site operator, the casual cone starts in two separate
locations before merging higher up in the MERA renormalisation scale. Analysis of the
network indicates that after a certain number of layers the casual cone of any sized
network will reduce to an operator on two sites in the majority of cases, in the worst case
this is a three site operator.
Renormalisation of operators is also important in the optimisation of the MERA where
the renormalised Hamiltonians are constructed at each layer and used to optimise the
tensors of the corresponding layer. The fact that this computation remains tractable at
higher layers is again connected to the casual cone of the MERA. Any local Hamiltonian
is renormalised to another local Hamiltonian, the number of sites which the Hamiltonian
has support on growing no larger then a fixed number. In 1D this means the MERA for
a n-local Hamiltonian (where the Hamiltonian is comprised of interactions of no more
then n neighbouring sites) will be renormalised to an n-local effective Hamiltonian for
some n. This n is dependent on the specific MERA scheme chosen, and since this thesis
focuses on the ternary MERA this means n = 2. However this is different for different
MERA where the binary MERA (the first one proposed) is n = 3 and the modified binary
MERA is again n = 2, these alternative MERA are given in figure 4.6.
This locality restriction for renormalisation means that any operator with support ini-
tially on no more then n sites will be renormalised to have support on no more then n
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sites after any number of renormalisation steps. Furthermore if the support is on no more
then mn sites for integer m, such as for products of adjacent operators, then by the same
argument the renormalised operator will be acting on no more then mn sites. However
in all 1D MERA this actually results in a renormalised Hamiltonian with a support on
much fewer then mn sites. For the ternary MERA this maximal support for the renor-
malisation of operators turns out to be 3 in the least optimal location, the three sites
centred under the spine of isometries (which form the causal cone in figure 4.10c). For
the binary MERA this worst case turns out to be 4 and for the modified binary MERA
it is again 3. This upper bound holds regardless of the initial size and location of the
operator(s) at the shortest length scale.
4.5 MERA Algorithm
4.5.1 Updating the MERA
The MERA optimisation algorithm is fairly straightforward and is an example of a vari-
ational ansatz. I will focus on the ternary MERA here when discussing the algorithm,
extending the algorithm to other MERA is straightforward [23]. There are 3 main classes
of tensors that must be considered in the algorithm, the first are the tensors T themselves,
these objects are the disentanglers and isometries discussed earlier, therefore TT † = I.
Examples of these objects in various MERA are given in figure 4.6. The second class of
tensors are the local Hamiltonians for sets of physical sites at each layer of renormalisa-
tion. For the ternary MERA this is the set of pairs of adjacent sites and these correspond
to the local terms of the effective Hamiltonian at each layer of the MERA. In addition,
for each local Hamiltonian we have an local reduced density matrix which is localised to
the same set of sites as the Hamiltonians forming the 3rd class of tensors.
At the beginning of the algorithm we only have the local Hamiltonians for the original
scale, labelled h
[1]
j , and which type of MERA we will use (along with the bond dimen-
sion for each virtual bond). The first step is to initialise the isometric tensors T , this
can be done in a variety of ways, if nothing is known about the solution we can start
with either a random unitary/isometry for each T or with a fixed choice for example a
tensor of ones (this works even though they aren’t isometries since it still updates to
isometries). If a previous calculation has been run we can load the previously computed
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MERA tensors and if they are for smaller bond dimensions just pad the tensors with
zeros upto the maximum allowed size. For finite size models each of the first class of
tensors can be independent. This independence is reduced if we assume translational
invariance in which case we identify all similar types of tensors in the same layer, setting
all disentanglers in the same layer to the same value, as well as all isometries. To see
which tensors are identified see figure 4.6 for the most common types of 1D MERA, in
the translationally invariant case two tensors are identified if they are of the same kind
(the same colour/shape) and in the same layer of the MERA. For infinite MERA we need
to chose a finite number of layers to act as transitional layers before reaching a final,
repeating layer of isometric tensors, called the scale invariant layer. This layer has a
special condition that all incoming bonds and outgoing bonds must have the same bond
dimension so that this layer can repeat infinitely.
With the first class of tensors initialised we next need to compute the n-local Hamiltoni-
ans at each layer and for each site. This is done by applying the ascending superoperator,
which takes b n-local Hamiltonians at layer L to a single local Hamiltonian at layer L+ 1
by combining sets of b sites into a single site (see figure 4.11). For the ternary model







different, however if we are consider translationally invariant models then these 3 local
components will be the same. For finite sized MERA this procedure will eventually result
in a single Hamiltonian Htop, however if we are considering an infinite MERA then for the
scale invariant layer we define a special Hamiltonian as an infinite sum, with τ transition




bk−τ−1 where b = 3 again. For
numerical purposes we will truncate this infinite sum at some finite k, In the calculations
in this thesis this is often a maximum value of k of around τ + 4.
Having computed the Hamiltonians we next need to compute a reduced density matrix
corresponding to each Hamiltonian, this is done from the top layer down towards the bot-
tom layer. For finite systems this gives rise to Htop and we compute the corresponding
reduced density matrix by diagonalising Htop, resulting in ρtop. Note that for translation-




[2,1] so that the translational invariance
will also appear in ρtop. If we have an infinite MERA then we have to define the cor-
responding density matrix ρ∗j to h
∗
j as the eigenvalue 1 eigenvector of the descending
superoperator. This superoperator is, in a way, an inverse to the ascending operator and
takes us from an operator at layer L to several at layer L − 1, one for each ascending
superoperator.
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Figure 4.11: The definition of an operator operator at layer L+ 1 based on the operators
at length scale L. This equation can be viewed as a superoperator acting on the oper-
ators at length L (the orange boxes), these are nearest neighbour operators and, in the
case of computing the Hamiltonian at the next layer up, each refer to nearest neighbour
interactions terms of the (local) Hamiltonian. These three nearest neighbour terms are
collected into a single effective nearest neighbour Hamiltonian term under renormalisa-
tion. If we are renormalising any single two site operator, or sum of two site operators, we
can compute the expectation value using a similar method where we replace the Hamil-
tonian with the relevant two site operator term(s). This is accomplished by placing the
two site operators in the corresponding sites. In the case that the total operator has no
component with the same support as one of the operators above then the contribution to
the renormalised operator is zero for that diagram (e.g. a two site operator only has one
diagram contributing). Note that we have taken the complex conjugate transpose of the
bottom 2 isometries (green triangles) and bottom disentangler (blue square), i.e. bottom
3 isometric tensors, for each of the diagrams and used an asterisk to indicate this.
For the ternary MERA the 3 descending superoperators, given in figure 4.12, take a den-
sity matrix at one layer to three different ones on the layer below. For translationally
invariant models an averaged descending operator is used to construct the translationally
invariant reduced density matrix at the lower level. This is the same as done for the
ascending superoperators when working with the Hamiltonian. This means that density
matrix at layer L should not be thought of as a reduced density matrix of the MERA
tensor network at layer L, but rather from an averaging over all translations of that
network. This arises from the repeated averaging as the density matrix is descended
through the levels and the averaging is what enforces translational invariance in a clearly
translationally variant network.
The last stage of the MERA algorithm updating is to update the isometric tensors (the
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Figure 4.12: The descending superoperators for the density matrix (grey box) to perform
the ’reverse’ procedures for the three diagrams given in figure 4.11. These diagrams can
take a two site reduced density matrix at one level to one of three two site reduced density
matrices at the layer below. For translationally invariant systems we average over the
three possibilities and by doing this are effectively computing a ground state where we
average over all allowed translations for the ternary MERA tensor network. Just as in
the ascending operator cases the complex conjugate transpose of two isometries (green
triangles) and one disentangler (blue square) appear in each diagram, again indicated by
an asterisk.
disentanglers and coarse graining operators) to their new values. Once this is done the
Hamiltonians and reduced density matrices are recomputed with the updated isometric
tensors using the same methods as during the initialisation. Repeating this process, the
tensors making up the MERA tensor network are updated from bottom to top and the
approximation moves towards the ground state of the Hamiltonian. In order to update
the isometric tensors we need to make use of the idea of environments which I discuss
in subsection 4.5.2. We compute environments of the isometric tensors in the tensor







[i+1,i+2]. Comparing the diagrams in figure 4.13 to the earlier
ones in figures 4.11 and 4.12 we see that these networks themselves environments of the
expectation value tensor network.
This is repeated until the rate of change of some chosen property of the MERA drops
below a threshold, the ground state energy being the most common property to check.
Optimising until the rate of change of properties such as the central charge or scaling
dimensions drop below a threshold is also possible for critical spin systems.
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Figure 4.13: The three terms which give rise to the expectation value of the Hamilto-
nian. In each of these we have both the nearest neighbour interaction terms from the
Hamiltonian (orange squares) at the same level as the isometric tensors and the density
matrix from the layer above (grey square). When updating the 3 isometric tensors in the
diagram (not counting their duals) we simply compute the environment of each tensor
with respect to each of these expectation value terms as discussed in section 4.5.2. Then
to compute the true environment we sum all contributions together and chose the iso-
metric tensor which minimises the total environments value. The bottom 3 tensors are
complex conjugates of the disentangler and isometry, this is indicated by the asterisk on
the tensors.
4.5.2 Environments
The last part of the algorithm is to update the tensors in the MERA tensor network,
this updating step requires an understanding of the concept of environments of tensors
[19, 20, 77]. Roughly speaking an environment is the remainder of a tensor network once
we removed one or more tensor from the network. This only makes sense if we talk about
the environment with respect to both a tensor network and a set of tensors {T} in the
network. To consider this we define a new tensor network which is just the old network
excluding the tensors in set {T}. When referring to it we will often ignore the network
and just call it the environment of {T}. In the context of the MERA the tensor network
in question is the expectation value of the Hamiltonian terms in figure 4.13 from which we
want to remove one of the isometric tensors, either one of the coarse graining isometries
or the disentangler.
I will restrict my focus to environments in closed networks (no open bonds in the ten-
sor network). However there is an obvious extension to open networks environments
by adding an additional tensor to the open network structure to be contracted with all
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open bonds and convert it into a closed network. Then this simplifies to the discussion
about computing an environment of multiple tensors {T}, where the set {T} is all the
tensors being removed from the open network, plus the extra one we added to make the
network closed. Note that there is an abuse of notation here in that we don’t specify
if the networks are network structures or network values as I discussed in subsection
4.3.1. but regardless of which type of network we started with we can always construct
a corresponding environment (either an environment structure or environment value for
a corresponding network type).
The environment of a tensor is closely related to its derivatives and can be viewed as the
derivative of the closed network with respect to the tensor. Taking the example of the net-
work corresponding to the expectation value for one local term from the Hamiltonian and
computing the environment of one of the tensors from our wavefunction, e.g. the disen-








Figure 4.14: An example of an environment, ΓU , of U in a closed tensor network. Indi-
cated by the blue dotted line surrounding the environment ΓU . If we wish to update U to
maximise(minimise) 〈h〉 with the restriction that U is an isometry, then we can achieve
this through the use of singular value decomposition. Decomposing ΓU to obtain MΣN
†
and can then maximise(minimise) the total 〈h〉 by updating U to take the value NM †
(−NM †).
To see why we can view the environment as the derivative we can now look at the expec-













In this equation ~j1 and ~j2 are vectors for multi-indexes which are summed over (see figure
4.14 for further clarity). If we treat each entry, U
~j2
~j1
in the tensor U as a variable indepen-
dent of all other entries then if we take the derivative of 〈h〉 with respect to U~j2~j1 we get
the element of the environment ΓU,
~j1
~j2
. This means that we can think of the environment









This approach assumes that all tensors in the network are independent, however if mul-
tiple copies of the same tensor appears in a network, such in the translational invariant




is a sum over the environments of each tensor U in the
network 〈h〉.
The algorithm for updating the tensors in the MERA works by computing this derivative
with respect to each tensor by computing the environments. We can then work in the
same spirit of gradient descent methods. An example of the derivative tensor used in the
MERA update algorithm is defined in figure 4.15.
This step in the algorithm is not quite a step in the gradient descent algorithm because
we have restricted ourselves to only allow isometric tensors. However it turns out that the
singular value decomposition (SVD) can be used to compute the optimal isometric tensor
U to which we should update our tensor. A singular value decomposition is shown in
figure 4.14 and any matrix ΓT can be written as ΓT = MΣN
† where M and N are unitary
matrices. The last matrix, Σ, is a diagonal, possibly non-square, positive semi-definite
matrix. To do this for a tensor we have to group the bonds of the tensor into up-going
and down-going bonds to make it a matrix (which is what is being done in figure 4.14).
Because we can now write the environment tensor as a matrix and decompose it as
ΓU = MΣN
† (focusing on the disentangler) then we can find that the expectation value
looks like equation 4.10. Since M , N †, and U are all unitary then we know the expecta-
tion value using an updated U
′
is bounded between −Tr(Σ) and Tr(Σ). So if we wish to
maximise or minimise the expectation value 〈h〉 all we need to do is choose our updated
U as either U
′
= NM † or U
′
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Figure 4.15: a) One of the three expectation values for the nearest neighbour interactions.
Along with the isometric tensors there is a Hamiltonian term (orange square) and a two
site reduced density matrix term (grey box). b) The environment for the disentangler
tensor (blue square) and c) the environment for the isometry tensor (green triangle). For
translationally invariant systems these environments have to be added to the correspond-
ing ones for the two other expectation value diagrams from figure 4.13. In this case we
assumes that all isometries are the same so each isometry environment is a sum of 6
terms. If we do not assume translational invariance then we must compute an environ-
ment for each different isometry separately, and so each environment is just the sum of
2 terms. The tensors from the dual MERA are indicated by an asterisk and are just the
complex conjugate transpose of the original MERA tensors. In the main text I say that
the environment must be a sum of single environments for all equivalent tensors in the
network. However since the expectation value in (a) is hermitian then the contribution
from isometry T and the environment for its dual are equivalent (via complex conjugate
transpose) and we only need worry about contributions from T (and not those from T †).
ground state we wish to minimise the Hamiltonian H and so update our isometric tensors
from their respective environments decompositions, updating them to −NM †. This is
the final step for the updating of the MERA algorithm.





When extending the formalism to multi-tensor environments it is a fairly simple exten-
sion to compute the environment for more then one tensor. This is done by shifting the
locations of all the tensors in set T to a single point in the graphical diagram. Then all
of these tensors can be treated as a single tensor, repeating the procedure above as done











Figure 4.16: An example of the environment for two tensors, U1 and U2, denoted as
ΓU . This is very similar to the single tensor environments from figure 4.14 but this
also explains the concept of an environment for an open tensor network. If we treat
everything but U1 as the open tensor network (which in this case happens to correspond
to the environment from figure 4.14) then the environment for U2 from the open tensor
network is the environment for the two tensors U1 and U2 in the closed tensor network.
Additional work by Evenbly and Pfeifer [77] demonstrated that it is possible to compute
any number of (single tensor) environments for closed tensor network at a cost no more
then three times the cost of contracting the full network. To see how this is possible
consider the diagrams in figure 4.17. Any contraction in a closed tensor network can be
represented in this diagram, A and B being the two tensors we are contracting and C
being everything else. Considering this it is sufficient to focus on the case of a tensor net-
work with only three vertices/tensors and all tensor network contractions are sequences
of contracting two tensors in a three vertex tensor network. For any single tensor environ-
ment we could change the order and which two of the three tensors are being contracted at
each step and would end up with a final contraction between a tensor and its environment.
The crux of the argument is when the authors demonstrated that for any individual node
the contraction of two of the three tensors will have the same leading order term if the
network is closed. This means that the leading order contribution from each of the three
vertex tensor networks is the same regardless of which two tensors are being contracted.
This means that the worst cost for computing all the environments is no more then con-
tracting each of the three combinations of tensors in each three vertex network, which is
no more then three times contracting the entire diagram once.









Figure 4.17: The only allowed closed tensor network with 3 tensors. A, B and C are
tensors which are connected to all other tensors by a single bond, χij. This is the bond
dimension of the single bond between tensors i and j. The cost of the 3 possible orders
of contractions are given in equation (4.11) where it can be seen that to leading order the
costs are the same. To be precise in this statement let χij = χ
Nij where Nij is an integer
then all three contraction orders have a cost of order of χNAB+NBC+NAC .
possible contraction orders:
((A,B), C) = χABχACχBC + χACχBC
((A,C), B) = χABχACχBC + χABχBC (4.11)
((B,C), A) = χABχACχBC + χABχAC
In this equation ((A,B), C) means first contract tensor A with B over all shared bonds(costing
χABχACχBC), then contract the result with C over the remaining bonds(costing χACχBC).
χij is the product of bond dimensions of the bonds between tensors labelled i and j (or
just the dimension if there is a single bond). The first term in the sum referring to the
cost of contracting the first two tensors and the second is the cost of contracting the third
tensor. Since contracting any tensor network is a sequence of two tensor contractions (A
and B) then it can be seen as a sequence of three tensor contractions, each step called a
node. Since the leading order term is the same for any choice of tensor contractions in this
sequence we can say the cost of computing any one of the nodes is the same regardless of
which order the node is contracted (on the assumption that the entire network is closed).
Therefore if we do three computations for each node then we have worked out the environ-
ment of any tensor appearing in the nodes, this includes all single tensor environments.
Further because the order doesn’t effect leading order cost for each node, this will be no
more then three times the original cost of contracting the full environment. This speed-up
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is not guaranteed for multi-tensor environments unless there is a node one of the tensors
A,B, or C, is equal to the contraction of the set of tensors for which we are computing
the environment.
An algorithm and code to perform this for any number of tensors has been successfully
automated as part of the work for this thesis and this will be discussed more in appendix
D where the code used to perform the calculations in this thesis are detailed.
4.5.3 Resource costs
I will quickly describe a proof to show that the resource costs for storing the ground
state with a MERA representation scales linearly with number of physical sites of the
MERA. This will be done explicitly for the ternary MERA but a similar procedure can
be applied to the other forms of the MERA, though the results will be detailed at the end.
It is possible to show that the resource costs for a finite MERA where we don’t assume
any scale or translational invariance scales linearly with the number of physical sites.
This is straightforward to do but can be surprising the first time the result is encoun-
tered. Therefore I have included a section here going through the memory and time costs
required for both storing the MERA and the optimisation steps. The required resources
for the MERA depends on exactly which MERA we are using. This will be worked out
explicitly for the ternary MERA, though a similar procedure can be applied to the other
forms of the MERA and the results are included for these.
To compute the resource costs for storing the ground state for the MERA we will as-
sume that all bonds have the same bond dimension χ. This is not true as the tensors
at the bottom of the MERA have indices which are normally much smaller then χ, how-
ever this just means we are considering an upper bound to make the results easier to
compute. To work this out we first recognise that if a layer has N sites then there
must be N
3
isometries W and similarly N
3
disentanglers U . Each of these tensors have




. If we assume that the total number of sites is N1 = 2(3
m) where m is an
integer then we get equation (4.12) for the memory cost for the tensors. In addition for
finite systems we will have a single tensor at the top which adds an additional cost of
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size χ2. The first sum in equation (4.12) is made of the cost for the top tensor plus the
cost of the disentanglers and the cost of the coarse graining isometries at all length scales.










= χ2 + 2N1χ
4 3
−1 − 3−(m+1)
1− 3−1 = N1χ
4(1− 3−m) ≈ N1χ4
(4.12)
Similarly we can compute the costs for the Hamiltonians and density matrices, each of
which have a term that starts at each site so that the number of each of these tensors
can be computed:

















N1(3− 3−m) ≈ 3N1
2
(4.13)




1 in the first computation and Nj with 1 in the second computation so that we get
Cost = 2mχ4 and Number Hamiltonians = m+ 1 where m ≈ log3(N1). Therefore trans-
lational invariance reduces the costs from being growing linearly in the number of sites
to growing logarithmically with number of sites. The costs for the different models when
not exploiting translational invariance are given in table 4.1, however we leave out the
cost of the top tensor for this (though it is stored in the top density matrix which is
counted). The modified binary is slightly different to the other two methods as it has a
second type of isometry, W2 which isn’t present in the other two versions of MERA.
In addition to this we can also compute the memory and temporal cost for the updating
of the ansatz. Again assuming that all bonds have bond dimension χ we can work out
the cost to compute the expectation value of the Hamiltonian. From the work of Evenbly
and Pfiefer [77] we know that if we wanted to compute the environment of any tensor
in a closed diagram we can put an upper bound on the computational cost as the cost
to compute the entire network. During the contraction the memory cost for contracting
two tensors in the network will be the greater of the memory cost of the input tensors
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Binary Ternary Modified Binary
Number of U ∼ N1 ∼ N12 ∼ N12
Number of W ∼ N1 ∼ N12 ∼ N12
Number of W2 — — ∼ N12
Number of H ∼ 2N1 ∼ 3N12 ∼ 2N1
Number of ρ ∼ 2N1 ∼ 3N12 ∼ 2N1








Table 4.1: Number of each type of tensor and total memory costs in-between update
steps for the MERA algorithm
or the memory cost of the output tensor. These are χ to the power of the number of
bonds connected to the tensor. For the temporal cost this is simply χ to the power of
the number of bonds connected to the output tensor plus the number of bonds that were
contracted over and removed from the diagram in this step. The contraction for the
ternary MERA expectation value (for all 3 diagrams) is shown earlier in figure 4.13 and
the corresponding memory and temporal costs are given in table 4.2.
Binary Ternary Modified Binary
Memory Cost χ7 χ6 χ5
Temporal Cost χ9 χ8 χ7
Table 4.2: Resource cost scaling for performing the MERA algorithm.
4.6 Entanglement Bounds and Polynomial Decay
Two key properties we would be interested in retaining in any approximations to the
ground state of a conformal field theory are the entanglement scaling and the polyno-
mial decay of correlation functions of gapless systems. These are properties which aren’t
retained in the MPS approximation as discussed in Appendix A.1, as the entanglement
entropy of a region saturates and the correlation functions decay exponentially. This
restricts the MPS tensor network to only be able to approximate gapped systems, and
while gapless systems can be approximated at short length scales by this ansatz it is
questionable whether this will work for all gapless systems. The polynomial decay and
logarithmic entanglement entropy properties emerge naturally just from analysing the
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MERA tensor network structure. Like in previous analysis’ we will focus on the ternary
MERA and fix the bond dimensions of all bonds to be χ, however the same analysis can
be applied to other types of MERA with similar techniques.
Analysing the entanglement bounds using the methods discussed in 4.4.2 we can explain
why the MERA works for describing critical spin systems when the TTN failed. For
gapless systems when computing the entanglement entropy of a connected region A we
expect this entropy to scale with the logarithm of the length for 1D systems. Using the
previously discussed procedure to compute the upper bound on entanglement entropy,
we find the minimum number of bonds to cut to disconnect region A from all other
sites. When working this out we should both choose the minimum number of bonds we
must cut to to remove a given region A from all other sites, as well as how we choose
region A, given a length, such as to minimise the minimum number of bonds we must cut.
Why we need to do this can be seen from the TTN, we can choose our region A so that
we find that the number of bonds we need to cut is only ever one bond, as in figure 4.18a,
indicating the TTN cannot describe gapless systems. However if we choose our regions
correctly we can find that the entanglement entropy grows logarithmically with region A
as in figure 4.18b. If that second case was the only one we studied then we would pre-
dict a logarithmic growth of the entanglement entropy with the size of region A for TTNs.
To compute a lower bound it is better to consider the layers of the MERA separately,
rather then thinking about the MERA in its entirety. With a little bit of analysis we
can see that if we go up in the layers then we will cut less bonds, because at the cost
of cutting two bonds we can effectively start our computation again but with roughly a
third the number of sites.
Accepting this, we next want to work how efficiently we could reduce the number of effec-
tive sites by moving up a single layer. Looking at figure 4.19 we realise that we only want
to choose sites such that we cut at most two bonds moving up this level. This restricts us
to placing the new layer such that the new boundaries are both within the red regions at
the bottom of the figure. We can also see from this diagram that the most effective cuts
happen when we want to reduce the number of effective sites down from nl = 3nl+1 + 2
sites to nl+1 in the next layer.
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a) b)
Figure 4.18: Examples of entanglement bounds in the tree tensor network, these two
examples are for the same tree tensor networks but show how the entanglement bounds
for region A can appear to be logarithmic with region size even though they do not
generally grow that way. a) Three choices of regions where the minimum number of
bonds that need to be cut is always one. b) Three alternative regions where the number










. These two choices show that to study the amount of entanglement
a tensor network allows for, we must be careful to consider the worst case scenario. This
is important for understanding why the MERA works while the TTN doesn’t.
Now this means that we would expect for every two bonds we cut we roughly multiply
the number of sites in our smallest region A by a factor of 3 so that S(`) ∼ 2 ln(χ) log3(`)
where ` is the number of sites in A. However as I said this is what we expect, it is
provable that this logarithmic dependence emerges even with this as a very loose lower
bound. From the argument before since at the cost of two bonds cut we reduce the num-
ber of sites nL down to nL+1, this means the best case scenario is to choose nL+1 = 1 so
that nL = 5. Therefore we get a lower bound on the ratio of layer L + 1 effective sites
to the number of layer L sites at the cost of cutting 2 bonds, this provides a very loose
lower bound on number of bonds cut for any given region. Therefore we say that for
every 2 bonds cut we get a factor of 5 in the effective number of sites. Repeating this it
becomes obvious that we must get a logarithmic scaling for our worst case scenario and
obtain a loose lower bound on how much entropy the MERA could simulate growing as
S(`) ∼ 2 ln(χ) log5(`).
This lower bound is not the lower bound of the amount of entanglement between region
A and everything else but rather is a lower bound on the amount of entanglement that
could be achieved between region A and everywhere else for correct choice of isometries
and disentanglers. From this proof we can see that even for fixed χ we can achieve ap-
proximations which look like the entanglement structure of gapless systems. This lower
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Figure 4.19: A single layer of renormalisation in the MERA, blue dots indicate the sites
in the initial layer, yellow dots indicate the sites in the effective layer. With a little bit
of analysis it is clear that if we start with a boundary in the initial layer of sites and
move up one layer, then we end up with a reduced number of sites, slashing the number
by around a factor of three. If we want to choose a worst case scenario (least number
of bonds cut per number of sites) then we would only want to cut two bonds for every
layer we move through. For these regions the boundaries that are allowed if we only want
to do one cut for each boundary is indicated by red lines between initial sites. When
optimising for this worst case (choosing regions so we have the minimum number of bond
cuts for a fixed number of sites) the best choices to cut are indicated by the green dotted
lines in the figure above (shifted depending on the number of initial sites we are starting
with).
bound is a bound for what the maximum entanglement between two regions can be, so
even though it has the structure of a gapless system the MERA is also capable of ap-
proximating gapped systems as well as gapless systems.
Finally as discussed in section 4.4.2 if we consider all bonds to be equal size then the
choice of these cuts can be viewed as computing a minimal surface. Since this is in 2D
then the minimal surface is a line and therefore for a connected region this line has the
interpretation of a geodesic from one side of the region to the other. This exponential
decrease in the number of effective sites as we go deeper into the MERA means that we
can think of the MERA as similar to a hyperbolic half plane and therefore the shortest
distance between the boundaries on the edge is a geodesic in hyperbolic space. This con-
nection is a key one to link the MERA to holography and the AdS/CFT correspondence
(see chapter 3) as first proposed by Swingle in his 2009 paper [9]. This connection also
suggests that the Ryu-Takayanagi formula is correct, at least as an upper bound, linking
the distance in the hyperbolic bulk to the entropy of the removed region. However as the
central charge of the boundary models are not explicitly included anywhere it is impos-
sible to see if all aspects of this formula are correct, though if it was true it may suggest
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that the bond dimension should scale exponentially with the central charge.
The other thing we would want for any tensor network approximation to a gapless sys-
tems is the polynomial decay of correlation functions. The MERA turns out to have
exactly this polynomial decay naturally build into its structure. To see this we consider
what happens when we perform renormalisation on a single site operator, depending on
the site we choose this will normally renormalise into a two site operator, however since
we are looking at a translationally invariant MERA it shouldn’t really matter where we
pick the site. Therefore we will choose the operator to be located at a site which is in the
middle of three sites which are coarse grained into a single effective site by the MERA.
When cancelling out all other terms in the layer with their dual we find that the single
site operator at this location gets renormalised into a single site operator as shown in
figure 4.20a. Rearranging this we can see that this is very clearly a matrix where we can
compute the eigenvectors and eigenvalues as in figure 4.20b. The eigenvectors are then
the vectorised form of the primary/descendent fields φj where these fields renormalise as
R(φj) = 3
−∆jφj. Furthermore we can connect the corresponding eigenvalue, λj, to the
scaling dimension as ∆j = − log3(λj).
Now that we have this property we can also compute how the two site correlation operator
decays. Focusing on the specific sites such that each single site operator is renormalised n
times as discussed above before reaching neighbouring sites as in figure 4.21. For distance
dn we get the recursive relation dn = 3(dn−1 − 1) + 3 = 3dn−1 with d1 = 3. This has
closed form solution dn = 3
n. Therefore for fields φj and φk we get equation (4.14), this
is exactly what we would predict in a conformal field theory.









The connection between MERA and the holographic principle was first proposed by B.
Swingle in 2009 (published 2012) [9]. Swingle observed that the tensor network describ-
ing the MERA fit a hyperbolic geometry, the same as a fixed time slice of anti de-Sitter
(AdS) space. The MERA also describes a conformal field theory on its open sites at the
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ϕa) b) ϕ ϕ*Mϕλ
Figure 4.20: a) the single site ascending superoperator and its eigenoperators, these eigen-
operators can be interpreted as primary and descendent field when considering conformal
field theories, and this equation is interpreted as the renormalisation of operator φ with
λ = 3∆ where ∆ is the scaling dimension corresponding to φ. The bottom tensor is the
standard dual isometry but is coloured yellow (as opposed to indicated by an asterisk)
due to the manipulation done in part b. b) The vectorisation of this equation to make
it clear demonstrate how we may use standard linear algebra approaches to compute
the eigenoperators and scaling dimensions numerically. The dual tensor, indicated by
the yellow tensor, is just the complex conjugate as opposed to the complex conjugate
transpose. Collecting terms in this diagram we can find matrix M as the combination of
the isometry and dual isometry with eigenvectors φ∗ which is the standard eigenoperator
with one bond turned around (i.e. vectorised).
boundary of the hyperbolic space. Furthermore the direction orthogonal to the boundary
directions correspond to the renormalisation length scale in the MERA. This correspon-
dence of geometries suggested to Swingle that the entanglement structure in the MERA
was the same entanglement structure as from the AdS/CFT correspondence.
Swingle did a number of calculations beyond the geometric correspondence to look at
finite temperature systems and correlation functions. He also considered a semi-classical
limit from AdS/CFT called the large N limit, which naturally emerges from entanglement
renormalisation approaches and therefore also appear in the MERA. He suggested that
these results warrant further investigation into the correspondence between the MERA
and the holographic principle. [9, 42]
Later the continous MERA (see Appendix A.4), a continuous version of the MERA,
was conjectured to have holographic properties by T. Takayanagi with S. Ryu and M.
Nozaki[11], extended further by M. Miyaji and T. Takayanagi[78]. They studied a number






Figure 4.21: Two fields φj and φk undergoing renormalisation before a correlation function
is computed. As discussed in the main text this subset of distances indicate that the fields
should be correlated with a polynomial decay using the relationship indicated in figure
4.20.
ment entropy and information metrics to impose a geometry corresponding to correlation
functions in the cMERA. The results of this were in agreement of the AdS/CFT corre-
spondence and demonstrated that a semi-classical limit (the large N limit) in the bulk
did indeed suppress quantum fluctuations as was expected by AdS/CFT.
Later Miyaji and Takayanagi along with T. Numasawa and N. Shiba solidified the sur-
face/state correspondence they had conjectured earlier using this approach. Demonstrat-
ing a way of describing points in the bulk AdS as states on the surface CFT, as well as
demonstrating the diffeomorphic symmetry of the AdS space [79]. Others (W.-C. Gan,
F.-S. Shu, and M.-H. Wu) later extended these ideas to thermal cMERA [80].
MERA-like networks were also explored by F. Pastawski, B. Yoshida, D. Harlow and
J. Preskill in the colloquially named HaPPY paper [10]. In this paper they studied
networks constructed from perfect tensors, discussed in appendix A.5. As a type of
”super-unitary”, these perfect tensors acted as an isometric mapping from bulk degrees
of freedom in a hyperbolic geometry, to boundary degrees of freedom. This approach
studied tensor networks from a quantum error correcting code perspective, showing that
these holographic codes displayed the Ryu-Takayanagi formula under certain conditions
on the tensor network structure.
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The HaPPY paper was later generalised by W. Donnelly, B. Michel, D. Marolf and J.
Wien to provide a toy model for bulk gauge fields, including linearized gravitons[81].
The network used in this work also based itself on perfect tensors as described in ap-
pendix A.5. In this paper they took multiple copies of the constant density qubit code
from the HaPPY paper. Doing this they obtain a way to reconstruct the bulk algebra
elements on the boundary regions, and demonstrate Ryu-Takayanagi like contributions
with corrections of the order δArea
4GN
. By comparison with Yang-Mills theory they suggest
the corrections can be reinterpreted as part of the bulk entropy under an appropriate
extension of the physical bulk Hamiltonian.
P. Hayden, S. Nezami, X.-L. Qi, N. Thomas, M. Walter and Z. Yang later provided a holo-
graphic duality that emerged from random tensor networks [14], described in appendix
A.6. They studied the bulk MERA as a random tensor network, interpreting the results
as the partition function of a classical ferromagnetic Ising model. In this they found the
Ryu-Takayanagi formula appeared as the domain walls for the classical Ising model and
that entanglement entropy obeys this formula when the bond dimension of the edges in
the network is large. Further they found that the boundary regions faithfully encode the
physics of the entire bulk wedge as described in chapter 3.
The main problem with these approaches is that most of them make a major restriction
to consider nice cases. In the HaPPY paper and its derivative the bulk of the state is
covered by perfect tensors, and for the random tensor networks the network structure is
fixed but the tensors in them are random. These cases, while using tensor networks, fail
to be generally applicable to explicit tensor networks which are MERA constructions and
so can not be applied to any CFT just because it is described by a MERA. The work
on the continuous MERA has a similar limitation, only free systems were considered,
systems which can be analytically solved, restricting us from exploring alternate mod-
els with stronger correlations. Swingle’s original work also lacked specifics and so was
not able to be applied to a variety of CFTs and compare the different numerical outcomes.
In this thesis I aim to address this issue and construct and analyse a lifting procedure
which places no restrictions on the MERA. This lifting procedure modifies the tensor
network to have physical sites in the bulk of the MERA as well as the boundary, described
in chapter 5 for MERA and in chapter 6 for symmetric MERA.
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Chapter 5
From MERA to Bulk
This chapter covers the proposed procedure to lift a general tensor network into a bulk
tensor network. This procedure takes a tensor network describing a D dimensional system
and produces a tensor network state in a possibly higher dimension, with the initial sites
remains on the boundary of the network. This is done by taking all the virtual bonds
of the original tensor network and placing an additional 4-index tensor in the middle of
each bond. Two of the bonds are unconnected and represent new physical sites that are
introduced, the other two are connecting the new tensor to the rest of the network via
what was the original virtual bond. The reason to include two new physical bonds per
an edge becomes clear when we consider symmetric tensor networks in chapter 6, it is
further motivated by the construction of the basis invariant lifting tensor. Motivated by
the holographic principle I will now work exclusively with the MERA tensor network,
lifting it to the bulk MERA.
I consider two types of lifting tensors to be used in the lifting procedure (see section
5.1), these are the copy lifting tensor (see section 5.3) and the basis independent lifting
tensor (see section 5.4). These choices of lifting tensors obey two axioms I call the lift-
ing axioms and are discussed in section 5.2. Given just these two assumptions we can
demonstrate that the expectation values of the original MERA are related to expectation
values of boundary and bulk operators in the bulk MERA. Furthermore I also show in
section 5.5 that when using the basis independent lifting tensor to construct the bulk
MERA, operators on the bulk can be shifted to operators existing on the boundary of
the bulk MERA. Further boundary operators can be represented in the bulk in a manner
resembling results of the AdS/CFT correspondence. Finally I numerically demonstrate
in section 5.6 that the entropy densities along a geodesic in the bulk scale with the central
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charge, a prediction of the AdS/CFT correspondence. The reasons for working with the
two choices of lifting tensors is mainly due to historical reasons as the development of
the basis independent lifting tensor occurred in the last several months of the PhD work
and understanding was only truly achieved during the write up phase of this work.
5.1 Lifting procedure
In the lifting procedure developed by myself and my collaborators, we propose that at
each virtual bond in the original tensor network we insert a single rank-4 tensor into the
middle of the bond. When inserted, two of the lifting tensor’s bonds are connected to
the old virtual bond ends, while the remaining two become new physical bonds. These
free bonds correspond to newly created bulk sites, appearing on every virtual bond from







Figure 5.1: An example of what is done on each bond in the tensor network during the
lifting procedure. A and B represent tensors in the original tensor network connected by
a bond (and possibly connected by other paths). The rank-4 lifting tensor is inserted in
the middle of the bond and introduces two new open bonds as a single physical site in
the bulk. The two other bonds close the network by connecting themselves to the tensors
A and B. The arrows along the edges correspond to properties introduced in chapter 6
(and appendix C) but for applications in this chapter it can be thought of as pointing
down the MERA in the opposite direction to renormalisation. The importance of this
term is to determine if we use a unitary or its dagger when changing basis.
This produces the bulk MERA, the analogue to the bulk from the holographic princi-
ple in our procedure. This bulk MERA is slightly different from the bulk in AdS/CFT
correspondence in that it contains its boundary as degrees of freedom and so is more
reminiscent of the bulk-boundary correspondence from condensed matter such as those
for topological insulators [82].
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While this procedure is discussed entirely in the form of a tensor network it is impor-
tant to realise that the bulk MERA is also a pure quantum state. This connection is
important since we can meaningfully compute correlation functions, expectation values
and entropies of the bulk MERA in a similar manner to the original MERA. As shown
in section 5.2 this feature of the bulk MERA arises from one of the lifting axioms we
choose, the other axiom introduced in the same section means that this bulk quantum
state contains the original MERA state and we can always recover the properties of the
original MERA state.
We begin this quantum state viewpoint by defining the original MERA, the analogue of





In this equation ~j is a vector of all labels on the boundary sites, e.g. a vector of spin ups
and spin downs. Ψ is constructed from contracting the MERA tensor network, fixing the
open bonds to take their corresponding values from labels ~j. This tensor network, written
here as |ψMERA〉, is a wavefunction with norm 1 by the definition of the MERA. When





Ψ˜~j,~b1,~b2|~j〉 ⊗ |~b1〉 ⊗ |~b2〉 (5.2)
In addition to the boundary vector we also have two additional vectors, ~b1 and ~b2. These
describe the bulk degrees of freedom just as ~j described all degrees of freedom on the
boundary. We split this into two sets of labels, one for each pair of bonds introduced
by each lifting tensor. Similar to how the MERA can be thought of as constructed from
isometric tensors the first lifting axiom introduced in section 5.2 means that the tensor
network describing the bulk MERA is also constructed from isometric tensors and so is
a wavefunction with norm 1.
Beyond that, the other lifting tensor states that by acting on the pair of bulk sites in
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the bulk MERA associated to any lifting tensor we can remove that lifting tensor. Using
this we can always recover the original MERA wavefunction and therefore recover all
properties of the original MERA. This is done via equation (5.4), projecting out the bulk









Starting to consider the properties of the bulk MERA, we can say that it always turns
out to be gapped. This can be seen by applying arguments from chapter 4 to the bulk
MERA shown in figure 5.2c. The network for the bulk MERA is flat tensor network in
2D, analogous to a PEPS (see appendix A.2) on hyperbolic space and therefore only able
to describe a wavefunction with area law behaviour (i.e. gapped systems).
Realising that the bulk MERA is a wavefunction, and with these definitions, I can now
explain how to compute expectation values of operators acting on the newly introduce
bulk sites as well as operators acting on the boundary of the bulk MERA. These calcula-
tions are just like for general tensor networks, including the MERA, where we sandwich
the relevant operators between a bulk MERA and its dual and proceed to contract the
entire network. This computation is shown graphically in figures 5.2a and 5.2c. We begin
with the bulk MERA, and next we apply the bulk and boundary operators to relevant
physical bonds and finally apply the dual bulk MERA, contracting the diagram. For
convenience I introduce a secondary graphical notation in figure 5.2b where the physi-
cal sites are indicated by circles on the original MERA diagram and connections at the
boundary are indicated by horizontal lines in order to simplify the otherwise 3D diagrams.
The only restrictions on the lifting tensors so far is that the bonds that are connected
to the old virtual bond must have the same dimension as the virtual bond. However no
restrictions have been placed on the newly created physical bonds which, in principle,
can be of a different to the virtual bond. But because I am interpreting the new physical
degrees of freedom as corresponding to the virtual bonds, I will restrict to the case where
each new physical bond has the same dimension as the virtual bond we lifted. This
causes the degrees of freedom associated to each virtual bond to be equal to the number
of degrees of freedom of an arbitrary matrix we could have placed into the virtual bond


































































Figure 5.2: a) Steps to compute an expectation value for a small region in the bulk MERA.
First we take the initial bulk state, then we apply a bulk operator (the grey square) to
one of the bulk sites. Finally closing the network by applying the dual state (indicated
by asterisks on the tensors) while tracing over the boundary sites (indicated by relatively
thickened bonds). b) A compact form of notation for the last diagram in (a). Bulk sites
are indicated with circles, clear if there is no operator, otherwise coloured to indicate the
insertion of a bulk operator. Boundary traces are indicated by thick horizontal lines, and
a tensor and its dual are indicated by a single shape with double lines for its perimeter.
Asterisks now signal that the tensor and its dual are the other way around to what would
be expected. c) A repetition of the diagram in (a) over a much larger region of the bulk
MERA and with multiple bulk operators.
Because of the lack of assumptions on the form of the lifting tensor we have used so far
not much can be said about the bulk MERA. However two key assumptions, the ones I
have alluded to already, turn out to impose significant structure on the bulk MERA state
and I will discuss in section 5.2.
5.2 Assumptions on the Lifting Tensor
Assuming just two axioms on the lifting tensor it is possible to produce a significant
amount of structure that we would want from a holographic theory involving the MERA.
As I mentioned in the previous section, the first feature we would want is for the lifted
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tensor network to be a wavefunction so that 〈ψbulk|ψbulk〉 = 1. The second feature we
would want is to be able to recover the original MERA state |ψMERA〉 from the bulk
MERA state |ψbulk〉. This second condition means that our lifting procedure is reversible
and we can recover the input MERA state.
The first feature is enforced by the first lifting axiom which requires the existence of
a eigenvalue 1 eigenvector for the matrix M = LL†. The matrix generated by taking
the trace (contracting) over physical bulk bonds of the lifting tensor L and its dual L†.
This eigenvector corresponds to contracting the two bonds on one side of the matrix M,
physically representing the tracing of the boundary degrees of freedom, this axiom is







Figure 5.3: a) The first lifting axiom, this axiom ensures that the region that contributes
to operators on the bulk MERA remains restricted to the casual cone as discussed in the
main text and in figure 5.4. This restriction also enforces the condition 〈ψbulk|ψbulk〉 =
1, meaning the bulk has norm 1 and we can safely interpret this tensor network as a
wavefunction describing the bulk state. b) The second lifting axiom, this axiom allows
us to always recover the original MERA from the bulk MERA. Without this axiom the
holographic claim of the lifting procedure is questionable as we can no longer guarantee
that it is possible to recover all details of the MERA from the bulk MERA.
The motivation for this axiom arises from the causal cone structure of the MERA, which
we wish to retain in the bulk MERA. When the boundary is traced over in the original
MERA each isometric tensor pairs up with its corresponding dual in the dual MERA
and they cancel out. This can be interpreted as the identity being able to flow up the
renormalisation direction of the MERA giving rise to the causal cone. In the bulk MERA
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this flow is interrupted by the existence of physical bulk sites in the form of the matrix
M = LL† which is half in the bulk MERA and half in its dual. By enforcing the first
axiom, figure 5.3a, the flow is no longer interrupted by the bulk physical sites unless there
is a bulk operator at that site. A side effect of this is that this forces the bulk MERA
|ψbulk〉 to have norm 1 as well, making the interpretation as a wavefunction accurate. This
flow effect and causal cone is demonstrated in figure 5.4 for both the MERA and the bulk
MERA to demonstrate the comparison. Further noticing that the causal cone structure
arose originally from the isometric structure of the tensors in the original MERA, it is
worth noting that this first axiom can be interpreted as saying that the lifting tensors
themselves are isometric tensors.
The second feature we wish the lifting tensor to have is the possibility to revert the lifting
tensor back to the original virtual bond by acting only on the bulk sites. In particular
this comes from the second lifting axiom where this occurs when the two bulk sites are
contracted together as defined in figure 5.3b. This axiom means that there is always a
procedure to take the bulk MERA we construct and return the original MERA. Formally
this is done by defining a vector |P 〉, see equation (5.3), which corresponds to connecting
the physical bonds, equivalent to an unnormalised EPR state, applying it to all physical





sumption is key to being able to interpret the bulk MERA as still corresponding to the
MERA rather then some new irrelevant tensor network state.
The same arguments hold for higher dimensional tensor networks. As mentioned in
chapter 4 the MERA has obvious extensions to higher dimensions. Enforcing only these
axioms it is possible to lift these higher dimensional MERAs, where the boundary has
2 or more spatial dimensions, to bulk MERAs which is still a quantum state and the
original MERA is recovered by acting bulk projectors on bulk sites. This bulk state is
again one dimension higher then the quantum state described by the higher dimensional
MERAs which includes bulk states in 3 spatial dimensions. The first feature emerges in
this case again because of the first axiom making all tensors in the higher dimensional
bulk MERA isometric (both lifting tensors the original isometric tensors) giving us a
tensor network description of a wavefunction. The second feature is even easier to see
since the axiom in figure 5.7b is all that is required to recover the original MERA and
extends to any number of dimensions, for example extending to the 2D MERA, allowing





Figure 5.4: This figure shows the steps that exploit the isometric property of the tensors,
allowing us to cancel out all tensors from the bulk MERA with their duals. All diagrams
are drawn using the compact notation in figure 5.2d. a) The initial bulk state is contracted
with its dual, since no operators are present this is a computation of the norm. b) Removal
of the disentanglers at the bottom, this is done in the same manner as for the MERA
(using the unitary properties of the disentanglers). c) Removing the first set of lifting
tensor pairs (the operator-less bulk sites), this is done using the first lifting axiom, see
figure 5.3a, the white circle corresponds to the matrix M = L†L and the bold horizontal
lines indicate the trace on the effective boundary sites, by the axiom this is an eigenvalue
of M . d) Removal of the isometries again, using the isometric property of the original
MERA tensors. e) Removal of the lifting tensors (bulk sites) again as in (c), repeated
applications of this procedure indicate that the norm of the bulk MERA is equal to the
norm of the original MERA (and therefore 1).
5.3 Copy Lifting Tensor
The first choice of lifting tensors I considered was the copy tensor, this was the original
approach taken by myself and my collaborators and was used to test our lifting procedure.
This choice of lifting tensor satisfies the two assumptions specified in section 5.2, meaning
that it retains the causal cone structure of the MERA and doesn’t lose any information
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about the MERA with which we originally started. However is not a natural choice since
it requires a choice of orthonormal basis of the associated virtual bond to define. This
tensor is defined in equation (5.5), where each of a, b, c, d is an index labelling the basis
that was chosen as part of the definition.
Ca,b,c,d = δa,bδb,cδc,d (5.5)
As I stated above this obeys the two axioms we imposed, for the first once we get in
equation (5.6), where the lifting tensors are summed up over labels b and c (forming the







































δa,bδb,d = δa,d (5.7)
While this definition seems quite useful it turns out that this choice of lifting tensor is not
optimal because it requires an explict choice of basis. This means that any calculation we
do is dependent on the basis we chose for the lifting of the virtual bond. In order to get
around this we can define the expectation value of a bulk MERA generated by copy lifting
tensors by considering the expectation value over a uniform distribution of all possible
choices of basis as discussed in section 5.6. Because these bonds are virtual there is no
natural sense in which we could compare the results of different MERA since there is no
natural sense to relate the corresponding vector spaces of the bonds. By averaging over
all possible choices of basis vectors we remove this choice of basis and a relationship is
observed between the central charge of the original MERA and the entanglement entropy
along a geodesic in the bulk MERA (see section 5.6). This averaging approach feels similar
to the random tensor network approaches studied in [14], therefore it may be of interest to
compare this averaging of lifting tensor approach to the random tensor network approach.
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5.4 Basis Invariant Lifting Tensor
The main problem with the copy lifting tensor is the fact that it requires a choice of
basis to define. In order to get a lifting tensor which does not depend on a choice of basis





Figure 5.5: The definition of basis independence. In this figure there is a change of basis
performed on all the bonds by the unitary U and its complex conjugate transpose. If
this change of basis doesn’t effect the lifting tensor then we say the lifting tensor is basis
independent. In this diagram each unitary has one bond connected to it at the top and
one connected to it at the bottom. Making this clear is important so we can distinguish
the unitary from its transpose. For the bonds corresponding to physical bulk sites this
indicated by the slightly shifted bonds connected to the corresponding unitary and dual.
The reason that we are interested in this definition is that if we introduce the identity
1 = UU † into any bond in the MERA then this is just another equivalent representation
of the original MERA. But after we insert the copy lifting tensors there is no natural way
to equate the two resulting bulk MERA without moving back into the MERA picture.
When considering basis independence as a condition of the lift the insertion of the identity
can be viewed not as a wholesale change of the bulk MERA but rather as just a change
of basis on the physical site.
This definition is motivated by the insertion of identity symmetry in the MERA. The
insertion of identity symmetry corresponds to inserting I = UU † along a bond where U
is a unitary. These unitaries can then be absorbed into different tensors in the network
changing its presentation but not the state that is represented. Since tensor contraction
is required to compute any properties of the MERA this has no effect on physical mea-
surements, however when we perform the lifting procedure with the copy tensor these
different presentations give rise to different bulk MERA states and therefore different
physical outcomes. By adding this symmetry requirement we introduce a natural equiva-
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lence between the different bulk MERAs, the insertion of identity symmetry manifesting
itself as a change of basis on the corresponding bulk sites of the lifted MERA. Physically
this also means that we can transform between the resulting bulk MERAs without leaving
the bulk MERA picture.
The maximal set of solutions to the equation in figure 5.5 is spanned by all values of α
and β in the equation below:
La,b,c,d = αδa,bδc,d + βδa,dδb,c (5.8)
This equation is represented graphically form in figure 5.6. The reason that I consider
only these two terms in equation (5.8) is due to an result arising from the study of certain
non-abelian symmetric tensors - specifically the U(χ) symmetry group - that proves this
statement. This proof is built off material in chapter 6 (and appendix C) and therefore
relegated to appendix B. For now I will just note that it is clearly basis invariant as
per the definition in figure 5.5, unlike the copy lifting tensor where a basis is explicitly
chosen. Further we can now see the sense by which figure 5.5 makes the insertion of
identity, I = UU † before lifting equivalent to a change of basis on the bulk degrees of
freedom. We also expect both α and β to be non zero as otherwise we find a stronger
symmetry for the lifting tensor then we initially required 5.5.
α β
Figure 5.6: A spanning set of basis independent tensors which as discussed in Appendix
B. For any values of α and β this tensor satisfies the conditions in figure 5.5, and any
tensor which satisfies the conditions of figure 5.5 has a unique value of α and β. By
enforcing these conditions on the lifting tensor axioms like in figure 5.5 (as done in figure
5.7) α and β can be fixed to compute single a basis independent lifting tensor.
The graphical form in figure 5.6 make it easy to see that both lifting axioms can be si-
multaneously satisfied. For both terms in the sum connecting the two middle bonds will
give us back something proportional to the identity, this is useful in proving the second
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axiom. For the first axiom we can see that if we contract the lifting tensor with its dual
then we get one term which is proportional to a projector and another term which is
proportional to the identity (see figure 5.7a) and so the projector term is an eigenvector
of the resulting matrix. To prove these assumptions we show the lifting axioms when the





Figure 5.7: The result of expanding the two lifting tensor axioms when using the choice
of basis independent lifting tensor in figure 5.6. a) The first lifting axiom from figure
5.3a, and b) is the second lifting axiom from figure 5.3b. Notice that all terms in the
sum are proportional to the corresponding right hand sides in figure 5.3, closed loops
corresponding to a multiplicative factor of the bond dimension χ.
The first axiom require that the trace over the matrix M = LL† (contracted over the
introduced bulk degrees of freedom) to have an eigenoperator that is the (vectorised)
identity, shown in figure 5.7a. Because it is clear that the matrix M , arising from tracing
over bulk physical degrees of freedom, is a sum of a projector like term plus an identity
term then M acting on the state in the non-zero eigenspace of the projector will return
something proportional to that state. Therefore we expect that M does have an eigenop-
erator which is the (vectorised) identity. Solving the resulting equation (5.9) also places
restrictions on the values α and β can take, dependent on the virtual bond dimension, χ,
appearing whenever closed loops appeared in figure 5.7.
|α|2χ+ (αβ∗ + βα∗) + |β|2χ = 1 (5.9)
Secondly if we connect the two introduced physical sites, as shown in figure 5.7b, we find
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that both terms in the sum are proportional to the identity. The requirements this places
on α and β can then be simplified to the expression in equation 5.10.
α + βχ = 1 (5.10)
Rearranging equation (5.10) we can see that β = χ−1(1− α). Then restricting ourselves
to only consider the solutions to equations (5.9) where α and β are positive real numbers
we obtain equation (5.11).
α2χ+2χ−1(1−α)α+χ−1(1−α)2 = 1⇒ α2 (χ− χ−1) = 1−χ−1 ⇒ α = 1√
1 + χ
(5.11)
We find β is just β = χ−1(1−α) = χ−1
(
1− [√1 + χ]−1). The results of this calculation
gives us a second lifting tensor option to consider that, unlike our previous suggestion, is
basis independent. 1
5.5 Relation Between Bulk and Boundary Operators
for Basis Independent Lift
Now I address my attention to the question of if operators on the bulk sites correspond
to operators on the boundary sites. We might expect this based on our knowledge of the
holographic principle (see section 3.1.3). It turns out that while this is not true for the
copy lifting tensor defined in section 5.3, it is true for the basis independent lifting tensor
as defined in section 5.4. This is the first property of the analogous holographic dictionary
that this lifting procedure produces and states two things. First, local bulk operators can
1 The reason for considering two different lifting tensors is a historical one. As discussed in this
section the basis independent tensor has all the same properties of the copy lifting tensor approach and
as will become clear from section 5.5 the basis independent lifting tensor has more properties then the
copy lifting tensor along with not forcing the user to choose a basis. However the copy lifting tensor
was the first of the two lifting tensors developed and its properties were understood completely and
therefore it is included here and in chapters 6 and 7 when testing for the Ryu-Takayanagi formula in the
bulk MERA. The basis independent lifting tensor was developed in the last several months of the PhD
and understanding of it was developed during the writing stage of this thesis. As seen when computing
entropy densities for purposes of testing for Ryu-Takayanagi formula in section 5.6.3, 6.5.1, and 7.5, the
basis independent lifting tensor tends to strongly match the copy lifting tensor distribution. Therefore I
would anticipate the basis independent lifting tensor to be the most useful one to study going forward.
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be rewritten as a non-local bulk operators on the boundary. Second, boundary operators
can be viewed as the limit of operators in the bulk as they approach the boundary. It
will turn out that all of this emerges from a single tensor network equation from figure 5.8.
B
C
Figure 5.8: The equation required to link boundary operator to bulk operators, it is
obvious that we can go from operator C to operator B via tensor contraction. However
the fact that we can go in the opposite direction is also always possible is not obvious. In
the case of the copy tensor it is clear that there may be no operator C for any operator
B if operator B has different eigenbasis then the one chosen for the copy tensor. But as
discussed in the main text it is possible to do when working with the basis independent
copy tensor.
This equivalence can be expressed by saying that we may take any operator, at any bulk
site adjacent to a boundary site, and re-write it as a boundary operator. However if we
choose to do this with the copy lifting tensor then the right hand side of the equality is a
vectorised operator that is diagonal in the basis we chose for the copy lifting tensor. This
means if the eigenbasis of the matrix B does not match to the basis of the copy lifting
tensor then there is no C such that this is true. Putting this restriction on operators
makes the equation so specialised as to be meaningless.
Instead I will focus on the basis independent lifting choice, for which I will show that
the equation in figure 5.8 can always be satisfied. However it turns out that in order to
show that the bulk and boundary are equivalent for the bulk MERA we need to prove the
extended tensor network equation in figure 5.9 where an additional equality is introduced.
It is clear to see that for any tensor A or C in figure 5.9 there exists a tensor B simply
by tensor contraction. However seeing that there is an A and C for any B is not obvious.




Figure 5.9: The equation from figure 5.8, however an additional equality is added which is
required for the remaining proofs. As with operator C, it is clear there exists an operator
B for any operator A by tensor contraction, but the reverse is not obvious. However it
can be proven for the basis independent lifting tensor.
βα βα β2**α2
A A A A AB
Figure 5.10: Expanding the first equality in figure 5.9 when using the basis independent
lifting tensors. It is clear that the expansion has a term which looks like the identity (i.e.
the trace on the boundary) and a term proportional to the matrix A. We can write this
down in a more compact form in equation (5.12) and solve it to obtain equation (5.14).
To do this we expand the graphical equation in figure 5.10 to obtain equation (5.12) and
upon taking the trace obtain equation (5.13).







α2χ+ 2αβ + β2χ
)
Tr(A) (5.13)
Now using equation (5.9) we find that Tr(B) = Tr(A). From these two equations it is





The final step of the proof is to show that for any B there exists a tensor C such that
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the equality holds. Like for the case of A it is straightforward to see that for any C it is
possible to contract the tensor network to obtain B. The reverse procedure turns out to
be similar to the procedure for A, though we choose to restrict the tensor C to a matrix
C˜ as in figure 5.11a. In figure 5.11b the expansion of the second equality is written out







C C C C
Figure 5.11: a) A simplifying guess as to how we can write tensor C, restricting it
to a matrix C˜. b) Expanding the second equality in figure 5.9 when using the basis
independent lifting tensors and our guess from (a). It is clear that the expansion has a
term which looks like the identity (i.e. the trace on the boundary) and a term proportional
to the matrix C˜. We can write this down in a more compact form in equation (5.15) and
solve it to obtain equation (5.17).
Figure 5.11 can be rewritten in equation form to give equation (5.15). After doing this





C˜ + β2Tr(C˜)Id (5.15)
Tr(B) =
(
α2χ+ 2αβ + β2χ
)
Tr(C˜) (5.16)
Having taken the trace again we can use the result from equation (5.9) to find that
Tr(B) = Tr(C˜) as shown in equation (5.16). From these two equations it is again straight-





Now that we have shown that solutions to the equations in figure 5.9 it becomes simple
to show that any bulk operator may be pulled to the boundary. This is expressed in
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figure 5.12 where we contract the region upto the top bulk operator A and find a single
site effective boundary operator A˜. We then reintroduce lifting tensors to convert this to
operator B, then step by step I re-introduce the isometries in the tensor network. This
is done by introducing one copy of I = W †W (for the coarse graining isometry) on any
sites where it is needed for this layer and there are no boundary operators, and two for
locations where the effective boundary operators have support (one on each side). After
introducing the isometries we contract the pair directly connected the boundary oper-
ator to generate a new (generally non-local) boundary operator. Then we re-introduce
the lifting tensors by transforming some local basis for the boundary operators. This
is repeated until the entire bulk is regenerated and the operators look like a extended
boundary term. This procedure is shown in figure 5.12.
This construction demonstrates that there is a relationship between the bulk operators
and the boundary operators for the bulk MERA. Specifically local bulk operators can
always be expressed as a non-local boundary operators. This relationship is analogous
to the HKLL procedure for the AdS/CFT correspondence, and therefore this procedure
appears to be a discrete analogue of the HKLL procedure[49].
This procedure can also be extended to transform multi-site bulk operators into boundary
operators. This is a simple extension where instead of just contracting to the single site
bulk operators we contract upto the site our bulk operator has support on which is the
highest up, this will give rise to an initial effective boundary operator that is non-local.
This can then be pulled to the boundary by imagining by starting at the middle steps for
the bulk to boundary procedure where we in general will have an intermediate effective
boundary operator with support on more then one site. Starting at this point of the algo-
rithm we can be extend this multi-site bulk operators to the boundary of the bulk MERA.
Furthermore a similar procedure demonstrates that boundary operators can also be
viewed as a limit of bulk operators in the same manner as in the AdS/CFT dictio-
nary. By considering the special case of figure 5.12d where there is only one value of k
in the sum and αk = γk = I. We are focusing in particular on the single site effective
boundary directly below an isometry and is primary field φ with scaling dimension ∆
(i.e. βk = φ). As opposed to when I discussed primary fields in chapter 3, with regards
to the correspondence between bulk and boundary operators these primary fields act on
a single lattice site and therefore should be viewed as operators acting on a finite Hilbert
















Figure 5.12: The procedure to relate a bulk operator to a boundary operator in the sense
that the expectation values of the two operators are the same. a) Contract all terms in the
network upto the bulk operator A with their duals, leading to boundary operator A˜ (also
contracting the bulk operator and associated lifting tensors). b) From this boundary op-
erator use the first equality from 5.9 to reintroduce the bulk site directly above A˜, leading
to a single site effective boundary operator B. c) Introduce the pairs of tensor elements
and the complex conjugate transpose (indicated by an asterisks) above B and absorb the
complex conjugate transposes into B to get three site effective boundary operator B˜. d)
Decompose B˜ into a sum of tensor products of single site effective boundary operators
αk, βk, and γk. This decomposition is not a 3-site Schmidt decomposition and therefore
these sets of operators aren’t guaranteed to form an orthonormal basis. Then using the
same procedure as in b to reintroduce the three bulk sites and obtain new operators α˜k,
β˜k, and γ˜k respectively. At this point I have reintroduced the empty sites to either side
in the figure. e) Finally reintroduce the disentanglers using the same procedure as was
done in c to obtain the five site boundary operator ABound which is the boundary operator
corresponding to bulk operator A. This procedure can repeat the steps in d and e (for
isometries as well as disentanglers) for bulk operators further away from the boundary
then this example.
B = 3−∆φ and equation (5.12) to get bulk operator A˜ = α2Tr(φ)3−∆ +(2αβ+β2χ)φ3−∆.
Now using equation (5.17) we can find a bulk operator acting above the isometry, such












In equation (5.18) α and β refer to the coefficients of the basis independent lifting tensor.
Repeating this procedure to generate a sequence of bulk operators by shifting the bulk
operator up more levels of the MERA, again utilising the scaling properties of φ and the
identity and equation (5.12) to get a sequence of single site effective boundary operators
(5.19). Using equation (5.17) we can transform the effective boundary operators to bulk
operators and get a sequence of bulk operators in equation (5.20) generated from a
primary operator of the CFT on the boundary.






















From this sequence of bulk operators which match the expectation value of the operator on
the boundary of the lifted MERA we will show that we can rearrange to find a relations
between expectation values of operators on the bulk and the boundary. Therefore all
expectation values 〈An〉lifted are equal to the expectation value of the primary CFT field
on the boundary of the lifted MERA (labelled layer 0, site N). This expectation value
can also be written as an expectation value of the primary CFT field in the bulk at site
X in layer n:







This relationship looks very similar to the HKLL construction in AdS/CFT which pro-
poses that the bulk field and boundary CFT operators are related by 〈φCFT(X)〉 =
limr→0 r−∆〈φAdS(r,X)〉 by defining our bulk field as a rescaled CFT primary field and
setting r(n) = 3−n. This suggests a method to reconstruct the boundary operator from
the bulk operator on the bulk MERA for primary fields, giving evidence of another rela-
tion that appears in the AdS/CFT dictionary [49]. These two relations described in this
section demonstrate the first equivalence that this procedure generates between the bulk
and the boundary, a requirement of the holographic dictionary.
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It must be noted that an operator on the boundary of the bulk MERA is not the same
as the corresponding operator on the boundary of the original MERA because of the
presence of the lifting tensor in the bulk MERA. However it is possible to show that
anything that can be computed on the original MERA can also be computed from the
bulk MERA, this can be done by contracting the the two bulk sites corresponding to
each lifting tensor in the bulk MERA, exploiting the the second lifting axiom to revert
the state to the original MERA. Noticing that everything outside the causal cone of the
operators is irrelevant to the result of the computation in both the MERA and the bulk
MERA means we only need contract pairs of bulk sites that remain after contracting
evertying outside the causal cone (as in figure 5.13). The action of contracting these sites
is implemented by applying a vector called the bulk projector on the pair of bulk sites
corresponding to a single bond. This name is due to its use to project bulk sites onto a
particular state rather then it actually being a projector.
a) b)
Figure 5.13: The contraction to compute the expectation value of a boundary operator
for the a) MERA and b) bulk MERA tensor networks, using the compressed notation
of figure 5.4d. Notice that when we just trace over the bulk sites, the bulk sites that
remain in the bulk MERA are those that correspond to the remaining bonds in the
causal cone of the MERA. Using the second lifting axiom it becomes clear that we will
be able to recover same expectation value of a boundary operator(s) on the original
MERA by using the same boundary operator(s) and placing bulk operators, specifically
bulk projectors, on all sites within the causal cone. This is demonstrated for a simple
causal cone in this diagram but the same argument holds for more complicated causal
cones arising from arbitrary boundary operators, including the boundary operators for
computing correlation functions.
These bulk projectors continue infinitely into the bulk, however if we only want the ex-
pectation values to agree upto some error then we could stop the bulk projectors after
some period into the bulk and thus only require a finite number of these vectors. This
channel at the top of the causal cone (again see figure 5.13) can be thought of as con-
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verting the bulk reduced density matrix at the top of the channel, down to the original
reduced density matrix at the bottom of the channel. Since the transformations in the
channel are trance preserving then the channel will produce the full density matrix rather
then some rescaled version of it as might be expected when drawing analogies to transfer
matrices.
These arguments demonstrate that in the bulk MERA we can always translate an operator
on the bulk to one on the boundary and vice versa. It is also possible to compute any
boundary operator from the original MERA as an expectation value in the bulk MERA.
The last thing we may wish to show is that the original MERA can compute any operator
on the bulk MERA, however if such a proof is possible I have not worked it out at the time
of writing this thesis. Regardless these proofs I have shown are sufficient to demonstrate
a bulk-boundary correspondence for operators that we would hope for from any kind of
representation of the holographic principle.
5.6 Ryu-Takayanagi Formula
5.6.1 Formulation
The next connection to the holographic principle and element of the holographic dictio-
nary that I will demonstrate in the bulk MERA is the Ryu-Takayanagi formula. This
formula proposes a connection between bulk geometry and boundary entropies as dis-





Sboundary(A) ≤ ln(χ)|γA| (5.23)
This relationship holds over region A on the boundary theory and compares the entropy
Sboundary(A) and the surface area of minimal surface γA in the bulk which is the smallest
area that separates region A on the boundary from the remainder of the boundary. Since
the bulk MERA should correspond to a time slice of a 1+1D boundary theory (or 2+1D
bulk theory) the minimal surface corresponds to a geodesic in the bulk between the two
boundary points separating region A and its compliment.
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We have already seen a connection between boundary entropies and tensor networks. As
discussed in section 4.4.2 the entropy of a region of physical sites in a tensor network
can be bounded from above by the geometry that the vertices and edges of the tensor
network following equation (5.23). This bound on entropy A is proportional to minimum
number of bonds that must be cut in order to separate the physical sites of region A
from all other sites. For a well behaved graph, one where it is natural to view as living
on a manifold with the boundary the physical sites, this can be thought of as a minimal
surface in the same regard as in Ryu-Takayanagi.
If we take equation (5.23) when equality holds and propose G = (4 ln(χ))−1 then we
recover the formula in (5.22). This naively suggest that we can use number of bonds
cut as a surrogate, connecting the two models as in figure 5.14. From this figure it is
clear that we are relating minimal surfaces and minimal number of bonds cut. But to
see why this naive approach fails we need to consider the boundary entanglement entropy.











































Figure 5.14: a) Hyperbolic geometry in the plane, including an example of the geodesic
between the boundaries for region A on the boundary. b) A similar example for the
MERA which is mapped onto the hyperbolic plane with each tensor taking up roughly
the same amount of space on a discrete tiling of hyperbolic space.
The upper bound on entanglement also places a lower bound on χ based on the central
charge c of critical spin models, a requirement for the network to have the potential to
describe the critical spin model. From section 4.6, the geodesic length in the MERA goes




means that we can place a lower bound on the bond dimension based on central charge
c given in equation (5.24).
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From empirical evidence the lower bound on the entropy in equation (5.24) is a very soft
bound, indicating that if the central charge is c ≤ 3.5 then we only need a bond dimension
χ = 2. Numerically using a bond dimension of χ = 2 would lead to very poor results.
Furthermore if we wanted to use this as a bound for a Ryu-Takayanagi analogue, along
with the fact that the bond dimension is discrete, means that using this would lead to it
being impossible to distinguish between different models with central charges less then
c = 3.5. Because these models have boundary entropies which dependent on the central
charge (one side of the Ryu-Takayanagi formula) this would lead to a model independent
bulk distance (the other side) it would be impossible to reconstruct a Ryu-Takayanagi.
Finally this bound is useless for numerical results as we χ can be thought of as a param-
eter describing the accuracy of the approximation. On the boundary side the boundary
entropy converges to a true value as χ increases, while on the bulk side this geodesic
length increases arbitrarily making the correspondence representation dependent. This
means we are still left with the question of what measure of length we should be using
as our measure of minimal surface area/geodesic length.
In order to get around this I choose to work with the bulk entropy for sites along the
geodesic as the measure of length, in the large geodesic length limit the entropy contri-
butions become additive (corrective terms appearing to account for boundary effects).
This quantity will be used as our measure of distance and has the resolution to resolve
different critical spin models. A requirement if we wish to compare critical models with
different central charges (and therefore different boundary entropies).
I use this as opposed to something more directly related to geodesic length because this
method of construction the bulk currently does not have a proper measure of length in
the bulk, requiring use of a surrogate measure. This analysis does suggest the bulk en-
tropy is a promising surrogate. And, because entropy measures are independent of basis
choice, local changes of basis will not effect our measure of length as we would expect.
To test the Ryu-Takayanagi formula we need to re-express the formula in terms of the
surrogate length. Further to test this numerically we need a set of models with known
boundary entropies to compare. I provide this by considering critical spin models, which
have an entropy dependent on the central charge. This prediction is displayed in equation
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(5.25) where the geodesic length γA for connected regions is the logarithm of the length
of boundary A predicting that the bulk entropy density Sbulk,den should be proportional




ln(|A|) ∝ Sbulk,den(γA) (5.25)
The first thing that must be verified is that the bulk entropy does become additive at
long geodesic lengths, this assumption is unavoidable if we wish for bulk entropy to act as
a surrogate to bulk length. This will be done for the two types of lifting tensors discussed
earlier in this chapter and the Second Re´yni entropy, equation(5.26), will be used as our
measure of entropy for reasons of computational feasibility. Furthermore to do this I will
consider the case where the sites I compute are along a double spine geodesics as shown
in figure 5.15a. This is a geodesic where the path goes up one spine (a repeated sequence
of only isometries) before moving to a neighbouring site and moving down another spine.





In this simplified case of the double spine it is obvious that the bulk entropy will be
additive as figure 5.15b can be viewed as a sequence of transfer matrices. The transfer
matrix used for computing ρˆ2 is given in figure 5.15c, computing this at long length scales
only the largest eigenvalue of this matrix with contribute as a multiplicative factor. The
linear dependence on length becomes obvious by recalling the Re´nyi entropy is defined as
a logarithm of this quantity, converting the multiplicative factor into an additive factor.
Therefore we expect the logarithm of the largest eigenvalue to indicate the magnitude of
the entropy density along the bulk geodesic.
To proceed the first thing that will be done for the two lifting cases is to numerically
verify that the entropy is linear with the logarithm of the boundary region. After this
it will be valid to consider only the entropy density by computing the largest eigenvalue
of the transfer matrix from 5.15b. This was first done with copy tensors, however to
avoid the problems implied by our choice of basis for the copy tensor a distribution over
all choices of basis choices was studied. Then this procedure was repeated for the basis
independent lifting tensor. However before discussing these bulk entropic results I will
first discuss the MERA calculations I used to produce the bulk MERA and demonstrate









Figure 5.15: a) The sites in the bulk which correspond to the sites in figure 5.15b (all
other sites having been suppressed from the figure). b) A graphical example of the
density matrix for the sites selected in the bulk, for convenience the majority of tensors
have already been removed, simplifying the diagram. c) The exact transfer matrix which
was used when computing the trace of the reduced density matrix squared. For each of
the N layers in b two copies of this transfer matrix is used, at the bottom the pairs of
isometries are traced over. Once this network is contracted, correspond to the trace of
the reduced density matrix squared, the logarithm of the result is the 2nd Re´nyi entropy
for these sites. For large number geodesic lengths (large N) the maximal eigenvalue of
this transfer matrix dominates and ends up predicting what the entropy density tends
towards. In this diagram the top two isometries correspond to one copy of the reduced
density operator and the bottom two correspond to the other. The different density
matrices are connected only along the bulk sites.
5.6.2 MERA Results
Before computing the entropic bulk results I will first give the results from the MERA
calculations that were use to generate the tensors for the bulk MERA. This was computed
using the standard procedures discussed in chapter 4 and using the code I developed in
the process of this project, discussed in appendix D. All of these models were critical
models and done with an infinite MERA so the bounds on index j from equations (5.30)
are ignored. Further all MERAs used the same maximum bond dimension, χ = 12, and
each MERA made use of four transition layers prior to the scale invariant layer.
I considered three different models - transverse field Ising model[26], 3-state Potts model[83,
26], and the Blume-Capel model[84] - alongside several points from the critical line of
XXZ models (including the XX and Heisenberg models)[24]. Each of these models had
different central charges for the purpose of testing the MERA Ryu-Takayanagi formula,
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equation (5.25), with their Hamiltonians explicitly given in equation 5.30.
The central charges for each of the models are c = 0.5 for the Ising model, c = 0.7
for the Blume-Capel model, c = 0.8 for the 3-state Potts model, and c = 1 for all the
XXZ models, from which I took with the various couplings of ∆ = {0, 0.71, 0.81, 0.89, 1}
where ∆ = 0 means the XX model, and ∆ = 1 corresponds to the Heisenberg model.













† + (Pi)†Pi+1 +Mi (5.28)
HBlume−Capel =
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These models are built out of the standard Pauli matrices σa, the spin-1 representations
of su(2), Sα, and the 3 by 3 Potts matrices, all of which are written explicitly given in
equation (5.33). In the Blume-Capel model we have parameters for the critical state of




















0 1 01 0 1
0 1 0
 , Sz =




0 1 00 0 1
1 0 0
 , M =
2 0 00 −1 0
0 0 −1
 (5.33)
In all these cases the ground state energy was computed to be accurate to about 1 part
in 105 and the central charge was computed to be accurate to around 1 part in 100. The
full details for the ground energy and central charges are given respectively in tables 5.1
and 5.2, detailing the computed value as well as the errors (both absolute and relative)
if the analytic value is know.
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Model Computed E0 Actual E0 ∆E0 ∆RelE0
Transverse Field Ising −1.27323948 −1.27323954 6.41× 10−8 5.0× 10−8
Blume Capel −0.17811689 −−−−−− −−−−− −−−−−
3-State Potts −2.43596340 −2.43597555 1.21× 10−5 5.0× 10−6
∆ = 0.71 XXZ model −1.60885947 −1.60897846 1.19× 10−4 7.4× 10−5
∆ = 0.81 XXZ model −1.66349333 −1.66366533 1.72× 10−4 1.0× 10−4
∆ = 0.89 XXZ model −1.69716316 −1.70871966 1.16× 10−2 6.8× 10−3
XX model −1.27319438 −1.27323954 4.51× 10−5 3.5× 10−5
Heisenberg model −1.77241222 −1.77258872 1.76× 10−4 1.0× 10−4
Table 5.1: Ground state energy results for the MERA calculations. Note that the exact
ground state energies were not available for the Blume-Capel model, instead a comparison
to other numerical calculations was used to confirm convergence. Exact ground state
energies were not available for the 3-State Potts model either, however in this case the
exact ground states used from numerical calculations were considered accurate enough
to be treated as the exact ground state energy.
The ground state energies are known analytically in most cases, though previous numeri-
cal calculations were used to verify the results for the 3-state Potts[26] and Blume-Capel
models[84]. In the case of the 3-state Potts model the numerical calculations were signif-
icantly more accurate then the numerical calculations presented here and so are treated
as exact (as will be done again in chapter 6. The XXZ model ground state energy for
different ∆ values also have exact results for the ground state energy in [85] 2.
5.6.3 Bulk MERA Entropy Results
Now having shown that the MERA results are reasonable I will demonstrate the calcula-
tions I alluded to previously. The results in this subsection are the first novel numerical
results of this thesis, the prior MERA calculations having been done in previous work,
e.g. [26].
First explicit numerical demonstration that the bulk entropy grows linearly with geodesic
2 Note that the Hamiltonians used in this reference for the XXZ models are different to the Hamilto-
nians in this thesis (both shifted and rescaled) the relationship between the ground state energy used in
this thesis and from the paper [85] is: EThesis = (4∆)EPaper+∆ where ∆ is the z coupling from equation
(5.30).
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Model Computed c Actual c ∆c ∆Relc
Transverse Field Ising 0.5013 1
2
1.26× 10−3 2.5× 10−3
Blume Capel 0.7034 7
10
3.41× 10−3 4.9× 10−3
3-State Potts 0.80163 4
5
1.63× 10−2 2.0× 10−2
∆ = 0.71 XXZ model 1.0136 1 1.36× 10−2 1.4× 10−2
∆ = 0.81 XXZ model 1.0144 1 1.44× 10−2 1.4× 10−2
∆ = 0.89 XXZ model 1.0155 1 1.55× 10−2 1.6× 10−2
XX model 1.02298 1 2.98× 10−2 2.9× 10−2
Heisenberg model 1.0160 1 1.60× 10−2 1.6× 10−2
Table 5.2: Central charge results for the MERA calculations.
length is shown in figure 5.16. From the transfer matrix method it should be clear that
we know this will becomes linear the main question here being at what scale is it valid.
This is shown for the two cases of lifting tensors I discussed, the copy lifting tensor and
the basis independent lifting tensor, both shown in that figure for all the models. As can
be seen this linear approximation becomes valid quite quickly (after about 2 layers).
Based on the analysis from subsection 5.6.1 every additional site is equivalent to mul-
tiplying ρ2 by the largest eigenvalue of the corresponding transfer matrix. This then
corresponds to a linear contribution to the 2nd Re´nyi entropy. However if the largest
and second largest eigenvalues are close enough and the proportion of the corresponding
eigenvalues are similar then we expect the behaviour to look non-linear over short length
scales. The linear behaviour indicates that the eigenvalues are significantly different for
these models, and my following analysis is valid for relatively short length scales. It is
also worth noting that the results of figure 5.16 was performed for half the sites in the
figure 5.15b.
The next step is computing the transfer matrix for purposes of finding the long scale en-
tropy density. This is done simply by computing the diagram from figure 5.15b, using the
relevant lifting tensors for the computation and the isometry from the relevant MERA
model. This computation is quite straightforward for the basis independent lifting ten-
sor, however it requires more finesse to compute meaningful quantities when using the
copy lifting tensor. The reason for this is because to each copy lifting tensor there is an
associated choice of basis. Different choices of bases result in different eigenvalues for the
transfer matrix from figure 5.15c.
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Figure 5.16: A plot of entropy as a function of system size for all the models discussed
in subsection 5.6.2. This is done when lifting by a) copy lifting tensors and b) basis
independent lifting tensors. As can be seen the entropy becomes linear with respect to
number of bulk sites quite quickly with the worst exception being the Blume-Capel model
for the copy lifting tensor case. The non-linear appearance of the Blume-Capel model in
the copy lifting tensor case due to it having a greater entropy at a 3 sites then the Ising
model but with a slower entropy gain, this can lead it to look curved relative to the rest
of the models even though it too is linear.
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To get around this issue and compute meaningful quantities with copy lifting tensors I
choose to study the distribution of computed entropy densities when sampling over a
uniform distribution of choices of basis for the lifting tensor. For each model this is done
by taking 105 samples of basis choices to generate a histogram, then boxing the results
into 100 equal width bins as in figure 5.17 for the Ising model. The qualitative features
of the distribution is similar for each of the spin chain models I considered and so we
need to characterise the distribution to analyse it when comparing the results of the en-
tropy density to the central charge of the model. Looking at the distribution there are 3
key points, the minimum value, the maximum value, and the value of the middle of the
highest frequency bin (the mode value).














Ising @ = 12 Entropy Density Distribution
Figure 5.17: The distribution of the entropy density along the bulk path for the trans-
verse field Ising model lifted to a bulk MERA. The distribution is constructed from 105
uniformly sampled basis choices for the copy lifting tensor. This was then boxed into
100 equal width bins to form a probability distribution over entropy density values. In
addition the maximum, minimum, and mode entropy density values from the sampled
distribution are indicated by green, red and black lines (respectively) on the distribution.
The mode entropy density is calculated simply by working out the middle of the most
frequent box. The basis independent entropy density is also indicated on the bulk by a
dark blue vertical line but was calculated independently of the sampling of results.
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To analyse the behaviour of the entropy density and its dependence on central charge I
plot these values for each of the models against their central charge. The location of the
maximum, minimum and mode values for the distributions are shown in figure 5.17 and
the plot demonstrating the relationship between the central charge and entropy density
was then plotted in figure 5.18. In addition to plotting the minimum, maximum and
mode for the distribution of the copy lifting tensors, the results from using the basis
independent lifting tensor for these models are in the same plot.





















Figure 5.18: The entropy densities for the different models plotted against the central
charges of the models. This is done for the minimum, maximum and mode values of the
distribution of figure 5.17 as well as the basis independent calculations. The same colours
for the different values are used as in figure 5.17, furthermore the basis independent
calculations appear to correlate to the copy lifting tensor distributions. As can be seen
there is a generally monotonic increase in all cases besides the minimum values, indicating
some dependence on the central charge as predicted by our modification of the Ryu-
Takayanagi formula. These calculations (with the same models) are repeated in chapter
6 while exploiting symmetries in these models. In these calculations a much more linear
trend is observed, indicating that perhaps a stronger convergence is required to observe
stronger evidence of the Ryu-Takayanagi formula.
The maximum and mode values for the copy lifting tensor distributions show a general
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trend that would be expected from the Ryu-Takayanagi formula from equation (5.25).
The basis independent lifting tensor calculations for the entropy density also tends to
track along between the mode and maximum values for the entropy densities of the copy
lifting tensor.
As expected, the bulk entropy density tends to generally grow linearly with the central
charge of the underlying critical spin model. This is not complete due to the rough simi-
larities in the entropy densities between the Blume-Capel (c = 0.7) and the 3-state Potts
(c = 0.8) models, and due to the large spread in the XXZ model entropy densities even
though they all have c = 1. However this kind of calculation is repeated in chapters 6
and 7 where symmetries are exploited in the MERA and the analogous calculation shows
a much more linear tread with regard to the entropy density’s dependence on central
charge. This suggests that perhaps this non-linearity is due to insufficiently converged
data at the MERA calculation step rather then an issue with the lifting procedure. The
symmetries in chapters 6 and 7 helping to improve said convergence.
Finally it is worth commenting on the utility that the basis independent lifting tensor
has based on these results. Unlike the more naive copy lifting tensor, this lifting tensor
does not require sampling in order to compute properties. Further these results suggest
that these entropic quantities may be used as a proxy for the measurement of length in
the bulk. Because the bulk-boundary operator correspondence only holds when using
the basis independent lifting tensor, this suggests that we should focus on that lifting
tensor for further extensions to this subject matter. However for the rest of the thesis





So far I have demonstrated certain entropic features of the bulk MERA and a relationship
between bulk and boundary operators. But this gives us only a qualitative understanding
of operators in the bulk MERA. The key problem being that due to the bulk sites aris-
ing from the variational ansatz, we have no physical interpretation of the bulk sites and
operators on them. Therefore the next thing I will discuss is the study of the symmetric
version of the MERA and modify the lifting procedure to generate the symmetric bulk
MERA.
By studying the symmetric bulk MERA we can now begin to understand the meaning
of certain operators in the bulk. This emerges because of the fact that symmetric ten-
sor networks can be seperated into two parts from the Wigner-Eckart theorem[86]. The
first part corresponding to the degeneracy component, having the same kinds of struc-
ture that emerged in the original lifting procedure. The second part corresponds to the
gauge degrees of freedom and turn out to have the same structure as a spin network
[60, 61] and therefore can be thought of as a gauge theory. Having constructed this we
can now define bulk operators where we can interpret the physical meaning of the results.
This chapter will focus on the question of how we may define a symmetric lifting pro-
cedure and the additional structure that emerges in a symmetric bulk MERA when we
lift a symmetric MERA. The key change for the symmetric MERA when compared with
the regular MERA is that each edge has a triple of labels rather then a single index
label, these correspond to: a degeneracy degrees of freedom, a gauge degree of freedom
and magnetic degrees of freedom. The allowed combinations of gauge degrees of free-
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dom and magnetic degrees of freedom are restricted based on the representation theory
of the symmetry. And as mentioned earlier the gauge degrees of freedom result in a
spin network like structure, suppressing the magnetic degrees of freedom. However after
the lifting the degeneracy degrees of freedom still have the same behaviour as the bulk
degrees of freedom in chapter 5. Furthermore based on the symmetric MERA there is
no reason to suggest that the degeneracy degrees of freedom are uncorrelated with the
gauge degrees of freedom and therefore these two types of degrees of freedom should be
entangled, demonstrated numerically in subsection 6.5.3.
In this chapter the first thing I will focus on is introducing the symmetric MERA and
symmetric tensor networks. The differences between symmetric tensors (and networks)
and the ones introduced in chapter 4 will be briefly discussed in section 6.1. The following
section, section 6.2, then details how we may use them in tensor networks, focusing on
what happens when we take the MERA tensor network and make it symmetric. This
only gives the brief details of symmetric tensor networks with the full details covered in
appendix C.
After introducing the basics of symmetric tensor networks and symmetric MERA I will
focus on an analysis of symmetric bulk MERA. For numerics this will be done while
considering the same numerical models as in chapter 5 but by exploiting a global on-site
symmetry that appears in the Hamiltonian in order to generate a symmetric MERA.
Again, as in chapter 5, both the copy lifting tensor and the basis independent lifting
tensor are analysed. This is done due to historical reasons, the copy lifting tensor having
been used throughout most of the work in this PhD and was well understood before the
basis independent lifting tensor was developed during the last several months of the PhD.
After this I will focus on the symmetric bulk MERA, discussing the modification to the
lifting procedure in section 6.3. The modification to the lift that I will discuss also results
in a local symmetry in the bulk that I will discuss in section 6.4. I then discuss the results
of some bulk calculations using the symmetric bulk MERA for the symmetric versions of
the models used in chapter 5 in chapter 6.5. These include replicating the Ryu-Takayanagi
formula for the symmetric version of the models (subsection 6.5.1). The Wilson loop
expectation value and how it is zero for all abelian models (subsection 6.5.2). And the
existence of entanglement between gauge and degeneracy degrees of freedom (subsection
6.5.3). Finally I will finish by discussing that we can define a bulk Hamiltonian with
local on-site symmetries with the bulk MERA as its ground state, just like the original
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Hamiltonian for the boundary theory. These properties are all new and distinct from the
ones that emerged in the ordinary bulk MERA described in chapter 5.
6.1 Introduction to Symmetric Tensor Networks
When computing ground states using the MERA algorithm for a Hamiltonian with a
global on-site symmetry it is possible to use a symmetric MERA as the ansatz for our
variational approach [87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 74]. This means the tensor network of
the MERA is constructed out of tensors which are invariant under the action of the sym-
metry group of the Hamiltonian. This fact has been empirically observed but no general
proof that this has to be the case has been derived. However before making use of the
symmetric MERA I need to introduce symmetric tensors.
These symmetries are a group symmetry, collections of transformations under which an
object is invariant. In addition to this, these transformations can be composed and the
order of composition doesn’t matter (a property known as associativity). Further there
always exists an identity transformation which when composed with any other transfor-
mation returns that transformation and there is always an inverse for each element/trans-
formation. For a symmetry group G, these properties are mathematically represented in
equation (6.1). [86, 94, 95, 63]
∀a, b ∈ G, ab ∈ G
∃e ∈ G,∀a ∈ G, ea = a, ae = a
∀a ∈ G,∃a−1 ∈ G | aa−1 = e = a−1a
∀a, b, c ∈ G, (ab)c = a(bc) (6.1)
In the case of the 1D MERA, the object that is symmetric is the local Hamiltonian with
nearest-neighbour interactions H =
∑
j hi,i+1. This Hamiltonian commutes with the
group symmetry Ug such that [Ug, H] = 0, ∀g ∈ G. Here we need to be careful when
choosing our notation for Ug, as the transformation is different when acting on different
numbers of sites (or different Hilbert spaces in general). For example if we are just acting
the transformation on a single site j then it is written as U jg to indicate where it is acting.
Because all the symmetries I am representing are on-site symmetries then we just take
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a tensor product of U jg over all the supported sites to represent a symmetry acting over
multiple sites. An important example of this is the global symmetry U fullg which is defined




U jg∀g ∈ G (6.2)
Furthermore to use the symmetric MERA algorithm the local components of the Hamil-
tonian must be symmetric tensors such that [U jg ⊗ U j+1g , hj,j+1] = 0, ∀g ∈ G. This
definition of symmetric tensors can be generalised to arbitrary tensors, but the ones rel-
evant to the MERA are shown in figure 6.1.
a) b)
Figure 6.1: Requirement for the specific tensors relevant to the MERA to be symmetric.
a) The requirements for a one-to-three tensor, which in the ternary MERA would cor-
respond to the coarse graining isometries. b) The requirements on a two-to-two tensor,
which could be the disentangler, reduced density matrix or local Hamiltonian component
for the symmetric ternary MERA.
This definition makes clear one key distinction between a tensor network and its symmet-
ric analogue, a special direction emerges in the tensor network. In the original network
the location of the tensors didn’t matter, nor was there as special direction in the network
due to it being entirely defined over a graph. In the symmetric MERA there must be
a special direction associated to each bond which tell us whether to apply Ug or is con-
jugate transpose U †g during the transformation in figure 6.1. This direction is also used
when expressing the symmetry in an equation analogous to the commutativity equation
for symmetric matrices: UgMU
†
g = M ⇔ [Ug,M ] = 0.
This direction emerges because of the method used to exploit the symmetry, in particular
the use of Schur’s lemma. This lemma states that a matrix that is symmetric under a
group symmetry G, [Ug,M ] = 0∀g ∈ G, is block diagonal. Further each block is uniquely
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identified to an irreducible representation (irrep) of the symmetry group G.
All of this mathematical technology works for matrices, two index tensors. However we
can generalise this to arbitrary tensors by collecting indices for each tensor into two new
multi-index values:





In this equation the two multi-valued indices α = (a, b) and β = (c, d) are used in place
of the 4 single valued indices a, b, c, d. This choice dictates the aforementioned direction
imposed on the network. However this now means there is now a unique way in which
we may think of each tensor as a matrix for use in Schur’s lemma.
These concepts are further developed in detail in appendix C. But by making use of
Schur’s lemma each index a is broken down into three sublabels (ta, ja,ma). The second
of these three values is the most interesting one to discuss as, this value corresponds to
a charge label on the bond, this charge is one of a set of possible values associated to
each symmetry group G. As mentioned before this corresponds to something called an
irrep, however physically these can be interpreted as a charge associated with the sym-
metry. For continuous symmetries this is the Noetherian charge that is conserved under
the symmetry transformations.
Returning to the case of symmetric matrices, the degrees of freedom are entirely fixed
based on Schur’s lemma. The commutator [Ug,M ] = 0 is satisfied if matrix M follows




Dj ⊗ Ij (6.4)
Here there is a degeneracy matrix Dj for every irrep j that can appear, and has size
equal to χ
(1)
j , the bond dimension of charge j on the incoming vector space, times χ
(2)
j ,
the bond dimension of charge j on the outgoing vector space. These bond dimensions
correspond to the number of values that the matrix sublabel ta can take for charge ja on
the corresponding bond. The magnetic degrees of freedom, ma, are entirely separate to
these degeneracy degrees of freedom and appear in the form of the the identity Ij. This
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Iχj ⊗ (Ug)j (6.5)
As seen in equation (6.3) any tensor can be converted into a matrix by grouping all
its indices into two multi-index bonds. Doing this we find that Schur’s lemma can be
applied to tensors as well as matrices, however we will now have both charges j associ-
ated to each bond and a charge j˜ associated to each multi-index value. This charge j˜ is
the charge degree of freedom used in equation (6.4) and corresponds to a fusion of charges.
When we fix the charges on a tensor so each bond (separately) has j corresponding to
some charge then the special direction of the tensor can be interpreted as time and tensors
look like a scattering with charge conservation. For each pair of charges j1 and j2 there
exists a set of charges which correspond to the fusion of these two charges. In the case
of abelian symmetries, where g1g2 = g2g1, ∀g1, g2 ∈ G, there is a single unique charge
j
′
to which j1 and j2 fuse. For non-abelian models this fusion can result in a number of
charges {j ′}. However in both these cases there is always a trivial charge 0, interpreted
as the vacuum, and every charge j has a dual j¯, with which j will fuse to give exactly one
copy of the vacuum and is the only way to produce a vacuum from fusion of two irreps.
This places a restriction on which combinations of charges on the original tensor bonds
will work by forcing the total charge of all bonds on one side of the tensor (the charge
of a matrix-like bond) to match up with those upon the other side. This behaviour of
irreps for some simple symmetry groups is described at the end of this section.
For certain symmetries - non-self dual symmetries, where j 6= j¯ - there is a redundancy
in description in the form of a direction associated to each bond. The tensor can be
described with this direction in either way with a flip corresponding to taking the asso-
ciated charge to its dual. For the scattering interpretation to hold with these kinds of
symmetries, it is important for this charge direction to align with the special direction
we have associated to a network.
The other two labels are of less interest, ta is the degeneracy degree of freedom, now
corresponding to other degrees of freedom which are not associated with gauge relations.
For each ja there is a maximum bond dimension χj which can be different for each charge,
this describes the number of degrees of freedom that we have when we lock the charge
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degree of freedom down. They are essentially identical to the degrees of freedom we had
in the ordinary tensors that were discussed in chapters 4 and 5.
The last degree of freedom ma is the magnetic degree of freedom, these only arise in
charges with a dimension greater then 1, and only makes sense for charges with an in-
teger number of internal dimensions. In the case of abelian symmetries all charges are
dimension 1 and the magnetic degree of freedom can be entirely ignored. For non-abelian
degrees of freedom these magnetic degrees of freedom play an important role, correspond-
ing to the degrees of freedom that are manipulated by an on-site unitary Ug, thereby
corresponding to the second half of the decomposition in equation (6.4). Depending on
the charge the corresponding gauge degree of freedom takes, the number of values that
ma can take may vary.
This approach make a fair amount of use of the fact that the tensor network has this pre-
ferred direction and we can think of tensors as matrices. But a more useful decomposition
for a tensor in a tensor network is slightly different. Instead of decomposing into direct
sums of a matrix tensored with an identity, the decomposition is into a non-symmetric
tensor and the Clebsch Gordan coefficients. The later of which will be referred to as
gauge degrees of freedom for reasons I discuss later. These Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
are examples of intertwiners which I introduced in chapter 3 and will detail further in ap-
pendix C. For abelian models these intertwiners are trivial, simply preserving the charge.
However for non-abelian models there can be multiple choices of intertwiners arising from
multiple possible fusion outcomes.
As mentioned before but worth reiterating, each symmetry has a trivial charge corre-
sponding to the vacuum, this charge has no internal (magnetic) degrees of freedom and
so is dimension 1. When fused with other charges it leaves the other charge invariant
(as would be expected by a vacuum). In addition, every charge a has a unique dual
charge a¯, which is the only charge which can fuse with the original charge and give rise
to a vacuum as an output. This pairing is unique so if b is the dual of a then b¯ = a
(along with a¯ = b). Physically this dual charge refers to the corresponding anti-particle
for the particle indicated by this charge. Furthermore the unitary representation of a
group element Ug on charge a is related to the corresponding representation on the dual
charge a¯ by U¯g = U
∗
g (note this is the complex conjugate and not the complex conjugate
transpose). This duality may seem slightly surprising but the reason for this is explained
in detail later. Because of this it turns out that the internal dimension of charge a is the
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same as the internal dimension of charge a¯. [96, 97, 98]
Also as mentioned earlier, each bond in the tensor network has a direction associated to
it. This direction becomes particularly important when considering symmetries, as if we
flip the direction of the bond in the network then the charges on the bond switch to their
duals as shown in figure 6.2a. This arrow can be thought of as the direction in which
the charged particle is moving, meaning this equality is saying that an anti-particle is
just a particle moving backwards in time. Also when considering tensor networks, both
the charges and charge directions must agree on connected bonds, this means that the
















Figure 6.2: a) The relationship between reversing the direction of the charge and taking
the dual charge (anti-particle). b) When we have a bond with charge a in an Abelian
model we can bend it around from being on the top of the tensor to the bottom of the
tensor, when we do that and want the arrows to all point up then we need to label
the new bond with the dual charge, a¯. For anyonic and non-abelian models this is
more complicated as discussed in chapter 7 (and in deeper detail in appendix C) due to
additional phase factors and mixing which are not present in the abelian (non-anyonic)
models presented here. This also holds for moving an edge from bottom to top and shows
how we may remove some of the structure we imposed when making it symmetric (and
fixing a special direction to the tensor network). This makes the networks more like the
original tensor networks discussed in chapter 4. c) How we may bend an edge like we
can do in the non-symmetric case. If we force all arrows to point in the special direction
we imposed then this transformation may be reinterpreted as the creation of a particle,
anti-particle pair at 1 along side the particle/charge a and a bell measurement at 2.
With this discussion of special direction associated to the tensor network we have re-
moved the isotopic invariance of the original, non-symmetric, tensor network theory. We
can now reintroduce some level of isotopic invariance back into the symmetric tensor
networks, if we bend bonds around as in figure 6.2b then we have to change the charge
a of the middle bond to its dual a¯ if we keep the arrows all flowing up in the special
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direction we have chosen for the symmetric tensor network. We can also move a particle
backwards in time as in figure 6.2c. However choosing all arrows so they point in the
same direction means that this also has the more physical interpretation of creating a
particle anti-particle pair at some time alongside our particle, then taking our particle
and making a bell measurement with the anti-particle of the created pair. This corre-
sponds to the procedure of quantum teleportation.
In some models this symmetry is self dual, meaning that each particle is its own anti-
particle, in these cases the arrows can essentially be ignored in the tensor network. On
the side of the group symmetry representations, it also means all representations of group
transformations are Hermitian unitaries.
In the following subsections I have described 4 different symmetries for the reader, these
are the on-site symmetries that occur in the models discussed in the numerical results of
chapter 5. The first three are Abelian symmetries and used in section 6.5 in this chapter.
The last is a non-Abelian symmetry and is requires further tools then the ones described
here.
6.1.1 Z2 Symmetry
This Abelian symmetry is the mirror symmetry or the rotation by pi symmetry. For Z2
there are only two charges, labelled 0 and 1, which is the trivial and non-trivial charge and
the tensor product of two charges is the modulo 2 sum of the charges so (a⊗b) = (a)⊕2(b)
where ⊕n means sum modulo 2. This model is self dual and has two group elements e
and g which are both 1 when acting on the trivial charge and where g = −1 on the
non-trivial charge (though e is again 1).
6.1.2 Z3 Symmetry
The Z3 symmetry is slightly more complicated then the Z2 symmetry but is still Abelian,
corresponding to the rotation by 2pi
3
symmetry. In this case there are three charges, la-
belled 0, 1, and 2, the first of which is the trivial charge. This symmetry is not self dual
and the other two charges are the duals of each other (the trivial charge is of course its
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own dual).
The tensor product of two charges is similar to the Z2 case and is the the modulo 3 sum
of the charges, (a ⊗ b) = (a) ⊕3 (b). This model has three group elements e,g, and g2





The compact U(1) symmetry more complicated then the other two symmetries but is
still Abelian. It is the first continuous symmetry as opposed to discrete symmetries and
corresponds to the full planar rotation symmetry. This symmetry has an infinite number
of charges, one for each integer and labelled as such. The trivial charge is 0 and for
certain models this charge can physically correspond to the particle number of a system.
The tensor product of two charges is just simply addition of integers and therefore the
symmetry is not self dual, instead the dual is equal to the negative, i.e. n¯ = −n. As
this symmetry is continuous there are an infinite number of group elements, g(θ) for θ
any real number between 0 and 1. In this case it the group symmetry takes the value
g(θ) = ei2piθn for the charge n.
Because there are an infinite number of charges, then for any tensor network which has a
finite total bond dimension χ =
∑
j χj on each bond there can only be a finite number of
different charges. This is important in numerical calculations where we need to carefully
truncate the number of charges we are considering in the network. By this I mean that
we will want to truncate the external charges, but if we are tracking the internal charges
(which is not needed for Abelian symmetries) then we need to retain details of all possible
internal charges as well (which is dependent on our tensor network).
6.1.4 SU(2) Symmetry:
The final symmetry that I will introduce here is the well known SU(2) symmetry, corre-
sponding to the conservation of angular momentum. This symmetry also has an infinite
number of charges, all non-negative integer and half integer values. It is also self dual,
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so all charges here are there own duals, with 0 corresponding to the trivial charge (also
called the singlet).
Because this symmetry, unlike all the others I have discussed, is a non-Abelian symmetry
then the charges can have a dimension larger then 1. For charge j the internal dimension
the charge is 2j + 1, corresponding to spin values of −j upto j in integer steps. These
spins correspond to the total magnetic charge of the state (in the case when the state is
not symmetric) and this is where the name for the ma degrees of freedom come from.
The fusion rules for these charges is given in equation 6.6 where J
′
takes values in in-
teger steps between |J1 − J2| and J1 + J2. The fact that we get more then one charge
emerging comes down to the larger dimensions of the different charges in this symmetry
compared to charges in abelian symmetries. To see this is self-consistent with respect to
magnetic degrees of freedom it is possible to add up the dimensions of each of the different
J
′
that appear and will find this is equal to the dimension of J1 times the dimension of J2.






The group elements and their representations on different charges is much more compli-
cated for this symmetry and therefore will be left out. This symmetry also has more
complicated behaviour with respect to tensor networks which will be discussed in ap-
pendix C. This behaviour includes the possibility of picking up a phase by creating and
annihilating charge, anti-charge pairs such as is done in figure 6.2c. Non-trivial braiding
of charges can also occurring when we take a charge and exchange it with another charge,
possibly picking up a phase of −1 making it different to all the other symmetries I have
discussed here. Finally because the dimensions of the charges are larger then one then
the tensor product of different charges is no longer associative because the tensor product
(a⊗ b)⊗ c decomposes slightly differently to how a⊗ (b⊗ c). All these factors need to be
taken into account when working with symmetric tensor networks and symmetric MERA
and are described in appendix C with its implementation covered in appendix D.
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6.2 Symmetric MERA
From here on I will change from referring to bonds as carrying charges ja, to referring
to bonds as having an irrep label ja. This term follows the more rigorous derivation
from representation theory that is discussed in appendix C. I will also introduce a more
compact notation for describing the bond dimension of the different irrep labels on an
bond. This notation is written as
∑
j χj(j) where j is the irrep and χj is the number of
copies of that irrep we have (which I called the bond dimension of that irrep earlier). An
illuminating example for Z2 is 5(0) + 3(1) which means 5 copies of the trivial charge plus
3 copies of the non-trivial charge. Another example, this time for U(1), is 1(1) + 1(−1)
which means one copy of the +1 irrep/charge and one copy of the -1 irrep/charge
As discussed in chapter 4 the MERA has 3 types of tensors associated to it, the first
are the isometric tensors which make up the tensor network. In addition to the tensors
that make up the MERA we also have the local Hamiltonian terms and the reduced the
density matrices. The symmetric MERA is identical to the normal MERA in all ways
with the exception that all these relevant tensors are symmetric tensors as opposed to
regular tensors. This means we can decompose them as shown in figure 6.3.
All the algorithms including the updating steps discussed in chapter 4 can still be used
for the symmetric MERA but the restrictions that the symmetries place on the MERA
make coding the algorithm much more complicated. However making use of the library
I develop and outline in appendix D the code is nearly indistinguishable from how one
might code up an ordinary MERA algorithm.
When discussing the isometric tensors making up the symmetric MERA in figures 6.3a
and 6.3b, the structure that enforces the isometries is not completely clear at first glance.
Naively one might expect that each separate degeneracy tensor is isometric in the same
manner that the original tensors in the non-symmetric MERA were. However this is not
true, instead these tensors form blocks of isometries with one isometry for each total
irrep that can appear in the symmetric tensor. These total irreps come from taking the
tensor product of all irreps on one side of the tensor as is shown in figure 6.4a. This
then gives rise to a matrix in the center which is an isometry. This matrix is a collection
of the (reshaped) degeneracy tensor components from figure 6.3 and an example of how
they may be collected together is indicated in figure 6.4b for both the unitary and the


















Figure 6.3: Decomposition for relevant symmetric tensors that appear in the ternary
MERA. a) The decomposition of a isometry in the ternary MERA. b) The decomposition
of a disentangler, reduced density matrix, or local Hamiltonian component for the ternary
MERA. In both cases the tensor is decomposed into a degeneracy component (on the left)
and a gauge component (on the right), and a sum is taken over the possible combinations
of irrep labels, ji, for the bonds. For a non-Abelian symmetry there would be an additional
irrep term, f , that the sum is taken over, referring to the intertwiner labelling. However
for abelian cases only a sum over the bonds needs to be taken since in this case it sufficient
to use only the irrep labels on the outgoing bonds to define an intertwiner. For non-abelian
cases the internal structure of irreps, in both these cases a single irrep labelled f , appears
and needs to be taken into account. This is represented in the gauge degrees of freedom
(on the right of the tensor product) and requires a definition of tri-valent connections
to connect everything together, these labels also appear on the degeneracy degrees of
freedom (on the left) where we get multiple blocks for a single set of external irreps. In
the case of a symmetry with multiplicities we also need to label all the vertices as well
as the edges, in this case by µ and ν, for both these cases. This degree of freedom also
labels the degeneracy blocks and is a labelling to that appears when the tensor product
of two irreps, a, b, give rise to multiple copies of a single kind of irrep so that each copy
can be labelled separately. For example labelling different irreps of some irrep c, when
a⊗ b = Nc⊕ · · · and N > 1.
Having defined the components of the symmetric MERA it is helpful to see what the
full tensor network looks like in this decomposed format as is done in figure 6.5. For the
symmetric decomposition of the single tensors in figure 6.3 we are taking a sum over all
possible charges for each bond of the tensor (and in the non-Abelian case the internal
bonds/multiplicity values). The sum splitting the gauge component, in the form of an
intertwiner, from the degeneracy component, which is just a standard tensor. In the sym-
metric MERA we get the same splitting which is summing over the charges of the bonds
in the MERA tensor network. Again we get the same types of objects from this splitting,



















Figure 6.4: a) Converting the isometries and disentanglers into matrices sandwiched by
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (indicated by trivalent bond connections). The matrices in
this format are block diagonal matrices which are isometric. b) How the isometry ma-
trices in figure 6.4a are broken up into the degeneracy components of figure 6.3. This
example is for the Z2 symmetry and there are two blocks which appear for the isometry
and disentangler when decomposing the corresponding symmetric matrix. It is impor-
tant to note that each of these blocks are the block diagonal components we get from
Schur’s lemma, with the total irrep charge indicated by the grey number and dotted lines
indicating different regions corresponding to degeneracy blocks. This means when decom-
posing a unitary tensor the degeneracy blocks won’t be unitary/isometric, but in the right
combination will form the block diagonal matrices, each of which are unitary/isometric.
This decomposition is particularly interesting because the second term in this sum look-
ing like a spin network as described in section 3.3. A spin network is a graph associated
with a group, with an irrep labelling each edge as the physical degrees of freedom and an
intertwiner labelling each vertex. These networks are a basis that can be used in gauge
theory, thereby implying the symmetric MERA can be decomposed into a degeneracy
component and a gauge theory component. This is of course ignoring the caveat that
there are no physical degrees of freedom in the bulk of the MERA. However this is where
the lifting procedure comes into play.
For non-abelian models there can also be a physical degree of freedom related to which
intertwiner which we need to sum over in the symmetric MERA. This note will be ignored
for the remainder of the chapter because this chapter only deals with Abelian symmetries
but this factor is important to note in chapter 7 where non-Abelian anyonic symmetries
are used with the MERA.
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Figure 6.5: Decomposition of the symmetric MERA into the degeneracy (left) and gauge
(right) degrees of freedom. For Abelian models the sum over irrep labels need only be
taken over all external bonds (each labelled by an irrep ji). For more general models (such
as described in chapter 7) additional irrep degrees of freedom also need to be summed
over, in which case the internal bonds fi need to be summed over, and if multiplicities
exist then µi and νi also need to be summed over (see appendix C for a more thorough
explanation of non-Abelian symmetries). Note that some of the bond irrep labels and
multiplicities are suppressed in the figure for readability.
Another important feature of the symmetric MERA is the fact that the wavefunction
at any renormalisation scale has a global symmetry. This can be seen simply by using
the invariance under symmetry action that all symmetric tensors have (shown in figure
6.1) on all tensors above a given layer in the MERA. Then the unitaries that appear
on all bonds will cancel with their inverse upon the bond, with the exception of those
corresponding to the effective sites of the layer of interest. This shows the entire tensor
network for that layer is globally invariant under the on-site symmetry.
6.3 Modification of Lifting
The lifting procedure can be naturally modified to accommodate the symmetric MERA,
where the lifting tensor is slightly modified so it is also a symmetric tensor. This is done
by requiring the lifting tensor to obey the equation in figure 6.6a. This definition is also
part of the reason that I defined the lifting tensor as a rank 4 tensor rather then a rank
3 tensor for the non-symmetric case in chapter 5. This means that the non-symmetric
case naturally extends to the symmetric case.










Figure 6.6: a) The additional defining identity for the symmetric lifting tensor where Ug
is a group transformation for the element of the symmetry group, g ∈ G. This looks
almost the same as the definition for the basis independent lifting tensor from chapter
5 with the exception of the side of the tensor the bulk degree of freedom bonds appear.
This is because, unlike non-symmetric tensor networks, the direction the bonds leave the
tensor is important for symmetric tensors. b) The additional, stronger, symmetries that
this lifting tensor has, these symmetries are the reason for the local gauge symmetries
in the bulk discussed in section 6.4. In both these diagrams it is important to note that
the unitary action on top bulk site bond (middle bond of the upwards going ones) is the
transpose of Ug due to the different charge direction. The reasons for the transpose Ug
T ,
rather then either Ug or U
†
g , is subtle
1.
stronger then just being a symmetric tensor, decomposing as in figure 6.7 and thereby
satisfying the restrictions in figure 6.6b. We initially chose to put these in by hand be-
cause this gives rise to local on-site symmetries around a vertex in the bulk, however with
the basis independent lifting tensor derivation there appears to be another approach to
this definition. The result of the local on-site symmetries around a vertex is proven and







Figure 6.7: The decomposition of the symmetric lifting tensor, the degeneracy component
for each irrep j is just a non-symmetric lifting tensor from chapter 5 with bond dimension
χj. Note this is different to the irrep dimension dj which is the number of magnetic degrees
of freedom associated with charge j.
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The component on the degeneracy part of the decomposition is just a non-symmetric
lifting tensor as defined in chapter 5. This is no different to what was described earlier
and can be either a copy lifting tensor or a basis independent lifting tensor depending on
the user’s preference.
The more interesting component is the gauge part, and the corresponding pre-factor that
comes with it. The gauge component is relatively simple, consisting of a sum over pairs
of identities of the same irrep (irrep charge a), essentially cutting the gauge component
of the bond in half to generate the bulk physical sites. This sum obeys the additional
symmetry from figure 6.6b and as mentioned earlier this means we get local gauge sym-
metries in the bulk.
In order obtain a self-consistent set of lifting axioms which work with the definition given





is needed to account for the fact that in the definition in figure
6.7 applying a bulk projector would leave a prefactor in front of the identity. On the other





with the loop of charge j (introducing a multiplicative factor of dj) appearing because of
the gauge components. While it appears that I have modified the second lifting axiom
at this point, this is actually just exposing additional freedoms I ignored in chapter 5. It
must be remembered that the reason we implemented this axiom in the first place is so
guarantee recovery of the original MERA. But if we chose to rescale the bulk projector
term by a non-zero factor in the equation we would still have been able to recover the
original MERA. If we want to recover the original MERA we modify the bulk projector
with a factor of
√


















Figure 6.8: a) The second lifting axiom for the symmetric lifting tensor in graphical
notation, note that this is different to the second lifting axiom for the basis independent
lifting tensor due to the prefactor (
√
da)
−1 on the right hand side. b) The space of
symmetric lifting tensors that are valid, this definition focuses on the gauge degrees of
freedom for a symmetric tensor, ignoring any degeneracy degrees of freedom. Note that
this looks the same as the space used in the basis independent lifting tensor from section
5.4.
We can also approach this derivation in another way as alluded to above. If one is to start
with the modified second lifting axiom and proceed as I did for the basis independent
lifting tensors, starting with a spanning set and finding the valid solutions, one would
recover the definition above with the decomposition from figure 6.7.
With this approach the first question is what basis set to start with? My choice of span-
ning set is fairly straightforward to rationalise, since we are starting with a symmetric
MERA we want to keep the symmetry property and so require the lifting tensor to also be
symmetric. For completeness I will specify that I use the same charge directions used in
1 When working with tensor networks it is important to remember that the order of the bond labels
are important when defining a tensor. In this figure it is important to make sure the relationship between
the unitaries Ug on different bonds is consistent. Normally when working with a symmetric tensor T
we apply the unitary Ug to all bonds leaving the tensor T from the bottom and the complex conjugate
dual U†g on all bonds going up from the tensor T . But since the charge direction of the middle bond
is pointing downwards the unitary acting on this leg is the dual to the unitaries acting on the other
upwards going legs, in this case this means the unitary action is the transpose of the unitary Ug. To see
this consider the identity on irrep a and bend the tensor so that both bonds are going up to get
∑
j〈j, j|.
We then find that
∑
j〈j, j|(Ug ⊗ I) =
∑
j〈j, j|(I ⊗UTg ) and so the group action that will leave this state
invariant is (U†g ⊗ UTg ) where
∑
j〈j, j|(U†g ⊗ UTg ) =
∑
j〈j, j|(UgU†g ⊗ I) =
∑
j〈j, j|. Therefore when the
charge is going opposite to the special direction we need to use UTg if it acting on bonds at the top, and
U∗g if acting on bonds at the bottom (the asterisks indicating complex conjugate without transpose).
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section 5.4, this choice is for the same reasons. Again the irrep label on all the bonds must
be the same (though now there is more then one irrep) because of two reasons, first we
will be inserting it into a symmetric MERA, forcing the virtual bonds to carry the same
charges as the tensors carry (or else not contribute). Secondly we want the physical bonds
to take the same charge as the virtual bond they represent, this is because we expect the
physical sites in the bulk to correspond to the bond they represent in the original MERA.
Given those assumptions we already find that figure 6.8b already defines a possible span-
ning basis for the gauge component of the lifting tensor (forgetting about degeneracy
degrees of freedom. But we must be careful to make sure that we have the complete
spanning set which satisfies the previous conditions since the arguement given for the
results in section 5.4 corresponds only to a particular irrep of the SU(χ) group. We want
our arguement to hold for different choices of irreps as well as different choices of symme-
try groups. If that is not satisfied then we are no longer treating each irrep, representing
charges, on equal footing to each other. With a little bit of thinking it is clear that the
to chosen in figure 6.8b are well defined for any group as they only require a trivial irrep
to be defined to exist. Since we want to treat all irreps the same way we should expect
the allowed fusion order to be the same for all irreps. Comparing this to the analy-
sis of the fundamental irreps from different SU(χ) symmetries considered in appendix B
it becomes clear these are the only possible cases if we want all irreps to be treated equally.
Now that we have shown that an analogous spanning set works (with analogous αa and
βa) then I can proceed using the same method as in section 5.4 we end up with the
following equations:






a)da + 2αaβa = 1
(6.7)
One solution to these equation being αa = (
√
da)
−1 and βa = 0, which also turns out to be
the unique solution for positive real αa and βa for da > 1. In the case of Abelian models
when da = 1 then there are multiple solutions. However in this case these two basis el-
ements end up being the same and so the apparently different solutions are actually equal.
This solution is different to the one we got for the basis independent lifting tensor. But
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that isn’t too surprising as we have modified those equations to have a set of equations
which have the thing we choose by hand as a solution. This particular solution is moti-
vated so as to obtain the local gauge symmetries discussed in section 6.4.
While this is the main motivation, we also want the bulk wavefunctions to only carry
irrep charge degrees of freedom in the gauge degrees of freedom. If the lifting tensor
did not take the form above then we expect to be able to to carry information from
one bulk site to other sites via magnetic degrees of freedom, degrees of freedom which
we do not want to have the ability to access. From this solution it is it is only possi-
ble to convey information via magnetic degrees of freedom for sites around a single vertex.
Carrying only one degree of freedom (the irrep/charge value) as physical rather then all
the internal, magnetic degrees of freedom for each charge, does hint towards the modifi-
cation for the second lifting axiom. In the modified second lifting axiom the identity on
the right hand side of 6.8a is rescaled such that it could be thought of as a singlet rather
then an identity (should one end be bent to point the other direction). Though this is
not really strong enough motivation by itself to warrant the modifications done to the
second lifting axiom.
Having deduced the form of the symmetric lifting tensor the resulting symmetric bulk
MERA can also be decomposed in this manner, leading to figure 6.9. In this figure we
now see the bulk MERA as a superposition between a non-symmetric bulk MERA and
a spin network representing a gauge theory.
The motivation behind using the symmetric MERA was implied earlier when we com-
pared the gauge part of the decomposition in figure 6.5 to spin networks and gauge
theories. For the MERA this is meaningless interpretation because there are no physical
degrees of freedom on the edges, but the point of the lifting procedure is to add physical
degrees of freedom to the bulk edges. Therefore we wanted our lifting procedure to be

















Figure 6.9: Decomposition of the bulk MERA into gauge and degeneracy degrees of
freedom, the gauge degrees of freedom in this expansion look like a tensor network rep-
resentation of a spin network. For Abelian models the sum over irrep labels need only
be taken over all external bonds (each labelled by an irrep ji). For more general models
(such as those described in chapter 7) additional irrep degrees of freedom also need to be
summed over. In which case the contributions for the internal bond fi taking all irrep
values need to be accounted for, and if multiplicities exist then µi and νi also need to be
summed over (see appendix C for a more thorough explanation of non-Abelian symme-
tries). Note that in this case only some of the external bond labels are indicated, however
the same kinds of sums must be taken as done in figure 6.5.
6.4 Local Gauge Symmetries
Using the definition of the symmetric lifting tensor given in the previous section it is
easy to see that the symmetric lift gives rise to a local symmetry around all vertices
in the tensor network. The definition of the statement ”symmetric around a vertex” is
demonstrated in figure 6.10, where for some tensor, each physical site adjacent to it has a
group action or its hermitian conjugate for some g ∈ G. This action has support purely
on the physical site which is closest to the tensor on each connected edge.
When demonstrating the local symmetries around a vertex the proof is quite straight-
forward. Since the unitary acts only on the gauge degrees of freedom and act like the
identity on the degeneracy degrees of freedom then we can restrict our analysis to how
it acts on the gauge degrees of freedom. For an example, consider the sites around an
isometry as in figure 6.11, the unitary acting on the gauge degrees of freedom can freely
be transported from the bond corresponding to the relevant physical bulk site to the
other side of the lifting tensor and acting on the tensor. Because the symmetric lifting is
only performed on a symmetric MERA then these unitary transformations are acting on
a symmetric tensor, and so cancel each other. Bringing us back to the state of the bulk
tensor network we had before any group actions were applied.
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Figure 6.10: Two examples of sites where there are local gauge symmetries around a
vertex, the sites where the group operators act is indicated by red dots. These red dots
can themselves be thought of as the gauge transformations and correspond to the gauge
transformations in figure 6.6.
Figure 6.11: A demonstration of the local symmetry around an isometry, since the group
symmetries only act on the gauge component I have suppressed this proof to consider
only this component of the diagram. Acting the group operators on the sites labelled
by figure 6.10, these group operators can be pulled through the lifting tensor using the
symmetry from figure 6.7b, bringing them to acting on a intertwiner. Then using the
symmetry of the intertwiner it is possible to remove the group transformations, thereby
demonstrating the local gauge symmetry of the symmetric bulk MERA.
The property that a global symmetry at the boundary corresponds to a local symmetry
in the bulk is a property that would be expected in any model represing the holographic
principle[48]. Therefore this proof of local symmetries in the bulk is a demonstration that




6.5.1 Ryu-Takayanagi with Symmetries
When using Abelian on-site symmetries it is possible to repeat the calculations seen in
chapter 5. Because of the code described in appendix D it is also possible to reuse the same
code that was used for the non-symmetric version of the Ryu-Takayanagi calculations
without any alterations. The key difference between the non-symmetric and symmetric
cases is that we need to describe the bond dimension of each charge sector rather then
just a single bond dimension in the MERA algorithm. I will begin by again detailing
the different models under consideration, the Hamiltonians for the different models are
all repeated in equation 6.8. In these equations α = 0.910207 and β = 0.415685 and the
values of ∆ used are the set ∆ = {0, 0.71, 0.81, 0.89, 1} where ∆ = 0 is the XX model,
and ∆ = 1 is the Heisenberg model. The components of the Hamiltonians are repeated
in equation (6.9) with the associated irrep copies indicated to the right of each of each
matrix. This labelling makes it clear how each component matrix maps the different
irreps under its action, note that the component matrices aren’t symmetric, rather when
they are combined in the forms for equations (6.8) the local Hamiltonian terms become
symmetric. Additionally there are two symmetric cases for the Pauli matrices, Z2 and
U(1). These cases have different irrep decompositions of the spaces they are defined
on, and therefore they appear twice with the corresponding symmetry indicated by a
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The details for the Z2 symmetry is covered in subsection 6.1.1 and used for all models ex-
cept the 3-state Potts model. The 3-state Potts model is has a Z3 symmetry as described
in subsection 6.1.2. Finally in addition to the Z2 symmetry the XXZ models have U(1)
symmetries which were covered in subsection 6.1.3, but I only consider this for the cases
of ∆ = 0 and ∆ = 1.
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Model Symmetry Bond Representation
Ising Z2 6(0) + 6(1)
Blume-Capel Z2 6(0) + 6(1)
Potts Z3 4(0) + 4(1) + 4(2)
XXZ Z2 6(0) + 6(1)
XXZ, ∆ = 0, 1 U(1) 2(−3) + 4(−1)⊕ 4(1)⊕ 2(3)
Table 6.1: Symmetry and bond representation for all Abelian symmetric models. As
discussed in the main text the bond representation 6(0) + 6(1) for Z2 group should be




















































































The last thing that needs to be done to allow for the calculations to be done with Abelian
symmetries is to include the maximum bond dimension used for each of the models. These
are listed in table 6.1 using the compact notation where if the the bond representation
has n copies of irrep a then we write n(a). It is also worth noticing that the total bond
dimension of each of these representations is 12, this is so there is some meaningful com-
parison to the calculations done in chapter 5. The numerical results of the models, for
both central charge and ground energy, are covered in tables 6.2 and 6.3.
Having computed all of this I found similar results to the non-symmetric calculations.
Ground state energies of relative accuracies to 1 part in 105 (excluding a couple of XXZ
models) and central charges with accuracies of around 1 part in 100, with a notable ex-
ception of the U(1) models which were closer to 1 part in 10. We then repeat the bulk
entropy density calculation for copy lifting tensors and basis independent lifting tensors.
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Model Computed E0 Actual E0 ∆E0 ∆RelE0
Z2 Transverse Field Ising −1.27323952 −1.27323954 1.56× 10−8 1.2× 10−8
Z2 Blume Capel −0.17811671 −−−−−− −−−−− −−−−−
Z3 3-State Potts −2.43597756 −2.43599112 1.36× 10−5 5.6× 10−6
Z2 ∆ = 0.71 XXZ model −1.608827768 −1.60897846 1.51× 10−4 9.4× 10−5
Z2 ∆ = 0.81 XXZ model −1.663493431 −1.66366533 1.72× 10−4 1.0× 10−4
Z2 ∆ = 0.89 XXZ model −1.69722417 −1.70871966 1.15× 10−2 6.7× 10−3
Z2 XX model −1.27319439 −1.27323954 4.52× 10−5 3.5× 10−5
Z2 Heisenberg model −1.77246023 −1.77258872 1.28× 10−4 7.2× 10−5
U(1) XX model −1.23293735 −1.27323954 4.03× 10−2 3.1× 10−2
U(1) Heisenberg model −1.74433719 −1.77258872 2.82× 10−2 1.59× 10−2
Table 6.2: Ground state energy results for the symmetric MERA and comparison to
the true values of these models when exploiting on-site symmetries. As with the non-
symmetric case there is no known actual E0 for the Blume Capel model. Also as with the
non-symmetric 3 state Potts model a numerical value was used rather then an analytical
value for the actual E0 values, but was judged close enough to the true ground state to
be used here. All actual ground energies used here are from the same sources as the
non-symmetric ones (as the exploitation of symmetries does not change the ground state
energies).
Model Computed c True c ∆c ∆Relc
Z2 Transverse Field Ising 0.5013 0.5000 1.30× 10−3 2.6× 10−3
Z2 Blume Capel 0.7035 0.7000 3.47× 10−3 5.0× 10−3
Z3 3-State Potts 0.8038 0.8000 3.75× 10−3 4.7× 10−3
Z2 ∆ = 0.71 XXZ model 1.0137 1.0000 1.37× 10−2 1.37× 10−2
Z2 ∆ = 0.81 XXZ model 1.0143 1.0000 1.42× 10−2 1.4× 10−2
Z2 ∆ = 0.89 XXZ model 1.0659 1.0000 1.38× 10−2 1.4× 10−2
Z2 XX model 1.0138 1.0000 6.58× 10−2 6.5× 10−2
Z2 Heisenberg model 1.0148 1.0000 1.48× 10−2 1.4× 10−2
U(1) XX model 1.1426 1.0000 1.42× 10−1 1.4× 10−1
U(1) Heisenberg model 0.8859 1.0000 1.14× 10−1 1.1× 10−1
Table 6.3: The central charge results for the MERA calculations when exploiting on-site
symmetries, along with a comparison to the actual central charges.
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In the copy lifting tensor case we still randomly select 105 uniformly chosen basis states
and separate them into 100 bins, but this time we select the basis choice independently
for each charge sector, keeping the sectors separate to preserve the gauge symmetry of
the copy tensor.
The collective results of second Re´nyi entropy density for the different models with the
different symmetries are indicated in figure 6.12, the maximum, minimum, mode and
basis independent values defined in chapter 5 are all shown in this plot. It can be seen
that the Ryu-Takayanagi formula is also obeyed for these symmetric models, however in
comparison to the non-symmetric cases the value of the entropy density is slightly de-
creased. To explore the possible effects the symmetry group may have had on the entropy
density the Z3 cases are marked by triangles and the U(1) cases are marked by circles.
There is a variation with respect to the U(1) case however that may just be due to the
decreased accuracy of this calculation.
For gauge theories there has been some recent developments with regards to how entropy
should be defined [99] in gauge theories. This work mentions it is important to take into
account the dimensions of the fields that couple region A with it complement when com-
puting the entanglement entropy. It is worth taking a moment to note that because I am
using symmetric tensor networks these corrections are automatically taken into account.
This work suggests that if we have a reduced state on A in a lattice gauge theory, coupled
to its complement by fields with representations R∂ (the boundary representations) then















In this definition p(R∂) is the probability of that the boundary representations being the
list R∂. ρA(R∂) is the reduced density matrix conditioned on the boundary representa-
tions being R∂ and Re for e ∈ ∂ is the representation on site e in the boundary ∂. Finally
S(ρA(R∂)) is the entropy when the state is conditioned on having R∂ representations
along the boundary.
When working with tensor networks with a single boundary ∂ = {e} and unnormalised
conditional density matrices ρA(je) for each charge/representation je, and normalised
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Figure 6.12: The entropy densities for the different models plotted against the central
charge of the model, like was done in section 5.6.3 (see figure 5.18). Again green, black and
red indicate the maximum, mode and minimum of the copy tensor uniform distribution
sampled 10,000 times and collected into 100 equal width bins, the blue values indicates
the results when lifting with basis independent lifting tensors. This time the calculation
is done when exploiting on-site symmetries of the model. In most cases the symmetries
exploited are Z2, however for the Potts model this symmetry is Z3, indicated by triangular
markers for this model. For the XX and Heisenberg models a U(1) symmetry is also
exploited in addition to the Z2 symmetry, the results with a U(1) symmetry is indicated
separately by a circular marker.
As can be seen there is still a general monotonic increase in all cases excluding the
minimum values. There is also a drop in the entropy densities for models exploiting U(1)
symmetries, however more accurate MERA calculations would be expected to bring it in
line with all other calculations.














Where Ije is an identity over the dje magnetic degrees of freedom of representation Re.
The probability that the boundary charge je is in a particular state is defined to be
p(je) = Tr(ρA(je) ⊗ Ije) and the associated entropy of the conditional state is S =
−Tr [ρ˜A(je) log (ρA(je))]. Computing the Von-Neumann entropy and making use of the













−p(je)d−1je Tr [ρ˜A(je)⊗ Ije log (ρ˜A(je)⊗ Ije))]− p(je)d−1je Tr [ρ˜A(je)⊗ Ije ] log (p(je))






















Because of the use of tensor networks we already appear to be using this definition of
entanglement entropy. This is not quite the same as the results from [99] since it only
refers to one representation linking region A with its compliment. However if the theory
we are working with has locally symmetric regions (such as the bulk lifting tensor as
discussed in section 6.4) then if the locally symmetric region involves sites both inside
and outside of region A, then the reduced density matrix has a deeper block diagonal
structure. This structure means that the density matrix is block diagonal with each block
referring to a list of charges je for each locally symmetric region partially within A. This
set of charges je is collectively referred to as j∂.
Repeating the procedure in equation (6.12) and exploting the block diagonal structure
with respect to the set of boundary charges j∂ with j∂ and the last term is now a sum















Exploiting this local symmetry to show a greater block diagonal structure of the bulk
tensor network is used again in section 6.6 to demonstrate the additional symmetry for
the plaquette based bulk Hamiltonian terms.
6.5.2 Wilson Loops in the Bulk
Having replicated the results of the Ryu-Takayanagi formula from chapter 5 it is possible
to look at operator expectation values for this lifted bulk tensor. This was not done when
I considered the non-symmetric case previously because without some concept of what
the results mean, which we do not currently have, such calculations would be meaning-
less. With a gauge field present there is an obvious computation that we can do that
corresponds to the computation of expectation values of Wilson loops. Computing these
would allow a test to work out if the charge particles of the bulk gauge theory are confined
or deconfined, as discussed in section 3.2.[59, 57, 58]
The representation of the Wilson loop/holonomy operator is given in equation (6.14)
where hp is the group element, D
j is the representation of the Wilson loop group operator
hp for irrep j. The operator B
j
p inserts a flux of type j into the loop over which the the









In tensor network notation Bjp is a bulk operator where each bulk site has the charge
corresponding to irrep j added to it, so if the edge originally carried irrep k then after
the operator is applied it carries the irrep(s) k
′ ∈ j ⊗ k. The operator hp is the group
operator corresponding to the closed holonomy hp = Pe−ig
∮
p gµνA
µdxν first introduced in
section 3.2. This is then a decomposition of the Wilson loop into a basis given by norm
1 operators Bjp, coefficients with respect to this basis determined by the trace over the
group holonomy D(j)(hp).
In the case of Abelian models the flux operator Bjp should be viewed as a shift operator,








j |j + k〉〈j|b1 ⊗ |j〉〈j + k|b2 where j is taken over all irreps of the group.
In this definition o(e, p) is an order parameter which compares the direction of the loop
p and the edge b, if they agree then o(b, p) = +1, otherwise o(b, p) = −1. However for
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Abelian models the expectation value of the Wilson loop operator will be 1 for all hp and




Figure 6.13: The Wilson loop for the smallest possible loop using operators on the bulk
MERA, the remainder of the network is suppressed to save space. The coefficients of
the expansion of the loop are ck with loop operators Xk and X
†
k acting on the gauge
components of bulk sites. This always ends up being zero on non-trivial k for Abelian
models as the loop becomes disconnected when the bottom disentangler is removed due
to its isometric properties. This means the path of sites over which the Wilson loop is
acting should be thought of as open rather then a closed loop. And as shown in figure
6.14 this will always be zero for non-trivial k in Abelian models.
An example of such a loop is given in figure 6.13, this figure shows both expectation
value of a bulk Wilson loop operator, split into the degeneracy and gauge components.
The bulk operator is non-trivial only on the gauge degrees of freedom, for simplicity in
this diagram I use pairs of Xkb =
∑
j |j + k〉〈j| in place of Ljb ≡ Xkb1 ⊗ (Xkb2)†. These
two operators acting equally due to the structure of the charges of the symmetric lifting
tensors.
Using the lifting axioms and the isometry property of the tensors it is possible to remove
all tensors in the bulk network upto to lowest point in the Wilson Loop. By removing
the bottom tensor in the loop it becomes clear why the Wilson loop is independent of
everything in Abelian models. In figure 6.14 the lowest bulk operator with the term from
the flux operator Ljb (written as X
k
b1
⊗ (Xkb2)†) is present, this diagram is non-zero only
if we have irreps j and k such that there is some k ∈ k ⊗ j. For Abelian models this is











= 1. This result indicates that the bulk theory is a pure gauge
theory for any Abelian model. Whether this is also true for non-Abelian models where
non-trivial solutions to the equation j ∈ k⊗ j exist would be an interesting question and
may help to illuminate how this restriction should be interpreted.
j j
j
Xk X = X
-k k( )
Figure 6.14: The end point of the Wilson loop from figure 6.13. The bottom loop makes
it clear only the trivial k component contributes for Abelian models since we require that
j ∈ k⊗ j. If that is not possible, as is the case for Abelian symmetries and non-trivial k,
the the contribution must be zero. When this is closed at the bottom of the sites then
the degrees of freedom associated to this bulk site is block diagonal in the gauge degrees
of freedom. For Abelian models this can lead to the next highest bulk sites to also be
block diagonal for single loops, and so on and so forth.
This result can be reinterpreted as stating that a reduced states with no closed loops in
the bulk in these lifted bulk MERA will be block diagonal in the gauge irrep labels for
Abelian models. This is quite straightforward to understand, first of all sites which have
been traced over force the corresponding charges of those edges in the holographic MERA
and its dual to be the same. For Abelian models, these correlations extend further, for
the remaining bulk sites, and is at the bottom of the untraced region, then again the
charges of the corresponding bonds are the same. When the charges the bond and its
dual take are forced to be equal we say this bulk site is block diagonal with respect to the
gauge components, in general I will also refer to traced sites as block diagonal to simplify
the terms in the following. Next if one side of a untraced bulk site is the only bond that
is not known to be block diagonal connected to some vertex then it turns out that the
bond we originally talked about is again block diagonal.
This is because when all other bond charges entering a tensor are identical on the bulk
MERA and its dual then in both cases there is exactly one irrep which is the tensor prod-
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ucts of all of the incoming irreps for Abelian models. Repeating this procedure indicate
that for reduced density matrices of single loops there are no non-block diagonal bonds in
the reduced density matrix. Making the same argument that was made regarding figure
6.13 we can also see that additional sites below the loop is required to prevent the removal
of the bottom isometric tensor in the loop.
6.5.3 Entanglement Between Gauge and Degeneracy Degrees
of Freedom
In addition to studying the Ryu-Takayanagi formula and Wilson loops in the bulk, I
also probed for entanglement between gauge degrees of freedom (the irrep labels) and
degeneracy degrees of freedom in the resulted symmetric bulk MERA states. I probed
this using the negativity entanglement witness on a bulk region denoted in figure 6.15.
Figure 6.15: The region probed for entanglement between gauge and degeneracy bulk
degrees of freedom. This region is the same as the region where the Wilson loop was
applied in figure 6.13, however an extra site is added at the bottom to interrupt the
removal of the bottom isometric tensor (the disentangler) and prevent the loop from
being broken. This is needed to make sure the loop sites don’t become block diagonal
in gauge degrees of freedom once the bottom isometric tensor is removed the sites are
effectively connected as a crescent moon.
The entanglement witness works on a tensor product space H1 ⊗ H2 and is worked out
by studying the eigenspectrum of the partial transpose of the density matrix {λj} =
spec(ρT21,2). The partial transpose T2 means if we have a density matrix of the form
ρ1,2 =
∑
a,b ρa,b ⊗ |a〉〈b| then when takingthe partial transpose on H2 we find ρT21,2 =∑
a,b ρa,b ⊗ |b〉〈a|. The eigenspectrum {λj} of this then computes the negativity as given
in equation (6.15).[101, 102]
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(|λi| − λi) (6.15)
This method looks for negative eigenvalues in the spectrum of the partially transposed





1 ⊗ ρk2 which means the partial transpose will correspond to taking the
transpose of ρk2 which is invariant under transpose as it is a density matrix, meaning the
spectrum will continue to be completely positive.
This is naturally approachable in the bulk system by letting the partial transpose act
on the irreps of the density matrix. However to exactly match the idea of the Hilbert
space H1 ⊗H2 we need to choose the bond dimensions so that they are the same for all
irreps, for this reason I will focus on the Z2 and Z3 symmetric results where all charge
sectors are respectively χ = 6 or χ = 4. As discussed in subsection 6.5.2 we need a
closed loop and an interrupting site to prevent the density matrix being block diagonal
in the gauge degrees of freedom (which corresponds to Hilbert space H2 in this case).
This is the reason that I had to choose such a large region in figure 6.15 to compute the
entanglement. Doing this I could consider the smallest loop of sites with a single site to
prevent the collapse of said loop.
The Negativity results for two copy lifting tensors (with different bases) are given in ta-
ble 6.4. The existence of this entanglement is interesting from the perspective of viewing
this procedure producing a discrete analogue of the holographic principle, particularly
as a toy model of quantum gravity. In quantum gravity we would expect space-time
degrees of freedom to be entangled with gauge fields, such as the electromagnetic field.
By analogy we might anticipate that the gauge fields are encoded in this model by the
symmetry irrep charges while we might think of the degeneracies as the geometric degrees
of freedom and so show ”entanglement between space-time and gauge fields”. Because
there is no sense of gravity in this lifted MERA this is not a correct statement, however
it is an interesting feature to point out does occur in this model. Further analogies could
be made if we considered some macroscopic ”semi-classical” limit and saw a decrease in
some measure of entanglement or entanglement density in this limit, however defining
such a measure is a moot point as computing entanglement for large systems becomes
essentially intractable beyond this small size.
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Model Bulk State 1 Bulk State 2
Ising 0.01953 0.08136
Blume-Capel 0.09975 0.92443
3-state Potts 0.08258 0.37165
Heisenberg 0.04061 0.61028
XX 0.05483 0.24789
Table 6.4: The negativity for the different models of Z2 and Z3 symmetric bulk MERA
states. As can be seen they are all non-zero for two different choices of copy lifting tensor
bases and so implies that there is always entanglement between degeneracy and gauge
degrees of freedom. For completeness the bulk state 1 is the basis choice produced by
the computed MERA while bulk state 2 is the mixing of pairs of basis states, making
sure not to cause mixing between irrep labels. Specifically this is the mixing |±n〉 =
1√
2
(|2n+ 1〉 ± |2n+ 2〉).
It would also be interesting to study the results of lifting using basis independent lifting
tensors, however this turns out not to be possible due to computational limitations. The
calculation results given in table 6.4 make use of a property of the copy lifting tensor
which reduces the memory requirements from χ20 down to χ9, here χ is the total bond
dimension of a single edge in the MERA, in this case χ = 12. This trick does not hold in
the basis independent lifting tensor generated bulk MERA.
Since these calculations are all done for abelian representations then the magnetic degrees
of freedome won’t play a role in the results of the negativity. If we extend this calculation
to non-abelian theories then we need to take the magnetic degrees of freedom into account.
To do this we could modify the negativity to take into account the total irrep R, which
each λi is associated with. This would be done by multiplying the term (|λi| −λi) by the
dimension of the irrep:








By doing this we can take into account the magnetic degrees of freedom and we can
generalise this to symmetries with fractional quantum dimensions as well (see chapter 7).
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6.6 Bulk Hamiltonian
For this state it is straightforward to see that we can construct a bulk, gauge-invariant
Hamiltonian. Motivated by procedures from stabiliser codes we can define the Hamilto-
nian for a system as a sum of projectors, each imposing local restrictions on the Hilbert
space, all restrictions that the ground state satisfies.
Given any wavefunction, |ψ〉 we can define the set of projectors PA over subregion A of
the bulk sites, I call this set of subregions X. The projectors are computed by studying
the Schmidt decompositions of the wavefunction into region A and its compliment Ac,









(I − PA) (6.18)
by considering the Schmidt decompositions of |ψ〉 over all subregions A ∈ X. From this
construction we know the ground energy of Hψ must by E0 ≥ 0. But also by observation
the wavefunction |ψ〉 is clearly a ground state as it lives in the eigenspace generated by
every PA, with eigenvalue +1, PA|ψ〉 = |ψ〉 for every subregion A ∈ X. Therefore for
this Hamiltonian the energy contribution for each term (I − PA) is zero, leading to a
total eigenenergy of 0 for the eigenstate |ψ〉. Since we know the ground state energy will
be E0 ≥ 0 an eigenstate with eigenenergy 0 is guaranteed to live in the ground state
subspace of the Hamiltonian.
It is important to realise that the quantum state |ψ〉 is not guaranteed to be a unique
ground state, just one of the possible ground states. The ground state subspace becomes
smaller as the projectors PA project on to smaller and smaller subspaces of Hilbert space
HA. This also means as the schmidt rank of the decomposition between region A and
its complement increases, the uniqueness of the ground state of the constructed bulk
Hamiltonian decreases (as the projective subspace increases).
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In contrast, as we increase the size of the largest subregion A ∈ X and the number of
regions in X we will get a smaller lowest energy eigenspace. This intuitively makes sense
as if we take the region A to be all bulk sites, then the ground state subspace will be
exactly |ψ〉. However we can imagine defining bulk Hamiltonians in-between whether this
happens before or when region A encompassing all physical sites (where it is a projector
onto state |ψ〉) is dependent on the entanglement structure of the bulk state.
We apply this to the bulk wavefunction we defined earlier in the last two chapters and
consider subregions A such that they are either around a vertex, or a plaquette as shown
in figure 6.16. We also consider Schmidt decompositions of the bulk wavefunction |ψbulk〉




cAk |φbulkk 〉A ⊗ |ηbulkk 〉Ac (6.19)
P
V
Figure 6.16: An example of regions both around a vertex (V) and around a plaquette
(P), as discussed in the main text we can construct a bulk Hamiltonian using operators
(specifically projectors) with support over these sets of sites. The projectors onto these
regions that I construct also have an on-site symmetry corresponding to that of the on-site
symmetry group under which the symmetric tensor network state |ψ〉 is invariant.









where h[v] and h[p] are the operators I−PA for choices of subregion A as around a vertex,
[v], or around a plaquette, [p]. Furthermore we also want the resulting Hamiltonian (6.20)
to be constructed from local components which are symmetric under the same group as
the original wavefunction. Interestingly we can prove that it is possible to construct a
locally symmetric bulk Hamiltonian if the wavefunction has nothing more then a global
on-site symmetry. This proof is clearest when we consider the Schmidt decomposition of
a wavefunction as a matrix, Mψ,A, taking us from the Hilbert space on region A to the





As Mψ,A is a symmetric matrix, then the singular value decomposition also respects
that symmetry, meaning that we write the unitaries as V =
∑
a,n |φa,n〉〈a, n| and U =∑
a,n |ηa,n〉〈a, n|. In this decomposition the pair (a, n) plays the role k did in equation
(6.19), a is the irrep value and n is the degeneracy index. Furthermore ck in equation
(6.19) is now played by the diagonal matrix Σ in the singular value decomposition. By
defining the projector on subregion A as PA = Vψ,AV
†
ψ,A we recover the original projector
from earlier, PA =
∑






Crucially, this construction method demonstrates that these projectors are symmetric
regardless of our choices of subregions since we have built the quantum state out of
symmetric matrices/tensors. This demonstrates that we can construct a symmetric bulk
Hamiltonian in equation (6.20).
Finally there is also some additional structure on the plaquette operator which is not
obvious from this argument. This is that if we choose any vertex in the plaquette then
the plaquette projector operator is invariant under the group action on the two bulk sites
nearest this vertex. This can be seen from the previous argument but instead of writing
only a single irrep a we can associate a single irrep to the combination of the two bonds





|φa,b,c,d,n〉 (〈a| ⊗ 〈b| ⊗ 〈c| ⊗ 〈d| ⊗ 〈n|) (6.23)
Now recalling that there is only a trivial irrep label directly between the two bulk sites
arising from any symmetric lifting tensor. This means that if we act on the two sites
chosen earlier then the group operation will only act on one of a, b, c, or d, whichever
one the group operator ends up acting on is carried independently to the corresponding
irrep on the V † half of the projector PA (for A a subregion corresponding to a plaquette).
This is shown in figure 6.17 below.
Figure 6.17: A depiction of how the additionally symmetry on the plaquette operators
arise. This symmetry indicates that the gauge symmetry of the plaquette projectors
actually decomposes to the action of a symmetric operator on the two nearest sites of
any vertex in the projector. This additional symmetry arises due to the irreps being
forced to be trivial between the pairs of bulk physical sites associated to each lifting
tensor in the bulk MERA. This isolates the gauge terms at each vertex from each other
and so any gauge transformation associated to each vertex (or more correctly the sites
adjacent to them on the bonds forming the relevant loop) is done independently to the
others. This figure shows an example of this, the operators acting on the two nearest sites
to a vertex in the plaquette projector can be transferred to the vertex operator. Once
this is done the symmetry operator can be transferred to the other half of the projector




This chapter considers the results of applying the MERA to anyonic symmetric Hamil-
tonians. Because anyonic symmetries have non-trivial tensor products of their irreps
and can pick up phases when the order of these tensor products are swapped (braiding
relations) they are much more complicated to work with then other symmetric or non-
symmetric tensor networks. So while there has been some work looking at anyons in
simple tensor networks like Matrix Product States (MPS) attempts to use them with the
MERA have only been attempted a handful of times [103, 104]. This chapter demon-
strates some applications of my code in appendix D. Where making use of this library
reduces the complexity of studying of anyonic symmetries in MERA (or any tensor net-
work algorithm) to be almost as straightforward as computing a regular MERA.
With relation to the idea of lifting tensor networks into bulk tensor networks I am in-






to an anti-ferromagnetic interaction for an SU(2)k anyonic symmetry. The reason we
wish to study these with anyonic symmetries is two fold. The first reason is to allow a
deeper study of the Ryu-Takayanagi formula with respect to critical field theories and
characterise how it depends on the central charge. When studying the XXZ models the
central charge is c = 1 for all values of |∆| < 1 if we construct it without exploiting on-
site symmetries or only exploiting an Abelian on-site symmetry such as U(1). But when
studying them using anyonic symmetries the central charges take on a variety of values.
The second reason is that these models are good playgrounds to explore this duality, as
unlike the U(1) or SU(2) symmetries, the SU(2)k symmetries have a finite number of
irreps that can appear in the gauge component of the bulk MERA meaning we no longer
have to truncate to make our calculations computationally feasible.
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In section 7.2 the anyonic symmetries of the models I studied are introduced, these sym-
metries are the SU(2)k and the Fibonacci symmetries. In addition to these the fermionic
symmetry is also discussed as a simple introduction to anyonic symmetries and how they
are used to represent particles. In section 7.3 I discuss results studying a model of an
anyonic Hubbard ladder model with the Fibonacci anyonic symmetry. Finally in section
7.4 I study the Heisenberg interaction for SU(2)k anyonic symmetries to use the tools
from chapter 6 and discuss the results of testing the Ryu-Takayanagi formula in section
7.5. Again this analysis on the Ryu-Takayanagi formula is done for both the distribution
of copy lifting tensors and basis independent lifting tensors.
7.1 Anyonic Symmetries
This section highlights some of the key differences in the symmetric tensor network formal-
ism which is important when we move beyond Abelian symmetries. This is not sufficient
to completely describe the anyonic and non-Abelian symmetric tensor networks, however
these points will be useful for illuminating the physics that is important to this section.
For an in-depth description of all these properties see appendix C.
A physical intuition of the physics can be reached by considering the irreps/charges as
physical particles like was discussed in chapter 6. This idea leads to the view that internal
degrees of freedom (for example magnetic levels in SU(2) spin particles) are ignored and
only the particle type is considered. This also helps to visualise the idea of braiding of
irreps as it makes more sense to say particles braided in 2D pickup a phase then defining
an abstract crossing of irreducible representations.
The first thing to consider is the combination of charges. Returning to the SU(2) example
each spin half integer irrep can be viewed as a different type of particle. In addition if we
take the tensor product of two spin half particles then we find that we can view this space
as split between the symmetric (spin zero/singlet) subspace and the anti-symmetric (spin
one/triplet) subspace. From this point of view each subspace corresponds to another
single particle, meaning two spin half particles can be fused into a single particle split
between being a singlet or a triplet type particle. Each type of particle has an associ-
ated quantum dimension which can be thought of as the number of internal dimensions
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(or some sort of asymptotic limit in the case of non-integer dimension particles). This
is consistent between the fusions so if we fuse particles a and b to get a list of unique
particle types c ∈ L then dadb =
∑
c∈L dc. For SU(2) symmetries spin j particles have a
quantum dimension of 2j + 1.
Considering the fusion of three spin half particles, it becomes clear that any algorithms
that are used must not only store the irreps that correspond to the bonds of a tensor but
but also which of the multiple pathways these irreps could be fused. For example in the
fusion of three spin half particles, if we fused to a single spin half particle, did we do that
going through the singlet or the triplet particle (from the intermediate product arising
from the fusion of two spin half particles). The models looked at in this chapter are a
special case called multiplicity free which means we cannot get more then a single copy
of any type of particle when we fuse any two particles (i.e. there are no multiplicities of
irreps when we fuse any two irreps together and decompose).
It is also worth noting that there is always a special type of particle, known as a trivial
irrep/particle, which fuses with any particle a to return a. This type of particle also has
the property that a particle and its dual (as discussed in chapter C) are the only pair of
irrep particles which can fuse to give rise to the trivial particle (and only ever one copy
of it). This is exactly the same as was discussed earlier in chapter 6. In SU(2) the trivial
particle is the spin zero/singlet particle.
Final, as opposed to the Abelian symmetry case, there is no longer a one-to-one corre-
spondence between different intermediate irreps if we fused more then two particles in
different orders. For example if we had three spin half particles and the first two fuse into
a singlet (which is then fused with the third), this does not straightforwardly correspond
to fusing the last two, in other words we can’t say this is the same as fusing the last
two into just a singlet or triplet. In the second fusion ordering they would have to fuse
into both a singlet or a triplet so when this intermediate state is fused with the first spin
half particle the total state arrives again to describe the ”last spin only”. This relation
between fusion pathways for different fusion orders is an example of something called
an associator, an operator that describes how to convert between different fusion orders.
This object is important for specifying a general symmetry and is described in appendix
C along with some self-consistency conditions.
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The last property that needs to be introduced here is braiding, which corresponds to the
fact that exchanging particles may lead to picking up phase shifts. In tensor networks
braiding appears whenever bonds cross in a tensor network, therefore we are working with
a 2D system where lines may pass infront of and behind each other. Previously I have
been viewing the irreps labelling bonds in a tensor network as particles, but here I am
viewing the same things as lines, meaning that we should interpret one of the dimensions
as corresponding to some sort of ”time” and the particle is moving forwards in the direc-
tion that is associated to the bond. This ”time” direction turns out to correspond to the
special direction of symmetric tensor networks as discussed in chapter 6 and explained
further in appendix C. Then we can interpret the braidings of bonds as particles pass in
front and behind of each other, with the braiding relations corresponding to the phases are
picked up during these exchanges in ordering. These phases have there own consistency
conditions which are related to the form of the associators. It is important to realise that
the direction I am referring to as ”time” does not have to physically correspond to time
in the system as the ”time” direction in the MERA tensor network corresponds to the
renormalisation direction, the physical time direction for a CFT having to be orthogonal
to this direction.
The associators, fusion outcomes, quantum dimensions, and braiding phase factors of a
general anyonic symmetry are sufficient to describe the symmetries considered in this
chapter. The full details and relations/rules are discussed in appendix C.
7.2 Examples of Anyonic Symmetries
There are three types of symmetries that are worth discussing for this chapter: the
fermionic symmetry, the Fibonacci symmetry, and the quantum SU(2) symmetries (i.e.
SU(2)k symmetries)[96]. The fermonic symmetry is the simplest, being an Abelian any-
onic symmetry, and so is a good first example of to anyonic symmetries. This will give
a helpful intuition of the connection between particles and irreps in this view of tensor
networks. The Fibonacci symmetry was then used in a double chain model as discussed
in section 7.3. Finally the quantum SU(2) symmetries are used in a deformed anti-
ferromagnetic model as discussed in section 7.4. This model is then analysed in section
7.5 using the tools developed in chapters 5 and 6 to look for a replication of the Ryu-
Takayanagi formula.
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Each anyonic symmetry can be uniquely defined by the following parameters and these
parameters fix everything in the code discussed in appendix D. These parameters are the
list of irreps and their quantum dimensions, the tensor product decompositions of two
irreps, the associators for fusions of three irreps, and the R-moves (braiding behaviour).
Because all these symmetries are self-dual the question of what an irrep’s dual is never
comes up (as it is always itself), the trivial irrep can be worked out from the tensor prod-
uct decomposition but will be explicitly expressed for convenience’s sake. As all these
symmetries are multiplicity free I will not discuss multiplicity degrees of freedom (see
appendix C) because they are always trivial.
In the following subsections F a,b,cd is the unitary matrix representation of the associator






represents the contribution of the subspace where (a⊗ b)⊗ c ⊃ e⊗ c ⊃ d
makes to subspace a⊗ (b⊗ c) ⊃ a⊗ f ⊃ d where we change from mixing charges a and
b first, to mixing charges b and c first. In the following subsections Ra,bc refers to the
complex number picked up on the charge subspace c from braiding charges a and b from
a ⊗ b to b ⊗ a. In both cases I am restricting to only multiplicity free models so there
is only every one copy of c arising from a ⊗ b for charges a, b, c. In general this can be
relaxed as done in appendix C in which case additional degrees of freedom need to be
added.
7.2.1 Fermionic
The first, and simplest, anyonic symmetry is the fermionic symmetry. This symmetry
has two types of particles/irreps, the trivial irrep (composite boson) and the fermionic
irrep (composite fermion), which I will label as 0 and 1 respectively. Both these irreps
have dimension 1, meaning that the symmetry is Abelian. The decomposition rule is
a ⊗ b = (a + b mod 2). The associator is defined below with all δa,b meaning that a is






The braiding is trivial unless we are braiding two fermionic particles, in which case we
pick up a -1 phase as we would expect by the anti-symmetry of fermionic particles. The
R-moves can then be expressed as
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Ra,bc = 1 (7.2)
if c = a⊗ b, and zero otherwise with the exception of a special case when a = b = 1 and
c = 0:
R1,10 = −1 (7.3)
With these details it is possible to completely specify the fermionic anyonic symmetry.
7.2.2 Fibonacci
The Fibonacci symmetry is a relatively simple non-Abelian anyonic symmetry. Again like
the fermionic symmetry there are two irreps, the trivial irrep, I, and the anyonic irrep,
τ . Unlike the other symmetry examples in this thesis the trivial irrep is not denoted by
0 for this symmetry, instead I use this notation to align myself with the common con-
vention for Fibonacci anyons. The trivial irrep has dimension 1 and the Fibonacci irrep




. This symmetry turns out to be a
restriction to the integer irreps of the SU(2)3 symmetry. This symmetry is non-Abelian
as seen by the fusion rules for the irreps for this symmetry:
I⊗ I = I (7.4)
I⊗ τ = τ ⊗ I = τ (7.5)
τ ⊗ τ = I⊕ τ (7.6)
When a = b = c = d = τ the associator is:











In all other cases the associator is either zero or one depending on if the irreps satisfy the





equals one if and only
if the aforementioned fusion rules are satisfied (and we don’t have a = b = c = d = τ).
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In all these cases there will be at most one non-zero entry in the block F a,b,cd . This single
element is because unless a = b = c = d = τ , one of each of the pair of restrictions on e
and f only allows for one non-zero value of these irreps.
The R-moves for the Fibonacci model are also fairly trivial being either zero or one (based
on satisfying c ∈ a⊗ b) unless we have a = b = τ , in which case:
Rτ,τI = e
−i 4pi
5 , Rτ,ττ = e
i 3pi
5 (7.8)
This specifies all the details required for the Fibonacci symmetry.
7.2.3 Quantum SU(2)
The most complicated symmetry is the quantum SU(2) symmetry, which is actually an
infinite family of finite irrep, anyonic symmetries, labelled by the integer k ≥ 2. These
symmetries are also known as the SU(2) level k symmetries and denoted by SU(2)k. The
irreps for this anyonic symmetry are labelled by half integer values between 0 and k
2
.












Careful analysis of this dimension makes it clear that as k gets large, sufficiently small j
have a quantum dimension Dj which approaches 2j+1, the quantum dimension expected
for a spin j particle in SU(2). This limit is not coincidental as the symmetries SU(2)k
approaches SU(2) as k →∞.
For this symmetry it is important to introduce the root of unity for each k as q = ei
2pi
k+2







with factorial [n]q! =
∏n
m=1[m]q.






The associator for SU(2)k can also be expressed as below, however it also requires the
definition of a q-deformed SU(2) 6j-symbols. Ignoring this for the moment the associator
























[z − α1]q![z − α2]q![z − α3]q![z − α4]q![β1 − z]q![β2 − z]q![β3 − z]q!
(7.12)
Where the αs are defined as α1 = a + b + e, α2 = e + c + d, α3 = b + c + f , and
α4 = a+f+d. The βs are similarly defined as sums of the irrep labels with β1 = a+b+c+d,
β2 = a + c + e + f and β3 = b + d + e + f . z takes values in integer steps from max(α)
to min(β) which with some small analysis can be made clear to be integers themselves
for allowed combinations, in the case that min(β) < max(α) then this is not an allowed
combination. Finally the ∆ function is defined as:
∆(j1, j2, j3) =
√
[−j1 + j2 + j3]q![j1 − j2 + j3]q![j1 + j2 − j3]q!
[j1 + j2 + j3 + 1]q!
(7.13)
7.3 Anyonic Hubbard Model on a Ladder
As a proof of principle to demonstrate the code described in appendix D functions as
expected I focused on replicating the results of a new anyonic model using the MERA
[105]. This model has a Fibonacci symmetry as described in subsection 7.2.2, meaning
we can interpret each site as containing either the vacuum or a Fibonacci particle. The
degrees of freedom of this model is both encoded in these degrees of freedom and the
fusion pathways for the particles (as two Fibonacci particles can fuse into either the vac-
uum or another Fibonacci particle).
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This particular model is more complicated then the models looked at in the rest of this
thesis by virtue of not being on a 1D chain. Instead this model is defined on a double
chain of sites shown in figure 7.1. The slight amount of room to move in the second direc-
tion is sufficient to allow the braiding properties of the anyonic symmetry to play a role
in the physics. In a 1D chain there is no ability for particle to braid around each other
as the existence of one particle prevents another particle from moving through. However
for two parallel chains it is possible for one particle to move around another particle and
therefore for braiding of the Fibonacci particles to occur.
Rungs
Viewing Direction1D chain
Figure 7.1: The double chain that the anyonic Hubbard model is built over, each site
indicated by a white circle where either a Fibonacci anyon lives or it is in the vacuum state.
Using the viewing direction specified it becomes clear that the double chain can look like
a 1D chain from the chosen perspective. As converting the 2D lattice into a 1D chain
results in longer ranged interactions the viewing direction is also important for working
out the braiding behaviour of the Hamiltonian components. The alternative approach
would be to block rungs together as indicated by the grey regions to have larger effective
single sites but make the model a 1D chain without next-nearest neighbour interactions.
In either case we need to modify the Hamiltonian terms in figure 7.2 to take into account
the two separate chains.
This model was studied due to its complexity and for being one of the few spin chain
models with anyonic symmetries.
In this model there are 5 interactions which contribute, each of which have a parameter
associated to it. The first is the chemical potential which is the parameter µ appearing due
to contributions of a certain energy µ for every Fibonacci anyon on the chain. There are
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two parameters, J‖ and J⊥, which determine the strength of the ferromagnetic-like nearest
neighbour interactions. The first corresponding to interactions along a chain, and the
second corresponding to interactions between chains. The last two are the kinetic terms
with hopping parameters t‖ and t⊥, these corresponding to a Fibonacci anyon hopping
from one site to a neighbouring site which was a vacuum. Again the first parameter refers
to hopping along a chain and the second to hopping across chains. The Hamiltonian terms




































where the sites (j, a) first label the rung the site is on, j, before labelling the row.
a) b) c)
m
+hm hm,n hm,n(J) (t)(μ)
Sites: m n m n m n
Figure 7.2: The graphical representation of the terms that contribute to the anyonic
Hubbard model, solid lines indicate Fibonacci anyons and dotted lines indicate vacuum.
a) The chemical potential term which has coefficient µ. b) The ferromagnetic-like nearest
neighbour interaction with coefficients J‖ and J⊥, these correspond to interactions along
a single chain and across the pair respectively. If we are using the 1D zig-zag chain
approach in figure 7.1 then terms corresponding to along chain interactions will also have
identities interlaced with them. c) The kinetic hopping terms with coefficients t‖ and t⊥,
which again correspond to hopping along the chain and across it respectively. Because
the hopping term is not Hermitian like the terms in (a) and (b) are then we need to take a
sum of two terms corresponding to the hopping in either direction. Again if we are using
the 1D zig-zag chain approach in figure 7.1 then these terms will have identities interlaced
with them. In all these figures a solid line indicates a Fibonacci anyon and a dotted line
indicates a vacuum site, arrows are left of these diagrams because the Fibonacci model
is self-dual and so the arrows are irrelevant.
Because this is a double chain and the 1D MERA doesn’t have the capacity to work with
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a double chain, each rung was treated as a single site like what was tshown in figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1 also does suggest an alternative where the chain is stretched out, but because
stretching the chain into a 1D chain as suggested by the figure leads to next nearest
neighbour interactions, this approach is not suitable. Grouping the sites into rungs also
allowed the tensor network algorithms I had coded previously to work on the model, at
the expense of increased complexity on each individual site of the 1D effective chain.
The phase space of the µ− t‖ plane has been mapped out and characterised into 6 differ-
ent phases as in figure 7.3. This was done in [105] using other tensor network methods
to study the order parameter known as the filling fraction, defined as the fraction of sites
occupied with a Fibonacci anyon in the ground state. These alternate approaches were
anyonic matrix product state (MPS) approaches such as the Fibonacci Density matrix
renormalisation group(DMRG) and Fibonacci cross U(1) imaginary time evolution block
decomposition (iTEBD) methods. Restricting to the µ, t‖ parameter space the three
other parameters are set to J‖ = J⊥ = t⊥ = 1. This diagram shows there are 4 critical
phases in this model with the points I used to approximate the critical phase labelled
on the diagram, these phases are the golden chain phase (GC), low filling phase (LF),
intermediate filling phase (IF), and high filling phase (HF). In addition to the critical
phases there are two gapped phases called the filled phase (FP) and the zero filling phase
(ZP).
I restricted my analysis to four points in the phase space corresponding to the 4 different
critical phases. In table 7.1 the parameters, central charges and ground state energies are
detailed for each of the phases. The central charges were predicted based on numerical
results from the MPS results and theoretical reasoning, the ground state energy compared
against to test the accuracy was the MPS ground energy results. My results from the
anyonic MERA are also included in that table and the columns labelled as ”MERA ...”
refer to those results. The number of transition layers used for this calculation is also
included in the table and the MERA maximum bond dimension used was 5(I) + 7(τ)
where I is the vacuum (trivial irrep) and τ refers to a Fibonacci particle (irrep).
As can be seen in table 7.1 the computations with the Anyonic MERA are fairly accurate
and central charge computations are quite accurate, with the exception of the high filling
phase’s central charge, this is likely a limitation of the bond dimension being too small
for this phase in this calculation. However the bond dimension could not be efficiently
pushed up due to time costs for the computation becoming prohibitively large.
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Figure 7.3: Phase space of the anyonic hubbard model, there are a total of six phases,
four of which are gapless. The gapless phases are the golden chain (GC), low filling
phase (LF), intermidate filling phase (IF) and high filling phase (HF) which have central
charges denoted on the diagram. The gapped phases, denoted by a ∆ are the fully filled
phase (FF) and zero filled phase (ZF). The order parameter is the filling fraction ν, the
fraction of number of sites with a Fibonacci anyon on them. This diagram is reproduced
with permission from [105].
Optimisation of the results may have been possible, however with the time available when
I was performing these calculations this was not able to be done. Options to optimise
the algorithm could have included using the modified binary MERA in order to allow an
increased bond dimension. Other options include exploiting the conservation of Fibonacci
anyon number in all of the terms in figure 7.2 or using an isometric step to combine the
two chains at the lowest step instead of just collecting into a single rung as was done in
this calculation. However since this was a proof of principle that the anyonic MERA was
working for complicated interactions this demonstrated success of the code from appendix
D.
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Phase µ t‖ Predicted c MERA c MPS E0 MERA E0 Transition Layers
GC -1.00 0.00 0.7 0.73 -0.42675 -0.42712 4
LF -1.50 0.75 1.7 1.74 -0.31431 -0.31284 4
IF -1.00 1.50 2.7 2.68 -1.41419 -1.37307 4
HF -0.45 0.75 2.8 N/A -1.26049 -1.25022 5
Table 7.1: Comparison of the anyonic MERA and the anyonic MPS results for the anyonic
Hubbard model. This is done for the four different gapless phases, the golden chain (GC),
low filling (LF), intermittent filling (IF), and high filling (HF) phases. The parameters
for µ and t‖ from the Hamiltonian as defined in figure 7.2 are explicitly given and all
other parameters (J‖, J⊥, and t⊥) are all set to -1. As can be seen the MERA ground
state energy is within about 1% of the MPS ground state energy for the LF and HF
phases, the IF case a difference of around only 3% is observed. In the case of the GC
phase the ground state energy is lower in the anyonic MERA then in the anyonic MPS.
This provides good evidence that the anyonic MERA is functioning properly, however
optimisation would be needed to reach the MPS levels. The central charges were also
computed for these phases, for all phases excluding the high filling (HF) phase match the
predicted central charge to within a couple of percent, again providing strong evidence
that the anyonic MERA code is fully functioning.
7.4 SU(2) Level k Heisenberg Models
The next model I will focus on is the SU(2) level k Heisenberg models. These models
are special points along the XXZ models I have been working with in chapters 5 and
6, reproduced in equation (7.15). The reason that I will now focus on these particular
points of the XXZ model is that they have additional anyonic symmetries and when these
symmetries are exploited form a complete set of unitary minimal model CFTs. Minimal
model CFTs are conformal field theories built from a finite number of irreducible repre-
sentations of the Virasoro algebra when these are unitary representations of the Virasoro
algebra then the model is a unitary minimal model CFT. The complete set of unitary
minimal models arising from the XXZ model are characterised by an integer k ≥ 2 with
XXZ parameter ∆k =
dk
2






these minimal models don’t emerge from the Hamiltonians in equation (7.15) but instead









































(σzi+1 − σzi )
]
(7.16)
To properly study these Hamiltonians we need to describe the physics in terms of the
the anyonic SU(2)k symmetry. This is because the modified equation (see (7.16) for
details) can’t be studied with non-anyonic MERA since the local Hamiltonian terms are
not hermitian. Once this Hamiltonian is converted to make use of this symmetry it turns
out to correspond to an anti-ferromagnetic Hamiltonian. This Hamiltonian is built out
of a term which looks like the one given in figure 7.4 and for k = ∞ (∆k = 1) the
Hamiltonian takes the form of the Heisenberg model and has a SU(2) symmetry. This
means the ground state can be interpreted as attempting to maximise the fraction of the
wavefunction where neighbouring spin 1
2
particles form a singlet. Outside of k =∞, and
in general for k ≥ 2, we can view the Hamiltonian as doing the same thing but for a












Figure 7.4: The local ferromagnetic interaction term for the SU(2)k anyonic models.
For all integer k ≥ 2 this term takes 2 neighbouring spin 1
2
particles (indicated by solid
lines) and projects this space onto the fusion into a singlet (indicated by the dotted line).
Arrows are left off these terms because the SU(2)k symmetry is self-dual for all values
of k. This representation with symmetry SU(2)k is equivalent to H˜XXZ from equation






The different minimal models that arise for the different values of k each give rise to a
different central charges given by equation (7.17) with the ground state energies given by
the integral in equation (7.18) [85].
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level (k=) E0,exact E0 ∆E0 ∆relE0
2 −0.8183099 −0.8183083 1.58× 10−6 1.9× 10−6
3 −0.7639320 −0.7639283 3.69× 10−6 4.8× 10−6
4 −0.7393319 −0.7393048 2.71× 10−5 3.7× 10−5
5 −0.7258733 −0.7258533 1.99× 10−5 2.7× 10−5
6 −0.7176347 −0.7176279 6.78× 10−6 9.4× 10−6
7 −0.7121977 −0.7121905 7.20× 10−6 1.0× 10−5
8 −0.7084096 −0.7084021 7.51× 10−6 1.1× 10−5
9 −0.7056595 −0.7056516 7.82× 10−6 1.1× 10−5
10 −0.7035970 −0.7035890 7.98× 10−6 1.1× 10−5
Table 7.2: Ground state energy results and comparison to analytical results for the SU(2)k
anyonic MERA calculations.
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(7.18)
As mentioned before, this set of models are interesting because they produce a complete
family of unitary minimal models which can be used to test the lifting procedure discussed
in chapters 5 and 6. An additional feature is the deformed symmetry that means that we
have a finite number of possible irreps on each edge in these models. Further the variety
of values of the central charges that we get are interesting because it gives me a set of
central charge values between 0.5 and 1 which can be used to test the Ryu-Takayanagi
formula for the bulk MERA which is done in section 7.5.
Numerically these calculations were computed using the MERA code build from my any-
onic symmetries manipulation code for values of k between 2 and 10. The numerical
calculations I did were with 4 transitional layers and degeneracy dimensions of 4 for spin
half and, for k > 2, a degeneracy dimension of 3 for spin three halves irreps. The numer-
ical results of the MERA properties are given in table 7.2 for the ground state energies,
and in table 7.3 for the central charges.
As can be seen, with the exception of results for k = 4 and k = 5 the ground state
energy errors are all within roughly 1.1× 10−5 relative error and the central charges are
all roughly 6× 10−3 below the expected central charge (in percentage, 0.6%). For k = 4
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level (k=) cexact c ∆c ∆relc
2 0.50000 0.50158 1.58× 10−3 3.2× 10−3
3 0.70000 0.70318 3.18× 10−3 4.5× 10−3
4 0.80000 0.81733 1.73× 10−2 2.2× 10−2
5 0.85714 0.86950 1.24× 10−2 1.4× 10−2
6 0.89285 0.89781 4.95× 10−3 5.5× 10−3
7 0.91667 0.92217 5.51× 10−3 6.0× 10−3
8 0.93333 0.93889 5.56× 10−3 6.0× 10−3
9 0.94545 0.95113 5.67× 10−3 6.0× 10−3
10 0.95454 0.96046 5.92× 10−3 6.2× 10−3
Table 7.3: Central charge results and comparison to expected central charge results for
the SU(2)k anyonic MERA calculations. Here we can see that most results are about
0.5% relative error, except for the the central charge results in the k = 4 and k = 5 cases
which are worst then the other calculated results.
and k = 5 a larger uncertainty is observed in the results, however they are still quite
small with the relative uncertainties being less then a factor of 4 larger then the other
cases. These calculations indicate that the numerical results for the anyonic MERA are
accurate and the code discussed in appendix D is working correctly.
Having demonstrated that the anyonic MERA is working correctly we can now use the
results to begin to study the bulk MERA using anyonic systems. This is discussed further
in section 7.5.
7.5 Anyonic Symmetry Results
When analysing the anyonic bulk MERA many of the details from chapter 6 can be used,
including how the symmetric lifting tensor is defined. However certain interpretations
must be modified due to the fact that anyonic symmetries are fundamentally non-local.
While the results in sections 6.3 and 6.4 both hold, only the particle interpretation of
the irreps should be used because of the fractional quantum dimensions in the anyonic
models. Fractional dimensions of anyons need to be interpreted as the anyons emerging
from many-body behaviour and are therefore effective particles. In this picture the non-
trivial braiding behaviour demonstrated by the anyons refer to the non-local, effective,
properties of anyons.
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In this example, when converting the equation (7.16) into the anyonic representation the
sites are no longer truly local but have non-local properties. This is a result of eliminating
the imaginary terms in equation (7.16) by absorbing them into the SU(2)k symmetry.
When doing this we are performing a non-local change of basis, this causes the non-local
global symmetries in equation (7.16) to become anyonic on-site global symmetries. The
non-local basis change is also the source of the fractional dimensions we see in anyonic
irreps.
This also means the interpretation of the on-site anyonic symmetries as a local symme-
try in the bulk is not exactly a sensible physical interpretation unless we are willing to
accept particles with fractional internal dimensions. Furthermore, because this model is
non-Abelian the corresponding spin networks can have degrees of freedom on the vertices
which we don’t have access to as bulk degrees of freedom in this model. Modifying the
lifting procedure to give access to these degrees of freedom may be possible, however that
question is not one that I will attempt to answer in this thesis.
Having discussed the differences due to studying a non-Abelian anyonic model rather
then Abelian models, as done in chapter 6, I can now introduce my preliminary results
for the lifted anyonic MERA.
level (k=) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Dimension 5.66 9.47 12.12 13.95 15.23 16.16 16.84 17.36 17.77
# of spin half 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
# of spin 3 halves N/A 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Table 7.4: The total dimensions for the different models I studied with 4 copies of the
spin half irrep and 3 copies of the spin three halves irrep (for k > 2). As can be seen
above k = 5 the dimensions seem to be relatively steady, below it the dimensions seem to
change quite rapidly. Note that the dimension here is the sum of the quantum dimension












In chapters 5 and 6 all tests for the lifted MERA Ryu-Takayanagi formula were studied
with the bond dimension fixed between the different models. However as can be seen in
table 7.4 the dimensions are different between the different models even though we have
fixed the bond dimensions to be the same in corresponding charge sectors. This means
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that unlike with my other calculations I can no longer automatically ignore the bond
dimension when comparing the results of bulk models. When doing the computation
in chapter 5 this was observed when comparing the entropy densities for χ = 10 and
χ = 12 non-symmetric models (thought not included in this thesis) where χ = 12 models
have a higher entropy density by roughly 0.2. Repeating the procedure for computing
the bulk entropy along the spine as was done in chapters 5 and 6 we do not recover the
Ryu-Takayanagi behaviour, however as suggested by table 7.4 and the tests comparing
the χ = 10 and χ = 12 non-symmetric models the bond dimension may be an influential
factor in the anyonic case.
To get around this issue of the bond dimension there are two approaches that I could have
taken, one is to select bond dimensions so that total bond dimension (see table 7.4) is
roughly constant so I could minimise the possible impact that different bond dimensions
may have on the entropy density. The other option is to consider only a single value of k
and to change the bond dimensions and try to analyse the dependence on the total bond
dimension χ.
Since considering the second option requires more analysis then I have had time to do
so far, I will focus on the first option. This is done by selecting a subset of the anyonic
models from section 7.4 where the bond dimensions from table 7.4 are approximately the
same. This choice is somewhat arbitrary but the choice made here is to keep all models
with k > 5. All dimensions above that are roughly constant, in the models where k < 5
it is clear that the bond dimension is changing fairly rapidly, and for k = 5 this model
is excluded both because it is not clear which case it falls into and the k = 5 MERA
calculation is one of the worst ones in terms of accuracy (based on central charge and
ground state energies). The entropy density results as a function of central charge is
shown in figure 7.5 and we can see that for these cases the behaviour of the entropy
density appears to be roughly linear with respect to the central charge.
Because of the lack of analysis of the bond dimension the question regarding Ryu-
Takayanagi formula in anyonic systems is still open. But in this analysis we have now
shown a demonstration of some properties of the Ryu-Takayanagi formula in a family of
unitary minimal model CFTs lifted to the bulk MERA. Beyond this it would be inter-
esting to analyse other bulk properties of this family, for example analysing the Wilson
loops in the bulk which are no longer going to be zero as the gauge degrees of freedom
are no longer Abelian, however this will be a topic for future work.
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Entropy Density For SU(2)k Critical Spin Chains
Figure 7.5: Entropy densities corresponding to the lifted MERA models with k > 5 (as
described in section 7.4) against their central charges. In this case all the total bond
dimensions for all models plotted are roughly equal. This means we can treat corrections
due to bond dimension as negligible, just as in chapters 5 and 6. Again we and see
that the bulk entropy density tends to increase with respect to the central charge of the
boundary model.
The choice of which values of k were used in this analysis is somewhat arbitrary. Above
k = 5 the bond dimension seemed to be roughly constant, while below k = 5 the bond
dimension clearly varied as a function of k. I only kept the k > 5 models because
k = 5 does not fit neatly into either constant vs non-constant bond dimension, but when
considering the results of tables 7.3 and (to a lesser extent) 7.2 the k = 5 model has
larger errors then other models and so it was excluded from the results shown here.
In this figure the minimum values for the copy lifting tensor distribution are left out and
only the mode and maximum values for the copy lifting tensor results, along with the basis
independent lifting tensor results, are shown. The colour scheme for this is same as similar
figures from chapters 5 and 6 where the basis independent results are indicated by blue,
the mode results by black, and the maximum values for the corresponding distributions
are green.
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Analysing the results of the Ryu-Takayanagi formula in this chapter and in the previous
chapters 5 and 6 the question of if this correspondence can be made more rigorous. Pos-
sible improvements may occur if the numerical calculations used for the MERA converge
more closely to the true numerical values. It may also be possible that this methodology
may not be the correct methodology to produce a tensor network analogue of the Ryu-
Takayanagi formula. However with careful analysis we can find that the tensors used in
the calculation of the bulk entropy along geodesic γA corresponds exactly to the tensors
that contribute to the entropy of the the boundary region A of the MERA (excluding
lifting tensors). This can be observed by realising that all tensors outside the geodesic
path are eliminated by tracing over the complement of A. All tensors inside the geodesic
path but not along it turn out to be paired with its complex conjugate transpose when
computing Tr (ρα) for integer α. Further, since we have built the lifting tensors such that
they can be removed by bulk operations it is clear that there should be some method to
recover the entropy of MERA region A by operations along the geodesic γA. Explorations
of alternative methods to the Ryu-Takayanagi formula in the lifted MERA formalism is




This work has explored several concepts regarding the relationship between symmetries,
tensor networks, and the holographic principle. The main theme of this thesis was the to
discuss a procedure for ”lifting” a tensor network that describes a quantum state. From
this lifting a quantum bulk state is constructed and is shown to demonstrate key features
of the holographic duality. This was done for boundary states both with and without
global symmetries, for the corresponding bulk theories this respectively corresponds to
theories with and without gauge fields. In addition to the central theme there was a sec-
ondary theme about implementing on-site symmetries in tensor networks to allow me to
explore liftings of boundary theories with global symmetries. This involved the develop-
ment of code which implemented the methods required to modify and contract symmetric
tensor networks. This work was not included in the main part of the thesis but rather
the results were included in appendix D. In order for the thesis to be self-contained, the
background required to understand this analysis is discussed in appendix C.
The central idea of this work was to explore a method to find a tensor network analogy
to the holographic principle. One robust enough to lift any tensor network description of
a quantum state to a bulk theory. Significant steps have been taken towards developing
analogous ideas and reproducing aspects of the holographic dictionary in the lifted MERA
model throughout this dissertation. This includes demonstrating a correspondence be-
tween operators on the bulk and those on the boundary, demonstrating analogous rela-
tions to those expected from the gravity-gauge literature. The Ryu-Takayanagi formula
was also reproduced here for a 1+1D system on the boundary, considering a variety of
critical spin models numerically. Finally I also reproduced the expectation that global
symmetries on the boundary correspond to asymptotic symmetries in the bulk, showing
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up as global on-site symmetries on the boundary giving rise to local on-site symmetries
in the bulk.
This method does have limitations and the holographic analogues I have talked about
don’t map exactly onto holographic ideas. Perhaps the most glaring of these is that the
correspondence I draw inspiration from is known as the gauge-gravity duality, however I
have not discussed anything in the form of gravity or gravitational curvature appearing in
my model. Another geometric property that is not exact is the analogous Ryu-Takayanagi
formula, the original formula proposes a connection between the geometric distances in
the bulk and the entropy on the boundary. The boundary entropy is well defined in
my model, but in the bulk I used a surrogate measure for the geodesic length, the bulk
entropy. While additive in the large limit, the bulk entropy is only expected to be pro-
portional to a true measure of geodesic length (again only in the large geodesic limit).
Further the way this has been analysed in this thesis is only accurate for particular
geodesic paths in the bulk. However the translational invariance of the original MERA
suggests this should hold everywhere in the bulk is not a problem.
The limitations in this collection of work are notable, regardless the parts of the holo-
graphic dictionary this duality reproduces are promising as this is currently just a toy
model. But the potential to use tensor networks as a Rosetta stone between strongly
correlated systems and holographic ideas is a potent idea. Further these limitations only
exist when trying to directly connect these ideas directly to quantum gravity rather then
letting the relations of the ”lifting” procedure and resultant states stand on their own.
These methods and results rely on nothing beyond tensor network and quantum infor-
mation ideas and therefore stand regardless of any interpretation related to the duality.
These limitations also offer future research avenues for this work to explore. An obvious
one is to ask how gravity may appear in the bulk MERA, assuming the bulk is grav-
itational in some sense. Intuitively this might emerge in some manner similar to the
gauge fields, exploiting additional hidden symmetries in the structure of tensor networks,
particularly in the degeneracy degrees of freedom. This may be a bit ambitious for the
first step and rather we may wish to further characterise this Ryu-Takayanagi formula I
have demonstrated and understand when, how, why, and to what extent it arises. The
question of confinement in a non-Abelian models is also interesting, as in this thesis only
Abelian Wilson loops were considered (and behave trivially). No attempt has been made
to compute Wilson loops for non-Abelian models with this lifting procedure so far, but
given the results with the anyonic models this is a clear forward step. Beyond these two
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steps, a deeper understanding of the literature of the holographic principle and gravity
gauge dualities may be highly valuable to look for other connections beyond the ones
discussed in this thesis.
A separate and supportive idea that I worked on throughout my PhD was the develop-
ment of code which was used for the numerical calculations in this thesis (described in
appendix D). As demonstrated in the calculations throughout this thesis the development
of the code has been achieved with the exception of some minor limitations occurring for
networks my work did not explore. Regardless of these minor limitations this code is very
general and has applications to cases outside the ones I have demonstrated. Accounting
for these edge cases and optimising the code are the next steps before publishing the
library for further use by the community. This will have clear applications for researchers
wishing to study anyonic systems with tensor networks. This suite of tools will allow re-
searchers to get involved in numerical computations with only familiarity of the graphical
manipulations of tensor networks, not needing to develop the highly specialised knowl-
edge and code required to manipulate symmetric and anyonic tensor networks. This
opens up these techniques for easy use by a wider audience. After exposure to relevant
communities additional useful tools which should be added to the toolbox may become
apparent and can also be added.
The ideas developed and explored in this thesis have demonstrated my contributions to
academic knowledge made throughout my PhD. The primary project demonstrated a
tensor network analogy motivated by the ideas of the holographic principle from quan-
tum gravity. This provides the ground work for understanding in the relatively simple
language of tensor networks a discrete analogue of the holographic principle. The side
project, done to support numerical efforts in my main work, resulted in the development
of tools to compute tensor networks with arbitrary on-site symmetries. A result which
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This appendix contains details on various, non 1D MERA, tensor network approaches
relevant to this thesis but not significant enough to include in the main thesis. These are
mainly tensor networks which are used in papers discussed in the main text and included
here for self containment. The 6 networks are: matrix product states (MPS), projected
entangled pair states (PEPS), 2D MERA, the continuous MERA (cMERA), perfect ten-
sors and random tensor networks.
MPS are the simplest tensor network commonly used for many-body physics and a highly
successful anzats, but unlike the MERA does not exploit the renormalisation length scale
in its structure. PEPS is a natural extension to MPS in higher dimensions, unlike MPS it
can decay polynomially. Though it is not efficient to compute expectation values without
some approximations. The 2D MERA is a 2D extension to the MERA as it is discussed
in the main text (where I only discussed 1D spin chains). This extension makes it clear
that the MERA works in arbitrary dimensions, and unlike PEPS retains the efficient
method to compute expectation values. The continuous MERA is a continuous version
of the MERA which describes field theories as opposed to spin chains, but builds the
disentangler/isometry structure of the MERA in a continuous fashion. Perfect tensors
are a type of tensor used in [10, 81] and are tensors with an even number of bonds which
form unitaries for any splitting of bonds. Random tensor networks are tensor networks
constructed from random tensors and are used in [14].
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A.1 Matrix Product States:
The matrix product state (MPS) is the most commonly used tensor network for many
body systems and used as an approximation to ground states for quantum systems with
a local Hamiltonian. The MPS first occurred as a description for one dimensional (1D)
quantum lattice models, however later work was done to extend it to a subset of two
dimensional (2D) lattices by ordering the sites on the 2D lattice so that it is a quasi-1D
system.






M jiki,ki+1 |φji,i〉 (A.1)
Where {|φj,i〉}j forms an orthogonal basis on site i, and if periodic then kN+1 = k1. The
name comes from the interpretation of this is a product of matrices where each entry is a
vector state so rather then writing it as a rank three tensor we let Mki,ki+1 = ~v for some
vector v. The states |φji,i〉 corresponds to a state on site i and is a choice of orthogonal
basis states in a Hilbert space of dimension d. The labels ki corresponding to the sums
between matrices, are the virtual bonds of the wavefunction and have a, often signifi-
cantly larger dimension, χ. This is diagrammatically represented in figure A.1 below.
The MPS for a ground states can be computed through 2 common algorithms. The first
is the density matrix renormalisation group (DMRG) which updates each site by a vari-
ational procedure similar to updating the MERA by optimising over the ground state
as discussed in chapter 4. Specifically this is computing the environment of the MPS
component tensors, M jiki,ki+1 , with respect to the expectation value of the Hamiltonian
〈H〉 and maximally optimising and detailed further in [20]. The second procedure is time
evolution block decimation (TEBD) which optimises the MPS by stating that the ground
state can be reached by imaginary time evolution of a ground state. Trotter decomposi-

















Figure A.1: The graphical description of the matrix product state used for approximat-
ing the ground state of a one dimensional system. For finite periodic systems the end
bonds eventually loop back to each other, in the infinite case this continues off to either
side infinitely.And for boundary systems, the boundary sites only have one virtual bond.
For terminology purposes the vertical bonds are the physical bonds of dimension d and
each of them corresponds to an actual physical site of the system we are approximat-
ing. The horizontal bonds are the virtual bonds of dimension χ. This dimension χ is
often much greater then d (the dimension of the physical sites) and to recover the wave-
function these bonds must be traced over (indicated by connections in the figure above)
to recover expression (A.1) for the wavefunction. The virtual bonds can also be inter-
preted as transferring non-local information between physical sites, leading to non-trivial
correlation functions, however because of the structure the correlations must decay ex-
ponentially. As χ increases the amount of non-local information that can be transferred
increases, and therefore the range over which we can see correlations increases.




iodd h˜i,i+1. The tilde is simply to help
indicate if the local component is of the odd or even set of component Hamiltonians. This
is discussed in greater detail in the review [20].
There are two main issues with the MPS ansatz which are: difficulties modelling critical
spin models due to the fact taht MPS only allowing exponentially decaying correlations
(or constant correlations), and the fact that it is really a 1D ground state. I mentioned
earlier that 2D MPS has been performed [74], however the restrictions on the geometry is
that the periodicity of one of the directions of the 2D space is highly restricted as shown
in figure A.2. This is because for 2D lattices with period L the MPS may be chosen
such that two neighbouring sites in the physical model may be of distance L apart in the
MPS description. Since correlations decay exponentially and correlation strengths can
be increased by increasing the bond dimension χ. If we want to fix a correlation strength
between these neighbouring sites then the bond dimension needs to grow as χMPS ∼ λL,
strongly bounding the size of L due to exponential resource costs.
Both of these issues are fixed by looking at the MERA, an ansatz specifically designed
to describe critical systems, and has natural extensions to higher dimensions while still
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Figure A.2: An example of how a 2D lattice can be mapped onto a 1D chain. This can
be extended to working on a D cylinder by identifying the two edges to make one of the
directions periodic (and a torus if two pairs of edges are identified). However we expect
the bond dimension to grow exponentially with the size of the short direction so that
adjacent sites can be correlated as strongly as nearest neighbours should be.
growing linearly with the number of lattice sites as discussed in section A.3.
A.2 PEPS
The projected entangled pair states (PEPS) is a natural extension to the MPS taking
it to a higher dimension, with the 1D version of the tensor network naturally simplifies
to the MPS[20, 19]. The higher dimensional PEPS has a couple of differences compared
with the MPS, some of which are advantageous and some of which are disadvantageous.
In the MPS there is an exponential decay of correlation functions. However in the PEPS
correlation functions can have polynomial decay due to the multiple paths that corre-
lations can be carried between physical sites (due to the higher dimensional geometry).
This higher dimensional geometry comes at a cost by increasing the computational com-
plexity of computing expectation values to grow exponentially with the system size, this
means approximations must be made whenever computing an expectation value with the
PEPS.
The PEPS is a lattice of sites where each site in the lattice with an associated tensor.
This tensor has one bond of dimension d corresponding to the physical degree of freedom
on the corresponding lattice site and a number of virtual bonds of dimension χ equal
to the number of adjacent sites in the lattice. These virtual bonds are then connected
for adjacent lattice sites as shown in figure A.3. From this definition it is clear that the
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definition extends to arbitrarily high dimensions, and if we restrict to a chain then this
will restrict to the MPS as described in section A.1.
Figure A.3: An example of a PEPS tensor network. This Network describes the same
lattice as shown in figure A.2. However unlike that figure there are bonds between all
nearest neighbour sites, this means we don’t have an exponential increase in virtual bond
dimension with system size. Just like figure A.2 this can be a plane, cylinder or torus
depending on how the edges are identified.
Because of the model existing in higher dimensions it turns out that the correlation
functions are no longer fundamentally limited to being only exponentially decaying (or
constant) due to multiple paths between sites, thereby allowing for algebraically decay-
ing correlation functions [20]. Although it is critical, this criticality can correspond to a
classical criticality, encoding true quantum criticality into a higher dimension from say
1D into a 2D PEPS model. This means we could consider encoding true 2D quantum
criticality into a 3D PEPS, the conditions required for a 2D PEPS to truly encode 2D
quantum criticality is currently unknown [20].
The disadvantage of computing PEPS is that computing expectation values is now inef-
ficient, arising from the extra dimensions. Specifically this is because the boundary of a
region now grows with size, causing the intermittent memory cost to also grow exponen-
tially with the boundary area. This means the only way to compute expectation values
in the PEPS is to make approximations during the expectation value calculation. [20]
When variationally initialising the PEPS with a given local Hamiltonian there are two
kinds of approaches which can be done, analogous to the approaches that can be taken
for the MPS. The first is the computation of an environment of a PEPS tensor with re-
spect to the Hamiltonian expectation value, then optimising the tensor component with
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respect to that environment. This will be effected by the issues with computing expecta-
tion values being a hard problem making the variational updating hard as well. On the
other hand the updating via imaginary time evolution is a highly local update procedure
and would not be effected by the difficulty in computing expectation values and would
still be an efficient updating procedure.
A.3 2D MERA
One important open question for many body physics is how to study systems in dimen-
sions greater then one. As discussed in section A.1 the MPS made a partial attempt to
solve that, however exponential computational cost growth restricted the applications of
these to cylindrical systems with limited periodic ranges. The MERA construction has
extensions to higher dimensions with bond dimensions constant in size, and polynomial
costs with respect to the bond dimensions [106]. This has memory and time costs which
scale much quicker then the 1D MERA, O(χ14) and O(χ16) respectively, however χ = 6
is sufficient for 2D modelling (being within 1% of the best monte-carlo results) [106].
In the 2D MERA there are three components, a disentangler u : V⊗4 → V⊗4, a disentan-
gler ν : V⊗4 → V⊗2, and an isometry w : V⊗5 → V. In each layer 9 sites, in a 3 by 3
block, are reduced to a single effective site as shown in figure A.4. This is done by first
taking a set of 4 sites at the corners and rotating them 45 degrees onto the boundaries
between effective sites with the first disentangler u (figure A.4b). Then compressing the
4 sites along each boundary between the new effective sites into a site on each side of the
boundary with the second disentangler ν (figure A.4c). These two operators are called
disentanglers because they exist along the boundary between effective sites and so are
removing short-ranged entanglement between the new effective sites. The final operation
is the isometry w which takes the cross like set of intermediate sites into a single new
effective site (figure A.4d).
This demonstrates a possible approach to tensor networks in higher dimensions, with an
example in 2D which can easily be imaginable to extend to higher dimensions. In addition
any variational approaches would result in polynomial behaviour with the bond dimen-
sion χ which based on the behaviour of the lower dimensional MERA, and the design
philosophy behind the tensor networks, would be independent of the lattice size. Finally
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as discussed before the cost for computing grows as χ16 severely limiting the possibility
to increase the internal bond dimension χ. This makes it difficult to extend the current
two dimensional MERAs to model more complicated spin lattices in 2D, which appears
to have limited development for the time being. However developments in tensor network
techniques may open these approaches, to which the procedure of lifting as discussed in
chapters 5 and 6 will naturally extend to higher dimensional MERA structures. Though
subtleties will occur as to how the higher dimensional MERA should be suppressed onto
a 2D plane, a requirement for the construction of symmetric tensors as mentioned in
section 6.3.
Compared to the PEPS as discussed in section A.2, the 2D MERA has expectation values
that can be efficiently, exactly computed. This means that no approximations are needed
in order to compute the expectation values once the 2D MERA tensors have been fixed.
A secondary difference is that the 2D MERA tensor network is in a higher dimension
then the 2D PEPS, this allows the 2D MERA to be interpreted as having holographic
properties which don’t appear in the 2D PEPS.
A.4 Continuous MERA
There are of course questions about how to apply the MERA to a quantum field theory
as opposed to a discrete analogue. The continuous MERA [11, 79] was an approach to
solve that problem by introducing a continuous set of wavefunctions corresponding to the
quantum field theory at different length scales. Mathematically this was a one parameter
family of wavefunctions |Ψ(u)〉 ∈ HΛ where momentum k is cut off at |k| ≤ Λeu and u is
the analogue of the layer introduced in the MERA. The UV and IR limits are then defined
to be uUV = 0 and uIR = ∞ with special states |Ψ〉 = |Ψ(uUV )〉 and |Ω〉 = |Ψ(uIR)〉
corresponding to the UV and IR limit wavefunctions.
The transformation between different length scale is generated by two operators, L which
is the scale transformation the same at all u and leaves the IR scale invariant L|Ω〉 = 0.
This is said to be the case because the IR wavefunction has no entanglement and each
spatial point behaves independently. This generator is the analogue for the isometries in
the MERA, for the disentanglers the analogue generating operator is K(u) which changes
at different length scales. With these two generators is is transform between different el-
ements of the one parameter family of wavefunctions using the unitary transformation:
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Where P means path ordered, putting all operators of smaller u to the right. Viewing
this transformation from UV to IR we see this procedure as removing entanglement with
K(u) then coarse graining with L. This can of course be transformed into the Heisen-
berg picture by defining operators at different length scales as O(u) = U(0, u)−1OU(0, u)
where operator O = O(0 = uUV ) and find that 〈Ψ|O|Ψ〉 = 〈Ψ(u)|O(u)|Ψ(u)〉 for all
length scales u.
We can also define an interaction picture:




−i ∫ u1u2 Kˆ(u)du] eiu2L (A.4)
Where the disentanglement operator is transformed to Kˆ(u) = eiuLK(u)e−iuL and can
define a new wavefunction |Φ(u)〉 = eiuL|Ψ(u)〉 which is the wavefunction at length scale





−i ∫ uuIR Kˆ(s)ds] |Ω〉 (A.5)
This approach is not really a numerical technique to the same degree as the MERA,
though it is imaginable to look at approaching this by variational updating the operators
K(u) (or Kˆ(u)). However because it is built on the MERA it is reasonable to consider
that this approach may have a lifting procedure defined on it as a lifting procedure is
defined in the main text. The main problem with defining this is to work out how to
define something analogous to a lifting tensor in the bulk where there are no clear bonds
in the MERA, if this could be done then this lifting procedure could be used to produce
a bulk cMERA state which is continuous as an analogous to a bulk MERA state that
was the focus of the main text of the thesis.
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A.5 Perfect Tensors
In the paper by Pastawski, Yoshida, Harlow and Preskill [10], colloquially known as the
HaPPY paper, makes use of a kind of tensor called a perfect tensor. This tensor is es-
sentially a ”super-unitary” tensor as all possible combinations of tensor bonds to make
it a matrix would give rise to a matrix proportional to an isometry.
A perfect tensor T is defined to be a tensor with an even number, 2n, of bonds such that
if we choose any n bonds to combine into a single multi-index bond, ~a = (j1, · · · , jn), and
the compliment set to be combined into another multi-index bond, ~b = (jn+1, · · · , j2n),
then we have a unitary. We can write this as U~a~b = Tj1,··· ,jn,jn+1,··· ,j2n where U is a unitary
matrix. Because U is unitary if we choose to split the bonds in an uneven manner then
we find that W~c~d where ~c = (j1, · · · , jn+m) and ~d = (jn+m+1, · · · , j2n), is proportional










(U †)b,~`α ) where the








Where Id is the identity and we can see that any splitting of bonds from this tensor to
make a matrix must be proportional to an isometry. This is a highly restrictive condition
but it turns out that non-trivial solutions exist [10].
The key reason perfect tensors were used in the HaPPY paper was that a tensor net-
work built out of only perfect tensors can be viewed as a unitary from some choice of cut
through the network to the boundary sites of the network. This was generally done where
the geometry is hyperbolic and so means the reduced density takes the form of a tensor
product of maximally mixed states under some isometric transformation. This gives rise
to the Ryu-Takayanagi formula expected from holographic systems. This kind of network
also gives rise to encodings of qubits in a manner such that they are most resilient to loss
(perfect decoding upto some number of losses before getting no information out).
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A.6 Random Tensor Networks
A random tensor network is closely related to the idea of PEPS, a set of random tensors
|T 〉 are constructed and then we associate the bonds of the tensors by projecting with
the maximally entangled state. Given these random tensors the tensor network is then
converted into a map between bulk degrees of freedom and boundary degrees of freedom
leading to the Ryu-Takayinagi formula emerging under certain conditions [14].
A rank n random tensor |T 〉 is defined as |T 〉 = ∑~j Tj1,j2,··· ,jn|j1〉⊗ |j2〉⊗ · · · ⊗ |jn〉 which
with proper normalisation is a quantum wavefunction on n sites. Before connecting the
sites together each random tensor is a wavefunction corresponding to a particular vertex
in the network, leading to a total wavefunction |ψ〉 = ⊗x∈V |Tx〉. If we wish to connect
virtual bonds in the network then we view this as a projection onto a maximally entangled






|µb,x,i〉 ⊗ |µb,y,i〉 (A.7)
Where |µe,x,i〉 is a complete orthonormal basis for bond b on vertex x, labelled by i. Using










This is exactly the same as PEPS, though the paper where it is used [14] use this slightly
unusual notation due to their interpretation of what they are doing. One difference is
that the physical bonds left correspond to both bulk and boundary degrees of freedom,
whereas in the PEPS there is no sense in distinguishing. In their case they also fix some

























The random tensor network is then defined as the integral over all possible random unit
tensors |Tx〉, unit meaning 〈Tx|Tx〉 = 1 which can be defined via a uniform random
distributions of unitaries U and arbitrary reference state |0x〉 via |Tx〉 = U |0x〉. This
construction here is then a map taking a given bulk state into a boundary state based
on some bulk geometry. And the goal of studying this was then to study relationships







This work then focused on a bulk state with a pure direct product structure ρbulk =⊗
x∈V |φx〉〈φx| which means this map reduces to creating a random tensor network for
the boundary. And when computing the second Renyi entropy for this it turns out to
be related to the partition function for the Ising model in the bulk. Further analysis
indicates that this correspondence between a bulk Ising model and a boundary state also
recovers the Ryu-Takyinagi formula, however further analysis of the properties of this
tensor network the reader is advised to read [14].
Finally it is worth pointing out that while they were developed separately the random
tensor network approach and the random sampling of choices of copy lifting tensors, first
introduced in chapter 5 are similar with respect to the uniform distribution of unitaries.
The main difference being that in the random tensor network approach the tensors are
randomly distributed over rather then the bonds as in the copy lifting tensor approach.
While there are other differences the use of a uniform distribution of random unitaries
begs the question of if the adherence to the Ryu-Takayinagi formula in both cases is due
to suppression of fluctuations due to the random unitaries as it is attibuted in the case




Figure A.4: An example of how a 2D lattice is renormalised into a lattice of effective sites
by the 2D MERA. a) Initial sites blocked into 3-by-3 sets where dotted lines separate
the regions which are going to be renormalised into a single effective site. b) The corner
sites are rotated 45 degrees by the first disentangler u. c) The second disentangler ν is
applied to each boundary, combining the 4 sites (including 2 of the newly rotated sites)
into two intermittent effective sites, one on each side of the boundary, the remaining sites
now look like crosses. d) Coarse graining the remaining sites into effective sites.[106]
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Appendix B
Derivation of Basis Independent Lift
The basis independent lift was introduced in chapter 5, however it was asked that the
reader take the form of the basis independent lifting tensor on faith as a complete basis
of rank 4 tensors invariant under a change of basis. With the definitions of symmetric
tensors given in chapters 6 and C it is now possible to demonstrate that statement as
accurate. This all boils down to the question of characterising the tensors which are
symmetric under a change of basis, i.e. for all bonds χ-dimensional then the unitary





Figure B.1: The definition of a symmetric rank 4 tensor, specifically corresponding to the
lifting tensor. Note that two bonds are going in and two coming out in the same manner
as was done in the symmetric lifting tensor case.
Since all the unitaries in this definition correspond to the same group elements we can
break them each into Ug = U˜ge
iφg where eiφgχ = det(Ug) meaning that by construction U˜g




the phase component from a Ug cancels with the corresponding phase from a U
†
g . There-
fore this statement about invariance under U(χ) operators reduces to the same statement
about SU(χ) operators U˜g. Since for every element in SU(χ) there is an element in U(χ)
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then the statement in figure B.1 is equivalent if g ∈ U(χ) or for g ∈ SU(χ).[86]
This reduces the question to one of studying the set of rank 4 tensors which are symmetric
under SU(χ). This is quite a large class of symmetric tensors however because we know
the dimension of each bond to be χ this restricts our study down to the cases where the
external bonds are the smallest non-trivial representations, known as the fundamental
representations, or their dual representations. Both these representations have dimension
χ and the representation of an SU(χ) operator on it is the fundamental matrix representa-
tion of an SU(χ) element. Or its complex conjugate in the case of the dual representation.
Studying figure B.1 we can further reduce the allowed symmetric tensors to have two
fixed external bonds with fundamental representations and two fixed external bonds to
have the duals of fundamental representations. With all this we can use the formalism
developed in chapter C to realise that there are two bases which can be obviously chosen
as shown in figure B.2. In each case a fundamental representation of SU(χ) is fused with
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Figure B.2: Two choices of bases for describing the space of solutions of figure B.1. In both
these cases we have mixed a fundamental representation with its dual, denoted by a single
bold line with the arrows distinguishing the dual from the fundamental representation.
For SU(χ) this turns out to give rise to a dimension 1 symmetric representation (denoted
by a dotted line and by S, and a dimension χ2−1 anti-symmetric representation (denoted
by double lines and an A). This is the complete space of symmetric rank 4 tensors and
the basis vectors in each option are a different, orthogonal descriptions of a 2D vector
space.
For short hand we will define the basis elements as S for symmetric and A for anti-
symmetric, in addition I will distinguish between the two basis choices by a subscript
c(1) for figure B.2a and subscript c(2) for figure B.2b. We now can show that the anti-
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symmetric case (short-hand Ac(1)) in one of the basis choices can be re-expressed in terms
of the symmetric cases of the other two representations (short-hand Sc(1) and Sc(2)).
Looking at the 2-to-2 transformation in chapter C we can see that we can re-express Sc(2)
in terms of the other basis as Sc(2) = γSc(1) + δAc(1) where both γ and δ are non-zero.
This can be rearranged to give equation (B.1) and so since any possible solution is some
sum of Sc(1) and Ac(1). The same equation indicates that we could completely re-write
the basis in terms of Sc(1) and Sc(2) which is exactly our starting point for deriving a basis
independent case and is expressed in full in figure B.3.
Ac(1) = δ
−1Sc(2) − γδ−1Sc(1) (B.1)
a bδb SA SS a-bδ γ-1 -1
Figure B.3: Starting with a state in the basis in figure B.2a, it is possible to re-write it
in terms of the symmetric basis element from each of the two basis descriptions using
equation (B.1)
.
Having done all this we have now completed the proof of the statement assumed in section
5.4. Showing in figure B.3 that any element of the 2D vector space solving figure B.1 can
be re-written as a sum of two different sums of identities. The particular values of δ and
γ are irrelevant as all we were aiming to do now is just shown an equivalence between
the span of one orthogonal basis, and one non-orthogonal basis. This is only dependent




If we wish to consider general tensor networks with general symmetries then we need
to study symmetric tensor networks in generality rather then applied specifically to the
MERA. This is different to the abelian cases studied in chapter 6 as this includes anyonic
symmetries and particles with non-trivial braiding statistics (such as fermions). Doing
this it is possible to write a general library, discussed in appendix D, which allows any
tensor network to be contracted or modified. While it is possible to perform computa-
tions for the symmetric MERA and symmetric bulk MERA it is very tedious to perform.
However understanding the general behaviour of tensor networks rather then the specific
case of the networks associated with the symmetric MERA and resulting bulk MERA
makes extending the method to other cases simpler. This chapter will detail the prior
work needed to construct a general library as done in appendix D.
To do this I will begin by introducing group theory and the corresponding representation
theory in a brief review in section C.1. Having done that I apply a powerful tool called
Schur’s lemma to illuminate and decouple the true degrees of freedom in symmetric ten-
sors in section C.2. However reducing the number of degrees of freedom in this manner
requires us to impose hidden relationships which are encoded in what we will call the
structure of the tensor and the labelling of this structure. For simple Abelian groups
these don’t matter but for more complicated systems such as SU(2), used for spherical
symmetry, problems arise if we don’t track swapping of the bonds of the tensor. When
doing this a specific normalisation is used between the standard tensor definitions and
the symmetric tensor definition and will be defined in section C.3, along with how traces
are performed. After defining the normalisation these relations are reviewed in 3 parts.
The first part introduces the associators in section C.4, which allow for simple structural
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changes and have a set of consistency conditions, called the pentagon equations. The
relations behind this reduction also enforces a special direction where each bond can be
said to be going up or down and changing the direction of the bonds must be tracked,
these bends are covered in section C.5. And finally swapping the order of bonds, e.g.
permuting the order of bonds in a tensor, is covered in section C.6, along with there
consistency conditions (the hexagon equations).
These results are used to construct a general library for manipulating tensor networks
with non-abelian and anyonic symmetries that I developed and used for this thesis, in-
cluding for the results detailed in chapters 5 and 6. The basics of this library and its use
is discussed in appendix D including a brief outline of a MERA code using this library.
The use of this code for studying anyonic MERA with SU(2)k symmetries and Fibonacci
symmetries and the results are discussed in chapter 7.
C.1 Overview of Representation theory
The study of group is the mathematical study of physical symmetries [86, 94, 95], physi-
cally we say an object has a symmetry if we can transform it, e.g. by rotating the object
in a set direction by a set angle, and the object looks exactly the same as how it started.
This means it is impossible to tell if we have applied the transformation to the symmetric
object or if we had left it alone. Sequential transformations are clearly also a symmetric
transformation. If doing transformation 1, T1, cannot be distinguished from not doing it
on a symmetric object then doing transformation 2 after transformation 1 T2T1 must be
indistinguishable to having only done T2. And if T2 is symmetric then this is indistin-
guishable to having left the symmetric object alone. This property is the closure of the
group under multiplication, where we can take two transformation operators and return
another transformation operator.
In a more abstract sense rather then talking about a group as a collection of transfor-
mations that leave a symmetric object alone we can think of them just a collection of
abstract transformation where how sequential transformations can be combined into a
single transformation. In this abstract sense we need to associate an abstract transforma-
tion to doing nothing to our object as this is a symmetric transformation by definition.
This abstract transformation is a special one called the identity and written as e or 1,
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it’s existence is almost tautological but this fact has important properties for the alge-
braic structure that emerges when forgetting about the physical system. For an abstract
definition of a group we need a few more features, however to keep our physical intuition
of groups I will motivate these features from the viewpoint of the physical system.
If we can do a transformation and then reverse the transformation then this should leave
any object, including symmetric objects, exactly how it initially started. This means
that the product of a transformation and its reverse is the identity giving us the rule that
aa−1 = 1, though the fact that the reverse transformation is also a symmetric transforma-
tion cannot immediately be assumed. But since the transformation is indistinguishable
from doing nothing on the symmetric object then applying the reverse transformation a−1
by itself to the symmetric object is the same as having done both transformations aa−1
which is the same as doing nothing. Therefore it should also be impossible to tell if we
just applied the reverse transformation or if we did nothing and so if a transformation is
a symmetric transformation then so is its reverse, referred to as the inverse. It is possible
to define a theory which lacks an inverse but this is a semi-group rather then a group and
only appears with a tangential relationship to renormalisation in this thesis. These three
ideas of closure, identity and inverse are central to the ideas of groups and with these we
can now fully shed the concepts of symmetric objects for the elegance of the mathematics
of group theory.
To specify the terminology completely in group theory we study sets of transformations is
a group G, or more specifically a set G with a multiplication operation. The first of these
ideas is closure which is expressed as, a, b ∈ G⇒ ab ∈ G. The second is that the identity
denoted as e or 1 and is an element in G. And the third is that ∀a ∈ G there exists its
inverse a−1 ∈ G where aa−1 = e = a−1a. The fact that the left and right inverses are
equal is trivial and can be expressed even in a similar manner to how we motivated the
fact that an inverse existed, even if it is highly inelegant in this form. There is a fourth
property which appears even more tautological then the existence of the identity called
associativity in the physical system, mathematically it is expressed as a(bc) = (ab)c.
Physically this simply translates to the fact that any sequence of transformations gives a
unique transformation regardless of what order we combine the transformations together.
With this in mind we can also define a theory of groups on quantum wavefunctions, in this
case rather then thinking of these transformations occurring on physical objects we can
think of them as operators on Hilbert spaces as defined in chapter 2. Now because these
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transformations should be probability conserving this means that they are represented
by a unitary operator acting on this Hilbert space. Finally we denote these transforma-




Now for some physical examples of symmetries. Z2 is the simplest example and is one of
a mirror symmetry, for example in a spin chain if we can flip all spins so that spin up
becomes spin down and vice versa such that it is not possible to distinguish the flipped
state from the initial state then we have a Z2 symmetric state. Similarly we can talk
about U(1) and SU(2) symmetries, these correspond respectively to being able to rotate
around a point in a plane and the rotations of a sphere. Again these can correspond to
transformations we can do on each site of a spin chain, where we rotate all spins in the
same direction, either in the plane or in a sphere such that each site is rotated by the
same amount. If we are unable to distinguish the rotated state from the state that we
started with then this again is a U(1) symmetric or SU(2) symmetric state respectively.
These three symmetries are sufficient to understand the groups that were investigated in
this thesis, however the SU(2) symmetry is much more complicated that the U(1) or Z2
symmetries. This is because the later groups are abelian so that all the transformations
commute with each other and so it doesn’t matter what order they are applied, ab = ba.
An example illustrating this distinction is given in figure C.1.
a) b)
Figure C.1: Examples of symmetry transformations on a circle (a) and a sphere (b)
corresponding to transformations from U(1) and SU(2) groups respectively. In each
case two transformations, denoted by a red arrow and a blue arrow, are shown acting
sequentially, in the U(1) case it can be seen that the order of the transformations doesn’t
matter while on a sphere the order of the transformations effects the final location of the
original north pole, among other points, of the sphere. This corresponds to the respective
commutativity and non-commutativity of U(1) and SU(2) respectively.
However there is a distinction between the mathematical group and the symmetric ob-
jects that are invariant under this symmetry. The study of this is called representation
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theory, as in the theory of representations of groups. The key concept in this theory is
the idea of a representation, a vector space V (the physical system we are considering)
plus a mapping between the abstract group elements and linear transformations on this
vector space. In physics literature the representation is implied to be the vector space.
However this is an abuse of notation and instead the representation is really the mapping
of the transformations and the vector space is just carried in that. A way to see that
the mapping is what is relevant rather then the physical system is to consider the Z2
symmetry on a square, where at each point in the square we associate a colour. The Z2
symmetry then could correspond to a mirror transformation around any of 4 different
choices of axes (see figure C.2a) which restricts the ways that we could colour the edges
differently for each of these 4 choices of reflection symmetry which are the different rep-
resentations. Furthermore as shown in figure C.2b we can see that there is one further
way to implement the Z2 symmetry as a rotation by 180 degrees, showing yet another
way we could represent the Z2 on a coloured square.
a) b)
Figure C.2: Two examples of how a Z2 symmetry can be represented on a coloured
square, in a) the symmetry looks like a refection symmetry and in b) the symmetry
looks like a rotation. In both cases the degrees of freedom encoded in the dotted region
can be thought of the true degrees of freedom that correspond to the vector space once
we quotient out the symmetry. However it can be seen that while these regions agree
with each other the quotient that is done is different, indicating that it is not sufficient
to describe a representation by the vector space that its degrees of freedom live on but
rather it is important to consider how the group operations act on the original vector
space (and therefore how the quotient is taken).
Now focusing on the abstract properties of representation theory, the first object we
need to defined properly is the concept of a representation. A representation for a group
G is a mapping, specifically a homomorphism, ρ : G → End(Vρ) where End(Vρ) are the
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matrices which map the vector space Vρ into itself. The fact that a representation is a ho-
momorphism means that it preserves the structure of the group so that ρ(ab) = ρ(a)ρ(b).
Although the representations preserve the structure of the group, it does not preserve all
details of the group. This is most easily realised by thinking about the trivial represen-
tation which is representation where Vρ = C and ρ(g) = 1∀g ∈ G. This representation is
defined for all groups and I will label it by 0 though it is rather trivial, hence the name.
However just like the identity for group theory, it plays an important role when talking
about tensor products of representations and dual representations (though representa-
tions should not be thought of as a group). [63]
Representation theory also studies how we can break representations down into its atomic
components called irreducible representations, which I will abbreviate in standard con-
vention to irreps. This decomposition is the study of sub-representations, maps which
rather then describing elements of the group as transformations on Vρ, describe them
as transformations on a vector subspace W ⊂ Vρ while agreeing with the action of the
original representation on W . Every sub vector space for which this can be done can
be thought of as a sub-representation of the representation we associated to Vρ, note
that the original representation is technically called a sub-representation. If we exclude
this case the sub-representation is called proper. If there are no non-trivial proper sub-
representations then a representation is an irrep, and by making this distinction we can
study how the representations of a group break down into their fundamental constitutes.
if a group is semi-simple then this is a particularly fruitful endeavour as all representa-
tions may be completely decomposed into irreps, so that for all representations ρ we may
write ρ =
⊕
j σj where all σj are irreps. The different σj don’t have to be unique irreps
and so we may find a decomposition where ρ = σ ⊕ σ.
The direct sums of representations σ1 and σ2 acting on vector spaces V1 and V2 respec-
tively are defined as (σ1 ⊕ σ2)(g) = σ1(g)⊕ σ2(g) where representation (σ1 ⊕ σ2) acts on
vector space V1⊕V2. Tensor products of representations may also be be taken and defined
such that (σ1 ⊗ σ2)(g) = σ1(g) ⊗ σ2(g) ∈ End(V1 ⊗ V2), and as for all representations
these can be decomposed into irreps. Finally for semi-simple groups the possible repre-
sentations can be completely studied with irreps and knowledge of how tensor products of
irreps decompose. This is known as the tensor product coefficients and for irreps a, b, c we
write as a⊗b = ∑cN ca,bc where a, b are fixed and we sum over all irreps which we label as c.
Part of the reason that representations are normally thought of as the vector spaces as-
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sociated to them rather then the homomorphisms is because of the importance of tensor
products of representations in physics. This connection is particularly true since each of
the group irreps has the interpretation as a particle, where the concept of particle is bet-
ter appreciated as the vector/Hilbert space rather then the symmetry transformations.
To make this connection consider the group SU(2), the spin half particle is the irrep
of SU(2) which we label by spin 1
2
representation. The tensor product of two spin half
particles, corresponding to two separate spin half particles, is the direct sum of spin 0
and spin 1 representations. The product state then corresponding to being either in a
singlet (spin 0) or a triplet (spin 1).
It is important to notice that if we are in either spin up or spin down for our spin half


















However if we had our spin half particle in a mixed state with equal parts spin up and
spin down then it would be invariant under any transformations performed by the Pauli
operators. This is no longer a wavefunction/element of Hilbert space V 1
2
but rather an
element of the density matrices corresponding to that space. This leads us to the idea of
Schur’s lemma which says if a matrix Mρ→σ mapping one vector space to another com-
mutes with all elements of a group, i.e. UρgMρ→σ = Mρ→σU
σ
g , then the matrix is block
diagonal and each block is related to a given irreducible representation. We call matrices
which satisfy this intertwiners and can decompose one taking use from representation ρ
to representation σ (or more specifically their vector spaces) as in equation C.2. In this
j is an irrep, Ij is the identity element on the vector space Vj associated with irrep j and





M jρ→σ ⊗ Ij
)
(C.2)
This lemma means that if we have a representation and we wish to project into a single
irrep σ then we can say the number of unique ways to do this by looking at the decom-
position in equation (C.2). As the matrix M jρ→σ has no entries unless j = σ then the
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number of degrees of freedom is completely contained in Mσρ→σ which takes us from the
N copies of σ in ρ to the single copy in σ. This matrix can then allow us to to project out
any single irrep from representation ρ. If ρ is the tensor product of two irreps then this
intertwiner corresponds to the Clebsch Gordan coefficients, specifically when the matrix
Mσρ→σ is all zeros except for the k
th entry which is one (meaning the Clebsch Gordan
coefficients for the kth copy of irrep σ). We can only do this uniquely for two irreps
into one irrep as if we take the tensor product of three irreps, while these decompose
into the same number of copies of each irrep there are two different basis orderings that
may emerge, a⊗ (b⊗ c) and (a⊗ b)⊗ c. Working through this we would in general get
two different sets of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients which means that the tensor product of
representations is not an associative operator, this leads to the pentagon equations and
the fusion moves that are the focus of section C.4.
We can also introduce the dual representation which is vaguely like an inverse of a rep-
resentation. The dual representation of some irrep j is the only irrep which will contain
a trivial irrep when the tensor product is taken with j. This representation is the rep-
resentation on the dual vector space V ∗j which is the set of maps which take Vj into
the complex numbers. This can basically be thought of as the (complex conjugate)
transpose of the original vector space and so is associated with row vectors. Further
the group actions are associated to the dual irrep are just the complex conjugate of








. Finally to see why the trivial irrep only
appears in the tensor product of an irrep and its dual we make use of the fact that
Hom(U ⊗ V,W ) ≡ Hom(U, V ∗ ⊗W ) setting W to be the trivial irrep and U and V to
be irreps we get Hom(U ⊗ V, 0) ≡ Hom(U, V ∗) by Schur’s lemma the right hand side is
non-zero if and only if U = V ∗ and therefore U ⊗ V will only contain the trivial irrep if
and only if U = V ∗.
C.2 Structures in Tensor Networks
The motivation of this kind of study is to understand if and how we might exploit the
symmetries that we wish to enforce into a tensor and in general tensor networks to
obtain speed ups [87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 74]. To understand how we should do this
first consider a matrix that is invariant under a symmetry group, [M,Ug] = 0 for all
group elements g ∈ G. By Schur’s Lemma we already know that this means we can
block diagonalise the matrix into irreducible representations so that we can re-express
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Mj ⊗ Ij (C.3)
where j ranges over all the irreducible representations of the group G. We also know
that for any tensor we can combine the bonds into two clusters and thus treat it as






Figure C.3: The graphical example of how the bonds are collected into bonds going down
and bonds going up, each of which correspond to either the incoming or outgoing bond
of a matrix respectively.
However use of Schur’s lemma is now enforcing a special direction to the tensor network.
In chapter 4 I introduced tensor networks as graphs described by edges connecting dif-
ferent vertices with complete isotropic invariance. Although as I mentioned in chapter
6 each tensor is split into bonds going up and bonds going down when working with
symmetric tensors, as shown in figure C.3. This direction extends to the entire tensor
network and corresponds to Schur’s lemma only being applicable to matrices.
Since we are treating this tensor as a matrix we can also see that we can re-write the
tensor as shown in figure C.4a. Where a intertwiner is placed above and below a matrix
giving rise to the tensor in figure C.3. This use of intertwiner, which transforms the group
representation on one space onto another representation, means that a symmetry on the
tensor is a symmetry on our effective matrix. A matrix to which we now apply Schur’s
lemma.
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These intertwiners corresponds simply to a change of basis and are actually the Clebsch
Gordan coefficients (since one of the sides has only a single representation). As discussed
in the previous section it is clear that the matrix that we construct using the Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients is not unique due to the lack of associativity in the tensor product
of representations. Therefore we must be careful to indicate which order the different
bonds are being combined, and so we must store this structure before we can successfully
interpret the meaning of the block diagonal matrix Schur’s lemma gives us. For this
structure I choose the contraction order shown in figure C.4a where irreps are fused from
left to right and make this the canonical choice of intertwiner, or the regular form of a
tensor. Further I also specify that if a tensor has no bonds in one of the groups then we
associate a single copy of the trivial representation with that collection of bonds.
Now going back to Schur’s lemma, we can break the matrices in Mj into blocks each
corresponding to different choices of irreps in the path given in figure C.4a. Each of these
blocks are separate sub-tensors which together completely specify the degrees of freedom
for the initial tensor under the symmetry restriction. This means we can now express the
tensor as in figure C.4b. This decomposition turns out to describe all possible tensors
symmetric under a given group. It is further notable because we can think of the tensor
separating into two parts, both of which take the form of a tensor rather then a matrix.
The first half carrying the degrees of freedom for the tensor, while the second contains all
the additional structure that hides the relations of this group. Further it may be viewed
as a spin network for the group G as defined in section 3.3. In later parts of this thesis
we may refer to only the second part when discussing altering of structure, leaving the
first part as implicit and to soak up the structure change coefficients.
Given this general description of symmetric tensors we need to generalise it to all possible
structures we could use to write the same tensor. By doing this we can start to study the
relations between different structures describing the same tensor and thus compute trans-
formations from one structure to another. First, to properly characterise the different
structures we need to fix the location of all outgoing bonds as in figure C.5a, including if
the bonds are going up or down as they leave the tensor.
Now considering the internal details of the tensor. When we are considering the structure
there are many ways to connect all the bonds together internally, defining the intertwiner
fusion order we are using. However in order to simplify computations with this we need














Figure C.4: In this figure the tensor demonstrated in figure C.3 has in a) had, through
Schur’s lemma, its bonds collected into a matrix with Clebsch-Gordan coefficients split-
ting each single bond of the matrix into three bonds. It is also possible to represent the
same tensor as in b) where the tensor is written as a sum over all possible labels of irreps
that appear in the tensor product contractions (including the irrep at the center). In each
term of this sum there is a tensor product between on the left, a degeneracy tensor car-
rying all degeneracy degrees of freedom, and on the right the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
for this set of irrep labels. The second term in each of these tensor products can be viewed
as a spin network as described in section 3.3 meaning that each symmetric tensor can be
viewed as a tensor valued spin network. There are multiple ways which tensor products
of bonds can be taken, but this form where bonds pointing up are collected together fused
from left to right, and same for bonds pointing down, will be referred to me throughout
this thesis as the regular form. Finally (b) is a more natural presentation of symmetric
tensors then (a). This is because in (b) the bonds are allowed to be contracted in any
order unlike in (a) where the tensor must be viewed as a matrix in some manner. For the
rest of this chapter we will be focusing on the second half of this tensor product and will
leave out the first half, however it must be noted that the multiplication of terms that
occur due to changing the structure of this part is written into the values of the first half
of the tensor product.
gauge structures given in the right hand side of figure C.4b, removing a number of struc-
ture choices but not reducing the number of symmetric tensors we can describe. This is
useful for understanding when we transform tensor networks by hand, but this restriction
is essential for implementing any code which is automated to perform all the rearrange-
ments required for computing tensor contractions.
To do this we split the intertwiner combinations into 3 regions as shown in figure C.5b.
The innermost region is the simplest part to describe and is simply a set of non-crossing











Figure C.5: a) The cyclic order of the bonds, if the bonds of the tensor are labelled in
some order from 1 to 6 and fixed to be pointing either up or down, then the cyclic order
would be [4, 5, 6, 3, 2, 1] where we start at the top left and move through all the bonds in a
clockwise order. b) The general structure for a symmetric tensor which will be important
for appendix D as by restricting to this description we can describe any symmetric tensor
while having restricted the possible structures enough that we can easily design code
to transform between them. This is done by splitting the structure into three regions,
the innermost region where the bulk of the structure is stored as non-crossing splits and
joins. The middle region where only braids between neighbouring sites according to the
cyclic order may occur, and the outermost region where we may bend bonds to point in
a different direction to the one that they came out of in the innermost region.
call the center at which we view the matrix from figure C.4a living. Each join and split
has exactly one of the three bonds leading towards the center while the other two lead
away, preventing any loops in this diagram. This means that if we have N external bonds
then we have exactly N − 2 internal bond labels and exactly N − 2 splits/joins plus the
center point (which has two bonds leading out of this point). Just as each external bond
is labelled by all irreps that appear in their representations, each internal bond is also
labelled by an irrep. The irreps it may take can be worked out by looking at the vertex
connected to the internal bond furthest away from the center. The bond going towards
the center from this irrep is always an internal bond and the allowed irreps are those
that appear in the fusion of the irreps on the other two bonds. Each vertex may also be
associated with the center going internal bond and then is associated with which copy
of the irrep we are taking from the fusion (the multiplicity value) if we are not working
with a multiplicity free group. The next layer of the structure is a ring around the center
part where all bonds are moving only outwards, only in this ring do we allow crossing
of adjacent bonds with either the first bond going either under or over the other bond,
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keeping the number of bonds going up constant (and so also keeping the number going
down constant). Finally the last layer allows bonds to be bent from going up to going
down or vice-versa, the main reason for this layer is so that we can describe tensors which
look like the one given in figure C.6.
Figure C.6: An example of why we need the ability to bend bonds in the outermost region.
It would be impossible to represent this tensor without making use of the outermost region
if we followed the prescription in C.4b.
This structure is sufficient to describe details about any tensor we may want to use in any
tensor network general enough and specific enough so that we can compute contractions
with this tool. This structure leads to the ideas behind the code that was implemented
to perform the symmetric MERA calculations described in appendix D. The transforma-
tions between different intertwiner structures will be the focus for the rest of this chapter,
however before studying that I will need to discuss the normalisation and traces in sec-
tion C.3. The next type of transformation discussed is the associator or fusion moves in
section C.4 which allow us to relate different tensors with different innermost structure.
The second type of transformation we focus on is bending from bonds at the top to bonds
going towards the bottom in section C.5. This is important for computing eigenvalues
such as the scaling dimensions in the MERA and is an interaction between the innermost
and outer structure (ignoring the braiding structure in the middle). The final focus in
section C.6 is on braiding which allows us to remove or introduce braids in the middle
ring of the structure, done with some small interactions with the innermost structure.
Given all this understanding we can move onto performing any general transformation
that will be required in appendix D.
This description is quite general but in practice we can see that there are simplifications
that can be made for some symmetries. The first type of simplification depends on if the
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group has trivial or non-trivial braiding. If the braiding is trivial then all the discussion
in section C.6 is irrelevant and can be ignored, as can the part about loops in section
C.5 (upto some adjustments for alternate bends as discussed in the section). The next
type of simplification occurs by realising that there are three grades of tensor product
decompositions. The simplest is the Abelian models where we don’t have to worry about
the normalisation in section C.3, nor do we have to worry about intermediate charges
and multiplicities which appear in sections C.4, C.5 and C.6 as all irreps have dimension
1 and therefore have a unique irrep as the tensor product of two irreps. It is important
to realise that this does not mean we can ignore the associator defined in section C.4 as
it may introduce some phases. This class or simplifications include many of the simplest
symmetry groups of interest such as ZN and U(1). The next step up is the multiplicity
free non-Abelian symmetry groups where we can only forget about having to track the
multiplicity associated to each vertex for the tensor blocks. Normally I will indicate these
by Greek characters but they may be ignored in the multiplicity free case. This leads to
some quantitative simplifications compared to symmetry groups with multiplicities but
is not as significant a simplification as the Abelian case. The last of these three cases is
the non-Abelian with multiplicities groups which require all the technology developed in
the following chapter.
In addition to these separations there is also the separation between self-dual and non-
self-dual groups. If a group is self-dual then it is sufficient to denote each bond by a irrep
label a as implied previously in the chapter. If the symmetry is not self dual then, along
with denoting all bonds by an irrep, we need to associate a direction to the bond, de-
scribed as pointing inwards towards the center or outwards away from it. This is because
in a self dual model the algebraic dual, a¯, of an irrep a is the original irrep. However
when this is not true if the bond with direction inward labelled by irrep a is equivalent
to the bond pointing outwards and labelled by the algebraic dual irrep, a¯. This is shown
graphically in figure C.7a.
Here it is worth pointing out a subtlety from earlier, I said the group action on an irrep
and its dual is related by ρa¯(g) = ρa(g−1). however because ρa¯ is acting from the right
and ρa is acting from the left then we find U a¯g = U
∗




g . This indicates
a transpose that occurs when moving from right acting to left acting.
There is also a graphical representation of the complex conjugate transpose with ele-













Figure C.7: a) A graphical demonstration of the relations between irreps and their alge-
braic duals. Every bond in the tensor network needs to have a direction associated with
it. This is redundant as it is possible to take any bond with a arrow pointing one direction
with irrep a on it and change the direction of the arrow, replacing the label with its dual
irrep a¯. b) The complex conjugate transpose also has a graphical representation with the
definition of a braid (discussed in section C.6) and a vertex. This can be explained as
taking the mirror image along the horizontal plane and taking the complex conjugate of
the irrep labels, i.e. changing the charge directions.
taking the reflection along the horizontal plane and taking the complex conjugate of the
irrep labels. Because we are taking the mirror image and the complex conjugate we can
keep the charge directions pointing the same way after the reflection with the same irrep
charge rather then its dual. This was done in all the complex conjugate transpose trans-
formations in figure C.7b.
All of this mathematical technology is designed to suppress the magnetic degrees of free-
dom that we have separated out by Schur’s lemma. This is so that we may enforce
symmetries in tensor network models along with implementing speed ups and have the
ability to perform arbitrary anyonic calculations. To make it clear what I mean, the
magnetic degrees of freedom refer to the degrees of freedom which are collected into an
identity in equation (C.3). The name arises from the interpretation of their appearance
in the group SU(2) where the irreps are the possible spin values. For total spin J we
have degrees of freedom, m, corresponding to the z magnetisation ranging from −J to J
in steps of 1, upon which the group symmetry transformations act. On the other hand
the degeneracy degrees of freedom, arising in the matrices Mj from equation (C.3), are





j(Idj ⊗ U j(g)). Here dj
is the number of copies of j that appeared in σj.
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However for generic tensors, as seen in figure C.4, this decomposition is more complicated
then just in equation (C.3). Meaning we must sum over all possible irrep labelling of the
external bonds of the tensor. Each of these label choices have an associated tensor block
with dimension dmj on the m
th bond when it carries irrep j. Unless this is an Abelian
symmetry then in addition to summing up over all external irrep labels we must sum up
over all internal irrep labels as well. This means the actual value for these tensor blocks
depend on our choice of internal irrep structure. These tensor blocks can also be reshaped
to re-obtain all Mj matrices with an one-to-one correspondence between the entries in
the matrices and the entries in the tensor blocks.
C.3 Normalisation and Traces
The advantage of using this graphical notation is that it can be made isotopic invariant
like the tensor networks discussed in chapter 4. This means that we can start to pull
the lines around again without worrying about changing the meaning of the symmetric
tensor network diagram. The invariance appears as some set of self consistent unitary
transformations which act on the tensor blocks to take us from one tensor structure to
another in a self-consistent manner. But we can see that if we choose the Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients for a vertex then the transformation from a straight line to a snake, as shown
in figure C.8a, would introduce a factor of (dim(a))−1. Furthermore we would also like
to be able to interpret a loop, shown in figure C.8b, as the trace of the identity opera-
tor. But if these were Clebsch-Gordan coefficients this would again be off by a factor of
(dim(a))−1 returning 1 rather then dim(a) when tracing the identity.
Therefore we denote the vertex taking us to the µth c irrep from a ⊗ b by V c,µa,b and the
corresponding Clebsch-Gordan coefficients by Bc,µa,b which form an orthonormal operator
basis of two irreps fusing into one. then the singlet from a and its dual is related to




a,a¯ where da is the
dimension of irrep a and corresponding also of its dual, a¯. This suggests that the general




c . Considering that we want the trivial charge to be
able to be added anywhere we get the relation in figure C.8c which tells us that γ = −β
and γ = −α. Including the previous condition for vertices of a ⊗ a¯ going to the trivial
irrep tells us that α = β = 1
4
= −γ. Therefore the first step to allowing isotopic invari-




















Figure C.8: If we wish to retain the isotopic invariance for bonds in the tensor network
then we require that a) a straight line can be bent to have two bends in the middle.
b) This must also hold for a loop which may be considered a trace over the identity on
irrep a if the bends (in dotted boxes) are ordinary Clebsch Gordan coefficients then this
equivalence would indicate a loop must have value 1 for all irreps (rather then dim(a)
as expected). c) Because the trivial irrep corresponds to vector space C then we don’t
expect the tensor product of it with any irrep to change the irrep. This means that a
straight line with irrep a must be equivalent to the same line but with a trivial irrep
coming out at some point (indicated by the dotted line).







This normalisation factor means that we no longer have to worry about correcting for
normalisation if we start pulling the bonds, either internal or external, around which
simplifies doing things by hand. However because of this normalisation we get a few
other behaviours that we need to keep track of during any manipulations, the first is
when we consider ’bubbles’ in the diagrams as shown in figure C.9a. The removal of




, this is a newly introduced factor which wouldn’t
have appeared if the vertices corresponded to the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. Secondly
if we wish to re-write the identity on two sites we get the relation from figure C.9b, this
means that in this choice the tensor blocks for the identity will be rescaled identity terms.
This normalisation factor is irrelevant for Abelian groups as all irreps of this group have
dimension 1 and so the normalisation correction becomes 1 as well. While all choices of
normalisations trade off different numerical corrections for certain actions with others,
this choice focuses on removing any numerical corrections introducing trivial irreps and
for bending bonds around. This is slightly incorrect as there is another factor which has
to be kept for bending bonds around as discussed in section C.5, but this too can be



















Figure C.9: By the choice of normalisation chosen in the main text this leads to two
relations in this diagram. a) we can remove ’bubbles’ by imposing the same irrep copy on
each side of the bubble, this works as the vertex encodes the information of c into a⊗ b
(using the µth copy) which is then decoded. Obviously since we haven’t done anything it
should be the same copy of the irrep as what we started with, but due to our choice of
normalisation we need to add a multiplicative factor out the front. b) We can also rewrite
the identity of the tensor product of two irreps through this relation, the interpretation
is that we are encoding a ⊗ b into multiple channels labelled by (c, µ). This is a special
case of the associator transformation discussed in section C.4 where there is a trivial irrep
initially connecting identity of a with identity of b.
C.4 Associator
The lack of associativity in the tensor product of irreps is encoded in a set of equa-
tions called the pentagon equations, which is a consistency relation between different
tensor product orders using the associator. These associators are also known as F-
moves or fusion moves, and take us from one tensor contraction order to the other,
σa,b,c : a ⊗ (b ⊗ c) → (a ⊗ b) ⊗ c. Graphical the resulting transformation is given in





. Latin characters indicate which irreps we
consider out of a decomposition of tensor products of irreps. The order of this is a and b
(b and c) combine together to give e (f) which is then tensored with c (a) to give d, the
two paths that have been listed here are the two paths that the associator relates. The
Greek characters are relevant only for groups which are not multiplicity free and denote
which copy of the irrep we take from the tensor product. As discussed in section C.3,
these multiplicities label the vertices of the structure network and are natural numbers
between 1 and N ca,b if we are choosing the irrep c from the tensor product a⊗ b.
Also as discussed in section C.3 the vertices in the graphical formalism don’t quite the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. However while the associator is technically a transforma-
tion between the order of splitting/fusing and related to Clebsch-Gordan coefficients the
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Figure C.10: a) The associator relation graphically, this continues to hold even though
it is defined with Clebsch-Gordan coefficients as the normalisation factor for all vertices
on both sides of the equality are identical. b) We may express the associator in terms of
the irrep bonds as follows with a correction due to the normalisation choice we chose






d . In both cases the contributions from both e and f cancelling out
by having a factor of d
1
4
e from one vertex, and a factor of d
− 1
4
e from the other (and the same
for f). The last thing is that this means that because the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
are orthogonal then we can pull each term of the sum out independently and define the
associator as an overlap between vertices as given in figure C.10b. The rescaling by dd
that appears in this equation is because while the vertices are orthogonal they are not
orthonormal like the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.
The associator obeys the pentagon equations covered at the end of this section. These
equation make sure the transformations between tensor structures are self-consistent and
are sufficient for keeping consistency for any number of bonds.
Finally some properties of the associator, the first is that for anything we care about
the associator is a unitary operator. Specifically a block diagonal one with each block
corresponding to a different set of (consistent) irrep labels for bonds a, b, c, d. The block
is then the unitary transformation between different intermediate irreps (and multiplic-
ities) from those arising from a ⊗ b to those arising from b ⊗ c. Further each of these
blocks turn out to be square (as would be expected from a unitary) so that the number of
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valid combinations of (e, α, β) is equal to the number of valid combinations for (f, µ, ν).
This can be seen by realising that the number of these combinations correspond to the
number of copies of irrep d in a⊗(b⊗c) and in (a⊗b)⊗c which as said earlier must be equal.
A physical example to understand these transformations is to consider the case of three
spin half particles fusing into one spin half particle, this is a simple case to analysis and








. One example of how this might
occur is that the first two spins fuse into a singlet, leaving the output to be exactly the
last spin half particle. If we decide to fuse the spins in the other order so that the last two
fuse first before adding the first one then we find there are two possible paths which must
contribute in order to obtain the initial state discussed. Considering the possible basis
choice for this path, the first choice is where the right two spins form a singlet and the
final spin is entirely based on the first spin, and the second has the right two spins fusing
into a triplet which is then fused with the first spin to obtain the final spin half output.
The second of the two labellings carries information from all spin half particles to the
output spin half, while the first only carries information from the first of the three spins.
Based on the associator we can say that we can subtract the information carried from the
first spin from the information in the combination of the three spins choosing the right
coefficients we can cancel out the first two spins, leaving us with only the final spin as
output. This example indicates why it is important to track the basis we are working in
and that different fusion paths will result in different choices of bases for the output states.
When restricting to Abelian symmetries these transformations simplify because we no
longer have to worry about internal irreps e and f as they are uniquely fixed by the
irreps a,b and c. Also because of this there are simpler symmetries where the unitary
element is often 1 in every one of the one-by-one blocks along the diagonal are more
common in symmetries of interest such as ZN and U(1). This means that the associa-
tor transformation can essentially be ignored. However in some cases even with Abelian
symmetries associators must be considered if the associator may introduce some phase
when we change the tensor structure. Additionally, even for non-Abelian cases, we can
also obtain a slight restriction in these transformations for multiplicity free groups. In
these cases we don’t have to worry about the multiplicity number leading to the blocks
only being labelled by allowed irrep values of e and f (instead of α,β,µ, and ν as well).
The inverse is simple as the associator is a unitary for anything we care about we can
compute the inverse by taking the dagger of each block. This means it is simple to read
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The last thing to cover is the consistency conditions on the associators, also known as
the pentagon equations, which are a set of restrictions to enforce consistency in struc-
ture transformations. They make sure that all possible transformations from one tensor
product order to another order will agree regardless of the intermediate steps if the final
tensor product order is the same. Graphically this is written out in figure C.11 or in the
traditional lexicon, written out in equation (C.5). This enforces consistency between any
way we could change a ⊗ (b ⊗ (c ⊗ d)) to ((a ⊗ b) ⊗ c) ⊗ d. It turns out that this just
requires the associator to satisfy this consistency condition for possible ways to take the
tensor product of four irreps. Consistency conditions for all other number of irreps easily

































Figure C.11: The graphical depiction of the pentagon equations given in equation (C.5),
this is a consistency condition for the associator enforcing that whichever path we take
to go from the tensor product order on the left to the one on the right we get the same
final result. These equations turn out to be sufficient to describe all possible paths we
may want to consider, even for tensor products of any arbitrary large number of irreps.
To save space we only denote part of each of the associator transformations but write it
















C.5 Snake Equation and Bending
As discussed in section C.3 introducing bends into the diagrams is almost hidden away
by our choice of normalisation of the vertices, however by analysing the associator from
section C.4 we can see that this is not sufficient. Looking at figure C.12 by introducing
two trivial charges in relevant places and taking a trace, we can say that the relation be-
tween a straight line and the double bend is proportional to the associator term [F a,a¯,aa ]0,0
(leaving out the multiplicity terms). But as we cannot guarantee that this associator is
equal to d−1a then we must add an additional factor. However by our choice of normal-
isation we know that this factor is only a phase κa so that the relevant associator term
is defined by equation (C.6). If this phase is not one then this means that introducing a
bend may change the true value of our network without this correction.










[F    ]a,a,aa
(0,1,1),(0,1,1)a
ϰ d a1d a 1d a 1d a a
a
Figure C.12: As discussed in the main text the introduction of double bends first con-
sidered in figure C.8a may be equivalent to multiplying by a phase. By considering the
trace of the double bends we can show that the phase κa, the Frobenius-Schur indicator,
that we pick up is determined by the associator. The factor of da that we divide the loop
by is there to make sure we only pick up the phase introduced and not the dimension of
irrep a.
In order to fix this we define all bends as either a normal bend or an alternate bend,
with the introduction of a phase to transform between the two, and the alternative bend
is indicated by having a bar going through the bottom (or top) of the bend. Then if
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we introduce a bend we can leave our state invariant by making one of the new bends
an alternative bend rather then a regular one. These relations are known as the snake
equations and are shown in figure C.13a, with the relationship between normal bends,
alternate bends, and vertices in figure C.13b. The transformations only depending on the
irrep of the bend, a, and then only varying by the Frobenius Schur indicator for that irrep
κa. Finally some useful relations between pairs of bends are given in figure C.13c. For
non-self-dual models it is possible to make a choice of gauge to fix the Frobenius-Schur
indicator to be κa = 1 for all a and we can ignore the differences between normal and
alternate bends. However for self dual models it turns out is is only possible to gauge fix
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Figure C.13: a) The snake equation identities obtained by using the alternative bends.
b) How normal bends and alternative bends are related to the vertices by the phase
introduced in figure C.12, note that if we wanted to use the actual snake equations we
would be changing the cup to an alternative bond so that κaκ∗a = 1, also note that by
a similar analysis we can see that κa¯ = κ∗a. c) Some useful identities for transforming
between bends and alternative bends.
Given these relationships we can now show the spiral identity where a tensor is equal to
a tensor with all its bonds rotated around by 360 degrees. This is done for a 2 input, 2
output tensor in figure C.14a using the snake equations, the relations between alternate
bonds, and a property of the trace. This property of the trace is explicitly demonstrated
in figure C.14b, though it is clear that this property holds if we are tracing over all bonds
going up, regardless of the system. This proof is the same for any tensor with minimal
modifications to the proof in the 2 input 2 output tensor case and is a property of the
isotopic invariance we built into this graphical system. This trick is important when
working out how to rearrange an arbitrary tensor network into one with additional re-
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strictions for contraction of symmetric tensors that is discussed in appendix D.
a) b)
Figure C.14: a) using the snake equations from figure C.13a and useful identities between
normal and alternative bonds from figure C.13c we demonstrate the spiral identity. The
last step in this uses the equality from b) where we can see that a matrix undergoing
a trace has a result independent of if the matrix is above or below everything else, this
can be extended to tensors if all bonds going up/down are traced over and is exactly the
cyclic property of the trace.
The last thing that I will discuss in this section is how to bend bonds from pointing down
to pointing up by absorbing a bend into a vertex, see figure C.15, or vice versa (bending
a bond from pointing up to pointing down). Looking at the definitions we see that two
of the bends are normal while the other two are alternate bends. This choice is made
because we want the transformations to be inverses and if we use the snake equations to
introduce the required bends then we need to absorb a normal bend and an alternative
bend during the transformations.
Having introduced these equations it is now worthwhile pointing out a subtly which we
ignored in of how we interpret the multiplicity label on the vertices. Each vertex has
two bonds going in one direction (up or down) and the last in the other direction. In all
the vertices we have encounter so far this single bond is the bond leading towards the
center and the two others fuse to give the possible labels of the single bond. If one of the
other bonds is leading towards the center then this interpretation is wrong. In order to
distinguish these two cases it is important to store the side (top or bottom) the internal
bonds are pointing leaving the center as we do for the external bonds, this is pointed out





































Figure C.15: The equations defining how we bend a bond on a vertex from going up to
going down or vice versa. Note that the inverse relation has the opposite type of bend
corresponding to the fact that applying a transformation and its inverse requires bends
which can be introduced through the snake equations.
However making use of the equations in figure C.15 we can see that there is an equivalence
between the two viewpoints (of the vertex being Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and external
bonds fuse to the internal bond). this is most clear when considering the multiplicity free
groups and each of the transformations given in figure C.15 are only phase multiplica-
tions. This means that for multiplicity free groups we don’t need to concern ourselves
with this difference, however for tensor products with multiplicities the interpretation of
the the multiplicity label is different. If we have the irrep c leading towards the center
from the vertex and the other two irreps a and b with multiplicity label µ then we indi-
cated that µ should always be read as the copy of c we are pulling out of a⊗ b. However
if irrep a is on the same side of the vertex as irrep c is then the real meaning of µ is that
we are considering the µth copy of b that arises from the tensor product c⊗ a¯ (with duals
upto charge directions). Though we can still view c as the irreps that arise from the ten-
sor product of a⊗b the meaning of µ is different when we consider its meaning on vertices.
This equivalence is summed up in the relation that Hom(a ⊗ b, c) is isomorphic to
Hom(a, b¯ ⊗ c), where Hom(V,W ) is the homomorphisms from representation V to rep-
resentation W . We can see that arising in how it is safe to interpret c in either way
as if a ⊗ b contains c then b¯ ⊗ c contains a. However µ may be different due to the
fact that it could potentially be transformed by the isomorphism between the two sets
of homomorphisms. Further this relation in conjunction with Schur’s lemma shows that
the only tensor product of irreps that can have a copy of the trivial irrep 0 is a and
a¯. This is because Hom(a ⊗ a¯, 0) is isomorphic to Hom(a, a ⊗ 0) = Hom(a, a) which by
Schur’s lemma is unique upto a scalar term thus implying that Hom(a ⊗ a¯, 0) is unique
upto a scalar term. Repeating this for any non-dual pair of irreps would proceed ex-
actly analogously until we implement Schur’s lemma where it would state that there are
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no homomorphisms of this type and therefore there are no homomorphisms of the form
Hom(a⊗ b¯, 0) for b 6= a. Note that this also indicates that because there is only a unique
Homomorphism of the form Hom(a⊗ a¯, 0) there can only every be one copy of the trivial
irrep that arises from the tensor product of two irreps.
These relations turn out to be constructable from the previous transformations we have
defined in this chapter. How to build these transformations from the associator, normal-
isation, and Frobenius-Schur indicators is shown in figure C.16 and the equations can be
written in the more traditional form given in equations (C.7).
[H   ]a,bc
μ,ν
νb

































( )†b d da b [F    ]a,b,ba (0,1,1),(c,μ,ν)*
[F    ]a,a,bb
(c,μ,ν),(0,1,1)aϰ aϰ
Figure C.16: A derivation of equations (C.7) to obtain this we multiply both sides of the
equations in figure C.15 by the complex conjugate of the equation of the term we wish
to extract and take the trace. This leads to the first pair of equalities. We then use the
isotopic invariance, selective introductions of trivial irreps (dotted lines) and the relations
between vertices and alternative bends to demonstrate that we can express everything
in terms of the associator. We then divide by the contribution from the bubble/loop
combination factor of
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While the normalisation terms make these equations look like they are not unitary it
turns out they are actually unitary transformations. The reason for this is that we have
only selected out a subset of entries from one of the associator’s unitary blocks rather
then taking the full unitary block. The square root term, corresponding to the normal-
isation, in the equations therefore correct for this so that the matrix we define forms a
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We can combine this bending with the associator to obtain the 2-to-2 relations as shown
in figure C.17 and defined in equation (C.9). Again this is a unitary transformation so we
can easily work out the inverse which is included in equation (C.9). These relations are
important in statistical mechanics and spin networks and so are worth showing emerge in
symmetric tensor networks. Furthermore while these transformations are not used in any
of the calculations done in this thesis they are featured in the symmetric tensor network































(G )c,ae-1 G c,fd
F c,a,bd
Figure C.17: a) the 2-to-2 relations and b) the procedure to represent this in terms of
bending and associators. The exact matrix elements used are suppressed in this figure

















































The last kind of thing required for manipulating the structure of symmetric tensors is to
consider how to absorb a pair of crossing bonds, known as a braiding, into a vertex. These
transformations are called R-moves and shown in figure C.18a, were the transformation
is removing a braid where the leftmost bond is going over the rightmost and the inverse
where the reverse is true. When working out the inverse of Ra,bc where the leftmost bond
b is braided over the rightmost a, figure C.18b demonstrates that the inverse transforma-
tion must be the action of braiding the rightmost bond, which is now b over the leftmost
bond b. Because these transformations are unitary it is possible to completely define in
equation (C.10) where we only use our knowledge of braiding the left bonds over the right
bonds. Further it is possible to see this relation by considering the complex conjugate












These transformations have restrictions, called the hexagon equations, on them just like
the associator did and these consistency conditions. Mathematically the braiding trans-
formations correspond to changing the order of the irreps in a tensor product from a⊗ b
to b ⊗ a. In order to make the braiding transformation consistent with the associator
transformation we get the two hexagon equations in figure C.19. These equations perform
the same function as the pentagon equation making sure the different options from going
from one tensor product ordering to another are consistent with each other. These are




















ab( )†c ννd da bdcc,ν μ ab( )†c ννd da bdcc,ν,λ [R   ]b,ac ν,λ* ca ba bc a b*
Figure C.18: a) R-move and b) the corresponding inverse R-move. In (b) all steps are
taken to show exactly how we get to [(Ra,bc )
−1]µ,ν is equal to [Rb,ac ]
∗
ν,µ including taking the







































Figure C.19: The Hexagon equations that the braiding transformations must satisfy to
be consistent with the associator relationships and expressed in full in equation (C.11).
There is a second set of equations corresponding to swapping the braidings so that rather

























































When we are manipulating the symmetric structure in the code from appendix D it is
useful to introduce a new type of braiding which I will refer to as the B-moves. These
B-moves define how braiding is done if we wanted to braid two adjacent bonds b and
c from a structure like the one which appears for the top bonds in the regular form,
taking the tensor product (a⊗ b)⊗ c to d, the B-move changing this to taking the tensor
product (a⊗ c)⊗ b to d is shown in figure C.20. This is done by using the associator to
transform to the structure a ⊗ (b ⊗ c) and then braid b and c before reversing back to
(a⊗ c)⊗ b. This definition is given in equation (C.13), and just like all the others before


























F a,c,bd (F )a,b,cd-1
Rb,cg
Figure C.20: Another important derived transformation is the B-move which combines
the associator and R-move so that we may braid bonds on a chain in one step. The
expression in terms of associators and R-moves is denoted underneath the equation and








































If I am braiding the right bond over the left then this is closely related to the left over
right but is given in equation (C.14) and like for the R-moves this can be viewed as the
inverse for another B-move. As might be expected from the properties of the R-move,


















































The last feature to be introduced is loops of an irrep, these occur when we bend a bond
going up back down before bending it up again. This means that it crosses itself as shown
in figure C.21a and turn out to be proportional to the irrep without the loop. The way to
relate the loop with the straight line to perform an R-move at a bend which then allows
us to shift the irrep so it becomes planar and then give rise to the snake equation. This
is shown in figure C.21b, the loop is defined to have an alternate bend at the bottom
so that we don’t have to worry about introducing the phase as part of the calculation
here. However because the vertex is equal to a normal bend rather then an alternative
bond we need to take hermitian conjugate of the loop before making the R-move and
then reversing the hermitian conjugation.
This transformation will be important for the contraction code that I will describe in
appendix D for when we need to pull a bond from one side over to the other. This is the




















[L ]a[L ]a * *
a
a
Figure C.21: a) the loop transformations, note that they are defined with an alternative
bend at the bottom in both cases [La] and [L˜a] are phases and the bottom pair of trans-
formations are deduced using the snake equations. b) The derivation of [La] = [Ra,a¯0 ]
∗
1,1
using the complex conjugate transpose as defined in figure C.7b, braiding moves, and
snake equations. Similarly we find that [L˜a] = [Ra¯,a0 ]1,1. Since these braids are phases
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This appendix provides a broad overview for the code that was developed to implement
the tensor network algorithms used in this thesis. The code is comprised of 3 main com-
ponents which interact in a manner to make manipulating symmetric tensors as easy as
manipulating normal tensors by hiding all the complicated properties of symmetric tensor
networks discussed in appendix C. Of these three components two are classes, code struc-
ture which dictate how to describe a complex data structure with built-in behaviours,
including a set of variables and some built-in functions. For my code the first class I spec-
ify describes a symmetric tensor in section D.1 which includes a variable detailing which
symmetry is being used, this is the second class which describes the details of each sym-
metry and is discussed in section D.3. These two classes are obvious objects that would
be requried for any approach to describing symmetric tensors. The last component is the
function which takes a collection of tensors in a tensor network and their connectivity
and contracts them together. This function is motivated as a generalisation of the func-
tion by Pfeifer, Evenbly, Singh and Vidal called ncon [108], and as such has a similar
interface. In the contraction code I also included the procedure proposed by Evenbly
and Pfeifer in [77] for improving efficiency when computing multiple environments from
one network as discussed in section 4.4.2. This is build into the code so that the user
may use this and the computer automates all the steps in the computation which was not
available in ncon and if someone wanted to use it, then it had to be implemented by hand.
The details of this appendix will be converted into a paper for publication along with
release of this library in the near future once all the features are fully tested (rather then
just the computations needed in this thesis). This appendix will focus on final goals for
this software rather then current state, although with current testing they identity with
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the exception of errors for some edge cases which have to be corrected. Unimplemented
features will be ignored but features that are included but currently untested are will be
discussed. The focus of this appendix will also be heavily biased towards those features
relevant for computation of the MERA, probing the MERA for conformal features, and
for use with the lifting procedure. The details of the class describing symmetric tensors
is given in section D.1, the details of how symmetric tensors are contracted is given in
chapter D.2, while the class describing the symmetry we care about is described in section
D.3. Finally an outline of how the MERA is implemented in code, along with example
sections, is given in section D.4.
D.1 SymTensor Class
This class contains the details about all the variables required to describe a symmetric
tensor is designed, this includes both the structure that was discussed in section C.2
and degeneracy degrees of freedom. In addition the functions for creating tensors and
manipulating them is also included in this section. These variables and functions are split
into subsections of similar variables and subsections of similar functions.
D.1.1 Structure Data
The variables detailing about which structure we are describing the symmetric tensor
in is based on the structure proposed in figure C.5, which for convenience is replicated
here in figure D.1. This structure is encoded in the following 9 variables: Structure,
ChargeDirections, Braidings, BraidingDirections, ChargeSide, ChargeSideInt,
CyclicLegs, CyclicLegsBraided and CapType. These variables will be discussed
with regard to the 3 layers shown in figure D.1.
The innermost section of the structure is the most complicated section and requires 5
separate variables to completely describe it: Structure, ChargeDirections, Charge-
Side, ChargeSideInt, and CyclicLegsBraided. The simplest variable to explain is
CyclicLegsBraided which gives a list of the label name for each bond passing between
the core and the middle region in a clockwise order. To do this I associate a number
between 1 and N (for an N -bond tensor) to each bond, then CyclicLegsBraided is
a list of integers from 1 to N which is the order that the labelled bonds appear when












Figure D.1: Replication of figure C.5. a) An example of how CyclicLegs and Cycli-
cLegsBraided label the order of the bonds, the external bonds themselves are labelled
from 1 to 6 and the variable would be [4,5,6,3,2,1]. b) The three regions for the structure,
the innermost region is a non-crossing connection of vertices and the center is the vertex
connected to the white dot (with the dotted line indicating a trivial irrep). The bound-
ary between the innermost region and the middle region is where CyclicLegsBraided
is worked out, all bonds that cross this boundary is considered an external bond, while
all others in the innermost region are called internal bonds. In Structure these kinds of
bonds are distinguished by using negative integers to label external bonds and positive
integers for internal bonds. The white dot indicates the center, the location that all
internal bonds come from, this dot is connected by a trivial irrep which is connected to
the root vertex of the tensor’s Structure. In the middle region any number of braids
are allowed and in the outermost region any number of bends are allowed. The boundary
between these two regions is where CyclicLegs is worked out.
The next detail is the variable Structure which describes the structure of the irrep path-
ways for the symmetric tensor. This variable describes the connectivity of the external
bonds (the bonds that eventually leave the innermost region) and the internal bonds
within the innermost region. If the number of external bonds, N , is less then two, corre-
sponding to numbers or vectors, then this is an empty array as there is no structure for
numbers and symmetric vectors can only have trivial irreps. If N is two or more then
there are N − 2 internal bonds, labelled by integers from 1 to N − 2, and the irrep path-
ways connectivity is described by a 2-by N−1 array. In this array each internal bond can
be thought of as splitting into two other bonds (both internal and external) at a target
vertex a distance after leaving it’s source vertex. In addition to the vertices associated
to each internal bond there is a vertex associated to the center which has two bonds
coming out. The connectivity is then the (n + 1)th column in Structure names which
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two bonds emerge from the target vertex associated with internal bond n, while the first
column denotes the two bonds which come out of the center vertex. This is done using
the integers which label the bonds leaving this vertex using a minus sign to distinguish
external bonds. Finally while some functions may internally manipulate Structure so
that the order of the two entries of each column has a meaning for convince, there is
enough detail in the other variables so that there is no meaning encoded in this order.
ChargeDirections is then an array of the same size as Structure with each entry
taking a value from ±1. This variable describes the direction that each bond is using
when labelling the irrep pathways in the case of non self-dual symmetries. +1 means that
the direction of the bond with regards to the irrep that is from source vertex to target
vertex (so away from the center) and -1 means the direction with regard to the irrep
is from target vertex to source vertex (and so toward the center). As mentioned before
because changing this direction doesn’t change the irrep label for self-dual models this
variable is not important for these symmetries. How to read these first four variables is
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Figure D.2: Examples of innermost region structures, negative numbers indicate external
bonds while positive ones indicate internal bonds. The variable Structure for these three
cases are a),
[
4 −1 1 −4 3
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[ −1 −1 −1 +1 −1
−1 +1 −1 −1 +1
]
. For ChargeSide
these are a) [ −1 −1 −1 +1 +1 +1 ], b) [ +1 +1 +1 +1 ], and c) [ −1 −1 −1 −1 +1 +1 ]. Finally for
ChargeSideInt these are a) [ −1 −1 +1 +1 ], b) [ +1 +1 ], and c) [ −1 −1 +1 +1 ]
The last two variables important for the innermost region detailing the structure detail if
a bond is going up or down as it leaves from its source vertex. This is stored separately for
external and internal bonds in variables ChargeSide and ChargeSideInt respectively.
These variables are 1-by-N and 1-by-(N − 2) arrays respectively with the nth entry in
ChargeSide (ChargeSideInt) corresponding to the external (internal) bond with the
name n. In both cases a +1 means the bond leaves its source vertex going up, and a −1
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means the bond leaves its source vertex going down. These variables are the last thing
required to uniquely fix the structure of the innermost region. However there are a variety
of combinations of these variables which are inconsistent as we do not allow crossing of
bonds in this region. We also require the external bonds to leave the innermost region in
the clockwise order prescribed by CyclicLegsBraided starting from the top left-most
bond. Meaning, for example, that the external bonds that leave their source vertex going
up must be the first entries in CyclicLegsBraided.
The middle region is then described by variables Braidings, BraidingDirections, and
CyclicLegs. CyclicLegs is the same kind of variable as CyclicLegsBraided but at
the location where the external bonds leave the middle region heading into the outermost
region. The other two variables describe the braiding that occurs between CyclicLegs-
Braided and CyclicLegs and keep the same number of bonds going up and down as
we initially had before the braiding. All braids are between neighbouring bonds so this
means we will either keep both bonds going the same direction. Or, if we are braiding
bonds on the boundary between upwards and downwards bonds, swap their directions
(of which there are two locations where this can happen). The types of bends we use in
edge cases are shown in figure D.3.
a) b)
Figure D.3: The special cases for braiding in the middle section, in a) the braiding is
between the first and the last bond based on the CyclicLegs ordering indicated in figure
D.1a. b) is the case for the other braiding on the other side between neighbouring sites
where one bond is pointing down and the other up. These two figures define what kind
of bend need to be used for these two special braiding, in all other cases we don’t need
to worry about bends. The charges are just one example of charge directions that could
be the case, other options can be chosen by adjusting ChargeDirections.
The variable Braidings then tells us a list of which nearest neighbour bonds that we are
braiding and is a 1-by-M array if there are M braids occurring, given in the order they
occur with the first entry the closest to the innermost region. The two bonds that are
braided at each step is described by a single integer between 1 and N which indicates
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the first of the two bonds that are braided counting clockwise, this loops around so that
the integer N corresponds to braiding the last and first bonds for a tensor with N bonds.
The final variable, BraidingDirections, is then an array of the same size as Braidings
with entries ±1 for each braiding where −1 means that the first bond is braided over the
second and +1 for the opposite case.
The outermost layer is covered by only a single variable, CapType, which describes if
we have included a bend into the symmetric tensor of interest and is an integer for each
external bond, which if nothing happens on it is set to zero. This feature is so that
this code has the potential to describe tensor of the form given in figure D.4. As these
features haven’t been fully developed yet it will not be included in this thesis besides for
noting that all relevant algorithms are already pre-designed to accept modifications to







Figure D.4: An example of why the variable CapType is required, if we only used the
variables in the innermost and middle regions it would be impossible to describe this
tensor (though contractions with it would be possible with some tricks). This is just a
suggestion for the charge directions, the external bonds -6 and -3 are opposite to the
usual case so that the end points of the bent bonds are always going up.
D.1.2 Irrep/Charge Data
All the details about the symmetries and which tensor block we are referring to is encoded
in the four variables: SymHandle, ChargeLabelsExternal, ChargeLabelsInternal,
and MultiplicitiesInternal. The first of these is a pointer, a handle in Matlab termi-
nology, this means rather then taking a value it points to a variable/object (technically
it is a value storing the memory location of that variable/object). This points to the
instance of the Symmetry class (see section D.3) which represents the group the tensor
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is symmetric under. Because it is a pointer/handle we may have multiple SymTensor
instances which are connected to a single symmetry group, i.e. Symmetry instance. By
having each symmetric tensor pointing to a single instance of a group we can verify that
two symmetric tensors are operating under a single symmetry group. Further we can
use this instance of Symmetry to pre-compute details for tensor network contractions,
a requirement for any practical application of symmetries in tensor network algorithms.
The other three variables are arrays which, in collection, describe a set of irrep and mul-
tiplicity labels for the irrep pathway of each of M tensor block that we need to store for
this symmetric tensor. These tensor blocks are the degeneracy tensors associated to each
labelled pathway as discussed in appendix C. Each irrep for the instance of Symmetry
this symmetric tensor is connected to has a unique positive integer associated to it, known
as the machine irrep label. In all cases there is a maximum value of machine irrep labels
which corresponds to either the total number of irreps in the group or all irreps upto
some truncation. The second of which is required for any group with and infinite number
of irreps (such as U(1) or SU(2)). In both cases the relationship between the irreps is
encoded in the Symmetry instance to which the symmetric tensor is associated. In the
case of truncation this is also entirely encoded in the Symmetry instance.
ChargeLabelsExternal is an M -by-N array where N is the number of external bonds
for this symmetric tensor, the entry at location m-by-n is the machine irrep label for the
irrep we wish to to label the nth external bond of the mth tensor block.
The meaning of ChargeLabelsInternal, MultiplicitiesInternal is similar to Charge-
LabelsExternal, but are only non-empty if the number of external bonds N is greater
then 2, otherwise it is a m-by-0 array. If it is not empty then variable ChargeLabelsIn-
ternal is an M -by-(N − 2) array where the entry m-by-n is the irrep counter of the nth
internal bond for the mth tensor block. As discussed previously because there are no
loops in the structure then there must be exactly N − 2 internal bonds. Similarly there
are the N − 2 target vertices of the internal bonds which carry a multiplicity label, with
an additional vertex at the center with no degrees of freedom as discussed in the previous
subsection. By the definition in section C.2 each vertex has exactly 3 bonds connected
to it, two up and one down, or one up and two down. The multiplicity label for each
vertex is then labelled by an integer between 1 and N ca,b where a and b are the irreps of
the pair of bonds on one side and c is the irrep of the remaining bond. This then states
that in this irrep pathway we are considering that copy of c which emerges from a ⊗ b.
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The MultiplicitiesInternal array is then a M -by-N − 2 array if it is non-empty and
the m-by-n entry is the multiplicity index for the nth vertex for the mth tensor block.
All these choices of irreps and multiplicity numbers must be allowed by the Symmetry
instance that the SymHandle pointer/handle associates this with this symmetric tensor.
Further the set of them must be unique for each tensor block. All the functions which take
symmetric tensors as input assume that these conditions are met in the input instance
and all functions which output symmetric tensors are guaranteed to meet these conditions
for the output instance.
D.1.3 Tensors Data
The last variables that must be stored to describe a symmetric tensor in its entirety is the
data which describes the tensor values, encoded in the three variables: TensorEntries,
TensorEntriesSizes, and ChargeLegsDimensions. The variable TensorEntries for
a symmetric tensor with N external bonds is a M -by-1 cell array of N directional ar-
rays which are the numerical values of each of the M tensor blocks. Each of which have
their corresponding irrep pathway described by the corresponding rows in ChargeLabel-
sExternal, ChargeLabelsInternal, and MultiplicitiesInternal. These tensor blocks
have also all have been normalised so that we are working with a basis of vertices rather
then Clebsch-Gordan coefficients as discussed in section C.3. Entries are normally left
out if no element in the tensor block is larger then a given value (i.e. 10−14).
The details of the sizes of each of these tensors is also contained in the SymTensor
class. TensorEntriesSizes, as it’s name suggests, details the size of all tensors blocks,
in all directions, for this symmetric tensor. This variable is an M -by-N array of posi-
tive integers where entry m-by-n indicates the size of the nth direction of the mth tensor
block in the cell array TensorEntries. This value can also be viewed as the number of
copies of the corresponding irrep that appear on the nth bond of the tensor. This second
interpretation demonstrates the restrictions that are imposed on the sizes of the tensor
block entries in TensorEntries.
This restriction is imposed by the variable ChargeLegsDimension which is an η-by-N
array where η is the number of irreps listed by the symmetry pointed to by SymHandle
(i.e. the maximum value that the machine irrep labels take). The a-by-n entry is the
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number of copies of the irrep with machine irrep label a that appears on the nth external
bond. This means that we get a restriction on the sizes of the tensor blocks as if the
nth external bond for a tensor block has irrep machine label a associated to it then the
size in the nth direction is given by the a-by-n entry in the array ChargeLegsDimension.
In the special case that the entry is zero, then it does not specified the number of copies
of this irrep which could either be zero or some other number. But this means that the
machine irrep label a cannot appear on the nth bond for any tensor block. The reason
for this is that the user may wish to add tensors together where a certain irrep may not
appear on a certain bond with a symmetric tensor where it does. This can’t be done in
general between different tensors with different numbers of copies of a certain irrep on
a single bond without making some assumptions. However if we wish to fill the extra
entries with zeros or forget about some of the entries, then there is the SymTensor
function Reshape which does this for the user and is discussed in subsection D.1.4.
D.1.4 Creating Tensor Functions
Currently there are 5 static functions implemented to generate tensors for a given sym-
metry (an instance of the class Symmetry which we will choose to call Sym) and a
non-static function designed to resize symmetric tensors. Normally functions in a class
act on an instance of that class (so we can think of this instance as the zeroth input).
However some functions are static functions which act like a traditional function, useful
to include as part of a class so they are packaged with everything else. An example of a
static function is a function to create an instance of the class.
The functions which create new tensors are CreateOnes, CreateRandomUnitary,
CreateIdentity, CreateIdentityFrom, and CreateRawTensorFrom. The first three
of these functions are similar acting to: create a tensor where every entry is one, create
a tensor which is a unitary (or isometry), or create an identity. These functions take 4
inputs, the first is the symmetry Sym, a pointer to the symmetry group details. The
next two entries are ChargeDimensionsBottom (ChargeDimensionsTop) which is
the number of copies of each irrep of the symmetry on a bond for the bonds from the
bottom (top) of the tensor. These are a L-by-M array where L is the number of irreps
in the symmetry (i.e. the maximum value of machine irrep labels) we are using, and M
is either 1 or the number of bonds on the bottom (top). If the number of bonds on the
bottom (top) is not 1 then the user may either individually address the charges on each
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bond individually, or they may place the same charges on each of these bonds by using an
array where M is 1. In the case of bonds going up or down being zero the corresponding
input for the charge dimensions is ignored. The last input is Legs which is a two entry
array with the number of bonds on the bottom (top) as the first (second) entry in the
array. The command to use any of the three takes the form of line one in code block D.1.
This is all done by creating a matrix and using SymMat2Ten (see subsection D.1.5) to
transform it to a matrix. In the case where the code is creating a random unitary for
each matrix block, the block is not square it creates an isometry by disregarding some
columns or rows depending on size. This means either UU † = 1 or U †U = 1 and in some
cases, neither of the two, meaning the interpretation as an isometry may be in question.
The last two functions that create tensors create tensors based off other tensors, the
first function creating an identity from a given tensor InTensor by the command in
the second line of code block D.1. Like the previous functions Legs tells the code how
many bonds are going up and how many are going down. While this function is labelled
as CreateIdentityFrom this name only makes sense if InTensor can be viewed as a
square matrix when we group the bonds together in the manner described by Legs. This
function converts the tensor to a matrix by SymTen2Mat and replaces each matrix
block by a matrix with ones along the diagonal before reversing the matrix back into a
tensor by SymMat2Ten. These functions are discussed in subsection D.1.5.
The final tensor creating function is CreateRawTensorFrom which has entries Ten-
sorEntries, InTensor and boolean values CorrectDimensions, and KeepZeros. In-
Tensor is the tensor we are using to obtain the structure to build a new tensor from,
TensorEntries is an L-by-1 cell array of the new tensor blocks that will replace those
in InTensor. The sizes of these tensor blocks must be the same as those in InTensor.
The boolean value CorrectDimension tells the code if the normalisation discussed in
section C.3 needs to be added, this is set to false if not specified, meaning that the new
TensorEntries are treated as already normalised for the structure. The other boolean
value KeepZeros is also optional and set to false if not specified telling the code if it
should keep the tensor blocks which only have zero entries (upto some error normally set
to 10−14) or if it is to keep these entries. Keeping the entries may lead to additional calcu-
lations which aren’t required but is useful for numerical stability in some algorithms, for
example when creating symmetric tensors to be used as the local Hamiltonian in section
D.4, otherwise errors occur in the definition of the isometry and disentangler during the
initialisation for certain cases as well as the resulting two site density matrix using this
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implementation of the MERA algorithm.
The last function in this set is the function which resizes the symmetric tensor, altering
the number of copies of each irrep on each external bond, and unlike the other functions
in this subsection this is not a static function. This is done by the command given in
line number 3 in code block D.1 and resizes all the tensor blocks to the size of the cor-
responding block agrees with NewChargeLegDimensions. As discussed in subsection
D.1.3 this variable tells us that if we have a tensor block where the ath bond has the irrep
labelled b in the the machine labelling then the a-by-b entry in NewChargeLegDimen-
sions will be the length of the ath array direction.
Listing D.1: Code For Creating Tensors




D.1.5 Alternating Between Tensors and Matrices
A key step in any manipulation is the ability to transform the symmetric tensor between
its tensor form and the corresponding block diagonal matrix form that arises from Schur’s
lemma. These functions are static as they are not really associated to a SymTensor in-
stance which means that these functions are called by lines 1 and 2 in code block D.2.
Line 1 using SymTen2Mat to convert a symmetric tensor to a matrix and line 2 to call
function SymMat2Ten for the reverse procedure.
These pair of operators convert between a symmetric Tensor and its block matrices that
would populate the block diagonal of the matrix equivalent of a tensor as per Schur’s
lemma. The transformation is implemented by line 1 in code block D.2, where Mat is a
cell of matrices and Data is a variety of details required to reverse the procedure. The
inputs of the function are: Tensor which is the tensor that will be reformatted into a
block diagonal matrix, input Legs is a two entry array stating how many external bonds
are collected into each of the two bonds of a matrix. Currently this assumes they are
collected so that the tensor has its first bonds on the bottom then all other on the top
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(based on the external bond labelling numbers). Essentially the mechanism is described
by figure D.5 where we collect the first Legs(1) bonds and and the next Legs(2) sep-
arately before pulling out the resulting matrix in the figure. Finally Shape is another
tensor with the same irrep pathway as those of Tensor and tensor block irrep labels of
Tensor are a subset of entries of Shape enforcing a certain number of copies of irreps on
all bonds. This final variable allows the user to makes sure the matrix is square or force
the code to include for all possible irrep pathways. This is not implemented automatically
because of both costs and to give the user the option to work with matrices with irregular






Figure D.5: A graphical example of what is being done in function SymTen2Mat. The
input variable Legs is [3, 3] which tells the program to collect the first three bonds into
the matrix bond 1 and the next three into matrix bond 2. If we input Legs as [4, 2] an
error would occur as the first 4 would have to be combined into downwards matrix bond
1 however the forth bond is pointing up.
The second output is the variable Data which is the details required to rebuild the Ten-
sor out of the matrices in Mat. The first entry is a M -by-1 array of machine irrep labels
with the mth entry corresponding to the irrep the mth matrix block in Mat is associated
to as described by Schur’s lemma. The second (third) entry in Data is an M -by-1 cell
array where each entry is associated with the corresponding a N -by-D array where entry
n-by-d is the dimension of the dth bond for the first (second) collection of bonds in the ma-
trix. Further this is for the nth unique irrep pathway which results in the irrep labelled by
the mth entry of Data{1} passing through the center vertex. The list of unique pathways
labelling the first (second) collected bond in figure D.5 is the fifth (sixth) entries in Data,
this is collecting the external irreps, internal irreps and multiplicity values into a single
row. The number of bonds collected for each matrix bond is detailed in the fourth entry
of Data and is essentially the input Legs. The remaining entries detail the structure
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of the tensor with the seventh and eleventh holding the ChargeDirections and Struc-
ture entries of Tensor respectively. The eighth and ninth entries are the Braiding and
BraidingDirections, though converting symmetric tensors with braiding in their struc-
ture is not implemented yet. The tenth entry is the pointer/handle to the Symmetry
instance that is relevant for Tensor, specifically the SymHandle variable. The twelfth
and final entry in Data is the details about how Tensor was restructured so we could
break this down into a matrix, though this is not implemented yet and so is not important.
The reverse procedure is implemented by SymMat2Ten which takes a cell of matrices
in the same format as the output Mat from SymTen2Mat as well as the cell of input
Data, in the format of output Data, and converts this information into a SymTensor
instance. The implementation of this function is of the form of line 2 in code block D.2
and requires no further explanation of its function. This is essentially the reverse pro-
cedure of SymTen2Mat and is available for use by the user. Due to the complexity of
the inputs of Data there are probably methods less prone to mistakes that could be used
instead of selecting Data by hand. However the function plays an important role in a
number of other user oriented functions.
Listing D.2: Code For Creating Tensors
[Mat, Data] = SymTensor.SymTen2Mat(Tensor, Legs,Shape)
OutTensor = SymTensor.SymMat2Ten(Mat, Data)
D.1.6 Restructuring
There are five functions which are important for the user to manipulate the structure,
FlipLegDirections, BringToRegular, Braid, RotateCW, and RotateCCW. None
of these functions are static so they take a SymTensor instance in (the zeroth input) and
outputs another instance with the associated transformation. The first of these simply
changes the direction of the bonds with respect to the irreps in the structure. Taking
FlippedLegs as input which names the bonds we want to flip for the charge direction.
The naming convention is the same as for Structure, taking both positive integers and
negative bonds in for flipping internal and external bonds respectively. The command
for this function is given in line 1 of code block D.3.
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BringToRegular is a function which works out and performs the necessary transforma-
tions to change from any arbitrary structure to what I will refer to as the regular form.
In this form the center vertex produces one bond going up and one going down, the bond
going up ends up splitting into all of the upwards going external bonds, and the same
for the bond going down. This is also done in an iterative form where the internal bond
coming from the center splits into an external bond which is the rightmost bond of the
relevant side and an internal bond going left. We then repeat this until all external bonds
are produced (with the last internal bond splitting into two external bonds). If only one
bond is going in either direction then the center produces this external bond as one of
its outputs. If there are zero bonds in one of the directions then the center splits into an
external and internal bond on the other side just the same as the internal bond splitting.
This was described in appendix C and is also shown in figure D.6. This function takes a
single boolean input RenameLegs which is optional and pre-set to false. If this input is
true then the function will also rename the external bonds so that they increase going left
to right, starting with the the bottom bonds before counting the top bonds (also shown
in figure D.6). This function is instigated by the command in lines 2 or 3 of code block
D.3.
The function Braid is then a function which braids bonds around based on inputs Braids
and BraidDirections. These variable take a similar form to the structure variables of
the same name for class SymTensor and discussed in subsection D.1.1. There is also a
third, optional, input variable RenameLegs which is a boolean variable pre-set to true,
if true it relabels the external bonds in the same way as is done in BringToRegular if
the input of the same name is also true. This is pre-set to true because keeping the initial
names after braiding seems unnatural from my experience, but it is possible to reverse
this if the user wants. We can implement this by the command in line 4 of code block D.3.
The functions RotateCW and RotateCCW rotate bonds around clockwise or counter-
clockwise respectively when moving the bonds from the bottom to the top or vice versa
as shown in figure D.7. In the future it will be possible to bend any bonds around in any
direction by storing the modifications in variable CapType. However at the moment this
is restricted as this part of the structure has not been significant enough to implement
yet. Therefore if rotating clockwise then the bonds rotated must be from the bottom
left or the top right, and for counter-clockwise this must be bottom right or top left.
The bonds which are rotated are indicated in Rotate which refers to their location in
CyclicLegs if the entries are in a regular array. However the user may also tell the code








Figure D.6: An example of the regular form, in this case I fuse all the bottom bonds
(-1,-2,-3) from order left to right. Internal bonds are counted up starting from the first
pair of fusion and then each time the next external bond is fused with the latest internal
bond we get the new internal bond. I do a similar thing for the bonds pointing up
where the two resulting internal bonds fuse into the center vertex (indicated by the circle
with the white dot attached to the dotted edge. All internal bonds have a fixed charge
direction (pointing up) but this is not fixed for the external bonds. Note that when this
is generated from function BringToRegular if RenameLegs is false then the ordered
labelling of external bonds is not guaranteed either. Unlike the other cases the charge
directions are not indicated for external bonds, this is because the external bonds do not
have a fixed charge direction in the regular form, on the other hand regular form internal
bonds all have the charge direction going up.
entries are given in a cell array. Again like the functions Braids and BringToRegular
the last entry is the variable RenameLegs which tells the code if the bonds should be
renamed, again is optional and is pre-set to false. The function is applied by commands
on lines 5 and 6 of code block D.3.















Figure D.7: Two examples of how a rank 6 tensor can be bent from 3 bonds up and
3 bonds down to 4 bonds up and 2 bonds down. In both these cases the bends are
treated to be normal bends rather then alternative bends just as would be done for
functions RotateCW and RotateCCW. In these cases the charge direction for the
external bonds is not changed after the bend so we don’t need to work out the inverse
irrep label. The charge directions are left off from the middle figure because the two
examples shown would indicate different charge directions on the external bonds for the
middle diagram.
D.1.7 Traditional Functions For Tensors
There are extensions of traditional functions for matrices that can be applied to tensors
as well as operations which naturally transfer across to them. Built into the code the
operators for plus, minus and times are overloaded so that tensors may be added, sub-
tracting, or multiplication by a scalar; just as numbers or matrices can be. To do this the
code simply checks, in the case of adding or subtracting, that the tensors have the same
structure and the tensors are the same size (using the variable ChargeLegDimensions).
If the tensors that we are trying to add or subtract are different then an error is returned
otherwise relevant tensor blocks are added or subtracted with each other. This check is
where we need to allow for zero entries of ChargeLegDimensions to be any variable
size. If we are adding tensors A and B then we can express it in a natural way of A+B and
the code worries about the complexity of correlating the tensor blocks, the same thing is
done for subtracting, though the code makes use of the fact that A−B = A+ ((−1) ∗B)
and so makes use of the sum and scalar multiplication code to compute things. The
scalar multiplication is also supported where any number can multiplied an instance of
SymTensor and is implemented by simply working out which of A and B in A ∗ B is
a scalar and which is a symmetric tensor, then multiplying all the tensor blocks of the
SymTensor instance by the scalar. If both A and B are SymTensor instances then an
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error is returned. The overloading of the plus operator also allows for addition or sub-
traction of symmetric tensors with scalars in which case each tensor block undergoes this
operation. However the user must be careful when using this behaviour as if any blocks
could have been hidden due to being all zeros the behaviour will differ between having
hid the blocks and having not hid them. Therefore exploiting this behaviour is ill advised.
The computation of the complex conjugate transpose and the complex conjugate is given
by functions TenConj and TenConjNT respectively, where the NT in the second func-
tion stands for ”no transpose”. These functions take an optional single input other then
the SymTensor instance which tells the code whether it should relabel the external
bonds after the transpose to be in the regular form as defined by function BringToReg-
ular (but doesn’t change the structure into regular form). If this is not given then it
is assumed to be false. For tensor A function TenConj can be called by any of the
commands from lines 1, 2, or 3 in code block D.4 with similar calls for TenConjNT.
Finally functions corresponding to singular value decomposition (SVD), computing the
maximum eigenvalue, and the trace are built into this software. The structure of these
three functions, written SVD, MaxEigenValue, and Trace, are all quite similar with
entries being the symmetric tensor, and Legs. Legs is a 2 entry array describing which
bonds are going to combine into each of the bonds of the matrix in the same manner
as SymTen2Mat as discussed in subsection D.1.5. The third entry is the shape we
may want to embed the tensor into when computing any of these. This allows us to
make sure that we submit a square matrix into these functions even if some of the tensor
blocks would be exactly zero and therefore left out in the normal manner of storing tensor
blocks. This last entry behaves like it does for the input variable of the same name in
SymTen2Mat, if this last entry is not used then we use the structure of the symmetric
tensor input. Examples of these functions for tensor A, possibly with a full shape of
tensor B, are given as examples in lines 4, 5, and 6 in code block D.4.
These three functions all make use of the SymTen2Mat function and SVD also makes
use of the SymMat2Ten function. In the case of the trace, Trace does not assume that
the matrix must be square and simply sums the diagonal components of the matrix blocks
that SymTen2Mat outputs. It will also multiply the contribution for each irrep block by
the dimension of the irrep to take into account the contribution from the multiple copies
of the magnetic degrees of freedom. Further the use of Shape may appear redundant for
the trace as it doesn’t have to be square, but if it is used then columns blocks of zeros
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introduced the modification of the structure by Shape can be placed anywhere, which
can effect which elements are on the diagonals of each block. Finally it is important to
note that this function only works in the sense of a trace if the two sets of grouped bonds
of the tensor describe the same space in some manner. If this is not the case then the
interpretation of this as a trace is an inaccurate one.
In the future the function MaxEigenValue will have the option to return the eigenvector,
as a symmetric tensor, as well as the eigenvalue as well as additional options for selecting
which eigenvalues to select out. In this case MaxEigenValue will also make use of the
function SymMat2Ten as well.








SymCon is the function built to interact with the classes SymTensor and Symmetry
to compute contractions of tensor networks. The interface of SymCon is based off the
interface of ncon [108] with extensions to both make it easier to compute environments
and to exploit speed ups described in the results of [77]. Along with specifying the way
the interface works for this function, this section will also cover the methods used in the
function. These include describing how the results of [77] are implemented, describing
how tensors are converted from some arbitrary tensor into the standard form, and how
the standard form allows for easy manipulation when performing contractions between
pairs of tensors.
D.2.1 Input Options
There are 5 input options for SymCon where the first three correspond to those found in
ncon, the fourth being an extension of the fourth input found in ncon and the fifth being
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new. There will also be a sixth input which stores the details telling the function that
we are contracting a non-planar tensor network but that has not yet been implemented.
There is a single output, TensorsOut, which is a cell of SymTensor instances, or a
single SymTensor instance if that kind of output is chosen by the user.
The first three inputs are similar to the ncon inputs, they are Tensors, the tensors
that are to be contracted, Legs, the labelling of the bonds in the tensor network, and
ContractionOrder, the order the bonds should be contracted. The Tensors input is
a 1-by-T cell array of symmetric tensors that occur in the network. If the first entry in
the cell is empty then this indicates that the code should spit out a single SymTen-
sor instance if we are only computing a single output symmetric tensor. This will not
happen if for instance we requested the function compute 2 environments from a given
tensor network. Legs is a cell array of the same length as Tensors (excluding the empty
entry if applicable) where each entry is a 1-by-N arrays where N the the number of
bonds that the corresponding symmetric tensor has. Each bond has an integer associ-
ated with it where negative integers indicating that the bonds are open in the tensor
network. A positive integer on the other hand implies that there is another bond in the
network to which it will be paired with for contraction. Furthermore negative integers
may only appear at most once while positive integers must appear exactly twice if they
appear at all. Finally ContractionOrder is a 1-by-N array where N is the number
of unique positive bonds and is an ordered list of what order the bonds should be con-
tracted. The code works out how to block these together so that if two consecutive
entries are bonds between the same tensors then these will bonds will be contracted at
the same time, however other then this the contraction order is left up to the user. If no
order is given then the tensors will be contracted from smallest positive integer to largest.
Unlike tensor contraction for non-symmetric tensor networks, the details of the output
tensor is not just restricted to output bond order. When working with symmetric tensor
networks the pathway structure must be specified along with verifying that the output
bond order agrees with the network, if the output bond order does not agree with the
network then it is ambiguous as to which bond should be braided over the others when
reordering the bonds where different choices will result in different tensors. Neither of
these are issues if we are considering non-symmetric tensors.
The input variable which controls this is the variable LegOrder. This variable is a cell
array of size L-by-M where L is the number of environments we wish to compute and M
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is a number between 1 and 3. The entries in each row is a subset of the three values which
are used to compute the structure of the output symmetric tensors from SymCon. These
options are the structure, which is of the same format as the variable Structure in the
SymTensor class. A E-by-1 list of tensors removed in order to compute the environment
(which is empty for contracting the entire network). The final possible value is a list of
what order the non-contracted bonds should occur in for this environment computation.
The order and even consistency of these values does not have to be the same between
rows, nor does which values are input (as remaining cell entries can all be empty), as the
code is designed to distinguish between each type of value input for LegOrder.
Finally performing these computations with the symmetries is, in general, more expensive
then with non-symmetric versions of the tensors. However because the expensive part of
each of these computations is independent on the entries in the tensor blocks, for algo-
rithms where the same computation can be repeated multiple times these computations
can be stored in a lookup table to reduce the costs in performing any transformations
related to the symmetry structure. These will be different for different tensor networks
and therefore the fifth entry, called FlagNumber, is a positive integer used as a unique
identifier for this particular tensor network and set of environments. Storing all the de-
tails for these transformations done during the contraction procedure. When using this
input the function will check that the other inputs agree with previous details regarding
the network and required environments. Furthermore because the code checks things in
stages calculations for different irrep combinations, degeneracy count of external bond
irreps, or even different Symmetries may use parts of the calculations to speed up pro-
cesses.
D.2.2 Working Out the Order of Contractions
To give the reader a feeling of how the code computes the order of contractions that
are applied to compute all environments for a given tensor network, e.g. in figure D.8,
this subsection will give an overview of how this part of the code is implemented. This
figure is worked out from the Legs input and the environments which are of interest are
specified by LegOrder.
The first step in the calculation is to work out a contraction order for each environment
based on the input ContractionOrder. This is done by producing the contraction tree










































Figure D.8: Three examples of tensor networks that may be contracted, we associate a
tensor to each square in the figure, in each case there are three environments that the
user may want to calculate which excludes everything in one of the three dotted circles.
Bonds are also given labels which are specified to the code by looking at the Legs cell
entry which corresponds to this tensor. For example the fifth tensor in the three cases is
specified by a) [4 9 12 11], b) [9 10 12 11], and c)[10 7 12 11], which is simply the network
names for the external bonds in the order of CyclicLegs for each tensor. The optimal
contraction order for these diagrams are given in figure D.9.
different tensor which is part of the network. The dotted lines indicate where we need
to exclude all the source tensors on the side the arrow is pointing to in order compute a
given environment. The kinds of diagrams from figure D.9 are based on the result from
[77] by Pfeifer and Evenbly however the algorithm used to work out contraction orders
described here is entirely of my own design.
For an open tensor network an additional tensor is added to this tree diagram which must
be on the arrow side for all environment outputs, by including this the entire tensor net-
work becomes closed and this is required to be careful with how the edges are organised
in subsection D.2.3. If we are computing the total numerical value for a closed tensor
network then the entire contraction is given by the contraction of two sides of any edge.
Each vertex in this graph corresponds to the contraction of two tensors, the normal way
of contracting has been written where the top edge is the output of the contraction. As
discussed in section 4.4.2 the cost of changing the contraction order of three tensors in a
closed network does not effect the computational costs (to leading order). In this picture
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Figure D.9: Some example of the contraction tree graphs used to work out the contraction
order for the tensor networks in figure D.8. The open edges at the bottom correspond
to the tensors from the tensor network and the combination of two lines into one line
corresponds to contracting two tensors together into one tensor. In order to simplify the
structure we have collected the graph into a spine (the edge going up on the left) and
secondary spins coming off this spine which are boxed in grey. Dotted lines through the
edges indicate the environments from figure D.8 where all other tensors on one of the
sides of the dotted line have to be combined together to compute the environment. The
key thing to notice is that we could contract tensors in any order, e.g. in c) we could
combine tensors 2,7,1 together and start going down into the secondary spine. For closed
networks we may want to compute the total output of contracting the entire network
which is denoted on this graph as contracting two sides of a bond such as at the circle
near the top of the graph.
this refers to choosing another pair of edges as the incoming tensors at the vertex under
consideration, and outputting a third tensor from the contraction of the new pair. As we
can associate subset of the closed tensor network being contracted at any edge (and for
each direction of the edge) we can see that this tree diagram contains all the information
about which contractions are required to compute any environment, and at a cost bound
by the cost of contracting the entire network. Furthermore using this diagram, given
the bonds we contract at each vertex, we can also work out the bonds which correspond
to the contractions for the other two sets of pairs by working backwards from the last
contraction to the first.
Now to work out what needs to be computed to work out all these environments and
to use the results of the work by Pfeifer and Evenbly. We first start with all tensors
at the bottom and if a vertex has a direct connection to two of the bottom tensors
without an environment cut on either of the input edges then we consider this vertex as a
”dropped vertex”. This means we remove it from the diagram and repeat, now treating
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its output as a source tensor. This is because if we ever use it then we can perform all
the contractions to generate this tensor beforehand and never have to worry about the
separate components (i.e. if any tensors making it up are excluded from the environment,
then they all are). Repeating this procedure we can simplify the graph significantly before
reorganising it into the special case which will be called a spine graph and shown in figure
D.10. In this format we think about contractions as an ordered sequence of contractions
where each new tensor is added onto the previous tensors that we have already contracted
together. The bottom point in this list is an original tensor, while the others are either
original tensors or another spine connected at the top to this spine (instead of closing
the network off). Because of the ”dropped vertex” procedure, any secondary spine must
have an environment to be computed somewhere in it (otherwise it would have reduced
to a set of dropped vertices).
1 2 3 4 5 6
Figure D.10: An example of a primary spine, each tensor at the bottom of this tree
graph is either a tensor or a secondary spine. A secondary spine is exactly the same as
the primary spine but with no edges to the right of the circle at the top (this connects into
the primary spine instead), and itself may have secondary spines. Environments which
need to be computed are indicated in the same way on this diagram, and either indicate
that we need to compute something here or that we need to compute something later
on down in a secondary spine. We can think of all bottoms of the primary spine which
doesn’t have an environment cutting it as an effective tensor as all other combinations
can be treated as ”dropped vertices” as described in the main body of the text.
With this reduced structure it is possible to work out the contraction order we must use.
We begin contracting along the primary spine from the left and move right. This contin-
ues until we reach the last vertex which is connected to a secondary spine/output tensor,
or if we are contracting everything until we reach the end. If we have any environments
then we repeat this procedure from right to left until we reach the leftmost environment
in the primary spine. At any point that this reaches the right side of a vertex where one
of the offshoot edges has an environment down it we contract the results of coming from
the left and from the right to compute an environment. We have given a unique identifier
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to each edge and each direction for an edge which allows use to uniquely describe which
tensors are being contracted in each step. Further because of this we can work out the
first time our contractions require the output results of a secondary spine and the first
time we have computed a tensor to go down a secondary spine and compute an environ-
ment.
We then repeat this procedure for secondary spines (treating any spines off these as sec-
ondary spines) and perform contractions along the spine upto the top just before the
first time this contraction must be used (tracking this using the unique labels for the
edges). If there are any environments on these secondary spines we repeat the actions of
contracting from right to left upto the leftmost environment location. If we didn’t need
to before also compute the contractions coming from the left of the secondary spine. This
procedure is used recursively on further spines off the secondary spines and so forth to
work out all the contractions required to compute all environments requested by the user.
After computing this we insert all the contractions that are required and corresponded
to the ”dropped vertices” we forgot about earlier in this procedure. This then gives us
a list of which tensors must be contracted to produce all the tensors, this can also then
be used to work out when the output tensors used in a contraction can be removed from
memory. Note that the algorithm simplifies in the case of open tensor networks as we
can set the tensor we had to add to be the rightmost tensor in the primary spine and
therefore cannot have any environments coming from contractions from the right in any
spine (as this would include the false tensor in the output environment). While it is not
implemented fully yet this procedure can also include traces in the network by associating
them to edges where they are first applied. The addition of traces can be added at the
end like is done with the ”dropped vertices”. Including them does also result is some
modifications to edge labelling system but it is possible to keep unique labels for tensors
before and after the traces are done.
After having done all this we end up with a N -by-3 array ActionTotalTensors which
has N rows referring to the N contractions/traces that must be done for the full tensor
network calculation. In each of these rows the first and second entries each refer to the
unique labels of the tensors which will be contracted at this step. The third entry tells
the code what is the unique identifier for the output tensor of this step. Similar arrays
are computed to tell the memory location of where each of these symmetric tensors are
stored and when input tensors can be deleted.
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D.2.3 Braiding the Tensors During Two Tensor Contractions
After having worked out the order of the contractions we now need to transform the
tensor network into the layered format. In this format one tensor is the root of the net-
work and tensors are given fixed positions relative to this one. Associated to each tensor
there is also a bond which is the first bond when they are brought to the standard form,
discussed in subsection D.2.4. Where all bonds are bent to be top bonds with a spine
like irrep structure (just like the tensor in regular form). Converting this network into
this form is done by choosing a tensor to be the root and one of its bond to be the first
bond. Then we proceed to work out what other tensors are in this layer by working out
to which other tensor the the last bond of the tensor we are working with is connected.
If it’s location hasn’t already been fixed, fix its location as the next tensor in this layer,
we also choose the first bond of this newly fixed tensor by working out what bond is con-
nected to the last bond of the previously fixed tensor. Any time a new tensor is added
we connect all bonds between this new tensor and all previous tensors that have been
fixed, storing some useful details for later.
By this point we now have an ordering of bonds going left to right based on this layer.
If by the time that we finish the layer we haven’t fixed all the tensors in the network
we then work from left to right on these unconnected bonds. Whenever we reach a new
unconnected bond we add the tensor it connects to and build up a layer in a similar
way to what we did with the root tensor, adding the connections to other fixed tensors
as well. These tensors are added to our list of tensors and repeating the procedure we
take all unconnected bonds going from left to right to work out which tensor we add
next. We treat any new disconnected bonds in this new layer as lying between the edge
that the new layer sprung from and the next edge to the right in the prior layer. Do-
ing this we can order all the tensors and edges with locations going from left to right.
An example of the layered form of the network given in figure D.8 is shown in figure D.11.
This transformation is done by dragging tensors around, along with the snake and spiral
identities from section C.5. A conjecture has been developed using these identities to
explain how this transformation into the layered format introduces phases from creating
or removing alternate bends. Note that the layered format requires all bends to be reg-
ular bends as these are the types of bends assumed for the input of the FromStandard
function to be discussed in subsection D.2.4. The details of this conjecture are not in-














































Figure D.11: This is the layered form of tensor networks first given in figure D.8a and b.
D.11 we must account for alternative bends being created and removed for this method
to be valid. I also call this a conjecture because although it works for all networks tested
so far and I am convinced that it is true for all networks, I do not yet have a proof that
this works for all possible networks and their allowed regular forms.
Now that we know which bond will be the first bond in the standard form we need
to work out the transformation of each of the tensors into their standard form. This
transformation is discussed in section D.2.4, along with introducing the phases from the
alternative bends when reshaping to the layered network form. The next part is to go
through all the contractions that are worked out in the steps discussed in section D.2.2
and at each step work out the braidings required to account for this contraction. In each
of these steps we assume the left-most tensor is the first entry which we call A and the
other tensor being contracted is called B. That A is the first tensor can easily be checked
and the tensors orders in ActionTotalTensors (ect.) swapped if this is not the case.
It is quite easy to see that because we must be aware of braiding the transformations
required for contracting these two tensors will be much more complicated then for the
non-symmetric analogue. It turns out that all possible locations of other tensors besides
A and B for some contraction in a layered network can be considered by looking at figure
D.12a where tensors U,W, and Z are collections of tensors which aren’t to be contracted
at this contraction step.
The first step in contracting this diagram is to braid all the bonds for tensor A which do
not connect to B and are between bonds that do connect to B so that they are all before
any bond connected with B. All these bonds which do not connect to B are braided under
































Figure D.12: The steps required to take two arbitrary tensors in a tensor network and
contract them, the two tensors that are being contracted in this diagram is tensors A and
B, tensors U,W, and Z are examples of tensors which are completely encased by bonds
connecting A and B. This process shifts the structure of the network from the initial
general state in (a) to the final state in (i). At each step the bonds moved since the last
step are in coloured in red and involve braiding of bonds on either tensor A or tensor B.
These steps are a) the initial state, b) shifting bonds on A away from those connecting A
and B, c) pulling U out so we can forget about its existence and braiding the top W bond
to so its is near the center of B. d) Collect all the bonds connecting Z to B, e) braid all
these bonds to the left using the transformation in figure D.13, f) pull tensor Z out from
underneath the A-B bonds. g) Pull W out underneath so we can forget about it using
the same procedure as Z, h) introducing the bends for the procedure in figure D.13, and
i) the final result of the manipulations.
done for B, in this case all bonds connecting B to tensor U or W are braided towards the
center, where center refers to the region between the last bond bending the left to reach
A and the first bond bending to the right to reach A. Again bonds that don’t connect
A to B are braided under those that are, the results are shown in figure D.12c, here we
can see that we have already separated tensor U so we can essentially forget about this
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batch of tensors now.
Step 3 is to braid the bonds connecting Z and B at the front of B to the back of B, this
is done using the procedure shown in figure D.13 where we use the snake equation and
then pull the braids up behind B to get a loop and series of braids. These can then be
removed using standard transformations discussed in sections C.5 and C.6 to return the
network to a planar diagram. The results of this are shown in figure D.12d. We then
use a similar procedure to pull Z out from under B so we can essentially ignore it as well
by braiding the collection of bonds in B behind the bonds connecting B and A. Done
using the same transformation as in figure D.13 to bring the bonds connecting B and Z
to the center region of B. The results as shown in D.12e and D.12f, note that the bonds
connecting Z to B are twisted around each other. This is an important fact that must
be recalled more then one bond is being represented and looped around in this procedure.
Finally the forth step is to do this for tensor W as well, as shown in figures D.12g and
D.12h. Also note that all transformations can be applied to bonds coming off either A
or B and therefore we never need to apply transformations to tensors U,W, or Z. This
allows us to just consider structure transformations on the tensors we are contracting
together in this step. This is important since the contractions described in variable Ac-
tionTotalTensors assumes that the contractions are all being done independently.
a)
b)
Figure D.13: The transformation for a) taking a bond from furthest left to furthest
right and b) from furthest right to furthest left for a standard form tensor. This is
done by first using the snake equations to introduce two new bends and then pulling
it behind the tensor and all up-going bonds. After a loop removal and a series of R
and B moves we can bring it to the right having swapped the direction the bend is
going. Depending on case the charge directions of the external bonds can be changed by
modifying ChargeDirections variable.
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The final step is to use this transformation to make sure all bonds which connect B to A
by bending right off B are made to bend in the other direction using the transformation
from figure D.13. The results of which are shown in figure D.12i. After all these trans-
formations we now have the tensors in the form where A has a series of bonds leading to
B with nothing between these bonds.
Then we have a pair of structures like the ones shown in figure D.14a. This can then be
treated as one structure by intelligent choice of trivial irrep and we perform associator
transformations to bring the structure into a standard form as shown in figure D.14b.
Then we can bend bonds pointing up to point down as shown in figure D.14c and remove
the resulting bubbles to get the final structure of the output tensor after contracting the
two tensors we started with which is shown in figure D.14d.
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Figure D.14: The last step in any contraction. As seen in figure D.12 after performing
all the general moves we have bonds connecting tensors A and B grouped together on
A and grouped together on B as the first few tensors. a) Taking the standard forms we
combine them by putting a trivial irrep connecting B at the bottom to A just to the right
of the connected bonds. b) A series of associator moves are done to transform this into
a single standard form tensor (with contractions between the bonds). c) Bending the
bonds down we get a bubble which can be removed, d) then relabelling brings the fully
contracted structure back into standard form. The directions of the external bonds are
again left off to indicate that they are not fixed. however the charge directions must be
taken into account when forcing the irreps labelling the paired external bonds to be the
same in the contraction sum (e.g. the pair -2, -5 and the pair -3,-4 for this example).
D.2.4 Standardising the Structure for Contractions
Once the code has worked out the order of contractions as discussed in subsection D.2.2
one of the first steps is to work out the transformations required to change the original
tensors into a standard form where all bonds are going up. This needs to be done when
choosing any bond to be the first bond in the standard form, and is implemented by a
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function in SymTensor called FromStandard. Generally this will not be used by the
user and so the full details of how to call it won’t be discussed. But it takes each tensor as
input and works out the transformations to change a tensor from one of the forms shown
in figure D.15 to the standard form given just which tensor is first. This function assumes
there are no braidings in the input tensor structure, however in functions SymCon and
BringToRegular, where this function is used, this condition is always met.
-1 -2
-3 -4
-1 -2 -3 -4
-1 -2
-3 -4
-1 -2 -3 -4
-1 -2
-3 -4
-1 -2 -3 -4a) b) c)
Figure D.15: Three examples of the kinds of bends required to transform a tensor into
standard form. a) The special case where the order of external bonds should match
CyclicLegs from the tensor (the first upwards bonds is considered to be first) the types
of bonds here are Good and UpRight. b) The case where one of the bonds that were
initially going down is to be the first bond in the resultant standard form, here there are
Good, UpLeft and UpRight labelled bonds. c) The case when one of the non-first upwards
going bonds is to be first in the standard form, this case has no UpRight labelled bonds
but does have UpLeft, Good, and Inverse labelled bonds. Note that all the bends are
the ones required for the bending of bonds as per the rotation transformation in section
D.1.6. Depending on the input tensor the charge directions of the external bonds can
be different to the ones shown here by modifying ChargeDirections variable. However
here they are fixed assuming all bonds in the network had charge directions going up.
This procedure computes the transformation in 6 steps, the first of which is to label each
of the external bonds with one of 4 designations indicating its type. If it is going up then
it is called Normal if there are no bends, or Inverse if it bends first to the right and then
under the tensor and to the left. If the bond is initially going down then it is designated
UpLeft if the bend bringing it up again is going to the left and UpRight if it is going to
the right. These designations are shown graphically in figure D.15, but to finish the first
step we introduce a phase so that all the bends in UpRight are alternative bends, while all
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other bends are kept as normal bends. Further we transform the variable corresponding
to the current Structure value so that if the outward bonds on a vertex are going in
different directions, the first row references the bond going upward, and the bottom one
corresponds to the bond going downwards. If they are the in the same direction then
the top bond is the one going to the left while the bottom one is the one going to the right.
Step 2 is to work through the vertices starting from those only connected to external
bonds towards the center. Finally finish after transforming the center vertex. The goal
here is to bring each vertex into a regular vertex form: either as a Good vertex or an
Inverse vertex, both shown in figure D.16. We work through all vertices where the bonds
that treat it as a source vertex are either external bonds or internal bonds leading to a
standard form vertex (one which has been worked on already). Using the combination of
designations on the outward bonds the code looks up the transformation required to take
the vertex to either a good or inverse form and adds a new designation to the internal
bond based on this lookup. As well as making sure the bends associated with the newly





Figure D.16: a) What is meant by a Good vertex, b) what is meant by an Inverse vertex.
In both cases the bond c is always internal and the vertex is the target of c. a and b
are either internal bonds who’s target vertices are regular or external bonds and in both
cases their is a direction associated with the bonds connected to this vertex. Bond c is
also coming from an upwards pointing bond in both cases and outgoing bonds a and b
are upwards pointing.
Step 3 then performs the transformations required to convert all inverse vertices into a
good vertex. The center vertex is special because if it turns out to be an inverse vertex
it is automatically transformed into a good vertex without having to do any explicit
transformations. For all other vertices we must first move the center to be adjacent to
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the the inverse before converting the Inverse vertex into a Good vertex, this is shown in
figure D.17. Using the same shifting procedure as in Step 3, Step 4 moves the center to




































Figure D.17: a) the procedure used to move a center from the left to the right by first using
the snake equations and transforming the center to an alternative bend. Then performing
two clockwise rotations and transforming the unused bend back into the center vertex.
We also relabel the irrep d with d˜ = c¯. b) The same transformation but for moving
the center from right to left and removing an alternate bend to a normal bend before
rotating counter clockwise, in this case d˜ = a¯. c) The steps required to transform an
inverse vertex into a good vertex. First the center is transformed into a bend and a
couple of bend types are changed, then the snake equations and a clockwise rotation is
done as well as redefining which bond d is referring to with d˜ = b¯. With the exception
of the edges with tildes on them, the charge directions of the bonds can be different to
what is shown here by modifying the ChargeDirections variable.
Step 5 then works out all the associator transformations that are required to bring the
system into the standard form. Finally step 6 relabels all the bonds and performs trans-
formations on the direction of the internal bonds so they are all pointing upwards with
respect to irrep labels. This labelling requires that the external bonds go from 1 to N
when looking left to right, the internal bonds are similarly labelled from 1 to N −2 going
from left to the right. An example of what this looks like after the procedure is given in
figure D.18.
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Figure D.18: The kinds of associator moves that are required for step 5 to bring the
system into the standard form, note that all internal bonds have their charge direction
fixed and the labelling of internal bonds initially matches the labelling on the right when
taking into account all the associator moves required.
D.2.5 Contracting Tensors
Once all of these steps have been done the computation can be reduced down to taking a
set of lists of tensor blocks as RawTensors and their sizes and contracting them. This
part is the only step done if the previous computations were saved using the FlagNum-
ber option. To do this we use the variables ActionTensorsLocations, a manipulation
of ActionTotalTensors to reference the location of the symmetric tensors in the memory
list at the relevant contraction step. And ActionNumberContractedLegs, the num-
ber of contracted bonds at each step to work out the contractions at each step between
tensors A and B to produce tensor C. We also need variables ActionTensorsPermute,
a set of permutations done on A and B before the contraction as well as on C afterwards.
And another list ActionTensorType to state if we are tracing (in which case we don’t
have a B tensor), contracting, or taking a Kronecker product. Given these we can work
out what tensors we need to contract and how many/which indices I are contracting for
each step.
This gives us a list of N contractions between two tensors where we will refer to the
first tensor as A and the second tensor as B, which when contracted together give tensor
C. Further we need a pair of variables ListNumbers and ListMultiplication for each
contraction step. The first variable is a M -by-3 array where M is the number of pairs of
tensor blocks of symmetric tensors A and B to be contracted to obtain all contributions
to the tensor blocks present in symmetric tensor C. The first two of the three entries of
each row tell us which tensor block of A and B to use for this multiplication, and the third
tells us which tensor block of C it contributes to. The second variable is a M -by-1 array
which tells us the number we must multiply this contribution by to take into account the
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various transformations that had to be done during the contraction procedure discussed
in subsection D.2.3.
With these variables it is possible to reduce each contraction step into a series of matrix
multiplications, where if the bth tensor block of symmetric tensors A, B, and C are labelled
as A{b}, B{b}, and C{b} respectively then we may write the required contractions for each















This step is done after we have permuted the indices of symmetric tensors A and B, but
before they are permuted for tensor C. In this equation, for any particular contraction
step n, ~α is just the uncontracted indices of tensor A and ~γ is just the uncontracted
indices of tensor B and ~β is the indices that are contracted over. The indices ~β are the
last ActionTensorNumberContracted(n) bonds of the permuted tensor A and the
first ActionTensorNumberContracted(n) bonds of permuted tensor B. Lp(k) is the
k-by-p entry in the ListNumbers(n) array and Mn(k) is the k
th entry of the list in the
nth cell of the variable ListMultiplication. These collection of bonds are vectors of in-
dices for us to sum over, the collection of indices in this manner makes it quite clear that
all being done here is matrix multiplication. For tensor network algorithms, such as the
MERA, this turns out to be the most cost intensive step if we use the pre-computation
feature of the FlagNumber option. However if we don’t use this feature the transfor-
mation computation overhead tends to be the most cost intensive step for the algorithm.
Kronecker products can also be performed as the above equation where ~β is summed over
only one entry so this is essentially a series of kron products. A trace is also of this form
where there is no B term and the A term looks like A
{L1(k)}
~α,~β,~β













Given these variables the procedure for the computation of each step of an iterative
symmetric tensor network algorithm is to permute the tensor blocks of A and B. Having
done this all the tensor blocks of C are computed by equations (D.1) and (D.2) as required.
The final step is permuting the tensor blocks of C into the final form and save them in
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the list of RawTensors. After performing all steps only the outputs that were requested
from the function are left and they are reformatted into a SymTensor instance. This
is done using further variables which were also computed earlier or saved from previous
runs of this network contraction.
D.3 Symmetry Class
The last component of this library is the Symmetry class, where an instance of this
class is used for each symmetric group that the user wishes to study. The importance
of this class is two-fold, the first is that an instance representing all the details for a
symmetry group including the irreps and transformation rules. The second is that it
stores all the pre-computations that are used in SymCon. Because this class is treated
as a pointer/handle then all symmetric tensors associated with this symmetric group
have equal access to all these pre-computations. The symmetry is created using the
initialisation function of the class, defining the new symmetry group, the instance Sym,
from the string SymName. This string tells the library which symmetry to generate,
and how to truncate it if truncation is needed/wanted, and is initialised through the
command in code block D.5.
Listing D.5: Initialisation Code For Symmetry Groups
Sym = Symmetry(SymName)
The way the code is set up it is easy for additional symmetry group options to be added
or for the user to implement their own symmetry groups. In order to do this all they need
to do is define variables Name, Dim, and Fusion2 from subsection D.3.1 and variables
F and R from subsection D.3.2. All other variables discussed in this section are automat-
ically computed for the user making sure that the symmetry obeys all required rules. The
variable R may also be excluded, this indicates that there is no braiding transformations.
Also if the symmetry group is Abelian then the variable F may also be left out, in this
case indicating that the symmetry group is completely associative. These variables are
still required for the library even if not specified, however there is a check in the code to
implement them if they aren’t already specified.
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D.3.1 Irreducible Representations
The variables stored in Symmetry which focus on the irrep structure of the symmetry
group are Name, Dim, Trivial Irrep, Inverse Irrep, MaxCharges, MaxMultiplic-
ities, and Fusion2. Name is the simplest variable in this list and is a string explaining
what symmetry group is encoded in this instance of Symmetry in human readable terms.
This also gives a brief overview on how a truncation was made if a truncation is required,
e.g. if we are truncating the SU(2) symmetry to have irreps upto spin 2 then we initialise
the Symmetry instance with the string: ”SU(2) 2”.
The variable Dim is a L-by-(2+M) array where L is the number of unique irreps and M
is the number of real numbers required for the human readable definition of the irrep. In
all implemented symmetries so far only a single number is needed for the human readable
description, but for SU(N) the standard convention is to use N − 1 positive integers to
classify the corresponding irrep. In Dim the first column is the machine label of the
irrep, which will just be the integers 1 to L. The second column is the dimension of
the vector space associated to this irrep, and the remaining M columns are the human
readable irrep names.
TrivialIrrep is then a single integer which is the machine label for the irrep in the irrep
list which is the trivial irrep. This is worked out by figuring out which irrep b has the
property that a⊗b = a for all irreps a, if there is no irrep which satisfies this, or two irreps,
then the code throws an error. The inverse irreps are stored in the variable InverseIrrep
are then given as a L-by-1 array of integers where the lth entry in this array is the machine
label for the dual of the irrep with the machine label l and the code requires the dual
irrep for all irreps defined in Dim. This is also worked out automatically and is done for
irrep l by figuring out which unique irrep b satisfies the property that the trivial irrep 0
appears in the product 0 ∈ b⊗ l. The variables MaxCharges and MaxMultiplicities
are just the maximum machine label used for non-truncated irreps and the maximum
number of multiplicities that can appear for any irrep term in the decomposition of the
tensor product of any other two irreps.
Finally the variable Fusion2 contains information about how tensor products of irreps
decompose into sums of irreps, these details tell us about all possible allowed paths for
tensor blocks. Fusion2 is a L-by-L-by-L array where entry c-by-a-by-b is the number of
copies of the c irrep that arise from the tensor product of irreps a and b. This will be
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In addition to the details about irreps, the class also stores details regarding the trans-
formations discussed in appendix C. These are the variables F, FSq, R, B, RCW,
RCCW, Frobenius Schur Indicator, and Round. Each of these variables is storing
the rules for a corresponding transformation described in appendix C. The first 6 of these
variables are of the same form and so I will discuss them at the same time, the variables
Frobenius Schur Indicator, and Round are also of a similar, but different, style in
their behaviour and will be discussed together.
The first 6 variables respectively correspond to the transformations for the associator, the
2-2 relations, the braiding relations (R-moves), the chain braiding relations (B-moves),
and the clockwise and counter-clockwise bending of a bond going from up to down. In
all these cases the variable is a cell array with 3 entries, the first is a L-by-m array which
lists all possible couplings for this transformation. The second entry is an L-by-1 array
of the coefficients of the corresponding couplings for the transformation, the third entry
is the coefficient of the inverse transformation. When the user initialises the R and F
variables the code automatically works out the inverses for the user and so they only have
to specify the input terms.
For these 6 transformations the first entry in the cell array, the row corresponding to
the different couplings, is ordered differently for each transformation. For variables F
and FSq these entries are ordered as [a,b,c,d,f,e, α, β, µ, ν], where the irrep entries are
labelled by Latin characters and multiplicity terms labelled by Greek characters. The
irrep entries take values based on the machine label associated to each irrep by Dim and
the multiplicity terms take positive integer values. The row for R looks like [b,a,c,ν,µ],
for B it is [a,c,b,d,f,e, α, β, µ, ν], and finally for RCW and RCCW have rows that look
like [a,b,c,ν,µ]. For multiplicity free symmetry groups the multiplicity labels are also left
out by the code. The choice of ordering appears slightly idiosyncratic for some transfor-
mation but that is an artefact of the coding history. However since the user should never
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have to use these entries this is not a flaw in the code’s ease of use. For users who wish to
define their own symmetry groups then they may have to worry about these idiosyncratic
choices. But since only the details of F and R have to be defined and this can be easily
adapted from other symmetry creation definitions.
The variables Frobenius Schur Indicator, and Round are both 1-by-L arrays which
store the phases that must be introduced for certain single bond transformation. where
L is the maximum number used for machine labels of irreps (i.e. total number of irreps)
as given in Dim. The variable Frobenius Schur Indicator is the phase introduced
for converting a normal bend (of the cup variety) to an alternative bend as described in
section C.5. If the left bond has irrep l when the charge direction of said irrep is pointing
up then we use the lth phase in this list. Round is similar but is the phase introduced
by removing a loop as discussed in section C.6.
D.3.3 Associated Functions
There are 3 important functions associated with the Symmetry class, these are FuseCharge-
List, FuseCharges, and GenerateNumbers. FuseChargeList is a function designed
to work out what irreps occur when we take a list of pairs of irreps. The first element of
each pair is contained in input variable A and the second contained in input variable B,
both these variables are N -by-1 arrays for N pairs of irreps. This function takes each pair
in the lists of A and B and outputs the list of irreps that appear from this tensor product,
specifically through the variables Internal, MultList, and Multiplicities. The variable
Internal gives the list of irreps that come from the tensor products and Multiplicities
label the multiplicity count of these irreps. These outputs can be larger then the variables
A and B as all possible output irreps (labelled by Internal and Multiplicities) each
pair are stacked onto each other. The last output variable MultList is then a list of
which pair of irreps each of the new tensor/multiplicity pair arose from. An example is
for both A and B being the list [0;2] so that we are computing the irreps that emerge
from 0 ⊗ 0 and 1 ⊗ 1. The output variables from this function for the SU(2) symmetry
group would then be [0;0;2;4] for Internal, and [1;2;2;2] for MultList. Since SU(2)
is multiplicity free symmetry group Multiplicities would be a column vector of ones.
This function for Symmetry instance Sym can be implemented by the call from line 1
in code block D.6.
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FuseCharges is a function which computes the number of copies of each irrep that oc-
curs when we take a tensor product of two representations, each of which may be a direct
sum of irreps. The command for this when working with symmetry Sym is given in line
2 of code block D.6. Variables A and B are both N -by-1 arrays where N is the number
of possible irreps in instance Sym and the nth entry is the number of copies of the irrep
with machine label n. However the user may also use the functions aNames (bNames)
which is an M -by-1 array and if used changes the size of variable A (B) to a M -by-1 array
as well. The variables aNames (bNames) are lists of the machine labels for each of the
entries in variables A (B), allowing the user to select a small subset of all possible irreps
that may have copies in A and B. The variables aNames and bNames are optional and
can be left out if the user wishes. The output OutCharges is the representation (as a de-
composition into a number of copies of each irrep) of the tensor product of representations
A and B. If two outputs are requested then the second output variable, OutNames,
acts in a similar way to how aNames and bNames work, selecting out only the non-zero
entries to return with OutCharges. As an example for irrep 0 ⊕ 1 the code will take
in [1;0;1;0;0] as inputs and outputs [2;0;3;0;1] indicating two copies of spin 0, three
copies of spin 1 and a single copy of spin 2. If we wanted to use the Names convention
then the inputs would have been [1;1] with name [1;3], and the output would be [2;3;1]
with name [1;3;5] (as we started counting from one). Note that the choice of trunca-
tion in this case would be upto spin 2 for the SU(2) symmetry group used in this example.
The last function of the three is GenerateNumbers which takes inputs WordDescrip-
tions, ChargeExternal, ChargeInternal, Multiplcities and outputs a single variable
OutputConvertNumbers. This function works out the numerical values for how to
convert a set of labels for one set of labelling for a given transformation of one structure
into another structure. This transformation is detailed by the variable WordDescrip-
tions, which is a N -by-2 cell array for N transformations. The first column indicates the
types of transformation in each step, while the second column indicates the details for
the transformation. The variables ChargeExternal, ChargeInternal and Multiplic-
ities are the list of labels for all the tensor blocks for the symmetric tensor in the initial
structure. The output OutputConvertNumbers is a cell array of three entries, the
first being the concatenation of the three input variables labelling the tensor blocks for
the initial structure (ChargeExternal, ChargeInternal, Multiplcities). The second
entry is the corresponding entries for the tensor blocks after the transformations have
been performed. The final entry is a sparse matrix where if entry a-by-b is non-zero then
this is the factor that the ath tensor block of the input tensor structure must be multiplied
by for its contribution to the bth entry of the tensor block for the output. Both a and b
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refer to the ath and bth row of irrep/multiplicity labels in the input tensor cell and output
tensor cells respectively. It is called by the command in line 3 in code block D.6.
Listing D.6: Code That Calls Tensor Extensions Of Traditional Matrix Functions
[Internal, MultList, Multiplicities] = Sym.FuseChargeList(A,B)
[OutCharges, OutNames] = Sym.FuseCharges(A,B,aNames,bNames)
OutputConvertNumbers = GenerateNumbers(self, WordDescriptions,
ChargesExternal, ChargesInternal, Multiplicities)
D.3.4 Saving Details for SymCon
This subsection gives a brief overview of the saving and loading of pre-computations used
in function SymCon. The majority of functions associated to saving and loading of
pre-computations are not needed by the user as they are only to be called in function
SymCon. However beyond these saving and loading functions there are also functions
for saving and loading pre-computations to external files, as well as for clearing previously
stored pre-computations.
As a general overview of how the pre-computation data is saved, each saved symmetric
tensor network contraction has a positive integer associated with it, this is the value
that FlagNumber takes for function SymCon. The pre-computations for contracting
a tensor network, including the parts discussed in section D.2 are broken into 4 parts, I
will refer to them as broad, planar, middle, and fine. Broad data is the data associated
with the tensor network contractions. Planar data is that associated with the restruc-
turing of the network into the layered format discussed in subsection D.2.3, middle data
is associated with the irrep labels for the transformations and fine data is associated
with the number of copies of irreps on each bond in the tensor network. This structure
means we can use calculations from similar inputs (i.e. different groups or different num-
bers of copies of irreps on each bond) and use these calculations. In addition to storing
pre-computation data for each of these types of data there is a boolean value saying if
anything has been saved and validation data. There is also validation data which is data
that the code uses to make sure the pre-computation data is valid for this next contrac-
tion. If not then it will either recompute and re-save, or throw an error depending on
some variables in the Symmetry instance.
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The external loading and saving features mentioned earlier can be used to either clear
pre-computations slots that have been computed so far or to save/load the computations
to an external file. For the Symmetry instance Sym the user can clear all the pre-
computations using the command on line 1 of code block D.7 or a subset FlagNumber
of them by the command on line 2 of the same code block. The user can also save
or load all the pre-computation data (including validation details) to an external file
ExternalFileName by the commands one lines 3 and 4 respectively of code block D.7.






This section gives an overview of the MERA code that was written was written to im-
plement the infinite translational and scale invariant ternary MERA described in chapter
4. Although this chapter was written under the assumption that there were no on-site
symmetries, the power of this library code becomes obvious as the descriptions in that
chapter are sufficient even for a MERA describing on-site symmetries. All the symmetric
properties of the tensor network are hidden from the user and therefore not explicitly
programmed when writing the symmetric MERA.
The code takes in 4 inputs, the first input being the symmetric tensor hIn which is an
instance of the class SymTensor and is the local two site Hamiltonian for which we are
computing the ground state. The second input is MaxCharges, a L-by-1 array where
the lth entry is is the maximum number copies of irrep with machine label l that can
appear on any bond. The third input is Layers, the number of transition layers that is
to be used before the scale invariant layer. And optional input FileOut is a string spec-
ifying the file location that the output of this calculation should be saved to. In addition
to these four inputs there are some other options for inputs, including loading tensors
and telling the code what ground state energy we should expect, but these options don’t
add anything to demonstrating the non-abelian MERA code implementation.
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for kk = 1:Layers
TempCharge = WorkingSym.FuseCharges(Charges(:,kk),Charges(:,kk));
TempCharge = WorkingSym.FuseCharges(Charges(:,kk),TempCharge);
Charges(:,kk+1) = min(TempCharge, MaxCharges);
end
Charges = Charges’;
This then allows us to initialise the U and W tensors as random unitaries/isometries
using the CreateRandomUnitary function from the SymTensor class, through the
code given in code block D.9.





After this I need to initialise the Hamiltonian at the first level by shifting the maximum
eigenvalue to zero as done in code block D.10.
Listing D.10: Shifting The First Level Hamiltonian
MaxLambda = hIn.MaxEigenValue([2,2]);
H{1} = hIn-MaxLambda*SymTensor.CreateIdentityFrom(UShape{1},[2,2]);
Then we need to update the Hamiltonian, to do that I need to detail the properties for
the diagrams given in figure D.19. All the details that are required to perform these
computations are initialised in the code written in code block D.11.
















































Figure D.19: The three terms that need to be taken into account to compute the effective
Hamiltonian. Note that these are almost the same as the tensor networks in figure
D.8 with the exception of the lack of density matrix, where the environments are the







Contraction1 = [1, 5,6, 8, 7,10, 2,3,9,11, 4,12];
Contraction2 = [1,2, 5,6, 7,8, 9,10, 3,11, 4,12];
Contraction3 = [1,2, 6, 7, 8,9, 4,5,10,12, 3,11];
Environment = {[],-(1:4),[[1,-1,-3];[2,-2,-4]]};
With these parameters specified I can now iteratively compute the Hamiltonian at the
next layers up using the code in code block D.12
Listing D.12: Updating Hamiltonian
Tensors{ll} =
{[],W{ll},W{ll},U{ll},H{ll},U{ll}.TenConj,W{ll}.TenConj,W{ll}.TenConj};









This is repeated several times (specifically RepNumberH times) once the last non-scale
invariant Hamiltonian is reached. The output of the computation of the next layer up
where we save the output of each of the steps in the cell array Temp and then sum them
together. Code for this is provided in code block D.13.
Listing D.13: Updating Scale Invariant Hamiltonian
TensorsH{1} = {[],W{Layers+1},W{Layers+1},U{Layers+1},H{Layers},...
U{Layers+1}.TenConj,W{Layers+1}.TenConj,W{Layers+1}.TenConj};






for kk = 2:RepNumberH
TensorsH{kk} = {[],W{Layers+1},W{Layers+1},U{Layers+1},Temp{kk-1},...
U{Layers+1}.TenConj,W{Layers+1}.TenConj,W{Layers+1}.TenConj};








for kk = 1:RepNumberH
H{Layers+1} = H{Layers+1} + Temp{kk}*(1/3^(kk));
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end
I then create a maximally mixed state the size of the scale invariant Hamiltonian us-
ing the CreateIdentityForm function from class SymTensor on the top Hamiltonian
symmetric tensor H{Layers+1}. Having done this I apply the averaged descending
superoperator several (RepNumberRho) times before forcing the trace to be one, done
by dividing by the top density matrix First by its trace. This gives us the top reduced
density matrix Rho{Layers+1}. Having done this we repeat the application of the
descending superoperator and dividing the resulting tensor by its trace to obtain all the
two site density matrices at all layers. This is all done using the code in code block D.14.
Listing D.14: Creating Initial Density Matrices
First = SymTensor.CreateIdentityFrom(H{Layers+1},[2,2])*...
(1/H{Layers+1}.getTotalDimension([1,2]));
for ll = 1:RepNumberRho
TensorsTop = {[],U{Layers+1}.TenConj, W{Layers+1}.TenConj,
W{Layers+1}.TenConj, First, W{Layers+1}, W{Layers+1}, U{Layers+1}};








for ll = Layers:-1:1
TensorsDown{ll} = {[],U{ll}.TenConj, W{ll}.TenConj, W{ll}.TenConj,
Rho{ll+1}, W{ll}, W{ll}, U{ll}};









I then compute the environments for isometric tensors U and W at each scale using the
code in code block D.15.



















Having obtained the environments I use the singular value decomposition function SVD
from the SymTensor class. Then I make some modifications to the singular values
matrix to obtain the updated values for the U and W isometric tensors at layer ll. This
is all done in code block D.16




















During each iteration we also need to compute the ground state energy which is done
if the layer ll is one, with code computing this in code block D.17. The reason for not
using the function SymCon here, which would be safer as we wouldn’t have to touch
the symmetric features of symmetric tensors, is due to the fact that this network is one
of the edge cases where SymCon can fail. The result is stored in PriorEnergy where
Counter is the iteration number. Similarly the ground state energy at the next layer up
is stored in PriorEnergySym this does use SymCon to compute as it is the sum of
expectation values for energies computed in code block D.15. When the MERA is poorly
optimised these values tend to disagree, however when the MERA is highly optimise they
tend to converge to each other.
Listing D.17: Compute Ground State Energy
if ll == 1
[RhoMat, RhoData] = SymTensor.SymTen2Mat(Rho{ll},[2,2],UShape{1});
[HMat, HData] = SymTensor.SymTen2Mat(H{ll},[2,2],UShape{1});
RhoData = RhoData{1}; HData = HData{1};
EnergyTrace = MaxLambda;
for nn = 1:numel(DimSizes);
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WhereRho = RhoData == nn;
WhereH = HData == nn;
if sum(WhereRho)>1 || sum(WhereH)>1
error(’Affirmation Error: We should only have one value of
each Dimension’)
end











The last important piece of code is the one which computes the central charge for the
MERA, this is done by using the two site and one site reduced density matrices at each
layer we have in Rho and use equation (D.4) for the entropy of the L site reduced density
matrices to work out the central charge c. We do this for all layers ll in code block D.18.
While only using two sites and one site will result in very poor estimations of the central
charge in general. But when looking at layers deeper in the MERA the accuracy improves
both because we are approaching the conformal theory and there is a crude interpretation






Listing D.18: Compute Central Charges
RhoS = cell([numel(Rho),1]);

























These pieces of code are used in the order given in chapter 4, and after each iteration we
check if the ground state energy and/or the central charge have varied by less then a cer-
tain amount. If so we say that the MERA has converged and end the code, otherwise we
continue for more iterations. I also end the code after a certain number of iterations given
by CounterMaxNumber, fixed by the MERA code (and is not currently an option to
set from outside the code). I will also save the results after every SaveModNumber
iterations, a variable again set in the MERA code.
As can be seen there are very few steps in this code where we actually reference the
fact that this is a symmetric MERA as opposed to the non-symmetric one described in
chapter 4. This example nicely demonstrates the simplifications that can be achieved
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using this code library.
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